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Abstract
The analysis of dynamic systems provides insights into their time-dependent characteristics. This enables
us to monitor, evaluate, and improve systems from various areas. They are often represented as graphs
that model the system's components and their relations. The analysis of the resulting dynamic graphs
yields great insights into the system's underlying structure, its characteristics, as well as properties of
single components. The interpretation of these results can help us understand how a system works and
how parameters inuence its performance. This knowledge supports the design of new systems and the
improvement of existing ones.
The main issue in this scenario is the performance of analyzing the dynamic graph to obtain relevant
properties. While various approaches have been developed to analyze dynamic graphs, it is not always
clear which one performs best for the analysis of a specic graph. The runtime also depends on many other
factors, including the size and topology of the graph, the frequency of changes, and the data structures
used to represent the graph in memory. While the benets and drawbacks of many data structures are
well-known, their runtime is hard to predict when used for the representation of dynamic graphs. Hence,
tools are required to benchmark and compare dierent algorithms for the computation of graph properties
and data structures for the representation of dynamic graphs in memory. Based on deeper insights into
their performance, new algorithms can be developed and ecient data structures can be selected.
In this thesis, we present four contributions to tackle these problems: A benchmarking framework
for dynamic graph analysis, novel algorithms for the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs, an approach
for the parallelization of dynamic graph analysis, and a novel paradigm to select and adapt graph data
structures. In addition, we present three use cases from the areas of social, computer, and biological
networks to illustrate the great insights provided by their graph-based analysis.
We present a new benchmarking framework for the analysis of dynamic graphs, the Dynamic Network
Analyzer (DNA). It provides tools to benchmark and compare dierent algorithms for the analysis of
dynamic graphs as well as the data structures used to represent them in memory. DNA supports the
development of new algorithms and the automatic verication of their results. Its visualization component
provides dierent ways to represent dynamic graphs and the results of their analysis.
We introduce three new stream-based algorithms for the analysis of dynamic graphs. We evaluate
their performance on synthetic as well as real-world dynamic graphs and compare their runtimes to
snapshot-based algorithms. Our results show great performance gains for all three algorithms. The new
stream-based algorithm StreaMk, which counts the frequencies of k-vertex motifs, achieves speedups up
to 19,043 for synthetic and 2882 for real-world datasets.
We present a novel approach for the distributed processing of dynamic graphs, called parallel Dynamic
Graph Analysis (pDNA). To analyze a dynamic graph, the work is distributed by a partitioner that creates
subgraphs and assigns them to workers. They compute the properties of their respective subgraph using
standard algorithms. Their results are used by the collator component to merge them to the properties of
the original graph. We evaluate the performance of pDNA for the computation of ve graph properties on
two real-world dynamic graphs with up to 32 workers. Our approach achieves great speedups, especially
for the analysis of complex graph measures.
We introduce two novel approaches for the selection of ecient graph data structures. The compile-
time approach estimates the workload of an analysis after an initial proling phase and recommends
ecient data structures based on benchmarking results. It achieves speedups of up to 5.4 over baseline
data structure congurations for the analysis of real-word dynamic graphs. The run-time approach
monitors the workload during analysis and exchanges the graph representation if it nds a conguration
that promises to be more ecient for the current workload. Compared to baseline congurations, it
achieves speedups up to 7.3 for the analysis of a synthetic workload.
Our contributions provide novel approaches for the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs and tools to
further investigate the trade-os between dierent factors that inuence the performance.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An ever increasing demand exists for the timely analysis of large dynamic systems in order to monitor,
evaluate, and improve them. These systems are characterized by their constantly changing properties
and the need for their subsequent analysis. The in-depth analysis of systems like biological, computer,
and trac networks promises great insights into their working principles, key properties, and the time-
dependent changes thereof. It allows us to monitor the development of fundamental characteristics over
time and thereby to understand how a dynamic system works. Using the results of an analysis, we can
judge the impact of parameters on a system's properties and performance. These insights assist the
development of new systems and the optimization of existing ones. The detailed analysis of a system
allows us to identify components that are important to a specic task. The timely analysis of dynamic
systems enables us to quickly react to anomalies and thereby guarantee the correct functionality of a
system.
Examples of dynamic systems can be found in many areas such as computer networks, power grid
management, trac systems, social networks, and biological systems. The identication of vulnerable
points in computer networks, or power grids, enables us to protect them against random failures and
targeted attacks [152, 144, 9, 8, 79]. The surveillance of air as well as road trac is a great asset in the
prevention of delays and trac jams [229, 304]. Analyzing similarities of users in constantly changing
online social networks like Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter enables intricate advertisement schemes
and is an important resource for the service providers [150]. The stability and heat resistance of a
protein can be improved by identifying relevant interactions between amino acids and strengthening their
corresponding bonds [114, 38, 239].
Analyzing a system means to determine its characteristics. Analyzing a dynamic system means to
track the change of its characteristics over time. A general workow for this process is illustrated in
Figure 1.1. The state of a dynamic system, which changes over time, is observed and subsequently
analyzed at certain points in time. The interpretation of the analysis results provides insights into the
development of the corresponding system over time. The question which properties are relevant, therefore
depends on the system itself and the analyst's objectives.
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Figure 1.1: General process of the Analysis of Dynamic Systems
The analysis of a dynamic system is commonly performed with some frequency, e.g., every second,
every minute, or every 24 hours. The system's state is analyzed for every corresponding point in time
and a set of properties is output as a result. The duration between the analyzed points in time depends
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on the analysis-frequency. A high frequency results in the output of more data points in a time interval
compared to an analysis at low frequency.
The separate computation of relevant properties for each point in time is the basic way to analyze
a dynamic system. The analysis takes the complete state as input and computes the properties of
interest for each point in time. Increasing the frequency of an analysis therefore leads to the frequent
re-computation of all properties based on the complete state. The performance of this approach does
not scale well with an increasing frequency and is therefore not a good t for analyses that require the
frequent output of analysis results.
The event-based maintenance of a system's properties is another approach to analyze dynamic systems.
Every event that occurs in the analyzed system is used to trigger an analysis that updates the current
properties based on the implied change to the system. It takes advantage of the already computed
properties and restricts the analysis to the single event. This approach is better suited in case an analysis
at a high frequency is desired where only few changes occur between two points in time.
The frequency of an analysis has a high impact on its ability to describe the characteristics of a dynamic
system accurately. Lowering the frequency of an analysis leads to the loss of information because fewer
data points are output as results. This can be irrelevant in case a system's properties change rarely
and steadily, like the room temperature. In case a system's properties change frequently and briey,
the expressiveness of analysis results decreases with the frequency. Interesting incidents may remain
unobserved or be noticed too late, like the sudden increase of incoming trac during a Denial-of-Service
attack in a computer network. Therefore, it is commonly desirable to analyze a dynamic system at a
high frequency.
The analysis results for a biological system at dierent frequencies are shown in Figure 1.2 as an
example1. At the highest frequency, 1024 states of the system are analyzed while only 512, 256, 128, and
64 data points are contained in the results of the corresponding analyses with lower frequencies. Even
for the second highest frequency, which outputs 512 data points, certain peaks are missed. The 64 data
points, which result from the analysis at the lowest frequency, fail to depict the actual changes that occur
in the system over time.
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Figure 1.2: Results of an analysis performed at dierent frequencies
The characteristics of many systems are best described by the relationships between their compo-
nents. Therefore, graphs are often used to model systems from various elds, including biology [6, 216],
chemistry [153, 25], computer networks [110, 341], transportation networks [135], social sciences [54], and
online social networks [280, 318]. The components of these systems are represented as vertices of a graph
while their relations are modeled as edges that connect the corresponding vertices. These systems change
over time as new components join and existing ones leave. Relations can be created and dissolved over
time as well.
As examples, consider online social networks and air trac systems. Users of an online social network
are represented as vertices while their friendship relations are expressed as edges between them. Airports,
1Here, the frequencies of a single subgraph over time in the graph model of a molecular dynamics trajectory of the
enzyme para Nitro Butyrate Esterase-13 are shown. At the highest frequency of 2.5 ps, the system is analyzed at 1024
points in time. The lower analysis frequencies of 5 ps, 10 ps, 20 ps, or 40 ps result in the output of fewer data points.
3the components of air trac systems, are modeled as vertices, which are connected by edges that represent
connecting ights. The creation of a new user prole in an online social network leads to the addition
of a vertex to the graph while the shutdown of an airport results in the removal of the corresponding
vertex. In case a new friendship relation is established between two users, the corresponding vertices are
connected by an edge while the cancellation of the route between two airports leads to the removal of
the edge connecting their respective vertices in the graph.
A large number of graph measures has been developed to analyze graphs modeled from arbitrary
systems [108, 280]. Some measures compute global properties for the whole graph like, e.g., global
clustering coecient [237], degree distribution [99], and rich-club coecient [348]. They reveal properties
of an entire graph and thereby relate to overall system properties. Other measures express properties for
each vertex like, e.g., local clustering coecient [320], betweenness centrality [33], and PageRank [247].
Their values can be directly related to the corresponding component of the modeled system and reect
their characteristics.
The representation of a dynamic system as a graph and its subsequent analysis is a great way to
utilize the expressiveness of graphs. The meaning and interpretation of analysis results depends on the
analyzed system and the model used to represent it as a graph. It is therefore crucial to rst determine
the system's characteristics of interest. A system can then be modeled as a graph to reect the desired
properties. The graph measures that should be computed during analysis must then be selected to reect
the characteristics of interest.
Three system-specic tasks must therefore be solved to realize the graph-based analysis of a dynamic
system: model a dynamic graph from the system (T1 ), compute graph properties relevant to the system
(T2 ), and interpret the results to deduce characteristics of the underlying system (T3 ). An overview of
these tasks is given in Table 1.1.
ID Description
T1 Model the dynamic system as a graph
T2 Compute meaningful properties of the dynamic graph
T3 Interpret the analysis results and deduce properties of the dynamic system
Table 1.1: System-specic tasks to solve for the graph-based analysis of a dynamic system
The identication of inuential users in online social networks is of great interest for recommendation
systems [43], targeted advertisements [336], and the early detection of hate groups [241]. Systems like
Twitter are often modeled as follower graphs where users are represented as vertices and their follower
relations are modeled by directed edges from follower to followee. The number of incoming edges of a
user's vertex, referred to as in-degree, is then considered as a measure of inuence in the network. While
this local measure denotes the inuence of single users, the overall measure of the in-degree distribution
represents the ratio between users of dierent inuence levels.
The analysis of a dynamic system based on measures computed from its graph representation is a
promising approach. A general workow for the process of the graph-based analysis of dynamic systems is
shown in Figure 1.3. A dynamic graph is modeled, which reects the underlying system and all changes
occurring to it over time. The dynamic graph's properties are analyzed at specic points in time, as for
the general process for the analysis of dynamic systems. The analysis results are interpreted to reveal
the system's characteristics.
Dierent approaches exist for the analysis of dynamic graphs. Snapshot-based approaches compute the
graph properties of interest based on a single state of the graph [127], just like the separate computation
introduced before. Stream-based approaches apply the idea of the event-based maintenance described
earlier. They update the previously computed graph properties based on single updates to the graph
instead of re-computing everything for each point in time [59].
The main issue that arises in this scenario is the performance of executing the analysis of a dynamic
graph. Many algorithms have been developed for snapshot- as well as stream-based approaches to compute
various graph measures. Unfortunately, there is no straight-forward way to predict which approach or
algorithm performs best for the analysis of arbitrary dynamic graphs. The overall performance of dynamic
graph analysis depends on two main factors: the approach and algorithm used for the computation of
graph measures and the data structures used to represent the dynamic graph in memory. Other factors
are the size, topology, and type of the analyzed graph, the type of changes that occur, and the analysis-
frequency.
It poses a challenging problem to decide which approach or algorithm to use for the computation
of certain graph properties for a specic graph. This creates the need for a general way to benchmark
and compare dierent approaches and algorithms. Such a benchmarking approach should allow for the
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Figure 1.3: General process of the Graph-based Analysis of Dynamic Systems
comparison of approaches and algorithms for specic classes of dynamic graphs and analysis frequencies.
Many stream-based algorithms have been developed to compute certain graph measures. Still, there
exist many graph measures for which no stream-based algorithms have yet been developed. It is therefore
promising to investigate the development of new stream-based algorithms to speed up the analysis of
dynamic graphs.
The performance of stream-based algorithms scales well when increasing the analysis-frequency. It
does not scale well with the growth of the analyzed graph, especially for graph measures that investigate
large fractions of the whole graph for each processed update. We should therefore investigate possibilities
to distribute the analysis of dynamic graphs among multiple processing units.
The performance of dynamic graph analysis highly depends on the data structures used to represent
and maintain the dynamic graph in memory. Which representation performs best depends on the patterns
of read operations during analysis and write operations during graph maintenance as well as the number
of elements stored. It is not always easy to foresee which data structure performs best for a given scenario.
It highly depends on the structure and type of the dynamic graph, the algorithms used for its analysis,
and the analysis-frequency. It is therefore necessary to provide a way to benchmark and compare dierent
data structures for the representation of dynamic graphs.
The benchmarking and comparison of data structures provides insights into their corresponding ben-
ets and drawbacks. Even with this knowledge, it cannot easily be decided when to use which data
structure. We should therefore investigate the automatic selection of data structures for the analysis of
dynamic graphs.
In the next Section, we state ve research questions that are based on these general problems for the
ecient analysis of dynamic graphs.
1.1 Research Questions
In this Section, we pose ve research questions that should be investigated and answered in order to
provide the ecient graph-based analysis of dynamic systems as mentioned before. An overview of these
research questions is given in Table 1.2.
ID Description
Q1 How can algorithms for dynamic graph analysis be benchmarked and compared?
Q2 How can graph measures be computed eciently for dynamic graphs?
Q3 How can we speed up the analysis of dynamic graphs using distributed processing?
Q4 How can dierent graph representations for dynamic graphs be benchmarked and compared?
Q5 How can we determine the most ecient representation of a dynamic graph?
Table 1.2: Research questions investigated in this thesis
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Q1 Dierent approaches exist to analyze dynamic graphs in general. For each approach and graph
measure, a multitude of algorithms has been developed. Which algorithm performs best depends on
many factors, like the size and topology of the graph, the number of changes between two analyzed
states, and the type of changes that occur. It is not straight-forward to predict the best algorithm for
a given scenario. We therefore require a way to benchmark and compare dierent algorithms in various
scenarios to help analysts decide which algorithm they should use to achieve the best performance.
Q2 A large number of algorithms has been developed so far to eciently compute various graph mea-
sures using snapshot-based approaches. For many measures, no stream-based algorithms have yet been
developed, even though, they promise great performance gains over snapshot-based algorithms for the
analysis of dynamic graphs at high frequency. This provides opportunities for the development of faster
algorithms for the stream-based analysis of dynamic graphs. We should therefore investigate the ecient
computation of graph measures in dynamic graphs.
Q3 The scalability of dynamic graph analysis at high frequencies can be achieved using stream-based
algorithms. For large graphs and complex graph measures, the analysis using stream-based algorithms
does not suce to provide an ecient analysis of the corresponding graph. We should therefore investigate
how to speedup the dynamic graph analysis using distributed processing.
Q4 The data structures used to represent a dynamic graph in memory have a big impact on the
overall performance of dynamic graph analysis. It is therefore crucial to provide means for their proper
benchmarking and comparison in order to judge their respective benets and drawbacks for specic
operations. We therefore require a way to benchmark and compare dierent data structures for the
representation of dynamic graphs for dierent graph types and sizes as well as arbitrary combinations of
algorithms for the computation of graph measures.
Q5 There exist many ecient representations of dynamic graphs but it is unclear which one performs
best in a given scenario. Their performance is inuenced by many factors which make it hard to foresee
the best representation beforehand. Therefore, we should investigate how to determine the most ecient
graph representation of a dynamic graph to use it during an analysis.
In this thesis, we investigate all these questions. In the next Section, we give an overview of our
contributions to answer them.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we investigate the ve research questions posed in Section 1.1 and present four related
contributions:
1. A benchmarking framework for dynamic graph analysis,
2. three novel algorithms that enable the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs,
3. an approach for the parallelization of dynamic graph analysis, and
4. a novel paradigm to select and adapt the data structures for dynamic graph analysis.
In addition, we present three use cases for the graph-based analysis of dynamic systems. They serve
as examples for demonstrating the three system-specic tasks T1, T2, and T3. In the remainder of this
Section, we give an overview of our four contributions and the three investigated use cases. Then, we
detail collaborations and related publications that contribute to the content of this thesis.
Benchmarking Framework It is crucial to compare the performance of dierent algorithms for the
analysis of dynamic graphs and their representation using various data structures. We therefore present
a benchmarking framework for the analysis of dynamic graphs, called Dynamic Network Analyzer (DNA)
in Chapter 4. It allows the generation of dynamic graphs of various types and arbitrary sizes to support
the benchmarking and comparison of algorithms and data structures. The framework also supports the
development of new algorithms of dierent types with verications for their correctness and the automatic
determination of the precision of their results. Its extensive visualization components for dynamic graphs
and analysis results enables us to monitor them during their analysis. Overall, it provides means to
benchmark and compare algorithms (Q1 ) and graph data structures (Q4 ). It supports the development
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of new algorithms and their subsequent performance analysis. DNA thereby enables us to investigate
new approaches for the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs (Q2 ).
Algorithms The performance of dynamic graph analysis highly depends on the algorithms used to
compute the graph measures of interest for a dynamic graph. In Chapter 5, we present and evaluate
new stream-based algorithms to speed up the analysis of dynamic graphs and thereby provide means to
analyze them at high frequencies (Q2 ). We introduce novel stream-based algorithms for the computation
of degree distribution, rich-club coecient, and k-vertex motif frequencies. We evaluate and compare
their performance to existing snapshot-based algorithms using synthetic as well as real-world dynamic
graphs. Our results show that these novel algorithms are able to speed up the analysis of dynamic graphs
compared to their snapshot-based counterparts. The stream-based algorithm for the computation of k-
vertex motif frequencies, called StreaMk, achieves great speedups compared to existing approaches and
thereby enables the analysis of highly dynamic systems originating from biology.
Parallelization of Dynamic Graph Analysis The performance of dynamic graph analysis highly
depends on the graph's size and the complexity of considered graph measures. The analysis does not
scale well with an increase in graph size, especially for complex graph measures. We therefore present a
novel approach for the distributed processing of dynamic graph analysis, called parallel Dynamic Graph
Analysis (pDNA) in Chapter 6. The computational workload is distributed among workers based on a
partition of the vertex set. Corresponding subgraphs are assigned to each worker, which computes the
respective measure on its local graph view. The changes to the main graph are propagated accordingly
to the workers. The results from all workers are then aggregated into the measures for the whole graph
for each point in time in a collation step. We evaluate pDNA for the analysis of ve graph measures
on real-world dynamic graphs. Our results reveal great speedups for the distributed analysis of dynamic
graphs using pDNA, especially for complex graph measures.
Data Structure Selection The data structures used to represent a dynamic graph in memory have a
high impact on the performance of algorithm execution and the maintenance of the dynamic graph over
time. The performance for the execution of single operations on data structures is well understood and
can be investigated using benchmarks. The sizes of data structures and the frequencies of operations
executed on them are not easy to foresee in the context of dynamic graph analysis. This makes it hard
to predict which data structures perform best for the analysis of certain graph measures on a specic
dynamic graph. We therefore present a novel paradigm for the selection and adaptation of the data
structures for dynamic graph analysis in Chapter 7. Our approach determines ecient data structures
to represent a dynamic graph in memory during analysis (Q5 ). It consists of two parts: a compile-
time and a run-time selection of ecient data structures. The compile-time approach is applicable to
dynamic graphs whose workload does not change signicantly over time. The run-time approach enables
the exchange of data structures during run-time and thereby supports scenarios in which the workload
changes signicantly during the analysis. We evaluate our approaches using synthetic workloads as well
as workloads that originate from the analysis of real-world dynamic graphs. In both cases, our approaches
achieve great speedups compared to baseline data structures.
Use Cases We show the general applicability of the graph-based analysis for dynamic systems that
originate from three dierent elds: social networks, computer networks, and biological networks. We
showcase the development of new graph models to grow Web-of-Trust graphs over time. We illustrate
the expressiveness of dynamic graph analysis as feature generators for the detection of intrusions in
a computer network. We present the analysis of dynamic graphs modeled from molecular dynamics
trajectories and show that the graph-based analysis is more expressive than existing analysis approaches
from that eld.
Collaborations While I am the sole author of this thesis, its content is the result of extensive discus-
sions with coworkers, collaborators, and my supervisor Prof. Dr. Thorsten Strufe. The DNA framework,
presented in Chapter 4, has been used and extended by many students that I worked with. Various
metrics and algorithms have been implemented by Tim Grube, Benedict Jahn, Bastian Laur, Christoph
Schott, Maurice Wendt, Jan Wiese, and Marcel Wunderlich. Generators for dynamic graphs have been
implemented by Benedict Jahn, Christoph Schott, Maurice Wendt, Jan Wiese, Rene Wilmes, and Marcel
Wunderlich. The rst version of the graph data structures component was implemented by Nico Haase
and extended with interfaces to graph databases by Matthias Jordan. Large parts of the aggregation and
visualization components have been implemented by Rene Wilmes. The algorithm StreaMk, presented
in Section 5.3, has been evaluated using trajectories from molecular dynamics simulations provided by
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Sven Jager. These datasets are also used in the evaluation of pDNA, presented in Chapter 6, and the
selection of ecient data structures, presented in Chapter 7. Jeronimo Castrillon and Clemens Deusser
helped designing the evaluation of the compile- and run-time approaches for the selection of ecient
data structures, presented in Chapter 7. Dirk Kohlweyer and Jan Seedorf co-developed the Web-of-Trust
model, presented in Section 8.1. Matthias Fischer, Jan Reubold, and Rene Wilmes collaborated in the
development and evaluation of gIDS, presented in Section 8.2. Kay Hamacher, Michael Vogel, and Sven
Jager interpreted the results of the analyzed molecular dynamics simulations, presented in Section 8.3. I
use these collaborative results in agreement with my collaborators. To indicate that part of the results
presented in this thesis are the outcome of collaborations, I use the pronoun `we' instead of `I' throughout
this thesis.
Related Publications An initial version of the DNA framework, presented in Chapter 4, was published
and presented at SummerSim 2013 [s16]. The algorithm StreAM, was published and presented at WABI
2016 [s5] and in an article published by the Journal of Algorithms for Molecular Biology in 2017 [s4]. The
algorithm StreaM, a predecessor to StreaMk (presented in Section 5.3), was published and presented at
AlCoB 2015 [s12]. The compile-time approach for the selection of ecient data structures, presented in
Section 7.2, was published and presented at ComplexNetworks 2015 [s10]. An extension of this approach
as well as the run-time approach, presented in Section 7.3, was published in the Journal of Applied
Network Science in September 2016 [s11]. The models for generating instances of the Web-Of-Trust,
presented in Section 8.1, have been published and presented at LCN 2015 [s18]. The model has also been
used in a demonstration that was published and presented at ICN 2014 [s19]. The framework GTNA,
used for the development and analysis of the model was published and presented at SpringSim 2010 [s9]
and an extension at SummerSim 2013 [s17]. The analyses results of molecular dynamics trajectories,
presented in Section 8.3, were published and presented at AlCoB 2015 [s12] and are included in the
article submitted to the Journal of Multiscale Modeling and Simulation.
1.3 Outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, we introduce the basic concepts and
our notation of graphs, dynamic graphs, and their analysis. We describe and discuss work related to our
research questions in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we present a new benchmarking framework for the analysis
of dynamic graphs, called Dynamic Network Analyzer (DNA). We present and analyze new algorithms
for the analysis of dynamic graphs in Chapter 5. We present parallel Dynamic Network Analysis (pDNA),
an approach for the parallelization of dynamic graph analysis in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we present
a compile-time and a run-time approach for the selection of ecient data structures for dynamic graph
analysis. In Chapter 8, we present use cases for the graph-based analysis of dynamic systems from three
areas: social networks, computer networks, and biological networks. Finally, we conclude this thesis and
our contributions in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Notation and Terminology
In this Chapter, we introduce our terminology for graphs, dynamic graphs, and their analysis. First,
we dene our notation for directed, undirected, and weighted graphs as well as their components in
Section 2.1. We introduce subgraphs, paths, as well as connectivity and present trees as a specic type
of graph. Then, we discuss dierent graph representations and dene their notation in Section 2.2. Here,
we describe adjacency and incidence lists as well as adjacency matrices. Furthermore, we discuss the
storage of graphs in memory using these representations. We introduce the notion of graph properties in
Section 2.3. Here, we dene four dierent types of properties, namely vertex values, vertex pair values,
graph values, and graph distributions. Then, we describe the concept of metrics that group together
multiple properties. In Section 2.4, we introduce the notion of dynamic graphs. Here, we dene atomic
and compound updates that change a dynamic graph over time as well batches that group together
consecutive updates. Then, we describe the transition of a dynamic graph and the resulting states. We
close this Section with an example of a dynamic graph and its transitions. In Section 2.5, we discuss the
problem of dynamic graph analysis. We introduce the concepts of algorithms for computing the properties
of a graph and describe three classes of such algorithms: snapshot-, stream-, and batch-based approaches.
We end this Section with an input-based classication of algorithms for the analysis of dynamic graphs.
2.1 Graphs
In this Section, we start by introducing the basic characteristics of graphs. First, we describe directed
and undirected graphs, the two main types of graphs considered in this thesis, in Section 2.1.1. Then, we
outline the concept of weighted graphs in Section 2.1.2. We dene types of adjacency and incidence lists
in Section 2.1.3 and subgraphs in Section 2.1.4. We describe the concept of paths in Section 2.1.5 and
the connectivity of a graph in Section 2.1.6. In Section 2.1.7, we introduce trees, forest, and spanning
trees as specic types of graphs.
2.1.1 Directed and Undirected Graphs
A graph G = (V;E) is an ordered pair of vertices and edges. Vertices V (G) := V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vjV jg are
the elements of a graph G and are also referred to as nodes or dots. We refer to the number of vertices
jV j as the size of graph G. The edges E(G) := E = fe1; e2; : : : ; ejEjg of a graph G describe relations
between its vertices, also referred to as connections or arcs.
Commonly, an edge e connects two vertices v; w 2 V , also referred to as e's endpoints. An edge that
connects a vertex v to itself is called a loop. Edges that connect an arbitrary number of vertices, possibly
more than two, are called hyperedges. Two or more edges that have the same endpoints are called multiple
or parallel and simple otherwise. In this thesis, we only consider graphs that contain simple edges and
no loops as they can be used to model hypergraphs as well as multigraphs. We call a graph G0 more
densely connected or denser than G if jE
0j
jV 0j >
jEj
jV j .
Graphs and their edges can be either directed or undirected. A directed edge is an ordered pair of
vertices (v; w) 2 f(v; w) : v; w 2 V; v 6= wg with dedicated source v and destination w (cf. the example
in Figure 2.1a). We call e 1 := (w; v) the inverse edge of e = (v; w) and refer to v and w as connected
bidirectionally if e; e 1 2 E. An undirected edge is an unordered pair of vertices fv; wg 2 ffv; wg : v; w 2
V; v 6= wg (cf. the example in Figure 2.1b). In contrast to directed edges, there exists no particular
relation between the endpoints of an undirected edge. Note that an undirected graph Gu = (V;Eu) can
9
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a
b
cd
e
(a) Gd (directed)
a
b
cd
e
(b) Gu (undirected)
Figure 2.1: Examples of graphs with 5 vertices
be expressed as a directed graph Gd = (V;Ed) by dening all connections bidirectionally, i.e.:
Ed :=
[
fv;wg2Eu
f(v; w); (w; v)g (2.1)
Throughout this thesis, we simply refer to edges as e = (v; w) if we do not specify if the graph is directed
or undirected.
2.1.2 Weighted Graphs
Weights or attributes represent additional information assigned to vertices or edges from some domain
W. Commonly, W is a set of numbers, e.g., N, R, [0; 1]. In this thesis, we allow W to be an arbitrary
set, including:
 sets of vectors, e.g., [ 5; 100]2  N2; [0; 1]3  R3,
 sets of labels, e.g., fcustomer; product; actiong,
 sets of colors, e.g., fred; green; blue; yellowg, or
 any combination of the above, e.g., N [0; 1] flabel1; label2g.
This kind of information is commonly referred to as attributes rather than weights. In the following, we
refer to any W as a set of weights.
Weight functions wV and wE represent the assignments of vertices and edges to their respective
weights in the vertex weight domain WV and the edge weight domain WE :
wV : V !WV wE : E !WE :
Weighted graphs are then represented as triples or quadruples:
 weighted vertices: G = (V;E;wV ) (cf. example in Figure 2.2a),
 weighted edges: G = (V;E;wE) (cf. example in Figure 2.2b), or
 weighted vertices and edges: G = (V;E;wV ; wE) (cf. example in Figure 2.2c).
We write W and w instead of WV , WE , wV , and wE whenever the domain is clear from the context.
2.1.3 Incidence and Adjacency Lists
An edge is called incident to the two vertices it connects. Two vertices connected by an edge are called
adjacent to each other or neighbors. From this general notion of incidence and adjacency, we dene the
following incidence and adjacency lists for a vertex v in a directed graph Gd = (V;Ed):
 incoming incident edges: incin(v) := f(w; v) 2 Edg,
 outgoing incident edges: incout(v) := f(v; w) 2 Edg,
 incident edges: inc(v) := incin(v) [ incout(v),
 incoming adjacent vertices: adjin(v) := fw 2 V : (w; v) 2 Edg,
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a
A
b
B
c
C
d
D
e
E
(a) G = (V;E;wV )
a
b
cd
e
4
3
7-2
8
8
(b) G = (V;E;wE)
a
A
b
B
c
C
d
D
e
E 4
3
7-2
8
8
(c) G = (V;E;wV ; wE)
Figure 2.2: Examples of undirected weighted graphs
 outgoing adjacent vertices: adjout(v) := fw 2 V : (v; w) 2 Edg, and
 adjacent vertices: adj(v) := adjin(v) [ adjout(v).
Similarly, we dene the following incidence and adjacency lists for a vertex v in an undirected graph
Gu = (V;Eu):
 incident edges: inc(v) := ffv; wg 2 Eug and
 adjacent vertices: adj(v) := fw : fv; wg 2 Eug.
The degree d(v) of a vertex v expresses the number of edges incident to it. For directed graphs, we
also dene the incoming and outgoing degree, also referred to as in- and out-degree:
 degree: d(v) := jinc(v)j,
 in-degree: din(v) := jincin(v)j, and
 out-degree: dout(v) := jincout(v)j.
We refer to vertices w that are adjacent to v as its neighbors and to v's adjacency list adj(v) as
neighborhood. Analogously, we refer to adjin and adjout as incoming and outgoing neighborhoods and
to their elements as incoming and outgoing neighbors. For a set of vertices V 0  V , we dene the
neighborhood of V 0 as the union of the neighborhoods of all its elements. We denote this as N(V 0) :=S
v2V 0 adj(v).
As the k-neighborhood Nk(e) of an edge e = fv; wg, we denote the set of all (k 2)-tuples N of vertices
u 2 V; u 6= v; w that are connected to vertices v or w in the induced subgraph G[N [ fv; wg]. We call
each element N 2 Nk(e) a k-neighbor set of e, which contains jN j = k   2 elements.
Furthermore, we denote the extended k-neighborhood N+k (e) as the set of all k-neighbor sets united
with fv; wg, i.e., N+k (fv; wg) := fN [ fv; wg; N 2 Nk(fv; wg)g. Each of these extended k-neighbor sets
corresponds to the connected subgraph G[N [ fv; wg] of G that contains v and w as well as k   2 other
vertices
2.1.4 Subgraphs
A graph G0 = (V 0; E0) is called a subgraph of the graph G = (V;E), denoted as G0  G, i:
V 0  V ^ E0  E:
We call G0 = (V 0; E0) the V 0-induced subgraph of G = (V;E), denoted as G0 = G[V 0], i:
V 0  V ^ E0 = f(v; w) 2 E : v; w 2 V 0g:
We call G0 = (V 0; E0) the E0-induced subgraph of G = (V;E), denoted as G0 = G[E0], i:
E0  E ^ V 0 = fv; w 2 V : (v; w) 2 E0g:
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2.1.5 Paths
A path is a sequence of edges p = (e1; e2; :::); ei 2 E such that ei = (u; v), ei+1 = (v; w), and i 6= j =)
ei 6= ej . For any path p = ((v0; v1); : : : ; (vjpj 1; vjpj)), we refer to v0 as the start and to vjpj as the end
vertex of p and refer to p as a path from v0 to vjpj. The length of a path is the number of edges it contains,
i.e., jpj. In this thesis, we only consider paths that have no loops, i.e., no vertex appears more than once
in a path.
The shortest path length spl(v; w) from vertex v to w is the shortest length of all existing paths from v
to w, i.e., paths of the form ((v; x); : : : (y; w)). If there exists no path from v to w, we dene the shortest
path length to be 1.
2.1.6 Connectivity
An undirected graph is called connected if there exists a path between any pair of vertices, i.e., 8 v; w 2
V : spl(v; w) 6=1. Otherwise, it is called disconnected. If the same holds for a directed graph, we call it
strongly connected. We call a directed graph weakly connected if it is strongly connected after adding all
inverse edges to it.
A subset of vertices V 0  V is called a (strongly / weakly) connected component of G if the induced
subgraph G[V 0] is (strongly / weakly) connected but any proper superset V 00  V 0; V 00  V is not. We
refer to the unique (strongly / weakly) connected component V 0 that contains a vertex v as the (strong
/ weak) component of v. We denote the set of all (strongly / weakly) connected components of a graph G
as CG = (C1; C2; : : : ). Note that CG is a partition of the vertex set V (G).
2.1.7 Trees, Forests, and Spanning Trees
A tree is a connected, undirected graph without loops. Hence, there exists exactly one path between any
two vertices and jEj = jV j   1 (cf. the example in Figure 2.3a). A forest is an undirected graph whose
connected components are trees (cf. the example in Figure 2.3b).
a
b
c
d
e
f
(a) Tree
a
b
c
d
e
f
(b) Forest with 3 connected components
a
b
c
d
e
f
(c) Rooted tree with root a
Figure 2.3: Examples of tree graphs
A rooted tree is a weakly connected, directed graph for which jEj = jV j   1 and that contains a
dedicated root vertex r 2 V such that 8 v 2 V : spl(r; v) 6= 1. It is often referred to as an out-tree
because the root has only outgoing edges and all others point away from the root (cf. the example in
Figure 2.3c). While the root has no incoming edges, every other vertex v has exactly one incoming edge
(w; v). Then, w is referred to as the predecessor or parent of v. All vertices u incident to v via outgoing
edges (v; u) are called successors or children of v. Vertices v that have no children, i.e., dout(v) = 0, are
called leafs of the tree. In the example shown in Figure 2.3c, the root a has the two children f and b
which share a as their parent. In total, the tree has three leafs: c, e, and f .
For a connected, undirected graph G, we refer to any subgraph G[E0]; E0  E that contains all vertices
and is a tree as a spanning tree of graph G. Note that such a spanning tree does not exist if the graph is
disconnected, i.e., it consists of more than a single connected component. For a directed graph G and a
vertex v 2 V , we refer to any subgraph which is a tree rooted at v and has maximum size as a spanning
tree of vertex v. Such a spanning tree of v contains all vertices w for which spl(v; w) 6=1.
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2.2 Graph Representations
In this Section, we introduce approaches for the representation of graphs and how they are stored in
memory. First, we describe the representation of graphs using adjacency and incidence lists for each vertex
in Section 2.2.1. Then, we introduce adjacency matrices as another way to represent the connections
between vertices in Section 2.2.2. Finally, we discuss the storage of graphs in memory using these two
representations in Section 2.2.3.
2.2.1 Incidence and Adjacency Lists
Commonly, the lists of all vertices V and edges E are used to represent all elements of a graph G. In
addition, incidence and adjacency lists are used for immediate access to the connections of each vertex
v 2 V (cf. Section 2.1.3).
Which lists actually need to be represented in memory depends on the application. In case an analysis
only requires access to the adjacent vertices, the representation of adj(v) in memory can be sucient and
might be complemented by adjin(v) or adjout(v). If an analysis also requires information about incident
edges of vertices, their connections must be represented using inc(v), incin(v), or incout(v). An example
is the computation of shortest paths that take edge weights into account. Here, edges are needed to
obtain the respective weight from the edge weight function wE .
Note that incidence lists carry more information than adjacency lists. All adjacent vertices are rep-
resented as part of the incident edges which can in addition carry weights. Hence, the use of incidence
lists covers all scenarios that adjacency lists would and could be seen as the more general representation.
2.2.2 Adjacency Matrices
As an adjacency matrix A(G), we consider a jV j  jV j matrix denoting the adjacencies of all vertex pairs
in the graph G. We always write A instead of A(G) if the graph G is clear from the context.
The adjacency matrix Ad of a directed graph is dened as follows:
Adij :=
8<:   if i = j1 (true) if (vi; vj) 2 E
0 (false) if (vi; vj) =2 E
Analogously, the adjacency matrix Au of an undirected graph is dened as follows:
Auij :=
8<:   if i = j1 (true) if fvi; vjg 2 E
0 (false) if fvi; vjg =2 E
Note that the adjacency matrix of an undirected graph is symmetric. Therefore, we only print the
upper triangle of an undirected graph's adjacency matrix to clearly dierentiate them from directed
graphs as shown by the examples in Tables 2.1a and 2.1b
a b c d e
a - 1 1 0 0
b 0 - 1 0 0
c 1 0 - 1 0
d 0 1 0 - 1
e 0 0 0 0 -
(a) A(Gd) (directed)
a b c d e
a - 1 1 0 0
b - 1 1 0
c - 1 0
d - 1
e -
(b) A(Gu) (undirected)
Table 2.1: Examples of directed and undirected adjacency matrices
With concat(Ad), we denote the row-by-row concatenation of all boolean values of the adjacency
matrix Ad of a directed graph, i.e., concat(Ad) = (a1; a2; : : : ak(k 1)) := (A1;2; A1;3; : : : Ak;k 1). For
undirected graphs, concat(Au) denotes the tow-by-row concatenation of all values above the diagonal,
i.e., concat(Au) = (a1; a2; : : : a k(k 1)
2
) := (A1;2; A1;3; : : : Ak 1;k). For example, the concatenations of
the adjacency matrices given in Tables 2.1a and 2.1b are concat(A(Gd)) = 11000100101001010000 and
concat(A(Gu)) = 1100110101.
We dene the key of an adjacency matrix A as the numerical value of the binary interpretation
of its concatenation, i.e., key(A) := concat(A)2 2 N. Analogously, we dene the key of a graph
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as key(G) := key(A(G)). The keys of the examples given in Tables 2.1a and 2.1b are key(Ad) =
110001001010010100002 = 805,456 and key(A
u) = 11001101012 = 821.
We denote the set of all undirected adjacency matrices of size k as Ak, jAkj = 2 k(k 1)2 . The set of all
adjacency matrices of connected undirected graphs of size k is denoted as Aconk  Ak; k  2. We denote
the set of all keys of undirected adjacency matrices of size k as Nk = [0; 2 k(k 1)2   1]. Furthermore, we
denote the set of all keys of connected undirected graphs of size k as N conk  Nk.
As an example, consider A3 = fA0; A1; : : : A7g, the set of all eight adjacency matrices of undirected
3-vertex graphs, shown in Figure 2.4. Their indexes relate to their respective key. A 3-vertex graph
is connected if it contains at least two edges. Hence, there are four adjacency matrices of connected
undirected 3-vertex graphs, i.e., Acon3 = fA3; A5; A6; A7g and N conk = f3; 5; 6; 7g.
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 0 0
1 - 0
2 -
(a) G0; A0 = A(G0)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 0 0
1 - 1
2 -
(b) G1; A1 = A(G1)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 0 1
1 - 0
2 -
(c) G2; A2 = A(G2)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 0 1
1 - 1
2 -
(d) G3; A3 = A(G3)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 1 0
1 - 0
2 -
(e) G4; A4 = A(G4)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 1 0
1 - 1
2 -
(f) G5; A5 = A(G5)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 1 1
1 - 0
2 -
(g) G6; A6 = A(G6)
0
12
0 1 2
0 - 1 1
1 - 1
2 -
(h) G7; A7 = A(G7)
Figure 2.4: A3 - all adjacency matrices of undirected 3-vertex graphs
2.2.3 Storing a Graph in Memory
The representation of a graph as an adjacency matrix is benecial when computing measures like the
eigenvector centrality [53, 289], a graph property commonly used in economics and social sciences [236,
150]. Also, testing the existence of an edge is possible in O(1) time as it only implies the lookup of a bit
at a deterministic location in memory. But adjacency matrices are not well-suited for the execution of
operations required for the computation of many other graph measures [139, 108]. The computation of
basic measures like, e.g., connected components and all-pairs shortest paths, requires the iteration over
incidence or adjacency lists which can be done in O(jd(v)j) time using adjacency lists but requires O(jV j)
time on adjacency matrices. Often, algorithms iterate over all edges e 2 E which requires O(jV j2) time
on an adjacency matrix. Furthermore, the memory footprint of storing a graph as adjacency matrix is
O(jV j2) and thereby higher for large graphs than O(jV j+ jEj), the memory footprint of storing adjacency
lists.
Therefore, graphs are commonly represented using adjacency or incidence lists [139, 108]. Hence,
we must maintain at least two lists: V and E. For directed graphs, up to six dierent lists can be
maintained for each vertex: incin(v), incout(v), inc(v), adjin, adjout, and adj. For undirected graphs, we
can maintain up to two lists per vertex: inc(v) and adj(v). We denote the set of all potential lists for the
representation of directed and undirected graphs in memory as follows:
Ld := fV;E; incin; incout; inc; adjin; adjout; adjg
Lu := fV;E; inc; adjg
We simply write L instead of Ld or Lu if we do not need to dierentiate. Each list stores either
vertices or edges, referred to as its element type tv, or te. We denote these two types as T and refer to
the type stored in a specic list by the function
t : L ! T := ftv; teg
with
t(V ) = t(adjin) = t(adjout) = t(adj) := tv
t(E) = t(incin) = t(incout) = t(inc) := te:
In our notation, vertex and edge weights are represented as separate mappings, i.e., wV (v) and wE(e)
(cf. Section 2.1.2). Often, weighted vertices and edges are considered as pairs instead: (v; wV (v)) and
(e; wE(e)). Hence, weights can be represented by adding separate weight mappings or appending the
respective weight to vertices or edges.
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2.3 Graph Properties
In this Section, we introduce dierent types of graph properties and their grouping as metrics. First,
we describe the general notion of properties in Section 2.3.1. Then, we dene four types of properties
that cover all properties commonly considered in graph analysis: vertex values, vertex pair values, graph
values, and graph distributions. Then, we introduce the notion of metrics that group together sets of
graph properties in Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 Properties
We denote a property as a function p : dom ! cod that maps each element from the domain dom to
an element in the codomain cod. In this thesis, we consider properties with domain G, V , and V  V .
Here, G denotes the set of all graphs, V is the set of vertices of a graph, and V  V is the set of all their
pairs. As codomain, we consider the set of real numbers R as well as the set of all frequency distributions,
denoted as F . We denote the set of all properties as P.
As vertex values, we consider properties that dene a single value r 2 R as property of any vertex
v 2 V . Hence, a vertex value is a function p : V ! R, i.e., p(v) is the property of v. With PV!R  P ,
we denote the set of all vertex values. Examples of vertex values are the degree of a vertex, the average
shortest path length from a vertex to any other, and the sum of edge weights assigned to all outgoing
edges of a vertex.
As vertex pair values, we denote properties that dene a single value r 2 R for each pair of vertices
(v; w) 2 V  V . Therefore, a vertex pair value is a function p : V  T ! R, i.e., p(v; w) is the property
of v and w. We denote the set of all vertex pair values as PVV!R  P . Examples of vertex pair values
for v and w are the Jaccard index of v's and w's neighborhoods, the shortest path length from v to w,
the number of disjoint paths between v and w, and the Srensen-Dice coecient of their adjacency lists.
As a graph value, we consider a property that denes a single value r 2 R for a whole graph. Hence,
graph values are dened as function p : G ! R, i.e., p(G) is the property of G. Here and in the following,
G denotes the set of all graphs. We denote the set of all graph values as PG!R  P Examples of graph
values are the average degree of all vertices, the diameter, the assortativity coecient, and the global
clustering coecient.
A frequency distribution is a function F : N ! N; F (k) := occurrences of value k for property p. In
case the property p is not expressed as a natural number, we transform each value k to k0 := dkb e, where
b is the so-called bin-size. We denote such a binned frequency distribution as F b and note that we can
always write F (p) as F 1(p). With Fb, we denote the set of all (binned) distributions. In the following,
we simply write F and F instead of F b and Fb when the bin-size is clear from the context. As a graph
distribution, we consider a property p of a whole graph that is expressed as a frequency distribution, i.e.,
p : G ! F , i.e., p(G) is the property of G. We denote the set of all graph distributions as PG!F  P .
Examples are the degree distribution, the distribution of all-pairs shortest path lengths, the distribution
of vertex weights, or the distribution of local clustering coecients.
2.3.2 Metrics
As a metric, we consider a set of properties that can be computed in conjunction. We denote the set of
all metrics asM. We dene the set of all its vertex values as PV!R(m)  PV!R, the set of all its vertex
pair values as PVV!R(m)  PVV!R, the set of all its graph values as PG!R(m)  PG!R, and the set
of all its graph distributions as PG!F (m)  PG!F . Furthermore, we dene the set of all properties of a
metric as P (m) := PV!R(m) [ PVV!R(m) [ PG!R(m) [ PG!F (m).
As a rst example, consider the degree metric. It contains the degree distribution, which is a graph
distribution, and four graph values: the minimum, median, average, and maximum degree. For directed
graphs, we could extend the metric to also include the in-degree distribution, the out-degree distribution,
and the corresponding graph values. Note that we can consider the degree distribution as a distribution
over node values and directly compute the graph values from the respective distribution.
As a second example, consider the clustering metric. It contains the local clustering coecients, a
vertex value property, a binned distribution over those, and two graph values: the global and the average
clustering coecient.
As a third example, consider the all-pairs shortest paths metric. It contains the graph distribution
of the shortest paths between any two vertices that could also be considered as vertex pair values. In
addition it contains the characteristic path length and the diameter. Both properties can again be
computed directly from the distribution.
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2.4 Dynamic Graphs
In this Section, we introduce the notion of dynamic graphs, how their changes are modeled, how their
transitions are represented, and how they can be related to real-world dynamic graphs. First, we intro-
duce atomic updates that model the changes occurring to a dynamic graph over time in Section 2.4.1.
Based on that, we describe compound updates in Section 2.4.2 and introduce batches that group together
consecutive updates in Section 2.4.3. Then, we describe two approaches to model the transitions of a
dynamic graph over time in Section 2.4.4: the stream-based and the batch-based transition. In Sec-
tion 2.4.5, we introduce the relation between the states of a real-world dynamic graph and a model of it.
Finally, we present an example of a dynamic graph and use it to describe the dierent transitions and
states in Section 2.4.6.
2.4.1 Atomic Updates
There exist four atomic operations that change the topology of a given graph: adding a new vertex
(without edges), removing an existing vertex (that has no edges), adding a new edge, and removing an
existing edge. We refer to them as topology updates. In case of weighted graphs, two additional atomic
operations exist: changing the weight of a vertex and changing the weight of an edge. We refer to them
as weight updates.
Update Argument Scope Application
addV (v) v =2 V V 0 := V [ fvg
remV (v) v 2 V; d(v) = 0 V 0 := V n fvg
addE(e) e =2 E E0 := E [ feg
remE(e) e 2 E E0 := E n feg
wgtV (v; w) v 2 V;w 2 WV ; w 6= wV (v) w0V (v) =

w v = v0
wV (v0) otherwise
wgtE(e; w) e 2 E;w 2 WE ; w 6= wE(e) w0E(e0) =

w e = e0
wV (e0) otherwise
Table 2.2: Notation and argument scope of topology and weight updates
A list of these six atomic update operations is given in Table 2.2. Each topology update takes as
argument the vertex or edge that should be added to or removed from the graph. Weight updates take
as argument a vertex or edge and the new weight.
When applying an update u to a graph G, the graph is transformed into G0. We denote this trans-
formation as G
u ! G0. For each type of update, the result of its application is shown in Table 2.2.
2.4.2 Compound Updates
In addition to the six atomic updates, it is common that a vertex is removed at the same time as all its
edges. Hence, we dene a compound vertex removal update remV (v) : v 2 V; d(v)  0 that removes the
vertex v (V 0 := V n fvg) and all edges incident to it (E0 := E n inc(v)). This can be considered as the
simultaneous application of remE(e); e 2 inc(v)) and remV (v) (cf. Table 2.3).
Update Argument Scope Application
remV (v) v 2 V; d(v)  0 remE(e) : e 2 inc(v); remV (v)
addV (v; w) v =2 V addV (v); wgtV (v; w)
addE(e; w) e =2 E addE(e); wgtE(e; w)
Table 2.3: Notation and argument scope for compound updates
For weighted graphs, new vertices and edges are added with an initial weight. We account for this
by dening compound vertex addition and compound edge addition updates addV (v; w) and addE(e; w).
Their application adds the respective element (addV (v) or addE(e)) and denes its weight (wgtV (v; w) or
wgtE(e; w)) as described in Table 2.3. When discussing weighted graphs, we write addV (v) and addE(e)
to indicate the addition of a vertex or edge with some default weight wV or wE , i.e., add
V (v; wV ) or
addE(e; wE).
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2.4.3 Batches of Updates
As a batch of updates B, we consider a set of updates B = fu; u0; u00; : : : g. We denote the subsets of
vertex additions, removals, and weight changes as V +(B), V  (B), and V w(B). Analogously, we denote
the subsets of edge additions, removals, and weight changes as E+(B), E (B), and Ew(B). Then, a
batch can also be described as B = V +(B) [ V  (B) [ V w(B) [ E+(B) [ E (B) [ Ew(B). As the size
of a batch B, we consider the number of updates contained therein, i.e., jBj.
The application of a batch B to a graph G means to apply each update u 2 B. We assume, that they
are applied in the following order:
E (B); V  (B); V +(B); E+(B); V w(B); Ew(B):
The application of a batch B transforms the set of vertices as follows:
V 0 := (V n fv : remV (v) 2 Bg) [ fv : addV (v) 2 Bg:
Similarly, the set of edges is transformed to:
E0 := (E n fe : remE(e) 2 Bg) [ fe : addE(e) 2 Bg:
The application of the vertex and edge weight changes updates the respective weight function accordingly.
2.4.4 Transitions of Dynamic Graphs
The transition of a dynamic graph over time can be described stream- or batch-based. In the stream-based
transition, we consider the application of each update separately. In the batch-based transition, we only
consider the states of the dynamic graph before and after the application of complete batches and not in
between.
Each change in a dynamic graph can be described as an atomic (or compound) update. Hence, the
transition of a dynamic graph over time can be described as a potentially innite stream of updates
(: : : ; ui; ui+1; : : : ). The application of an update ui+1 transforms a dynamic graph G from state Gi into
the next state Gi+1. We denote the transition implied by ui+1 as Gi
ui+1   ! Gi+1. Then, a dynamic graph
is described in its entirety with a stream-based transition by an initial state G0 and the stream of update
(u1; u2; u3; : : : ):
G0
u1 ! G1 u2 ! G2 u3 ! G3 : : :
Batches group together multiple updates. We summarize all changes required for the transition from
state Gi to Gj ; i < j as a batch Bi;j as follows:
V +(Bi;j) := faddV (v) : v =2 Vi ^ v 2 Vjg
V  (Bi;j) := fremV (v) : v 2 Vi ^ v =2 Vjg
V w(Bi;j) := fwgtV (v; wVj (v)) : wVi (v) 6= wVj (v)g
E+(Bi;j) := faddE(e) : e =2 Ei ^ e 2 Ejg
E (Bi;j) := fremE(e) : e 2 Ei ^ e =2 Ejg
Ew(Bi;j) := fwgtE(e; wEj (e)) : wEi (e) 6= wEj (e)g
We denote the transition from state Gi to Gj via a batch Bi;j as Gi
Bi;j  ! Gj . Then, a dynamic
graph is described in its entirety with a batch-based transition by an initial state G0 and a list of batches
(B0;i; Bi;j ; Bj;k; : : : ):
G0
B0;i   ! Gi Bi;j  ! Gj Bj;k   ! Gk : : :
Note that a stream-based transition can be represented as a batch-based transition with batches of
size 1, i.e., Bi;i+1 = fui+1g. Furthermore, note that Bi;j  (ui; ui+1; : : : ; uj 1; uj). As an example,
consider the updates ui0 = add
E(e); uj0 = rem
E(e); i  i0 < j0  j. While vertex v is present from state
Gi0 through Gj0 1, it is neither contained in Vi nor Vj and hence, ui0 ; uj0 =2 Bi;j . As another example,
consider the updates ui0 = wgt
V (v; w1) and uj0 = wgt
V (v; w2). In case no weight change for v occurs
afterwards, uj0 basically overrides ui0 at the analysis-frequency represented by Bi;j such that ui0 =2 Bi;j
but uj0 2 Bi;j .
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2.4.5 States of Dynamic Graphs
In real-world dynamic graphs, each change happens at a specic point in time we refer to as a timestamp
t. Without loss of generality, we assume that these timestamps represent the Unix timestamp (UTS) at
a frequency that ts the nature of the dynamic graph, e.g., in seconds (s), milliseconds (ms = 10 3 s)
microseconds (s = 10 6 s), nanoseconds (ns = 10 9 s), or picoseconds (ps = 10 12 s). We denote the
Unix timestamp of an update ui as a function UTS : N! N; UTS(i) = timestamp of ui.
We refer to the state Gi of a dynamic graph G as the snapshot of G at index i. Assume UTS
 1(t)
to be the index of the dynamic graph G at timestamp t, i.e., UTS 1(t) := max
i2N
UTS(i)  t. Then, we
refer to the state G@t := GUTS 1(t) of a dynamic graph G as the the snapshot of G at timestamp t. For
simplicity, we write Gt instead of G@t if it is clear that t refers to a timestamp.
2.4.6 Example of a Dynamic Graph and its Transitions
As an example, consider the 6 consecutive states G0; G1; : : : ; G5 of the dynamic graph G shown in
Figure 2.5. Initially, the graph G0 consists of 5 vertices connected by 6 edges: V0 = fa; b; c; d; eg and
E0 = f(a; b); (a; c); (a; d); (c; d); (d; c); (d; e)g.
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u1 u2 u3 u4 u5
G0 G2 G5
B0;2 B2;5
G0 G3 G5
B0;3 B3;5
G0 G5
B0;5
Figure 2.5: Transitions of dynamic graph G from G0 to G5
The stream-based transition is described as a list of 5 updates (cf. Figure 2.5): (u1 = add
E((b; c)),
u2 = rem
E((a; d)), u3 = add
V (f), u4 = add
E((f; e)), and u5 = add
E((f; c)). This results in a model
where all 6 states are represented.
In addition, three dierent batch-based transitions are presented in the example: (B0;2; B2;5), (B0;3; B3;5),
and (B0;5). The number of states modeled by them depends on the partitioning of updates into batches.
While the rst two batch-based transitions model three states, the third example represents only two.
2.5 Dynamic Graph Analysis - Problem Statement
Given a dynamic graph G, a set of metrics M M, and a list of timestamps T = (t0; t1; : : : ), the problem
of dynamic graph analysis is to compute the properties of all metrics m 2 M for each timestamp t 2 T ,
i.e., to compute: (1) vertex values (p 2 PV!R(m)), (2) vertex pair values (p 2 PVV!R(m)), (3) graph
values (p 2 PG!R(m)), and (4) graph distributions (p 2 PG!F (m)). We refer to the descriptions of this
problem given by G, M , and T as a scenario or an application.
In the following, we generalize the notation for the value of a property p 2 P (m) of metric m at
timestamp t as p(Gt). This value is dened depending on its type, i.e.:
p(Gt) :=
8>><>>:
p(v) 2 R : v 2 Vt if p 2 PV!R(m)
p(v; w) 2 R : (v; w) 2 Vt  Vt if p 2 PVV!R(m)
p(Gt) 2 R if p 2 PG!R(m)
p(Gt) 2 F if p 2 PG!F (m)
2.6 Algorithms for Dynamic Graph Analysis
For a metric m 2 M, dierent algorithms exist that compute the corresponding properties P (m). We
denote the set of all algorithms that compute a metric m as A(m) and the metric computed by an
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algorithm a as m(a). For a property p of a metric m, i.e., p 2 P (m), let p(Gt; a) denote the vertex value,
vertex pair values, graph value, or graph distribution computed by algorithm a for the dynamic graph
G at timestamp t. Then, P (Gt; a) := fp(Gt; a) : p 2 P (m(a))g is the set of all results computed by the
algorithm a where P (m(a)) denotes the set of all properties of the metric m(a) computed by algorithm
a.
In the remainder of this Section, we describe the comparison of algorithms and dierent algorithm
types. First we introduce concepts for the comparison, correctness, and quality of algorithms in Sec-
tion 2.6.1. Then, we describe three types of algorithms for the analysis of dynamic graphs. We introduce
snapshot-based algorithms in Section 2.6.2, stream-based algorithms in Section 2.6.3, and batch-based
algorithms in Section 2.6.4. We close this Section with an input-based classication of algorithms for the
analysis of dynamic graphs in Section 2.6.5.
2.6.1 Algorithm Comparison
We call two algorithms a and a0 comparable i they compute the same metric, i.e., m(a) = m(a0). We
say that two comparable algorithms a and a0 compute the same results for graph G at timestamp t i
8 p 2 P (m(a)) : p(Gt; a) = p(Gt; a0), i.e., all properties computed by a are same as those computed by
a0.
We call a deterministic algorithm a correct or precise i 8 p 2 P (m(a)); G 2 G; t 2 N : p(Gt) = p(Gt; a)
and incorrect or imprecise otherwise. An incorrect algorithm can either be awed or a heuristic, i.e., an
approximation that is known to not always compute exact results. Note that such a dierentiation is not
applicable to indeterministic algorithm. Examples are clustering or community detection algorithms.
For a heuristic h 2 A(m), we dene the approximation quality of a graph value p 2 PG!R(m) for a
dynamic graph G at timestamp t as q(p;G; t; h) := p(Gt;h)p(Gt) , i.e., the relative value compared to the correct
result. The approximation quality of vertex values, vertex pair values, and graph distributions is dened
likewise.
2.6.2 Snapshot-based Algorithms
Snapshot-based algorithms are commonly used for the computation of a metric m on a static graph
G = (V;E). We denote the set of all snapshot-based algorithms as AS and the set of those computing
metric m as AS(m).
INPUT
ANALYSIS
OUTPUT
Gt0
aS
P (Gt0 ; aS)
Bt0;t1
Gt1
aS
P (Gt1 ; aS)
Bt1;t2
Gt2
aS
P (Gt2 ; aS)
Bt2;t3
Gt3
aS
P (Gt3 ; aS)
Bt3;t4
Gt4
aS
P (Gt4 ; aS)
Figure 2.6: Workow of snapshot-based algorithms for dynamic graph analysis
To compute the properties p(Gt); t 2 T for a dynamic graph G, a snapshot-based algorithm aS is
executed once for each snapshot Gt; t 2 T as shown in Figure 2.6. As input, snapshot-based algorithms
take only the snapshot of interest Gt and output the set of computed properties P (Gt; aS).
Since snapshot-based algorithms only take the state Gt as input, they are often processed separate
from each other. Then, each state of the graph is read from a single le without any connection to other
states. Nevertheless, the transition between two consecutive states Gti 1 and Gti can be represented as a
batch Bti 1;ti . Therefore, it is also possible to read only the initial graph Gt0 in its entirety and generate
consecutive states by reading and applying the corresponding batch. We refer to the rst approach as
separate snapshot-based processing and to the second one as consecutive snapshot-based processing.
2.6.3 Stream-based Algorithms
Stream-based algorithms apply the general idea of stream processing [257, 19, 4] to the problem of comput-
ing the properties of dynamic graphs based on a stream of updates [59, 244] as introduced in Section 2.4.
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We denote the set of all stream-based algorithms as AU and the set of those computing a metric m as
AU (m).
INPUT
ANALYSIS
OUTPUT
G0
a0U
dat(G0; aU )
u1
G1
aU
dat(G1; aU )
u2
G2
aU
dat(G2; aU )
u3
G3
aU
dat(G3; aU )
u4
G4
aU
dat(G4; aU )
P (G0; aU ) P (G2; aU ) P (G4; aU )
Figure 2.7: Workow of stream-based algorithms for dynamic graph analysis
For each state Gi of the analyzed dynamic graph G, a stream- or update-based algorithm aU 2 AU
computes some data dat(Gi; aU ) as indicated in Figure 2.7. It contains results, partial results, and
auxiliary information required for the next steps.
As initialization, dat(G0; aU ) is computed by an algorithm a
0
U for the initial snapshot G0. In case
dat(Gi; aU ) only consists of the desired properties and no auxiliary data, i.e., dat(Gi; aU ) = P (Gi; aU ),
any snapshot-based algorithm can be used, i.e., a0U 2 AS(m(aU )). Another possibility for initializing
dat(G0; aU ) is to start the analysis with an empty graph G
0
0 = (;; ;) and build G0 from a stream of
vertex and edge additions addV (v) : v 2 V0 and addE(e) : e 2 E0. Then, aU can simply be executed for
each of these updates. The initialization of auxiliary data and properties for an empty graph depends on
each metric and algorithm.
For any further state, a stream-based algorithms aU takes as input the current state Gi of the graph,
the latest update ui, and the previous data dat(Gi 1; aU ) as shown in Figure 2.7. Using this information,
the algorithm outputs the data for the current state, i.e., dat(Gi; aU ).
The problem of dynamic graph analysis requires an algorithm to output the results for a list of
timestamps T = (t0; t1; : : : ) but not all states. Hence, for every state Gi with t(i) 2 T , the desired results
P (Gt(i); aU ) are extracted, aggregated, or computed from dat(Gi; aU ). Commonly, this step is referred
to as a query [88]. In case the results are already maintained as part of dat(Gi; aU ), this step does not
require any further computation.
2.6.4 Batch-based Algorithms
Batch-based algorithms perform the analysis of a dynamic graph similar to stream-based approaches.
Instead of investigating each update separately, they consider the changes at the more coarse-grained
view of whole batches. We denote the set of all batch-based algorithms as AB and the set of those
computing metric m as AB(m).
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dat(Gt0 ; aB)
P (Gt0 ; aB)
Bt0;t1
Gt1
aB
dat(Gt1 ; aB)
P (Gt1 ; aB)
Bt1;t2
Gt2
aB
dat(Gt2 ; aB)
P (Gt2 ; aB)
Bt2;t3
Gt3
aB
dat(Gt3 ; aB)
P (Gt3 ; aB)
Bt3;t4
Gt4
aB
dat(Gt4 ; aB)
P (Gt4 ; aB)
Figure 2.8: Workow of batch-based algorithms for dynamic graph analysis
For each timestamp t 2 T , a batch-based algorithm aB 2 AB outputs the data dat(Gt; aB) which is
then transformed into P (Gt; aB) as shown in Figure 2.8. Similar to stream-based algorithms, the initial
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data dat(Gt0 ; aB) is computed by a
0
B which can again be a snapshot-based algorithm a
0
B 2 AS(m(aB))
that takes G0 as input or a stream-based algorithm a
0
B 2 AU (m(aB)) which starts from an empty graph.
For all other timestamps ti, a batch-based algorithm aB takes as input the current snapshot Gti of the
graph, the batch Bti 1;ti , and the previously computed data dat(Gti 1aB). It outputs dat(Gti ; aB) which
is then used to generate P (Gti ; aB) analogously to the query step of stream-based algorithms.
2.6.5 Input-based Classication of Algorithms
The application of a single update ui changes the in-memory representation of the analyzed dynamic
graph from the state Gi 1 to Gi. So far, we simply assumed that a stream-based algorithm aU 2 AU is
executed after the application of an update as shown in Figures 2.7 and 2.9b. Then, aU takes as input the
update ui, the previously computed data dat(Gi 1; aU ) and the state Gi of the graph after the application
of ui. It is also possible to execute aU before the application of an update ui. In that case, the algorithm
takes Gi 1 as input in addition to ui and dat(Gi 1; aU ) as shown in Figure 2.9a.
Gi 1
dat(Gi 1; aU )
Gi
dat(Gi; aU )
aU
P (Gi; aU )
ui
(a) aU before ui
Gi 1
dat(Gi 1; aU )
Gi
dat(Gi; aU )
aU
P (Gi; aU )
ui
(b) aU after ui
Gti 1
dat(Gti 1 ; aB)
Gti
dat(Gti ; aB)
aB
P (Gti ; aB)
Bti 1;ti
(c) aB before Bti 1;ti
Gti 1
dat(Gti 1 ; aB)
Gti
dat(Gti ; aB)
aB
P (Gti ; aB)
Bti 1;ti
(d) aB after Bti 1;ti
Figure 2.9: Execution of stream-/batch-based algorithms before and after application of update/batch
Similarly, the application of a whole batch Bti 1;ti transforms the state of the graph stored in memory
from Gti 1 to Gti . Again, we assumed that batch-based algorithms aB 2 AB are executed after the
application of a batch as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9d. Hence, aB takes the state after the application
Gti as input as well as the data dat(Gti 1 ; aB) and the batch Bti 1;ti . We can also consider the case of
executing aB before the application of the batch. Then, the algorithms takes Gti 1 as input as well as
Bti 1;ti and dat(Gti 1 ; aB) as shown in Figure 2.9c.
In general, a stream-based algorithm can be executed either only before, only after, or before and
after the application of an update. More precisely, this distinction can be made for each of the six update
types. For example, a stream-based algorithm might need to be executed before and after the removal
of vertices but only before the addition of edges. In case an algorithm does not consider edge weights, it
must not be executed at all for updates that change them. Hence, algorithms can specify whether or not
they are executed before or after the application of each type of update.
Batch-based algorithms can be executed before or after the application of a batch. In contrast to
stream-based algorithms, a specication for specic update types is not possible. Therefore, three dierent
scenarios can be distinguished: either before, after, as well as before and after the application of a batch.
Algorithm Type Notation Execution Input Output
Snapshot-based aS 2 AS - Gti P aS (Gti)
Stream-based aU 2 AU before Gi 1 ui dat
aU
i 1 dat
aU
i
after Gi ui dat
aU
i 1 dat
aU
i
Batch-based aB 2 AB before Gti 1 Bti 1;ti dat
aB
ti 1 dat
aB
ti
after Gti Bti 1;ti dat
aB
ti 1 dat
aB
ti
Table 2.4: Input-based classes of algorithms for processing a dynamic graph
For snapshot-based algorithms, the input is always a single snapshot of the graph, i.e., Gti . The
ve general classes of inputs and their corresponding output are given in Table 2.4. Note that the only
dierence between the before and after versions of stream- and batch-based algorithms is the state of the
graph taken as input, i.e., Gi 1 compared to Gi or Gti 1 compared to Gti .
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Chapter 3
Related Work
In this Chapter, we introduce and discuss existing contributions in the elds that are related to the four
research questions posed in Section 1.1. We present dierent approaches for processing data in Section 3.1
and describe existing frameworks for the analysis of dynamic graphs in Section 3.2. We introduce existing
algorithms for the computation of dierent metrics in Section 3.3 and describe approaches for the ecient
storage of graphs in Section 3.4.
3.1 Data Processing
In this Section, we present existing approaches for processing data. We introduce general concepts
in Section 3.1.1, which are also applied when processing and analyzing graphs. We describe existing
frameworks that implement these concepts in Section 3.1.2, many of which are used as a foundation for
graph analysis frameworks.
3.1.1 Data Processing Concepts
A stream is a potentially innite sequence of data elements that appear over time [257, 142, 19, 228, 4].
This concept is closely related to stream-based graph algorithms, which we introduced in Section 2.6.3.
In general, all changes that occur in a dynamic system over time can be considered as such a continuous
data stream. Examples are sensor measurements and stock price uctuations. Their analysis is referred
to as computation on data streams, single-pass analysis, or sequential I/O. It is commonly performed
in real-time, i.e., new elements are processed as soon as they appear [295]. For the analysis in this
scenario, so-called streaming algorithms are used. They are required to use space sublinear in the number
of elements in the stream and therefore not allowed to store all data in memory. Various problems
have been investigated, including the clustering of ata points [134, 5], the approximation of element
frequencies [210], or the numveration of frequent patterns at arbitrary time granularities [123]. This
stream-based processing approach contrasts the concept of batch-based processing. Here, elements are not
processed as they appear but grouped into batches and processed altogether.
Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) is a design paradigm for parallel algorithms [311, 121, 48]. It serves
as the basis for many existing graph analysis frameworks. BSP enables the distributed processing of local
computations. The computation is organized in so-called super steps. Within each step, the distributed
processes concurrently compute their current task asynchronously. They communicate with each other to
exchange data stored remotely. When a process nishes a task, it waits until all other processes reach the
same so-called barrier. The results from all processes are then aggregated and the execution of the next
super step is initiated. The BSP paradigm is well-suited for problems that can be split into sub-problems
that require only parts of the globally available data.
MapReduce is a concept to facilitate data processing on large clusters [85, 86]. It is used by various data
as well as graph processing frameworks for the distribution of work. A MapReduce program consists of the
two procedures Map() and Reduce(). The Map() procedure lters and sorts the input data. The results
are then summarized for further processing by the Reduce() procedure. Implementations of MapReduce
programs commonly consists of three steps: Map(), Shue(), and Reduce(). In the rst step, each worker
processes its local data using the Map() operation and outputs keys that describe the task assignment.
Next, the workers redistribute data among each other based on these keys. In the nal step, workers
process the assigned data in parallel.
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3.1.2 Data Processing Frameworks
Hadoop [o36] is a Java framework for storing and processing large data sets in a distributed setting [55,
288, 326]. In general, it assigns computation tasks based on the locality of data to reduce communication
overhead between the workers. Hadoop consists of three components: data storage, resource management,
and processing. As its distributed storage solution, it uses the Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS), an
implementation of the Google File System (GFS) [122]. Yet another Resource Negotiator (YARN) [o37]
is used as resource manager, which assigns computation tasks to the workers [313]. As a batch processing
framework, Hadoop uses MapReduce, an implementation of the MapReduce concept. Hadoop is used by
many data and graph processing frameworks as foundation for distributing data as well as computation
tasks.
Spark [o80] is a data processing tool for the parallel computation on clusters [339, 338]. It uses a
restricted shared memory approach and is written in Java, Python, R, and Scala. Spark operates on
resilient distributed datasets (RDDs), a read-only data structure distributed across all cluster nodes.
This enables the iterative processing of datasets required for machine learning and processing SQL-
like queries. A Spark cluster is managed either by a native implementation or existing approaches like
YARN or Mesos [o54]. As Spark's distributed le system, many solutions can be used, including HDFS,
Cassandra [o9], MapR-FS [o52], Amazon S3 [o3], and Kudu [o49]. As an input data stream, Spark
provides interfaces to a large number of existing providers, such as the message broker Kafka [o46],
the stream aggregator Flume [o21], the Twitter streaming API [o93], the distributed messaging library
ZeroMQ [o95], the Amazon platform Kinesis [o2], and TCP/IP sockets. Spark SQL [o82] was developed
on top of spark [332]. It adds the representation of data in so-called DataFrames, a data structure that
supports the representation of structured data in Spark. In addition, Spark SQL provides interfaces
for the manipulation of DataFrames as well as SQL support. Spark Streaming [o83] extends the core of
Spark with support for pseudo stream-based analysis [340]. It splits a data stream into micro-batches that
consists of all data elements that appeared within a short time frame. Each batch is then applied to modify
the RDDs. Afterwards, they are processed in it entirety in the existing architecture. Therefore, Spark
only provides a framework for the consecutive snapshot-based analysis of dynamic graphs as discussed
in Section 2.6.2. In case the last batch would be supplied together with the updated RDDs, batch-
based approaches could be supported as well (cf. Section 2.6.4). The use of Spark to implement the
stream-based analysis of dynamic as described in Section 2.6.3 is not possible.
Flink [o17] is a distributed streaming data ow engine [109], written in Java and Scala. It enables
data-parallel batch- and stream-based processing and provides native support for iterative algorithms.
Flink stores data in distributed storage systems like HDFS or HBase [o39]. As input source, it provides
interfaces to many system, such as Kafka, Flume, RabbitMQ [o71], the Twitter Streaming API, and
Docker containers [o13]. Flink processes each element of a data stream separately but can also be used
for batch-based processing. It is optimized for cyclic processes by using iterative transformations on
collections. Overall, Flink can be used to implement the analysis of dynamic graph using snapshot-,
batch-, and stream-based approaches.
Storm [o89] is a distributed processing framework for data streams, written in Clojure and Java. Its
resources are managed by Storm-YARN [o90]. Storm acts as a data transformation pipeline with no
specication of its termination. Storm applications are organized as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs). Its
vertices, called spouts or bolts, model dierent components. They are connected by edges that represent
directed streams to transport data from source to destination vertex. Heron [o40] is a framework for the
distributed processing of streaming data [184]. It is written in Java and provides APIs for Java, Scala, and
Python. Heron was developed by Twitter as a direct successor to Storm and is backwards-compatible. It
is expected to be faster and more scalable to meet the real-time requirements of Twitter's applications.
Both frameworks can be used as part of a data processing pipeline to pre-process a data stream but not
as a single basis for building dynamic graph analysis on top.
Hama [o38] is a distributed data processing framework that implements the BSP paradigm. It is
written in Java and consists of three components: BSPMaster, GroomServers, and Zookeeper. The BSP-
Master is responsible for task management, job scheduling, and control of the super steps. GroomServers
are the workers that execute the tasks provided by the master. The synchronization of the components
at the end of each super step is orchestrated by the Zookeeper. Hence, Hama could be used to implement
dynamic graph analysis using separate snapshot-based processing.
Samza [o72] is an asynchronous framework for stream processing. It was initially developed by
LinkedIn [o51] and is written in Scala and Java. Samza uses Kafka's pub/sub message queue for commu-
nication and YARN as resource manager. Even though it is a powerful stream processor, it has not yet
been used as basis for the analysis of dynamic graphs.
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3.2 Graph Analysis
In this Section, we present existing approaches and frameworks for the analysis of dynamic graphs, both
related to research questions Q1, Q3, and Q4. Frameworks can be used to benchmark and compare the
performance of algorithms (Q1 ) as well as graph representations in case multiple are supported (Q4 ).
Existing approaches for analyzing dynamic graphs are directly related to Q3, which is concerned with
the parallelization of dynamic graph analysis. We describe the basic properties of each frameworks, such
as the underlying data processing framework and which graph analysis concepts it provided. We discuss
which graph metrics are provided by the framework and to which extent they provide the visualization
of graphs and the results computed during an analysis.
We divide the frameworks into three classes: separate snapshot-based, consecutive snapshot-based,
and stream-based frameworks (cf. Section 2.6). Separate snapshot-based frameworks are not designed
for the analysis of dynamic graphs and do not support to change the graph itself. For each timestamp of
interest, the corresponding snapshot must be read separately, which results in an I/O overhead. In con-
trast, consecutive snapshot-based frameworks allow for the adaptation of a graph over time. The analysis
is also performed using snapshot-based algorithms. Stream-based frameworks provide the stream-based
transformation of a graph and facilitate its analysis using either snapshot- or stream-based algorithms.
Please note that we restrict our discussion to those graph processing frameworks that are, to the best of
our knowledge, most commonly used in academia. Other notable consecutive snapshot-based frameworks
include GraphJet [284, o30], FlashGraph [344, o16], Blogel [334, o7], Giraph++ [303], Pregelix [58, o67],
and Mizan [161, 174, o55] while Chronos [138] and KineoGraph [65] are recent stream-based graph
frameworks.
We introduce concepts for the analysis of graph snapshots in Section 3.2.1. We describe frameworks
that apply separate snapshot-based processing in Section 3.2.2, frameworks for consecutive snapshot-
based analysis in Section 3.2.3, and stream-based frameworks for the analysis of dynamic graphs in
Section 3.2.4.
3.2.1 Snapshot-based Graph Analysis Concepts
The most common way to analyze a graph snapshot is the use of sequential or serial algorithms. All
operations are executed sequentially in a single thread as opposed to parallel or concurrent execution [127,
133, 108]. Often, these algorithms follow directly from the properties they should compute. Therefore,
sequential algorithms are commonly used for the separate or consecutive snapshot-based processing of
dynamic graphs. Their translation into parallel algorithms is not straight-forward in most cases [127, 133].
Pregel is a vertex-centric approach for the distributed analysis of large graphs [209]. It was developed
by Google and has been adopted by many graph analysis frameworks [137, 219]. Pregel's \think like a
vertex" approach is conceptually close to the BSP principle. The set of vertices is partitioned among
the workers which store the respective induced subgraph of their partition. Edges between partitions are
modeled as network connections between the workers. To execute a program in the BSP round-based
manner, workers execute a program for each vertex that is contained in their respective partition. As a
result, vertices can either vote to halt the program or send messages via their edges to neighbors. These
messages are either sent locally to vertices of the same worker or over the network to vertices in other
partitions. In the next super step, vertices receive messages and execute the program again. Pregel has
proven to be a powerful approach that ts better to sequential graph problems than MapReduce [261, 246].
As an extension to Pregel, the graph-centric approach to \think like a graph" has been proposed [303]. It
is designed to reduce the communication overhead that occurs when messages are sent inside partitions
via the costly messaging interface. To achieve this, information about the partitions is provided to the
developer. This allows for the optimization of algorithms and the decrease of messaging overhead.
Streaming graph analysis applies the general concept of stream-based processing to the analysis of
graph snapshots [59, 162, 154]. Here, a graph is represented as a stream of its edges. This approach
is useful in case a graph is too large to t into randomly accessible memory. Algorithms that are only
allowed to see this stream once are referred to as single-pass algorithms. Because of their restricted access
to the graph, most graph properties can only be approximated. To enable more precise computations
on graphs with lower space requirement, semi-streaming approaches have been developed [111]. Here, a
linear number k or logarithmically many passes over the complete stream are allowed. This enables the
exact computation of properties or their approximation with higher quality.
3.2.2 Separate Snapshot-based Graph Analysis Frameworks
Giraph is a framework for the distributed execution of sequential graph analysis [18, 66, 67, 213, o24],
implemented in Java. It is inspired by Pregel and adopts its vertex-centric processing model. As a back-
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bone for the communication and data exchange between workers, it uses Hadoop. Giraph itself provides
implementations for the computation of connected components, page rank, single-source shortest paths,
and random walks. Algorithms for the computation of other graph properties have been implemented
by third-party projects. The most notable is the Giraph-based machine learning library Okapi [o59]. It
adds algorithms for the computation of various similarity measures, sybil rank, and triangle counts.
Graph Processing System (GPS) is a Pregel-like graph analysis framework [272, o27], written in Java.
Similar to Giraph, it adds to the basic constructs of Pregel via a master compute function to combine local
and global computations. GPS also includes a re-partitioning scheme to decrease messaging overhead
between workers. Furthermore, it provides an optimization called LALP to further reduce the network
communication when processing graphs with a skewed degree distribution. So far, algorithms for the
computation of various properties have been implemented, e.g., coloring, weighted shortest paths, page
rank, as well as strong and weak connectivity.
Signal/Collect is a graph analysis framework [296, o78], written in Scala. It uses a vertex-centric
programming model for the parallel computation on a multi-core system. During an analysis, information
is sent along the graph's edges (signal). Then, these edges perform the actual computation (collect). It
supports a synchronous execution mode similar to Pregel in specic and BSP in general. In addition,
Signal/Collect provides an asynchronous as well as an interactive execution mode. Many algorithms for
the computation of graph properties have been implemented, including clustering coecient, page rank,
single-source shortest paths, and vertex coloring.
Small-world Network Analysis and Partitioning (SNAP) is a parallel framework for the analysis and
partitioning of large-scale graphs [22, o79], implemented in C. The parallelization is implemented using
Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) [81, o61], an API for shared-memory parallel programming. In addition
to the partitioning of a graph, properties like centrality or modularity can be computed.
Medusa is a parallel graph processing framework [345, 346, o53]. It is implemented in CUDA, C, and
C++. It enables users to leverage the parallelization capabilities of GPUs by writing sequential C or
C++ code. So far, it only provides algorithms for the computation of single-source shortest paths and
the execution of a breadth-rst search.
GraphLab is a graph-based, distributed computation framework [200, 201, o31], written in C++.
Similar to other frameworks, it was initially developed for the application in machine learning. Many
toolkits have been implemented on top of it, which cover elds such as collaborative ltering, clustering,
and computer vision. The graph library PowerGraph supports the basic computations such as triangle
counting and page rank [129, o66].
Ligra is a parallel graph processing system [287, o50], written in C++. It is designed for the execution
in a multi-core, shared memory environment. The API is minimal and implicitly provides parallel execu-
tion. Many graph properties can be computed, such as triangle count, page rank, k-core, and betweenness
centrality.
Graph-tool is a Python module for the ecient analysis and visualization of graphs [252, o28]. It is
implemented in C++ and based on the Boost Graph Library (BGL) [o8]. Algorithms are implements
using OpenMP. Graph-tool supports directed as well as undirected graphs, the assignment of arbitrary
weights via property maps, and the representation of graphs as adjacency lists or adjacency matrices. It
does not support dynamics to the graph but provides a large number of algorithms for the computation of
graph properties, including all-pairs shortest paths, degree distribution, similarity measures, assortativity,
clustering coecient, community structure, and various centrality measures. In addition, algorithms for
determining graph isomorphism, minimum spanning trees, connected components, and maximum ow
are included. The framework also provides graph generators for random and power-law graphs. Graph-
tool provides an own implementation for the visualization of graphs as well as interfaces to Graphviz, a
standalone graph visualization tool [103, o33].
Pajek is a Windows-only framework for the analysis and visualization of large graphs [35, 36, 83, o63],
written in Delphi. It supports directed and undirected graphs including their weighted versions. Pajek
provides a vast amount of algorithms for the computation of graph properties, including connectivity,
shortest paths, centrality measures, clustering, and community structure. PajekXXL is a memory-ecient
version of Pajek, which can process graphs with up to 999,999,999,997 vertices. For the visualization of
graphs, various graph drawing algorithms have been implemented.
Cassovary is another graph analysis framework with a focus on space eciency [o92] It was developed
by Twitter in Scala and provides APIs for Java and other JVM languages.
X-Stream is an edge-centric graph processing framework [269, o94], implemented in C and C++. It
provides the multi-threaded analysis of large graphs, represented as a stream of their edges, on a single
machine. Thereby, it enables the analysis of graphs that are too large to t into memory using semi-
streaming approaches. As input, X-Stream requires a graph to be stored in a binary edge format and
can handle up to a size of 3TB, i.e., 64,000,000,000 edges. So far, algorithms for computing single-source
shortest paths, betweenness centrality, strong connectivity, and triangle count have been implemented. In
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X-Stream, the analysis is restricted to the execution on a single machine. Therefore, the Chaos framework
was developed as an extension [268]. It supports the distribution of an analysis to multiple machines and
facilitates the processing of graphs containing more that 1,000,000,000,000 edges.
3.2.3 Consecutive Snapshot-based Graph Analysis Frameworks
Java Universal Network/Graph Framework (JUNG) is a Java library for modeling, analyzing, and vi-
sualizing graphs [245, o45]. It supports directed, undirected, parallel, and hyper graphs with arbitrary
weights assigned to vertices and edges. Some snapshot-based algorithms for the computation of prop-
erties like page rank and centrality measures are provided. JUNG contains an extensive visualization
component which includes the interactive modication of the represented graph.
GraphStream is another framework for the representation and visualization of dynamic graphs [100,
o32], written in Java. It implements a stream-based maintenance of dynamic graphs and contains a pow-
erful visualization component. GraphStream provides a selection of graph generators and the possibility
to assign attributes to vertices and edges. While its focus is on the visualization of graphs and their
properties, it also contains rudimentary support for the snapshot-based computation of graph properties.
Gephi is a framework for the interactive visualization of static and dynamic graphs [34, o23]. Multiple
graph drawing algorithms have been implemented to enable the visualization of graphs in various ways.
It is limited to graphs with less than 1,000,000 vertices and edges. Dynamic graphs can be described
as a stream of updates and analyzed using snapshot-based algorithms. Many have been implemented,
including betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, shortest paths, diameter, clustering coecient, page
rank, and community detection.
NetworkX is another graph framework with an emphasis on analysis and graph generation [279, o58].
It is implemented in Python and provides representations for directed, undirected, and parallel graphs.
A huge amount of snapshot-based algorithms has been implemented for the analysis of dynamic graphs.
These graphs can either be read from many formats or created using internal generators. The initial state
of a dynamic graph is generated using a static models. The changes to the dynamic graph over time are
modeled using so-called transformations. The visualization component allows for the 2- or 3-dimensional
representation of graph snapshots.
Stanford Network Analysis Platform (SNAP) is a graph analysis system for large graphs [189, o85].
It is part of the Stanford Network Analysis Project [o87] alongside the Stanford large Network Dataset
Collection [o84]. SNAP is implemented in C++ and also available for Python (Snap.py) [o86]. Graphs
and their changes over time can be generated via models in the framework or read from les. For the
analysis of graphs, the framework only provides means to dene snapshot-based algorithms.
GraphChi is a vertex-centric graph analysis framework [186, o29]. It is an extension of GraphLab and
adds capabilities for modeling and representing dynamic graphs. The main version of GraphChi is imple-
mented in C++. A second version, implemented in Java, exists alongside a graph database implemented
in Scala. With its Pregel-like analysis approach, GraphChi only includes support for snapshot-based
algorithms. Basic examples like community detection, triangle counting, as well as the computation of
page rank and connected components have been implemented.
GraphX is a graph processing framework on top of Spark [331, 130, 330, o81], written in Java. Like its
predecessor Bagel, it represents dynamics of a graph by modifying the RDDs that represent it. At its core,
GraphX uses Hadoop for the distribution of jobs and the management of resources. It provides a Pregel-
as well as a MapReduce-like API. In both cases, the graph analysis is only performed using snapshot-
based approaches that must be executed for each timestamp of interest. As examples, algorithms for
counting triangles and computing connected components as well as page rank have been implemented.
Spargel is an API for graph processing on top of Flink [o19]. It provides a Pregel-like approach for
the analysis of graph snapshots, which can be changed over time. Spargel supports directed and weighted
graphs as well as the possibility to model parallel edges. So far, algorithms for the computation of
connected components, page rank, and shortest paths have been implemented.
3.2.4 Stream-based Graph Analysis Frameworks
Gelly is an extension to the Flink-based Spargel framework for graph analysis [o18]. Recently, an API
for stream-based maintenance of dynamic graphs was added. It allows for the modication of graphs
via compound vertex and atomic edge updates. While Gelly does not support graph generators, it
provides operations for modifying a graph over time, including ltering, joining, reverting, and union op-
erations. Like Spargel, the framework uses a vertex-centric approach for the snapshot-based computation
of properties. So far, properties like page rank, connected components, single-source shortest paths, label
propagation, and community detection can be computed.
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GraphTau is a stream-based graph analysis framework built on top of Spark [149]. It uses GraphX
for the graph representation and Spark Streaming to model streaming input. Each snapshot of a graph is
modeled as a pair consisting of a vertex RDD and an edge RDD. Over time, new snapshots are created by
applying a DeltaRDD to them for each transition. GraphTau supports two computational models: Pause-
Shift-Resume (PSR) and Online Rectication (OR). In PSR, the computation on the current snapshot
is paused when a new one arrives. All result, computed to far, are shifted to the new snapshot and the
computation is resumed. Obviously, this leads to imprecisions and only allows for the computation of
approximate results. In OR, a computation is set back to a state where the latest changes have not been
taken into consideration yet and then continued on the new snapshot. Using GraphTau, properties like
connected components and page rank can be computed. So far, the framework is not publicly available.
Spatio-Temporal Interaction Networks and Graphs Extensible Representation (STINGER) is a stream-
based graph analysis framework [20, 102, 263, o88]. It is written in C++ and an advancement of the
Small-world Network Analysis and Partitioning framework with bindings for Java and Python. At its
core, it provides a data structure for storing sparse dynamic graphs with semantic information attached to
them. Adjacency lists are maintained as linked lists of arrays and meta data is stored directly in vertices.
Its graph maintenance components provides a stream- and a batch-based mode. Vertices and edges can
be inserted or removed and their respective attributes updated. So far, stream-based algorithms for
the computation of connected components, community structure, and betweenness centrality have been
implemented as well as a parallelized batch-based computation of the clustering coecient. In addition,
snapshot-based algorithms for executing a breadth-rst search, extracting the k-core, and performing
agglomerative clustering are available.
3.3 Algorithms for Dynamic Graph Analysis
In this Section, we present algorithms for the computation of graph properties using dierent approaches.
They directly relate to the second research question (Q2 ) which considers the development of new algo-
rithms for the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs. We present sequential algorithms in Section 3.3.1.
We briey discuss parallel algorithms in Section 3.3.2 and introduce vertex-centric approaches in Sec-
tion 3.3.3. In Section 3.3.4, we illustrate streaming algorithms and give examples of dynamic algorithms
in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.1 Sequential Algorithms
We consider an algorithm to be sequential or serial if it executes all operations one after the other as
opposed to parallel or concurrent processing. These algorithms have been researched for many decades
and are commonly applied for the snapshot-based analysis of dynamic graphs. In the remainder of this
Section, we give examples of commonly used properties and the respective sequential algorithms for their
computation.
The set of (weakly/strongly) connected components of a graph is a partition of V such that the
subgraph induced by each subset is (weakly/strongly) connected while any superset is not. The size
distribution of a graph's components is of interest in many areas, including neural networks [254, 217],
botnet detection [259], and network resilience [230]. Weakly connected components can be determined by
executing a breadth-rst search (BFS) or a depth-rst search (DFS), a straight-forward computation as
noted by Hopcraft and Tarjan [145]. The strongly connected components can be computed by executing
two BFSs [283, 76] or by performing a single DFS while maintaining a stack of visited vertices [301].
Maintaining a second stack can speedup this computation [93]
As a community, we consider a subgraph whose vertices are densely interconnected but have only a
relatively small number of connections to vertices in other communities. Determining the community
structure of a graph helps to understand the components and their connections of biological, social,
and computer networks [124, 248, 235]. For their detection, a large number of sequential algorithms
has been developed [116, 329]. Many algorithms like DeltaQ [234] and Fast Unfolding [51] attempt to
minimize the modularity of communities, i.e., the ratio of intra- to inter-community connections. Other
algorithms apply the concept of expanding spheres [24] or the round-based propagation of labels [258, 193]
to determine community structures.
Computing the single-source shortest path lengths (SSSP) means to determine the length of the short-
est path from one vertex, the source, to all others. Computing this property for each vertex as source
solves the all-pairs shortest path length (APSP) problem. Both nd applications in the analysis of bi-
ological, social, computer, and chemical networks [231, 32, 52]. Solutions to these problems have been
researched for a long time with the most prominent solutions being the algorithms by Dijkstra [92],
Bellman-Ford [39], and Floyd-Warshall [115]. More recently, algorithms have been proposed to solve
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these problems on large graphs [227, 119, 172, 328]. Others have been developed for the application in
graphs with small integer weights [120], arbitrary integer weights [286], or real weights [63]. In addition,
heuristics have been proposed that only approximate the distribution of shortest paths in a graph [351].
The betweenness centrality of a vertex is the number of all shortest paths between pairs of vertices
that it is part of. Thereby, it expresses the importance of each vertex in many biological, social, and
computer networks [157, 33]. Furthermore, it has applications in measuring the tolerance of a network
to targeted attacks [80]. Its computation is time-consuming and only few ecient algorithms have been
developed [56]. To approximate the betweenness centrality in reasonable time, sampling-based approaches
are often applied instead of exact computations [21, 264].
Counting the number of closed triangles in a graph reveals insights into the interconnection of its
components. When put into the relation of potential triangles, i.e., pairs of neighbors of each vertex,
measures like the local clustering coecient, average clustering coecient, or global clustering coecient
can be derived. Initially, local and average clustering coecient were introduced by Watts and Strogatz
to understand and model the small-world eect in social networks [320]. The global clustering coecient,
or transitivity, was later introduced by Newman as a measure to quantify the quality of social network
generators [237]. These properties help to understand the relation between neighbors of a vertex in
scientic networks [30], network growth models [314], brain networks [271], and social networks [226].
Many algorithms have been developed to compute these metrics exactly [275]. In addition, various
approximations, especially for the transitivity, have been developed [276, 308, 309].
We consider classes of isomorphic subgraphs of size k as k-vertex motifs. The relative occurrences
of subgraphs that belong to a motif class are assumed to indicate the nature and functionality of many
networks [225]. They are used in the analysis of graphs from a wide range of applications, including In-
ternet Point-of-Presence maps [112, 113], natural language processing [46, 45], and Peer-to-Peer network-
ing [183, 136]. Furthermore, they are of great importance in the analysis of biological networks [255, 205]
and are used to understand protein interaction networks [215, 7, 270, 72], cellular networks [176], and
the structure of genes [160, 285]. In addition, the concept of motifs has also been extended by the in-
clusion of temporal aspects [180, 159] and the denition of degree-based motifs [224]. Because of this
huge eld of application to many dierent areas, a multitude of sequential algorithms has been developed
to count the occurrences of motifs in a graph. The rst approaches like ProMotif [148], mnder [170],
MAVisto [278], and NeMoFinder [64] provided tools to count motifs of small sizes. On larger graph, they
perform rather poorly, mainly because of their inecient subgraph enumeration. This changed with the
development of Fanmod [324], an ecient implementation of the RAND-ESU algorithm [322, 323] that all
recent approaches have been compared to. Recent algorithms like Kavosh [169] or MODA [242] improve
the eciency of enumerating all subgraphs. G-Tries [262] is based on the idea of creating dedicated rep-
resentations of subgraphs. ACC [221, 222] uses combinatorial techniques to speed-up the computation.
To speedup the computation, sampling-based approaches have also been developed [171, 323, 128].
The computation of various graph properties is straight-forward. Therefore, their computation has not
been studied widely. This includes properties like the degree distribution [99, 57, 140], the PageRank [247],
the rich-club coecient [348], and the assortativity [232, 233]. Most of them can easily be computed by
iterating over the set of all vertices or edges and executing simple calculations.
3.3.2 Parallel Algorithms
For many sequential algorithms, parallel versions have been developed to speedup the analysis of a single
snapshot in a multi-threaded environment [87, 256]. Examples are parallel algorithms for computating the
betweenness centrality [208], counting triangles [300], nding motifs [277, 343], and computing connected
components [202]. While this conversion of sequential algorithms to parallel versions is straight-forward
for some properties and algorithms, it is inherently dicult for others. The main reasons for such
diculties are the data-driven and unstructured character of graph problems, their poor locality, and the
high ratio of data access to actual computation [204].
3.3.3 Vertex-centric Algorithms
Soon after the development of Pregel [209], the vertex-centric algorithms gained a lot of attention. With its
clear and intuitive programming model, the development of many algorithms became easy and allowed for
the straight-forward distribution of large computation tasks. In this context, vertex-centric algorithms for
the computation of PageRank [209, 202] and triangle counting [101] have been developed and implemented
in most vertex-centric analysis frameworks. To determine the connected components of a graph, vertex-
centric algorithms commonly solve the HashMin problem. Here, each vertex is assigned the smallest
identier of a vertex in its own component [260, 101, 335]. Many of these algorithms are based on
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Shiloach-Vishkins parallel Algorithm for the computation of shortest paths [202]. Furthermore, vertex-
centric algorithm have been developed to compute single-source shortest paths [202, 219] as well as
approximations for the diameter, i.e., the longest shortest path between any pair of vertices [202].
3.3.4 Streaming Algorithms
In the scenario of streaming graph analysis, only a small number of single-pass algorithms has been
developed. This includes graph partitioning [294, 269, 240, 307] as well as approximations of the triangle
count [27, 154]. For other problems, such as Max, MaxNeighbor, MaxTotal, and MaxPath, it has been
shown that they require too much memory to be solved eciently using only a single pass over the edge
stream [142].
Therefore, most graph algorithms in the streaming scenario apply the semi-streaming approach of
processing the complete stream multiple times. Here, k- and log(jV j)-pass algorithms with lower space
requirements have been developed that expect the edges ordered as incidence list or can handle them
in arbitrary order [156, 37, 59]. Furthermore, k-pass approximations of the page rank [274] and the
weighted, unweighted, or bipartite matching problem [111, 220] have been developed as well as logjV jloglogjV j -
pass approximations of diameter [111] and the distance between vertex-pairs in weighted graphs [111].
3.3.5 Dynamic Algorithms
Dynamic graph algorithms, also referred to as online algorithms, compute the properties of a dynamic
graph over time. As input, they take an initial graph and a list of updates to it. In contrast to the
streaming algorithms discussed in Section 3.3.4, they maintain a complete copy of the graph in memory.
Each update is applied to the graph's in-memory representation and used as input for an algorithm to
update the corresponding results. In regular intervals or uppon request, the properties of interest are
queried and computed from the (intermediate) results [177]. Note that the concept of dynamic algorithms
corresponds to our notion of stream-based algorithms, as introduced in Section 2.6.3.
Many dynamic algorithms for the update or maintenance of graph properties have been developed.
To compute the connected components in dynamic graphs, spanning trees are commonly established and
maintained for each update in the stream of changes [89, 265, 337].
Dynamic algorithms for detecting and maintaining communities have also been developed. They are
based on distributed algorithms for the detection in delay tolerant networks [147] or dene transitions
between community assignments for single updates [238]. As the quality of detected communities deteri-
orates after a large number of updates, some approaches propose to regularly re-compute the community
assignment using sequential algorithms [42, 297, 132].
For maintaining the all-pairs shortest path lengths [199], rooted spanning trees for each vertex are
maintained where the distance of each vertex in the tree equals the shortest path length in the graph.
While this approach is similar to dynamic algorithms for computing connected components, the mainte-
nance of these trees is more complex and can require their complete re-computation in certain scenarios.
Many algorithms have been developed and dier in the graph type that they are applicable to. Some
approaches only consider weight changes [267], can handle edge insertions and weight decreases [117],
or are specialized for edge deletions in undirected, unweighted graphs [44]. Other algorithms process all
types of updates [118] or are restricted to positive integer or real weights [177, 90].
Exact algorithms for the computation of betweenness centrality are restricted to edge additions [131,
188] while heuristics are able to handle weighted as well an unweighted dynamic graphs [41].
To maintain the correct count of local and global triangles in a dynamic graph, a dynamic algorithms
was developed [244]. Here, the main idea is that each edge addition creates new open triangles and closes
existing ones. Hence, the respective counter can be increases by investigating the adjacencies of both
connected neighbors.
Even though the detection of motifs has a wide range of application in many dierent areas, there is
no stream-based algorithm yet to maintain the corresponding counts in a dynamic graph.
3.4 Graph Representation
In this Section, we give an overview of existing approaches for the ecient storage and access of graphs
in memory. All of them are directly related to the fth research question (Q5 ) which is concerned with
determining ecient representations for the analysis of dynamic graphs. We introduce approaches for
the ecient representation of graphs in Section 3.4.1. In Section 3.4.2, we describe the basic concepts
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of graph databases and present examples of existing solutions. We introduce approaches for the prole-
guided selection of ecient data structures in Section 3.4.3 and describe concepts for adaptive data
structure selection in Section 3.4.4.
3.4.1 Ecient Graph Representation
Many frameworks have been developed for the separate snapshot-based graph analysis as introduced in
Section 3.2.2. Here, the graph snapshot is written once during initialization and only read during analysis.
Other frameworks implement consecutive snapshot-based graph analysis as introduced in Section 3.2.3.
The graph representation is changed over time by applying batches of updates to it. The current state
is analyzed afterwards, requiring only read access to the graph. Similarly, stream-based frameworks,
introduced in Section 3.2.4, change the graph representation for each update separately followed by read
operations of the analysis using stream-based algorithms.
All these frameworks are built for the ecient analysis of graphs. The underlying representation of
a graph and its components is xed and selected by the developers. Which representation is actually
the most ecient one highly depends on many factors: the graph size and topology, the size of batches,
the type of updates contained therein, the analysis-frequency, the metrics of interest, and the algorithms
used for their computation. All of them inuence the access patterns of read and write operations to
the components of the graph, e.g., the list of all vertices V and the adjacency list of each vertex adj(v).
Obviously, there is not a single representation that performs best for all scenarios.
A lot of work has been done to develop compact representations of graphs. These approaches do not
focus on runtime eciency but on obtaining a small memory footprint [50]. They often are not even
applicable to arbitrary graphs as they are developed for separable or sparse graphs only [49, 298].
Special graph representations for dynamic graphs have also been developed. Their underlying data
structures are tuned for memory [207] or runtime eciency [20, 102, 206]. Like the representations of
graphs in frameworks, they are xed and cannot be adapted to dierent scenarios.
In all cases, specic data structures are used to represent the components of a graph. While this
selection of data structures achieves great performance in some cases, it performs poorly in others.
3.4.2 Graph Databases
Graph databases have been developed to represent and query elements and their relationships [16]. These
relationships are modeled as edges between the elements with weight-like properties attached to them.
This enables the simple description and fast execution of hierarchical queries on the represented data. In
clear contrast, relational databases represent the relations between elements as their own properties and
store them in tables [71]. When modeling many relationships between elements, this approach can lead
to many Join operations, which can lead to a poor performance [316].
Dynamic graphs can be stored in graph databases by modeling the dynamics as relations or attaching
lifetimes and timestamps to vertices and edges. Thereby, they allow for complex queries of the graph
over time. But, they are neither suited for a large number of updates nor the ecient computation of
topological graph properties for specic states [68].
So far, many dierent graph databases have been developed. While many have free community version,
only few of them are open-source and used in academia. In the following, we give a brief overview of some
of them. Neo4J [o57] is a transactional database for the storage and processing of graph data [321]. It is
written in Java and considered to be the most used graph database [o12]. It enables access to the data via
Cypher, a declarative graph query language with an open specication in the openCypher project [o60].
OrientDB [o62] is a multi-model database and the second most used graph database [o12]. It is written
in Java and combines the features of a graph database and a document NoSQL database. OrientDB
supports queries via SQL as well as Gremlin [o34], a graph traversal language. Gremlin was developed as
part of Tinkerpop [o91], an Apache graph computing framework. It implements the property graph model
Tinkerpop Blueprints and provides TinkerGraph as a reference implementation of a graph database.
The performance of dierent graph databases has been studies and compared extensively [16, 316,
15, 155]. For this purpose, many models have been developed to generate benchmarking workloads for
graph databases [97, 23]. While these benchmarks also include workloads for the computation of graph
properties using graph traversal, it became clear that they are not well-suited for such use cases [98].
3.4.3 Prole-guided Selection of Data Structures
Many approaches have been developed for proling programs to facilitate their subsequent optimization.
Frameworks like Pin [203] or JFluid [96] allow the instrumentation of existing programs to collect statistics
about CPU usage, memory consumption, or call frequencies of code fragments.
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In addition to this instrumentation, Brainy [158] enables the optimization of the data structures used
by a program. Based on benchmarks of available data structures, it applies machine learning to generate
rules like, e.g., if operation o is called more than k times use data structure d. After the analysis of a
complete execution of the program, data structures are exchanged based on these general rules.
Such approaches are not applicable to the problem of dynamic graph analysis. The generated rules
are generalized for all data types. Thereby, they do not take into account the specic runtime properties
of handling vertices or edges in the respective lists. Furthermore, this prole-guided approach assumes
a stable workload and size of the considered data structures. Hence, it does not consider changes that
occur to size or access patterns during execution.
3.4.4 Adaptive Selection of Data Structures
Other approaches attempt to optimize the used data structures during run-time. Here, the data structures
are selected during run-time and exchanged if necessary.
Just-in-Time data structures (JitDS) [84] is an extension of the Java language enabling the com-
bination of multiple representations for a single data structure. For each instance, swap rules can be
dened by an expert programmer to declare when and how to switch between representations. While
this approach is powerful, it relies on the programmer's intuition and foresight to dene such rules.
Chameleon [282] provides a framework for run-time proling without the need to adapt the program.
In case the program uses data structure wrappers provided by the framework, data structures can be
replaced during run-time which comes at the high cost of performing a separate monitoring of each
instance of such data structures.
Based on xed rules for exchanging data structures as well, CoCo [333] requires the programmer to use
wrappers provided by the framework in order to optimize the selected data structures during run-time.
With their use of pre-dened rules that do not adapt to the current properties of the graph and read
accesses of the analysis, these approaches are not suited for optimizing the selection of data structures
used to represent a dynamic graph during analysis.
Chapter 4
DNA - Dynamic Network Analyzer
In this Chapter, we present the Dynamic Network Analyzer (DNA), a new benchmarking framework for
dynamic graph analysis. We outline ve high-level features that such a framework should provide in
Section 4.1. We deduce a set of twelve requirements that a benchmarking framework for dynamic graph
analysis should fulll in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we discuss to which extent existing frameworks fulll
our requirements. We present the components of DNA in Section 4.4, describe its implementation in
Section 4.5, and provide examples for its use in Section 4.6. We discuss to which extent DNA fullls all
requirements in Section 4.7.
Dynamic Network Analyzer
4.1 High-level Features
To investigate and answer the three research questions Q1, Q2, and Q4 stated in Section 1.1, a bench-
marking framework for dynamic graph analysis is required. In this Section, we outline ve high-level
features that such a framework should provide. A Framework that provides them allows us to benchmark
and compare algorithms (Q1 ), benchmark and compare graph representations (Q4 ), and supports the
development of new algorithms (Q2 ). We denote these features as F1 through F5 and give an overview
in Table 4.1.
ID Description
F1 Analyzing Dynamic Graphs
F2 Developing Algorithms
F3 Developing Graph Models
F4 Benchmarking Graph Data Structures
F5 Benchmarking Algorithms
Table 4.1: High-level features of a benchmarking framework for dynamic graph analysis
F1 A framework for dynamic graph analysis should provide means to analyze a given dynamic graph,
i.e., solve the problem stated in Section 2.5. Given a dynamic graph G, a set of metrics M , and a list
of timestamps T , the framework should allow for the computation of all desired properties p(Gt); m 2
M; p 2 P (m); t 2 T . These results from a single analysis or multiple aggregated analyses should be
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output in a structured manner for further processing including the visualization of the graph's properties
over time.
F2 A framework for dynamic graph analysis should allow for the implementation of new algorithms
and support the process of developing them. The implementation of stream-, batch-, and snapshot-based
algorithms, as described in Sections 2.6.2 to 2.6.4, should be supported in order to compare all possible
approaches to each other. This includes the dierent application types for stream- and batch-based
algorithms as introduced in Section 2.6.5. To support the development of new algorithms, a framework
should provide means to generate dynamic graphs using well-known and -understood models. The results
of their analysis are often easy to understand and therefore allow for an initial validation of an algorithm's
correctness. Furthermore, a framework should support the automatic comparison of results for a metric
computed using dierent algorithms as described in Section 2.6. Thereby, the verication of a new
algorithm can be generalized. In addition, it should provide automatic generation of a property's quality
in case heuristics are developed.
F3 Third, a framework for the analysis of dynamic graphs should allow for the integration of dynamic
graph models for their generation and subsequent analysis. Such models can be used during the develop-
ment of new algorithms. In addition, the integration of arbitrary graph models allows for the development
of new models and their analysis using the framework. In general, all types of graphs as well as arbitrary
weight domains should be supported as described in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. In case multiple instances
of a dynamic graph, generated by using a pseudo-random model, are analyzed, the framework should
also allow for the aggregation of the computed properties per timestamp, e.g., the average, minimum,
median, or maximum degree over all instances.
F4 Fourth, a benchmarking framework should support the variation of the data structures used to
represent a graph in memory and thereby enable their benchmark for arbitrary scenarios. While it is well
known that the choice of data structures for representing a graph in memory has a high impact on the
performance of any analysis and dynamic adaptation, it is often hard to foresee which data structures
perform best in a given scenario. In addition, the development of new data structures requires a fair
comparison to existing ones. Therefore, a framework should provide means to switch the data structures
used for any list type as described in Sections 2.2 and 2.2.3.
F5 Fifth and nally, a benchmarking framework should enable the benchmarking of algorithms and
thereby allow for their comparison. Hence, the runtimes for executing the dierent parts of an algorithm
for the analysis of the snapshots of a dynamic graph should be measured. When benchmarking heuristics,
their achieved approximation quality should also be recorded to indicate their precision compared to an
exact algorithm. This allows for the comparison of the performance and quality of dierent algorithms as
described in Section 2.6. By using the same dynamic graph and data structures to represent it, dierent
algorithms can fairly be compared to each other.
4.2 Requirements
In this Section, we derive a set of requirements that a framework should fulll in order to provide the ve
high-level features F1 through F5 introduced in Section 4.1. We identify twelve requirements and denote
them as R1 through R12. An overview of these requirements is given in Table 4.2. For each requirement,
we provide a list of features to which they mainly belong even though most requirements can be linked
to any feature in some way. We group them into ve groups G1 through G5 : G1 contains requirements
related to the maintenance of the dynamic graph and G2 groups together requirements regarding algo-
rithms. G3 consists of requirements related to the benchmarking of components. Requirements for data
processing are grouped in G4 and those concerned with visualization in G5.
R1 All graph types introduced in Section 2.1.1 should be supported. This includes unweighted directed
and undirected graphs as well as their weighted versions for arbitrary weight types (cf. Section 2.1.2).
This requirement is strongly related to F1, F2, F3, and F4 as these features directly depend on the
availability of the support for all graph types.
R2 The data structures used to represent a dynamic graph in memory should be exchangeable to
allow for their benchmark and comparison (F4 ). This means that any data structure that provides
the necessary operations can be used to store the dierent lists like E, V , and adj(v), as introduced in
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Group ID Description Related Features
G1
R1 Supporting dierent graph types F1, F2, F3, F4
R2 Exchangeability of graph data structures F4
R3 Reading dynamic graphs from various formats F1, F4, F5
R4 Supporting provision of dynamic graph generators F2, F3, F4, F5
G2
R5 Supporting dierent algorithm types F2, F5
R6 Supporting various properties F1, F2
G3
R7 Measuring the runtimes of components F4, F5
R8 Recording statistics about dynamic graphs F1, F3
G4
R9 Comparing results from dierent algorithms F2, F5
R10 Aggregating results and runtimes F1, F2, F3, F4, F5
G5
R11 Visualizing dynamic graphs F1, F3
R12 Visualizing results F1, F2
Table 4.2: Requirements for a benchmarking framework for dynamic graph analysis
Sections 2.2 and 2.2.3. Hence, it should be possible to congure the data structures used for the storage
of specic list types in order to compare their performance for computing a set of algorithms on the same
dynamic graph.
R3 A variety of dynamic graphs from dierent elds has been modeled or recorded already and stored
in various formats. Therefore, it is crucial for a framework to provide capabilities to read in such graphs
(R3 ). This enables the analysis of existing graphs (F1 ) as well as benchmarking graph data structures
(F4 ) and algorithms (F5 ) using real-world dynamic graphs.
R4 In addition to reading existing graphs, a framework should also allow for the generation of dynamic
graphs using models. This enables the development of new dynamic graph models (F3 ). Basic models
of well-known and understood dynamic graphs can support the development of new algorithms (F2 ).
Furthermore, they are useful for benchmarking the performance of graph data structures (F4 ) as well as
algorithms (F5 ).
R5 To compare dierent stream-, batch-, and snapshot-based algorithms side-by-side, a framework
should provide the possibility to implement these three types, as introduced in Sections 2.6.2 to 2.6.4.
It should be possible to implement the parts of batch-based algorithms before and after the application
of a batch to the graph as described in Section 2.6.5. For stream-based algorithms, the possibility to
specify the behavior of an algorithm before and after the application for each type of update should also
be included. Including these capabilities for the denition and implementation of algorithms enables the
development of new algorithms (F2 ) as well as their benchmark (F5 ).
R6 As introduced in Section 2.3, the result of computing a metric can consist of dierent kinds of
properties. All properties that we investigated can be represented as vertex values, vertex pair values,
graph values, or graph distributions. Therefore, we require a framework to support these four types of
properties. This is helpful for the analysis of dynamic graphs in general (F1 ) and the development of
new algorithms (F2 ).
R7 As core features, we identied capabilities to benchmark graph data structures (F4 ) as well as
algorithms (F5 ). Hence, it is required to measure the respective runtimes of all components of the
framework, i.e., generating the dynamic graph, adapting the graph's in-memory representation, and
executing algorithms for the computation of desired metrics.
R8 In order to understand the nature of a dynamic graph, we require a framework to record its
characteristics. Examples for such statistics are the number of vertices and edges in a graph as well as
the number of removed and added edges in the transition between two snapshots. This is helpful for the
analysis of dynamic graphs (F1 ) and the development of new graph models (F3 ).
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R9 We require a framework to automatically compare the results of comparable algorithms to each
other. This is especially helpful when developing a new algorithm (F2 ) as the comparison with an
existing, correctly implemented one can reveal mistakes in implementation or design. It is also of interest
to determine the approximation quality of all properties computed by a heuristic in relation to an exact
algorithm. While this helps during its development and implementation, it is also a relevant measure
when benchmarking such an algorithm, i.e., to consider the trade-o between precision and runtime (F5 )
as described in Section 2.6.
R10 When benchmarking algorithms (F4 ) or graph data structures (F5 ), it is mandatory to repeat
the underlying analyses and aggregate the measured runtimes to obtain reliable insights. For the de-
velopment of pseudo-random models (F3 ), it is also helpful to aggregate properties and statistics for
multiple instances of the dynamic graph. Similarly, an aggregation of analysis results including the qual-
ity of heuristics is assistant when analyzing dynamic graphs (F1 ) and developing new algorithms (F2 ).
Therefore, we require a framework to aggregate analysis results as well as runtimes and other statistics
from multiple repetitions.
R11 While the properties of dynamic graphs obtained from their analysis (F1 ) contain vast amounts
of information, some properties are easier to see in visualizations of a graph. Such a visualization is also
helpful when developing new dynamic graph models (F3 ). Hence, we require a framework to visualize a
dynamic graph such that its topology as well as properties of vertices and edges are shown.
R12 The interpretation of the results obtained from the analysis of a given dynamic graph (F1 ) or
during the development of a graph model (F3 ) relies on their presentation. Therefore, we require a
framework to visualize the results obtained during analysis and benchmarking.
4.3 Existing Frameworks
In this Section, we discuss the extent to which existing frameworks fulll the requirements stated in
Section 4.2. We exclude frameworks that apply separate snapshot-based analysis (cf. Section 3.2.2) as
they do not model the notion of dynamics in a graph. We discuss the features of the eight consecutive
snapshot-based frameworks as well as the two stream-based frameworks, presented in Sections 3.2.3
and 3.2.4.
A summary for these ten frameworks is given in Table 4.3. Here, we indicate the support for directed,
undirected, and weighted graphs as D, U , and W (R1 ). We specify whether a frameworks allows for
the generation of graphs G0 or dynamics over time Bi;j (R4 ). In addition, we denote the support for
snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms as AS , AB , and AU (R5 ).
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5
Framework R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 R11 R12
D U W G0 Bi;j AS AB AU
JUNG
GraphStream
Gephi
NetworkX
SNAP
GraphChi
GraphX
Spargel
Gelly
STINGER
Table 4.3: Existing frameworks and their fulllment of the requirements stated in Section 4.2
R1 All frameworks support the representation of directed graphs and the assignment of arbitrary
weights to vertices and edges. Only GraphX, Spargel, and Gelly do not allow for the specic representation
of undirected graphs. Of course, they can always be modeled using directed graphs as discussed in
Section 2.1.1 (cf. Equation (2.1)).
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R2 No existing framework allows for the exchange of the data structures used to represent the adjacency
lists of vertices and the containers for V and E. As most frameworks are designed for the analysis using
snapshot-based algorithms, their graph representations are selected to perform well for read operations.
While STINGER supplies a data structure specically designed for the application in dynamic graph
analysis, it does not allow for its exchange.
R3 Many frameworks are capable of reading graphs in various formats, e.g., dot, DGS, GraphML,
pajek. In contrast, GraphChi, GraphX, Spargel, Gelly, and STINGER only provide capabilities to read
graphs described in their own proprietary format.
R4 GraphStream, Gephi, and NetworkX allow for the denition of graph generators. While all frame-
works provide APIs to modify a graph, only NetworkX provides ways to dene these dynamics as models.
Hence, only three frameworks provide ways to generate graph snapshots and only one is capable of gen-
erating fully dynamic graphs.
R5 While all frameworks provide interfaces for the implementation of snapshot-based algorithms, only
Gelly and STINGER support stream-based algorithms. Batch-based algorithms are only supported by
Stinger. Gelly is the only framework that allows users to dene the timestamps at which analyses should
be performed and output. For all other frameworks, this specication of the overall analysis workow
has to be implemented for each analysis by the user.
R6 None of the frameworks support the explicit storage of results of the four required types vertex
values, vertex-pair values, graph value, and graph distribution. Most frameworks leave the storage of
results to the implementation of each algorithm which commonly results in writing results to standard
out. The only exception to this approach is Gephi. While it does not model the four types of results
explicitly, it requires each snapshot-based algorithm to return the computed results as an object for
further processing.
R7 and R8 Among the ten investigated frameworks, none provides runtime measurements of all
components. Hence, they cannot facilitate a fair benchmarking of algorithms. While all frameworks
provide APIs to retrieve certain statistics and properties from a graph, only Gephi outputs them explicitly.
R9 and R10 No framework provides the comparison of the results computed by algorithms. Hence,
they neither support the verication of exact algorithms nor the assessment of a heuristic's approximation
quality. Furthermore, neither results nor runtimes are aggregated for multiple repetitions.
R11 and R12 JUNG, GraphStream, Gephi, and NetworkX facilitate the visualization of graphs using
various drawing algorithms and styles for vertices and edges. Gephi is the only framework that also
provides a basic visualization of the results computed by the analysis of a graph under exploration.
Summary Overall, there exists no framework yet that fullls all requirements R1 through R12. Hence,
we develop a new framework that can actually provides all high-level features for the analysis of dynamic
graphs and the benchmark of the corresponding approaches.
4.4 Design of DNA
In this Section, we describe the components of a new benchmarking framework for the analysis of dynamic
graphs, the Dynamic Network Analyzer (DNA). We designed it in order to comply with the requirements
discussed in Section 4.2 and hence support all features described in Section 4.1. Thereby, it provides a
tool to investigate and answer the research questions posed in Section 1.1.
DNA consists of ve core component groups as shown in Figure 4.1: Graph Management, Analysis,
Benchmarking, Data Processing, and Visualization. These groups relate to the ve requirement groups
G1 through G5 as described in Section 4.2.
Each component group is responsible for fullling certain requirements. To provide the high-level
features, they work together as follows: The Graph Management component group is responsible for the
creation and adaptation of the dynamic graph in memory. It provides access to the graph for the Analysis
component group, which performs the analysis using dierent algorithms. The Benchmarking component
group measures runtimes and observes statistics from Graph Management and Analysis component group.
The results generated from the Analysis and Benchmarking component groups are handled by the Data
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component group
workow access
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Figure 4.1: Component groups, components, and workow of DNA
Processing component group. The Visualization component group visualizes the dynamic graph provided
by the Graph Management component group and the data handled by the Data Processing component
group.
In the remainder of this Section, we describe the ve component groups of DNA in detail.
4.4.1 Graph Management
The Graph Management component group consists of three components: Graph Data Structures, Graph
Generator, and Batch Generator. Together, they provide DNA with capabilities to represent dierent
graph types, utilize arbitrary data structures for representing lists, initialize the in-memory representation
of the dynamic graph, and adapt it over time to model the changes occurring to it.
The Graph Data Structures component contains a conguration of the graph type, e.g., undirected and
unweighted. This conguration also species the data structures that should be used for the representation
of each necessary list, e.g., Array for V and HashMap for E. This component provides the initialization
of the elements for the desired graph type using the congured data structures. Hence, it supplies the
Graph Generator and Batch Generator components with means to initialize vertices and edges as well as
all required lists.
The Graph Generator component supplies the initial snapshot G0 of a dynamic graph. It initializes
vertices, edges, and all required lists via the Graph Data Structures component. This generation can
be done by either reading the initial snapshot from a le or by generating the vertices and edges (and
potentially their weights) using some parametrized, pseudo-random graph model. Thereby, this compo-
nent initializes the in-memory representation of the dynamic graph using the capabilities provided by the
Graph Data Structures component.
The Batch Generator component supplies the consecutive batches B0;i; Bi;j ; : : : that represent the
changes that occur in the dynamic graph over time. Each batch consists of a set of updates, e.g.,
edge additions and removals. For the initialization of new elements, the Batch Generator utilizes the
Graph Data Structures component. The batches it creates are directly used to transform the in-memory
representation of the graph and thereby create the actual dynamics. Like the initial graph, the changes
aggregated in each batch can be read from a le or generated using parametrized, pseudo-random models
of graph dynamics. In both cases, the Batch Generator component requires access to the current state
of the graph, which should be considered as an input for some models.
4.4.2 Analysis
The Analysis component group is composed of the two components Metric and Algorithm. They facilitate
the actual analysis of a dynamic graph provided by the Graph Management components. The results of
this analysis are then given to the components of the Data Processing group.
The Metric component provides the overall framework to dene metrics and the graph properties that
the corresponding algorithms compute. They act as a container for the results of the components of the
Analysis group and output them such that the Data Processing group can handle them in the following.
The Algorithm component provides the capability to dene snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algo-
rithms for the computation of metrics. For batch-based algorithms, it allows the denition of algorithms
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that are applied before or after the application of a batch. For stream-based algorithms, this distinction
can be made for each of the six supported update types separately.
4.4.3 Benchmarking
The Benchmarking component group consists of two components: Runtime Measurement and Statistics
Observation. They provide the runtimes and statistics measured and collected during the analysis of
a dynamic graph. These are passed down to the Data Processing components for aggregation and
comparison.
The Runtime Measurement component measures the relevant runtimes of the components contained
in the Graph Management and Analysis group. In the Graph Management group, it measures the time
required to initialize the rst state of the graph using the Graph Generator. In addition, it records the
runtime of generating each batch as well as applying it to the graph to change it accordingly. Furthermore,
the runtime of all parts of the selected algorithms is recorded. Finally, the component also measures the
total time taken by the complete workow in order to determine the overhead caused by the framework.
The Statistics Observation component records the main characteristics of the graph over time, i.e.,
the number of vertices and edges it contains at each state. In addition, the batch size as well as the
number of updates of each type contained therein is recorded.
4.4.4 Data Processing
The Data Processing component group contains the two components Aggregation and Comparison. While
the Aggregation is responsible for aggregating the results of multiple repetitions, the Comparison analyzes
the results of algorithms computed for the same metric.
When benchmarking algorithms or graph data structures, it is crucial to repeat any measurement
multiple times to eliminate outliers and produce reliable results. Similarly, when developing new models
for dynamic graphs, multiple instances should be generated and analyzed to gain an unbiased insight
into their properties. This aggregation of runtimes, statistics, and properties from multiple repetitions
is carried out by the Aggregation component. For each data point, it computes an aggregation of all
observed values such as the average or median values as well as variance or condence intervals.
During the development of a new algorithm, it is helpful to compare the results of their execution
with those of other algorithms that compute the same metric. In case both algorithms are expected to
be exact, their comparison helps to nd inconsistencies in the design or implementation and verify its
correct operation otherwise. When developing a heuristic or evaluating its precision to approximate the
results computed using an exact algorithm for the metric, it is also helpful to automatically determine
the approximation qualities of the computed properties. Both tasks are executed by the Comparison
component that automatically compares the results of comparable algorithms. It evaluates if the results
of exact algorithms are equal and computes the approximation qualities of heuristics in case comparable
exact algorithms are executed at the same time.
4.4.5 Visualization
The Visualization component group consists of three components: Graph Visualization, Result Plotting,
and Result GUI. They visualize a dynamic graph, create plots from results of an analysis, or visualize
them during analysis.
The Graph Visualization component allows us to visualize the topology of a dynamic graph as it
changes over time. In addition to the connections between vertices, it allows for the display of vertex or
edge properties using a rule-based approach for their respective visualization.
The Result Plotting component implements the generation of plots containing the properties, statis-
tics, and runtimes that are computed, recorded, or measured during the analysis of a dynamic graph.
It facilitates the representation of changes occurring to a graph and its properties over time for the
subsequent analysis, interpretation, or presentation.
The Result GUI component displays the results of a live analysis as they are generated. While the
Result Plotting component requires an analysis to be completed in order to visualize the results, the GUI
shows them already during the generation. This is useful, especially when performing an analysis of a
real-world system where we are interested in the most recent properties. Besides the live visualization,
the GUI also has the capability to replay generated analysis traces at arbitrary speeds for an in-depth ex
post investigation.
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4.5 Implementation of DNA
In this Section, we describe the implementation of DNA. We provide detailed information on the imple-
mentation of the ve component groups and their components introduced in Section 4.4. We introduce
the Series component that facilitates their interconnection and organizes the overall workow.
We implemented DNA in Java version 1.7. The complete framework is available as an open-source
GitHub repository [c5]. Further information about the framework, examples for its use, and a detailed
documentation are available online [c1].
In the following, we describe the implementation of the ve component groups of DNA that we de-
scribed in Section 4.4: Graph Management, Analysis, Benchmarking, Data Processing, and Visualization.
We describe the implementation of the Series component that connects the ve component groups and
orchestrates the overall workow of DNA.
4.5.1 Graph Management
The Graph Management component group consists of three components: Graph Data Structures, Graph
Generator, and Batch Generator. The rst component provides implementations of dynamic graphs and
all their elements as well as a conguration container for specifying the data structures used to represent
the respective lists. The second and third component provide tools for generating and representing the
initial graph and the subsequent changes to the dynamic graph.
Graph Data Structures
All graphs are implemented by the class dna.graph.Graph. It holds a list of all vertices (V ) and a list
containing all edges (E). Their direction and potential weight types are dened by the types of vertices
and edges contained therein.
Vertices are instances of the abstract class dna.graph.nodes.Node. To represent vertices of dierent
types, we implemented four inheritors: DirectedNode, DirectedWeightedNode, UndirectedNode, and Undi-
rectedWeightedNode (cf. Table A.1). For undirected vertices v, a single list of incident edges (inc(v))
is maintained. For directed vertices v, separate lists for the incoming and outgoing edges (incin(v),
incout(v)) as well as the list of all neighbors (adj(v)) are also maintained. Weighted vertices contain an
attribute that refers to to their assigned weight.
Edges are represented as instances of the abstract class dna.graph.edges.Edge. Analogously to vertices,
we implemented inheritors for the dierent graph types: DirectedEdge, DirectedWeightedEdge, Undirect-
edEdge, and UndirectedWeightedEdge (cf. Table A.2). All edge classes have attributes referring to the
two connected vertices. Weighted edges store their assigned weight as an attribute.
Weights are represented by instances of the abstract class dna.graph.weights.Weight. We implemented
various weights with dierent weight domains, e.g., Double3dWeight and TypedIntWeight (cf. Table A.3).
Instances of these classes are assigned as attributes to weighted vertices or edges.
Various data structures can be used to store the lists that represent directed and undirected graphs.
Their implementations need to provide methods to initialize new instances as well as add and remove
elements. Furthermore, they need to provide means to iterate over all stored elements, determine whether
an elements is contained or not, and return its size. Therefore, a data structure for storing a list of vertices
or edges need to implement the interface dna.graph.datastructures.IDataStructure shown in Listing 4.1.
Common functionalities are covered by the abstract class DataStructure that should be inherited. We
implemented a variety of data structures that use basic data structures provided in Java, e.g., ArrayList
and HashSet. Other data structures are taken from Google's guava library [o35], e.g., HashMultiMap and
LinkedHashMultiMap. A complete list of all data structures included so far is given in Table A.4.
1 public interface IDataStructure extends Iterable <IElement > {
2 public void init(Class <? extends IElement > dataType , int initialSize , boolean firstTime);
3 public boolean add(IElement element);
4 public boolean contains(IElement element);
5 public boolean remove(IElement element);
6 public int size();
7 ...
8 }
Listing 4.1: Interface IDataStructure that are required to be implemented by all list representations
To facilitate the initialization of vertices, edges, weights, and all relevant lists within graph and batch
generators, we provide the class dna.graph.datastructures.GraphDataStructures. It wraps all features
required by the Graph Data Structures component. Each instance is congured with the respective class
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that should be used for vertices and edges as well as the dierent lists. For weighted graphs, the classes
for vertex and edge weights can also be specied.
Graph Generator
In DNA, graph generators provide the initial state G0 of a dynamic graph. They are required to implement
the interface dna.graph.generators.IGraphGenerator and should extend the abstract class GraphGenera-
tor. Then, a graph generator only needs to provide a method to generate a new instance of a graph (cf.
Listing 4.2). It should use an instance of the GraphDataStructure object to create the required instances
of graph, vertices, and edges.
1 public interface IGraphGenerator {
2 public Graph generate ();
3 ...
4 }
Listing 4.2: Interface IGraphGenerator that needs to be implemented by all graph generators
We provide graph generators for reading graphs from les in various formats shown in Table 4.4. We
support the generation of commonly used graph models shown in Table 4.5, i.e., the Barabasi-Albert
model of preferential attachement [28], the Positive-Feedback-Preference model [347], and the Erd}os-
Renyi model of random graphs [105]. For the verication of algorithms, we also provide a large number
of generators for canonical graphs, including cliques, rings, and stars (cf. Table A.6). In addition, we
supply utility graph generators, e.g., to merge multiple graphs, extract connected components, or create
graphs from batches (cf. Table A.7).
Class Name Description
KonectGraph reading various formats from Konect [185]
ReadableDirGraph reading multiple graphs from a directory
ReadableEdgeListFileGraph reading a graph in edge list format
ReadableFileGraph reading a single le in DNA format [c4]
TimestampedGraph reading timestamped edges
Table 4.4: Generators for reading graphs from les (dna.graph.generators.reading)
Class Name Description
BarabasiAlbertGraph Barabasi-Albert model [28]
PositiveFeedbackPreferenceGraph Positive-Feedback-Preference model [347]
RandomGraph Erd}os-Renyi model [105]
Table 4.5: Generators for graph models (dna.graph.generators.model)
Batch Generator
A batch generator provides the set of updates that occur in a dynamic graph over time and model the
transition between two consecutive snapshots. In DNA, a batch generator is required to implement the
interface dna.updates.generators.IBatchGenerator and should extend the abstract class BatchGenerator.
Then, a batch generator only needs to provide methods to generate the next batch given the current
state of a graph and determine whether it can be applied to a given graph as shown in Listing 4.3.
The updates contained in a batch are represented by inheritors of the abstract class dna.updates.update.Update.
Currently, DNA supports the application of ve atomic and one compound update, i.e., vertex addition,
edge addition, edge removal, and weight changes as well as the compound vertex removal (cf. Table 4.6).
So far, we provide a variety of batch generators. To input complete datasets from les, we supply batch
generators that read the changes after the initial graph from a le (cf. Table 4.7). To simulate the ongoing
growth of evolving graphs, we provide batch generators following the Barabasi-Albert model, the Positive-
Feedback-Preference model, and a random growth model where new vertices are connected to neighbors
chosen uniformly at random (cf. Table 4.8). For the benchmarking and verication of algorithms,
we also support various random batch generators. They create random batches of a specied size, with
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1 public interface IBatchGenerator {
2 public Batch generate(Graph g);
3 public boolean isFurtherBatchPossible(Graph g);
4 ...
5 }
Listing 4.3: Interface IBatchGenerator that are required to be implemented by all batch generators
Class Name Attributes Notation Batch subset Type
NodeAddition v =2 V addV (v) V +(B) atomic
NodeRemoval v 2 V remV (v) V  (B) compound
NodeWeight v 2 V;w 2 Wv wgtV (v; w) V w(B) atomic
EdgeAddition e =2 E addE(e) E+(B) atomic
EdgeRemoval e 2 E remE(e) E (B) atomic
EdgeWeight e 2 E;w 2 We wgtE(e; w) Ew(B) atomic
Table 4.6: Implementations of the dierent update types supported in DNA (dna.updates.update)
changing sizes, or edge exchanges (cf. Table 4.9). In addition, we supply utility batch generators, shown in
Table A.9, that facilitate helpful tasks. Examples are the combination of batch generators, the generation
of empty batches, or the assignment of dierent timestamps to a given batch generator. Furthermore, we
provide many batch generators that simulate the sampling of a given graph using dierent approaches.
When generating an evolving graph using these sampling-based batch generators, shown in Table A.8,
we can investigate how the properties of a sampled graph change over time for varying input graphs and
sampling algorithms.
Class Name Description
KonectBatch reading various formats from Konect [185]
LegacyReadableDirBatchGenerator reading legacy DNA format from a directory
LegacyReadableFilesBatchGenerator reading legacy DNA format from a list of les
ReadableDirBatchGenerator reading DNA format from a directory
ReadableDirConsecutiveBatchGenerator reading DNA format from a directory with indexed lenames
ReadableFilesBatchGenerator reading DNA format from a list of les
TimestampedBatch reading updates from timestamped edges
Table 4.7: Batch generators for reading data from les (dna.updates.generators.reading)
Class Name Description
BarabasiAlbertBatch Barabasi-Albert model: preferential attachement [28]
PositiveFeedbackPreferenceBatch PFP model: positive feedback preference [347, 349]
RandomGrowth new neighbors selected uniformly at random
Table 4.8: Batch generators that model the evolution of a graph (dna.updates.generators.evolving)
Class Name Description
GrowingRandomBatch random batch with size growing over time
GrowingRandomEdgeExchange random edge exchange with size growing over time
RandomBatch random vertex/edge additions/removals and weight changes
RandomEdgeExchange exchanging end-points of random pairs of edges
RandomScalingBatch random batch with size depending on current graph
Table 4.9: Batch generators that contain random updates (dna.updates.generators.random)
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4.5.2 Analysis
The Analysis component group is composed of the two components Metric and Algorithm. The Metric
component provides a container to dene metrics, their parameters, and contained properties. It stores
the results of an analysis so that they can be handled by the Data Processing components. The Algorithm
component supplies interfaces for the implementation of snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms
to compute the corresponding metric. It uses the dynamic graph as input and provides its metric with
the computed results.
Metric
In DNA, metrics are required to implement the interface dna.metrics.IMetric. They should inherit from
the abstract class Metric that already provides common functionalities. A metric needs to return all
properties, provide its type, i.e., whether it is exact or a heuristic, allow for its comparison to another
metric, and specify whether it can be applied to a dynamic graph or not. This applicability is tested
during the overall workow. The comparison is required by the component of the Data Processing group
that receives the properties as the result for each snapshot of interest.
1 public interface IMetric {
2 // exact or heuristic?
3 public Metric.MetricType getMetricType ();
4 // retrieve properties
5 public Value [] getValues ();
6 public Distr <?, ?>[] getDistributions ();
7 public NodeValueList [] getNodeValueLists ();
8 public NodeNodeValueList [] getNodeNodeValueLists ();
9 // comparison to another metric
10 public boolean isComparableTo(IMetric m);
11 public boolean equals(IMetric m);
12 // applicability
13 public boolean isApplicable(Graph g);
14 public boolean isApplicable(Batch b);
15 ...
16 }
Listing 4.4: Interface IMetric that are required to be implemented by all metrics
The four types of properties are represented by the classes Value, Distr, NodeValueList, and NodeN-
odeValueList The results of each metric for every snapshot are stored in an instance of MetricData and
written afterwards.
So far, we implemented a variety of metrics, including shortest paths, degree distributions, connec-
tivity, clustering coecient, and motif counting. A complete list of all metrics is given in Table A.10.
Algorithm
An algorithm is used to compute a specic metric using a snapshot-, batch-, or stream-based approach.
Therefore, an algorithm is implemented as an extension of the metric it computes. Which approach
an algorithm uses is then specied by the interface(s) it implements, all contained in the package
dna.metrics.algorithms. Snapshot-based approaches are required to implement ISnapshotBased, which
requires the implementation of a single method (recompute()) for the computation of all properties as
shown in Listing A.2. Batch-based algorithms are required to implement the interface IBatchBased while
stream-based approaches are required to implement IStreamBased (cf. Listings A.3 and A.4). In both
cases, an algorithm are required to provide a method for computing the required data from the initial
graph state G0 (init()). For stream-based algorithms, it is also required to implement a method to
compose the actual results from the internally stored data if necessary (query()).
For batch- and stream-based algorithms, additional interfaces exist. Which of them are implemented
species when and with which type of input an algorithm should be executed. All available interfaces
are shown in Table 4.10. As discussed in Section 2.6.5, batch-based algorithms can be applied before or
after the application of a batch to the graph. These cases are covered by the interfaces IBeforeBatch
and IAfterBatch. For stream-based approaches, we provide interfaces that specify the application of an
algorithm before and after each of the six update types. For example, IBeforeEA requires a method that
is called before the application of each edge addition and passes the respective update as an argument.
In total, there exist 12 such interfaces that allow for a detailed denition of the application scope of a
stream-based algorithm.
We implemented snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms for the computation of various met-
rics (cf. Table A.10). The snapshot-based approaches are well-known algorithms whose denition can
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Type Name Method
batch-based
IBeforeBatch boolean applyBefore(Batch b);
IAfterBatch boolean applyAfter(Batch b);
stream-based
IBeforeNA boolean applyBefore(NodeAddition na);
IBeforeNR boolean applyBefore(NodeRemoval nr);
IBeforeNW boolean applyBefore(NodeWeight nw);
IBeforeEA boolean applyBefore(EdgeAddition ea);
IBeforeER boolean applyBefore(EdgeRemoval er);
IBeforeEW boolean applyBefore(EdgeWeight ew);
IAfterNA boolean applyAfter(NodeAddition na);
IAfterNR boolean applyAfter(NodeRemoval nr);
IAfterNW boolean applyAfter(NodeWeight nw);
IAfterEA boolean applyAfter(EdgeAddition ea);
IAfterER boolean applyAfter(EdgeRemoval er);
IAfterEW boolean applyAfter(EdgeWeight ew);
Table 4.10: Additional interfaces for batch- and stream-based algorithms
be found in literature [108]. For selected metrics, we implemented existing stream-based algorithms,
e.g., for computing the all-pairs shortest paths [177], the undirected clustering coecient [244], and the
connected components [337]. For most other metrics, we developed and implemented stream- and batch-
based algorithms, e.g., for counting motif occurrences, computing the rich-club coecient, determining
assortativity, and computing various similarity measures.
4.5.3 Benchmarking
The Benchmarking component group consists of two components: Runtime Measurement and Statistics
Observation. The rst one measures the separate runtimes of graph generation, batch generation, graph
maintenance, and algorithm execution. The second one records statistics for each analysis step, i.e., all
operations related to the update and analysis of the graph for each snapshot of interest.
Runtime Measurement
We implemented the runtime measurement of the dierent components using AspectJ [175] [o6]. Using an
aspect-oriented approach allows us to dene and perform the measurements without including them in the
actual implementation of the components themselves. All aspects used for these runtime measurements
are dened in dna.util.TimerAspects.aj.
Runtimes are measured for the complete cycle of processing each state of the graph, i.e., once for the
initial graph and then for processing each batch. For the rst snapshot, we measure the time it takes
to generate the initial graph. For each following state, we record the time for generating the batch as
well as applying all contained updates to adapt the graph. In addition, we measure the time for the
executing all steps of each algorithm separately for processing each snapshot. Finally, we record the total
runtime of processing each snapshot. This allows us to compute the management overhead produced by
the framework itself that we did not account for using the other measurements.
Statistics Observation
For each analyzed snapshot of the graph and the batch that describes the transition from the previous one,
we record statistics in an instance of dna.series.SeriesStats. For the graph itself, we record the number
of vertices and edges contained therein. For all states except the initial one, we also record the number
of updates for each type contained in the corresponding batch. In addition, we record the total memory
used and the seed currently used by the internal pseudo-random number generator dna.util.Random.
Recording this seed value allows us to reproduce dynamic graphs generated using pseudo-random graph
and batch generators.
4.5.4 Data Processing
The Data Processing component group contains the two components Aggregation and Comparison. The
rst one aggregates results, runtimes, and statistics from multiple runs. The second one compares the
results from dierent algorithms that compute the same metric.
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For each snapshot of the dynamic graph, the Aggregation component combines the analysis results in
MetricData, the runtimes in RunTimeList, and the statistics in SeriesStats into an instance of BatchData.
All BatchData instances of a complete analysis are then grouped into an object of type RunData. All
those runs are then grouped into an instance of SeriesData.
Comparison
For each analyzed snapshot, the results computed by all pairs of comparable algorithms are compared. If
two algorithms under comparison are of type exact, all properties that they computed for the respective
metrics are compared for equality. In case the values of any property are not equal, an error message is
output stating which parts of their results dier. In case an exact algorithm is compared to one marked
as heuristic, the approximation quality of all properties is computed and stored as a separate instance of
MetricData. The approximation quality of vertex values, vertex pair values, and graph values is stored
in an object of the respective type. For graph distributions, the approximation quality is represented as
an instance of dna.series.data.distr.QualityDistr.
Aggregation
Using the Aggregation component, each vertex value, vertex pair value, graph value, runtime, statistic,
as well as entries of graph distributions are considered as a separate data point. For each analyzed state
and each data point, the list of its values for all runs is aggregated by computing the following values:
average, minimum, maximum, median, variance, variance low, variance up, condence low, condence
up. Overall, this aggregation is implemented in dna.series.Aggregation.
The aggregated properties of metrics are stored in AggregatedValue, AggregatedDistribution, Aggre-
gatedNodeValueList, and AggregatedNodeValueListList all located in the package dna.series.aggdata. The
aggregations of runtimes and statistics are stored in AggregatedRunTimeList and AggregatedValueList
respectively. Together, these aggregations are grouped into instances of AggregatedBatch and nally
AggregatedSeries.
4.5.5 Visualization
The Visualization component group consists of three components: Graph Visualization, Result Plotting,
and Result GUI. The rst one shows the topology and properties of the dynamic graph over time. The
second and third visualize the analysis results, runtimes, and statistics recorded during the execution of
a complete cycle.
Graph Visualization
For the visualization of the dynamic graph, provided by the Graph Management components, we use the
visualization component of the GraphStream project [o32]. It provides basic graph drawing capabilities
and the possibility to change the appearance of vertices and edges. In addition, it is possible to update
the graph over time, making it a good t to our dynamic graph scenario.
We linked the visualization of graphs to the Graph Management components using AspectJ. When
enabled, the Graph Visualization component hooks into the graph adaptation methods of the Graph
Management components and performs analogous operations on the corresponding instance of Graph-
Stream, e.g., adding or removing an edge in case a corresponding update is applied to the graph. All
aspects used for this connection are dened in dna.visualization.graph.GraphVisualizationAspects.aj.
We added the possibility to take screenshots of the visualized graph. Also, we included the possibility
to record a video of the dynamic graph over time using the Monte Media Library [o56].
This component can be easily extended by implementing additional rules for the visualization of ver-
tices and edges as extensions of dna.visualization.graph.rules.GraphStyleRule. For more information on
how to implement such rules and the overall conguration of the visualization, we refer to the documen-
tation [c2].
Result Plotting
To create visualizations of analysis results, runtimes, and statistics over time, we utilize Gnuplot [o25].
We provide a separate wrapper in dna.plot.Plotting that enables us to plot all (aggregated) results. As
input, the plotting component takes instances of SeriesData or AggregatedSeriesData.
The Result Plotting component generates a vast amount of plots automatically for each metric. In
addition, plots tailored to specic metrics and scenarios can be congured as well. For detailed information
about the various possibilities, we refer to the documentation [c3].
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Result GUI
While the static visualization is often helpful, it is unsuited for the analysis of a live system as well as
for the display of distributions or node values for many snapshots. Therefore, we provide the Result GUI
component that allows for the visualization of data while it is generated. For recorded data, it allows
us to investigate the results at arbitrary speeds, which simplies the interpretation of longer running
analyses.
The core of the Result GUI is implemented in dna.visualization.MainDisplay. To observe the le
systems for new results from a live analysis, we use the JPathWatch library [o44]. For visualizing the
results inside the GUI, we use the JChart2D library [o42].
The GUI itself is highly congurable and thereby can be tailored to dierent application scenarios such
as the visualization of statistics, specic metrics, or runtimes. For more information on the conguration
of the GUI, we refer to the documentation [c3].
4.5.6 Series
The overall workow of the four component groups Graph Management, Analysis, Data Processing, and
Benchmarking is orchestrated by the so-called Series. As a wrapper for the whole workow, an instance
of dna.series.Series takes a graph generator, a batch generator, a list of algorithms, and a location where
to write the results. The execution of the workow specied by these arguments is then orchestrated in
dna.series.SeriesGeneration. A Series can be generated for a single run only or for multiple runs with
the subsequent aggregation of the results of all runs. As an additional parameter, the Series takes the
number of batches that species how many states should be created using the batch generator.
Internally, a Series generates the initial graph using the graph generator and triggers all algorithms
to compute the initial data for this graph. For each following batch, the Series applies the batch to the
graph and calls the algorithms with input depending on the interfaces they implement. After the analysis
of each state, the analysis results are written together with the measured runtimes and the statistics
recorded beforehand. In addition, the Series invokes the comparison of all executed algorithms using the
Comparison component of the Data Processing component group. In case multiple runs are executed,
the Series also invokes the aggregation of all runs using the corresponding component of Data Processing.
As a result, a Series returns a SeriesData object that contains all computed result. Those can then
be visualized by the Result Plotting or Result GUI component.
4.6 Examples
In this Section, we show how to use DNA to implement the ve high-level features, introduced in Sec-
tion 4.1. We give an example for the analysis of dynamic graphs in Section 4.6.1 (F1 ). We show how to
implement a new metric in DNA and give examples of snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms for
its computation in Section 4.6.2 (F2 ). We give examples for implementing graph and batch generators
in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.4 (F3 ). In Section 4.6.5, we show the use of DNA to benchmark graph data
structures (F4 ). We use the presented graph and batch generators to create a dynamic graph and bench-
mark the developed algorithms in Section 4.6.6 (F5 ). We show how DNA can be used to compare the
runtime of initializing an algorithm using either snapshot- or stream-based approaches in Section 4.6.7.
We give examples for the visualization of graphs in Section 4.6.8 and present examples of the result GUI
n Section 4.6.9.
All Java sources presented in this Section are either part of the main DNA project or can be found
in a separate repository [c6].
4.6.1 Analyzing Dynamic Graphs
In the rst example, we show how DNA can be used to analyze a dynamic graph. As an example
of a real-world graph, we use the Hypertext 2009 dataset obtained from Konect [185], the Koblenz
Network Collection [o48]. This graph represents the face-to-face contacts between attendees of the ACM
Conference on Hypertext and Hypermedia 2009 held in Turin from June 29th to July 1st [o41]. Whenever
two participants were close to each other for 20 seconds or longer, a new edge was created between them.
This results in a parallel dynamic graph where participants are represented as vertices. Their contacts
over time are represented by the addition of parallel edges. In DNA, we model this parallelism using
edge weights. New edges are initialized with weight 1 which is incremented with each contact. While
investigating the properties of the graph every 10 minutes, we analyze a large number of metrics such
as the degree distribution (DegreeDistribution), the distribution of edge weights (EdgeWeigths), the
assortativity coecient (Assortativity), and the clustering coecient (UndirectedClusteringCoecient).
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Furthermore, we analyze the 4-vertex motif frequencies (UndirectedMotifs), measures regarding the all-
pairs shortest paths (UnweightedAllPairsShortestPaths), and the rich-club coecient (RichClubCoeent)
for degree thresholds between 20 and 80.
1 // define konect graph and batch generator
2 GraphDataStructure gds = GDS.undirectedE(IntWeight.class , WeightSelection.Zero);
3 KonectReader r = new KonectReader("ht/", "ht.dat", "ht", gds , KonectEdgeType.MULTI , "", true);
4 GraphGenerator gg = new KonectGraph(r, KonectGraphType.TIMESTAMP , "1246255219");
5 BatchGenerator bg = new KonectBatch(r, KonectBatchType.TIMESTAMP , "600");
6 // define all metrics
7 Metric dd = new DegreeDistributionR ();
8 Metric w = new EdgeWeightsR (1.0);
9 Metric a = new AssortativityR ();
10 Metric cc = new UndirectedClusteringCoefficientR ();
11 Metric m = new UndirectedMotifsR ();
12 Metric apsp = new UnweightedAllPairsShortestPathsR ();
13 Metric rcc1 = new RichClubCoefficientR (20); Metric rcc2 = new RichClubCoefficientR (30);
14 Metric rcc3 = new RichClubCoefficientR (40); Metric rcc4 = new RichClubCoefficientR (50);
15 Metric rcc5 = new RichClubCoefficientR (60); Metric rcc6 = new RichClubCoefficientR (70);
16 Metric rcc7 = new RichClubCoefficientR (80);
17 Metric [] metrics = new Metric [] { dd , w, a, cc, m, apsp , rcc1 , rcc2 , rcc3 , rcc4 , rcc5 , rcc6 , rcc7 };
18 // initialize and generate series
19 Series s = new Series(gg , bg , metrics , "out/analysis/hypertext/data/", "HT");
20 SeriesData sd = s.generateRuns (0, 0, 9999999);
21 // enable date on x-axis , plot results
22 Config.overwrite("GNUPLOT_PLOTDATETIME", "true");
23 Config.overwrite("GNUPLOT_DATETIME", "%H:00");
24 Plotting.plot(sd, "out/analysis/hypertext/plots/", PlotFlag.plotSingleScalarValues);
Listing 4.5: Java code for the analysis of the Hypertext 2009 dataset
In Listing 4.5, we present the code required to perform this analysis using DNA. First, we dene the
graph data structures for an unweighted graph with int-weighted edges. Then, we initialize graph and
batch generators to read the graph from a le, interpret entries as parallel edges, and proceed based on
the timestamp of the edges. The graph is initialized at timestamp 1246255219, before the appearance of
the rst edge, i.e., Mon, 29 Aug 2009 8:00:19. Subsequent batches contain all changes that occur withing
the next 600 seconds. We create instances of the snapshot-based algorithms for computing the metrics
mentioned before. Then, the analysis is performed by combining all components in a Series and executing
a single run for all possible batches. Finally, we enable the interpretation of timestamps as values of the
Unix timestamp and generate plots using the corresponding parts of the Visualization components.
In Figure 4.2, we present the metric results and statistics obtained during this analysis. As expected
for the social behavior during conferences, most attendees already participate on the rst day while fewer
join on the second or third day (cf. Figures 4.2a and 4.2g). New edges appear and existing connections
are intensied in a diurnal pattern as indicated by the edge additions and edge weight changes shown in
Figures 4.2b and 4.2c. We observe a minimum degree of 1 for most analyzes snapshots. This indicates
that there is at least one rather unsocial participant (cf. Figure 4.2d). In contrast, the maximum degree
is always close to the number of vertices indicating that there is at least one very social participant
who met most others. The average edge weight of 10 over time implies that two participants meet each
other 10 times on average while the minimum edge weight indicates that some people only meet once (cf.
Figure 4.2e). The maximum edge weight shown in Figure 4.2f grows slowly over the rst two days but
increases from less than 400 to over 1,200. This indicates that some people spent the whole last day of
the conference together. The assortativity converges to a value around -1.8 at the end of the rst day
while average and global clustering coecient still increase during the last day (cf. Figures 4.2h and 4.2i).
Overall, the graph has a low diameter around 3 and a short average path length of only 1.8 at the end of
the conference (cf. Figure 4.2k).
This example shows how easy it is to analyze a given dynamic graph in DNA. Thereby, DNA imple-
ments the rst feature (F1 ) and enables the analysis of existing as well as generated dynamic graphs.
4.6.2 Implementing Metrics and Algorithms
A metric is required to always implement the interface dna.metrics.IMetric and should extend the abstract
class dna.metrics.Metric. Then, it needs to provide methods to return its properties, namely vertex values,
vertex pair values, graph values, and graph distributions. Furthermore, it is required to implement
methods to check the comparability and equality to a comparable metric and determine if it is applicable
to a specic dynamic graph.
As an example, consider the EdgeCounting metric shown in Listing 4.6. While this metric has no
real application, we use it as a simple example to illustrate the development of metrics and algorithms.
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(g) Numbers of vertices and edges
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(h) Assortativity coecient
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(i) Clustering coecients
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(j) Occurrences of 4-vertex motifs
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(k) All-pairs shortest paths measures
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(l) Rich club coecients
Figure 4.2: Results from the analysis of the Hypertext 2009 dataset
As properties, it only contains a single graph value, the number of edges in the graph (line 6). The
lists of other property types that the metric returns are empty (lines 14-17). Instances of this metric
are only comparable to inheritors of EdgeCounting (line 19). Their properties are considered to be
equal in case the computed number of edges matches (lines 20-24). Since all graphs maintain edges, the
metric can be applied to any dynamic graph (lines 26-27). In addition to these mandatory methods, the
implementation of EdgeCounting also provides a snapshot-based algorithm to count the number of edges
(lines 8-12). When executed, this algorithm iterates over all vertices, sums up their degrees, and divides
the nal count by 2 to account for the duplicate counting of all edges using this method. Note that we
could simply determine the number of edges by looking up the size of E, which is always maintained in
DNA.
As the rst algorithm that computes this metric, we implement the snapshot-based algorithm Edge-
CountingR shown in Listing 4.7. This algorithm extends EdgeCounting and implements the interface
dna.metrics.algorithms.ISnapshotBased. Hence, it needs to implement a method to compute the edge
count from the a snapshot of the graph. Internally, the algorithm simply uses the snapshot-based algo-
rithm provided by the parent metric itself (line 3).
As a second implementation, we present the batch-based algorithm EdgeCountingB shown in List-
ing 4.8. It implements the interface IBeforeBatch and thereby IBatchBased. For the initialization, the
snapshot-based algorithm provided by EdgeCounting is used (line 3). To update the results for a given
batch, the current edge count is incremented by the number of edge additions and decremented by the
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1 public abstract class EdgeCounting extends Metric {
2 public EdgeCounting(String name , MetricType metricType , Parameter ... p) {
3 super(name , metricType , p);
4 }
5 // property to compute
6 protected int edges;
7 // snapshot -based computation
8 protected boolean compute () {
9 this.edges = 0;
10 for (IElement n : this.g.getNodes ()) { this.edges += ((Node) n).getDegree (); }
11 this.edges /= 2; return true;
12 }
13 // returning the computed properties
14 public Value [] getValues () { return new Value[] { new Value("Edges", this.edges) }; }
15 public Distr <?, ?>[] getDistributions () { return new Distr [0]; }
16 public NodeValueList [] getNodeValueLists () { return new NodeValueList [0]; }
17 public NodeNodeValueList [] getNodeNodeValueLists () { return new NodeNodeValueList [0]; }
18 // comparing the metric
19 public boolean isComparableTo(IMetric m) { return m != null && m instanceof EdgeCounting; }
20 public boolean equals(IMetric m) {
21 if (!this.isComparableTo(m)) { return false; }
22 EdgeCounting ec = (EdgeCounting) m;
23 return DataUtils.equals(this.edges , ec.edges , "Edges");
24 }
25 // determine applicability
26 public boolean isApplicable(Graph g) { return true; }
27 public boolean isApplicable(Batch b) { return true; }
28 }
Listing 4.6: EdgeCounting
1 public class EdgeCountingR extends EdgeCounting implements ISnapshotBased {
2 public EdgeCountingR () { super("EdgeCountingR", MetricType.exact); }
3 public boolean recompute () { return this.compute (); }
4 }
Listing 4.7: EdgeCountingR
number of edge removals contained in the batch (lines 5-6). As vertex removals in DNA can be compound
updates, we need to account for the implicitly removed edges of removed vertices (lines 7-12). For the
last step, the algorithm requires access to the current state of the graph. Therefore, an execution after
the application of the batch would not be feasible as the edges would already be disconnected from the
removed vertex.
1 public class EdgeCountingB extends EdgeCounting implements IBeforeBatch {
2 public EdgeCountingB () { super("EdgeCountingB", MetricType.exact); }
3 public boolean init() { return this.compute (); }
4 public boolean applyBeforeBatch(Batch b) {
5 this.edges += b.getEdgeAdditionsCount ();
6 this.edges -= b.getEdgeRemovalsCount ();
7 HashSet <Edge > removed = new HashSet <Edge >();
8 for (NodeRemoval nr : b.getNodeRemovals ()) {
9 for (IElement e : nr.getNode ().getEdges ()) {
10 if (removed.add((Edge) e)) { this.edges --; }
11 }
12 }
13 return true;
14 }
15 }
Listing 4.8: EdgeCountingB
As the third algorithm, we implement the stream-based approach EdgeCountingU shown in List-
ing 4.9. It implements IBeforeEA, IBeforeEA, as well as IBeforeNR and thereby IStreamBased. For the
initialization, it also uses the snapshot-based algorithm implemented in EdgeCounting (line 6). No actions
are required when executing the query as the only property can directly be read from the attribute (line
7). In case of an edge addition, the count is incremented and decremented if an edge is removed (lines
8-9). To account for the implicit removal of all edges adjacent to a removed vertex, the count is decreased
by the degree of the vertex beforehand (line 10-11). Processing an edge addition or removal does not
require access to the graph. Therefore, both update types could also be processed after the application
of the update. In contrast, the removal of a vertex needs to be processed before the application to the
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graph as in the case of the batch-based algorithm EdgeCountingB.
1 public class EdgeCountingU extends EdgeCounting implements IBeforeEA , IBeforeER , IBeforeNR {
2 public EdgeCountingU () { this("EdgeCountingU", MetricType.exact); }
3 protected EdgeCountingU(String name , MetricType metricType , Parameter ... p) {
4 super(name , metricType , p);
5 }
6 public boolean init() { return this.compute (); }
7 public boolean query () { return true; }
8 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeRemoval er) { this.edges --; return true; }
9 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeAddition ea) { this.edges ++; return true; }
10 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(NodeRemoval nr) { this.edges -= nr.getNode ().getDegree ();
return true; }
11 }
Listing 4.9: EdgeCountingU
Fourth, we present the heuristic EdgeCountingUH, a stream-based algorithm that does not neces-
sarily count all edges correctly. It mimics the behavior of an algorithm that only approximates the
properties of interests and thereby does not guarantee the correctness. In its implementation, the algo-
rithm is marked as a heuristic by the specication of the corresponding MetricType (line 4). In contrast,
EdgeCountingR EdgeCoutingB, and EdgeCountingU are all marked as exact. While vertex removals are
processed correctly by the parent EdgeCountingU, edge additions and removals are only processed with
the parametrized probabilities pEA and pER (lines 7-14). Thereby, this exemplary implementation em-
ulates the behavior of heuristics by producing potentially incorrect results, depending on the parameters.
1 public class EdgeCountingUH extends EdgeCountingU {
2 protected double p;
3 public EdgeCountingUH(double p) {
4 super("EdgeCountingUH", MetricType.heuristic , new DoubleParameter("p", p));
5 this.p = p;
6 }
7 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeRemoval er) {
8 if (Rand.rand.nextDouble () <= this.p) { return super.applyBeforeUpdate(er); }
9 else { return true; }
10 }
11 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeAddition ea) {
12 if (Rand.rand.nextDouble () <= this.p) { return super.applyBeforeUpdate(ea); }
13 else { return true; }
14 }
15 }
Listing 4.10: EdgeCountingUH
Fifth and nally, we implemented EdgeCountingUIncorrect as an example of an algorithm that is
supposed to compute the properties correctly but has a awed design or implementation. Its implemen-
tation is shown in Listing 4.11 and illustrates a faulty algorithm, potentially under development. While
the algorithm processes all vertex removals correctly, it discards edge additions and removals with a 50%
chance (lines 3-10). Thereby, it behaves the same as edgeCountingUH with parameters pEA = pER = 0:5
but is marked as exact instead of heuristic.
1 public class EdgeCountingUIncorrect extends EdgeCountingU {
2 public EdgeCountingUIncorrect () { super("EdgeCountingUIncorrect", MetricType.exact); }
3 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeRemoval er) {
4 if (Rand.rand.nextBoolean ()) { return super.applyBeforeUpdate(er); }
5 else { return true; }
6 }
7 public boolean applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeAddition ea) {
8 if (Rand.rand.nextBoolean ()) { return super.applyBeforeUpdate(ea); }
9 else { return true; }
10 }
11 }
Listing 4.11: EdgeCountingUIncorrect
This examples shows that the concepts of metrics is implemented in DNA in accordance to their
introduction in Section 2.3.2. Snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms can be implemented as
discussed in Sections 2.6.2 to 2.6.4. Furthermore, the inputs of batch- and stream-based algorithms can
be specied according to the classication introduced in Section 2.6.5. Hence, DNA implements the
second high-level feature (F2 ).
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4.6.3 Implementing Graph Generators
A graph generator is required to implement the interface dna.graph.generators.IGraphGenerator and
should extend the abstract class GraphGenerator. Then, it only needs to implement a method to generate
and return a new instance of a graph.
As an example, consider the RandomGraph generator shown in Listing 4.12. It generates a random
graph using the Erd}os-Renyi model [105]. As a rst parameter, it requires an instance of GraphDataS-
tructure which provides the initialization of graph, vertices, and edges including the lists used by them.
As second and third parameters, the generator takes the desired number of vertices and edges.
1 public class RandomGraph extends GraphGenerator implements IRandomGenerator {
2 protected RandomGraph(GraphDataStructure gds , int nodes , int edges) {
3 super(buildName("RandomGraph", gds), new Parameter [] { new IntParameter("N", nodes),
4 new IntParameter("E", edges) }, gds , 0, nodes , edges);
5 }
6 public Graph generate () {
7 // init empty graph
8 Graph graph = this.newGraphInstance ();
9 // add vertices
10 for (int i = 0; i < this.nodesInit; i++) {
11 Node node = this.gds.newNodeInstance(i);
12 graph.addNode(node);
13 }
14 // add random edges
15 while (graph.getEdgeCount () < this.edgesInit) {
16 Node src = graph.getRandomNode ();
17 Node dst = graph.getRandomNode ();
18 if (!src.equals(dst)) {
19 Edge edge = this.gds.newEdgeInstance(src , dst);
20 if (graph.addEdge(edge)) { edge.connectToNodes (); }
21 }
22 }
23 return graph;
24 }
25 }
Listing 4.12: Graph generator dna.graph.generators.model.RandomGraph
To generate a random graph, an empty graph instance is initialized using the Graph Data Structures
component (line 8). Then, the desired number of vertices is generated using the graph data structure
and added to the graph (lines 10-13). Finally, random edges are added to the graph (lines 15-22). Until
the desired number of edges is present in the graph, two vertices are selected uniformly at random. In
case the edge does neither form a loop nor exist already, it is added to the graph and inserted in the
incidence lists of the vertices.
Note, that the direction of the generated graph depends on the graph data structure given as a
parameter. In case directed vertices and edges are congured there, the generated graph would be
directed. Similarly, weights are assigned depending on the conguration of the graph data structure.
While a graph generator can be implemented to create graphs of specic types, we consider the possibility
of generating any graph type using the same generator to be even more powerful.
This example shows how easy new graph generators can be implemented in DNA. With the use of
the GraphDatStructures components, the initialization of elements is simplied enabling the generation
of graphs of various types using the same generators.
4.6.4 Implementing Batch Generators
A batch generator is required to implement the interface dna.updates.generators.IBatchGenerator and
should extend the abstract class BatchGenerator. Then, it only needs to provide methods to generate a
new batch for a given graph, be reset to an initial state, and determine if another batch can actually be
generated.
As a rst example, consider the two random batch generators RandomEdgeAdditions and Ran-
domEdgeRemoval shown in Listings 4.13 and 4.14. Both generators take as parameters the number
of edges that should be added or removed by each batch. First, they initialize an empty batch which
describes the transition from the current timestamp to the next (lines 8-9). To generate random edge
additions, pairs of vertices are selected uniformly at random. Then, an edge addition update is added to
the batch in case the edge does not exist in the graph, is not a loop, and has not been added yet (lines
10-20). Instances of new edges are always created using the graph data structures of the current graph.
When generating random edge removals, existing edges are selected uniformly at random from the graph.
Until the desired count is reached, edge removal updates are generated and added to the batch unless
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they have already been removed (lines 10-16). Random edges can be added to a graph in case it is not
fully connected yet. Existing edges can be removed unless a graph does not contain any.
1 public class RandomEdgeAdditions extends BatchGenerator {
2 private int count;
3 public RandomEdgeAdditions(int count) {
4 super("RandomEdgeAdditions", new IntParameter("C", count));
5 this.count = count;
6 }
7 public Batch generate(Graph g) {
8 Batch b = new Batch(g.getGraphDatastructures (), g.getTimestamp (),
9 g.getTimestamp () + 1, 0, 0, 0, this.count , 0, 0);
10 HashSet <Edge > added = new HashSet <Edge >();
11 while (added.size() < this.count) {
12 Node n1 = g.getRandomNode ();
13 Node n2 = g.getRandomNode ();
14 if (n1.equals(n2)) { continue; }
15 Edge e = g.getGraphDatastructures ().newEdgeInstance(n1, n2);
16 if (!added.contains(e) && !g.containsEdge(e)) {
17 added.add(e);
18 b.add(new EdgeAddition(e));
19 }
20 }
21 return b;
22 }
23 public void reset() { }
24 public boolean isFurtherBatchPossible(Graph g) {
25 return g.getEdgeCount () < g.getMaxEdgeCount ();
26 }
27 }
Listing 4.13: Batch generator dna.updates.generators.random.RandomEdgeAdditions
1 public class RandomEdgeRemovals extends BatchGenerator {
2 private int count;
3 public RandomEdgeRemovals(int count) {
4 super("RandomEdgeRemovals", new IntParameter("C", count));
5 this.count = count;
6 }
7 public Batch generate(Graph g) {
8 Batch b = new Batch(g.getGraphDatastructures (), g.getTimestamp (),
9 g.getTimestamp () + 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, this.count , 0);
10 HashSet <Edge > removed = new HashSet <Edge >();
11 while (removed.size() < this.count && removed.size() < g.getEdgeCount ()) {
12 Edge e = g.getRandomEdge ();
13 if (removed.contains(e)) { continue; }
14 removed.add(e);
15 b.add(new EdgeRemoval(e));
16 }
17 return b;
18 }
19 public void reset() { }
20 public boolean isFurtherBatchPossible(Graph g) {
21 return g.getEdgeCount () > 0;
22 }
23 }
Listing 4.14: Batch generator dna.updates.generators.random.RandomEdgeRemovals
As a second example, consider the BatchRoundRobin generator shown in Listing 4.15. It allows for
the combination of other batch generators and executes them in a round-robin manner. As parameter,
this generator takes a list of the batch generators that should be used. Every time a new batch should be
generated, the current batch generator from the list is used and the index moved to the next one (lines
9-10). To reset the generator, the index of the current generator is set to the rst one (line 13). A new
batch can be generated if the current batch generators allows it (line 15).
This example shows that the concepts of stream- and batch-based transition are implemented in DNA
as described in Section 2.4.4. Implementing new batch generators is straight-forward, which can support
the development of new dynamic graph models. Together with the previous example, this shows that
DNA implemented the third high-level features (F3 ).
4.6.5 Benchmarking and Comparing Graph Data Structures
The Graph Data Structures component of the Graph Management component group allows the assign-
ment of data structures used to store all lists of a graph. This enables us to compare the impact of
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1 public class BatchRoundRobin extends BatchGenerator {
2 private BatchGenerator [] bgs;
3 int index = 0;
4 public BatchRoundRobin(BatchGenerator ... bgs) {
5 super("BatchRoundRobin");
6 this.bgs = bgs;
7 }
8 public Batch generate(Graph g) {
9 Batch b = this.bgs[this.index]. generate(g);
10 this.index = (this.index + 1) % this.bgs.length;
11 return b;
12 }
13 public void reset() { this.index = 0; }
14 public boolean isFurtherBatchPossible(Graph g) {
15 return this.bgs[this.index ]. isFurtherBatchPossible(g);
16 }
17 }
Listing 4.15: Batch generator dna.updates.generators.random.BatchRoundRobin
a conguration on the runtime of generating graphs and batches, applying updates to the graph, and
computing dierent algorithms. Which conguration performs best depends on all of these factors as
they produce dierent read and write accesses to the data structures.
To showcase the impact of using dierent data structures on commonly executes operations on them,
we implemented the snapshot-based algorithm WorkloadMetric (cf. Listing A.5). Every time the algo-
rithm is executed, it performs a congured operation on the set of vertices V or the set of edges E. We
implemented a variety of operations such as adding an element, checking if an element is contained in
the list, or retrieving a random element (cf. Table A.5).
In the example shown in Listing 4.16, we benchmark four data structures for representing V or
E: DArray, DArrayList, DHashSet, and DHashMap. We use ve operations to benchmark V or E:
AddSuccess, Iterate, GetSuccess, GetFailure, and RandomElement. These operations are executed in a
round-robin manner, and each one repeated 10 times before using the next one. Overall, we execute 200
workloads such that each of the ve operations is executed 40 times in total. Each operation is congured
to execute the underlying operation 100 or 1,000 times, i.e., 1,000 elements are added, 100 iterations over
all elements are performed, 1,000 existing element are retrieved, 1,000 non-existing elements fail to be
retrieved, and 1,000 random elements are fetched. During each application of the AddSuccess workload,
the respective list grows by 1,000. Therefore, the size of the benchmarked list changes only during this
workload and grows to a total of 40,000 elements as shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Size of V or E during benchmark using WorkloadMetric
The measured runtimes for executing these workloads for V and E are shown in Figures 4.4a and 4.4b.
These results indicate that it is indeed not straight-forward to foresee the best data structure conguration
for a complete analysis consisting of arbitrary combinations and numbers of read and writer accesses.
Which date structure performs best depends on the type of elements that are stored, the executed
operations, and the size of the list. For example, DHashSet is clearly the fastest of the four data structure
for adding elements to V but performs similar to DHashMap when adding elements to E. In contrast,
obtaining elements from either list is most expensive when using DHashSet and depends on the element
type for the other three considered data structures.
This example shows how easy DNA can be used to benchmark graph data structures in DNA in order
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1 public class GdsBenchmark {
2 // definition of arguments
3 public static int rounds = 10;
4 public static int repetitions = 4;
5 public static int runs = 100;
6 // benchmark for both list types
7 public static void main(String [] args) throws Exception {
8 Config.zipRuns ();
9 benchmark(ListType.V);
10 benchmark(ListType.E);
11 }
12 // benchmarking a list type
13 public static void benchmark(ListType lt) throws Exception {
14 Class <? extends IDataStructure >[] lts = new Class [] { DArray.class ,
15 DArrayList.class , DHashSet.class , DHashMap.class };
16 SeriesData [] sd = new SeriesData[lts.length ];
17 for (int i = 0; i < lts.length; i++) { sd[i] = benchmark(lts[i], lt); }
18 Plotting.plot(sd, "out/gds/plots -" + lt + "/");
19 }
20 // benchmarking a data structure for a list type
21 public static SeriesData benchmark(Class <? extends IDataStructure > ds,
22 ListType lt) throws Exception {
23 GraphDataStructure gds = GDS.undirected(ds);
24 GraphGenerator gg = new EmptyGraph(gds);
25 if (lt.equals(ListType.E)) { gg = new RandomGraph(gds , 1000, 0); }
26 BatchGenerator bg = new EmptyBatch ();
27 // definition of the workload operations
28 Workload wl1 = new Workload(rounds , new AddSuccess(lt, 1000));
29 Workload wl2 = new Workload(rounds , new Iterate(lt, 100));
30 Workload wl3 = new Workload(rounds , new GetSuccess(lt, 1000, 100));
31 Workload wl4 = new Workload(rounds , new GetFailure(lt, 1000));
32 Workload wl5 = new Workload(rounds , new RandomElement(lt , 1000));
33 Workload [] wl = new Workload [] { wl1 , wl2 , wl3 , wl4 , wl5 };
34 Metric [] metrics = new Metric [] { new WorkloadMetric(wl) };
35 String data = "out/gds/" + ds.getSimpleName () + "-" + lt + "/";
36 Series s = new Series(gg , bg , metrics , data , ds.getSimpleName ());
37 return s.generate(runs , rounds * repetitions * wl.length - 1);
38 }
39
40 }
Listing 4.16: Benchmarking graph data structures using ve dierent workload operations
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(a) Benchmarking runtimes for V
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(b) Benchmarking runtimes for E
Figure 4.4: Benchmarking results for the comparison of four graph data structures
clearly judge the benets and drawbacks of dierent data structures for their implementation. Hence,
DNA implement the fourth high-level feature (F4 ).
4.6.6 Benchmarking and Comparing Algorithms
In this Section, we present an example for the benchmarking and comparison of algorithms using DNA.
To create a dynamic graph, we use the RandomGraph generator presented in Section 4.6.3 and create the
dynamics using the BatchRoundRobin generator to combine RandomEdgeAdditions and RandomEdgeR-
emovals that we showed in Section 4.6.4. As graph data structures, we use undirected vertices and edges
and use the default for lists, i.e., We compare the dierent algorithms for computing the EdgeCounting
metric presented in Section 4.6.2.
The Java code required for performing this benchmark using DNA is shown in Listing 4.17. As
parameters for its execution, we use n =1,000 vertices and m =10,000 edges in the initial graph and
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alternating batches of ea=3,000 edge additions and er =2,000 edge removals. We perform runs =
100 repetitions on a machine running Mac OS 10.11.6 using a Sun 64-bit JVM version 1.7.0 25-b15.
Afterwards, we plot the average runtime of all repetitions as well as the metric values, qualities, and
statistics recorded during the rst run.
1 // arguments : int n, int m, int ea , int er , int batches , int runs
2 // definition of paths
3 String name = n + "-" + m + "-" + ea + "-" + er;
4 String data = "out/metrics/data/" + name + "/";
5 String plotsRun = "out/metrics/plots -run/" + name + "/";
6 String plotsAggr = "out/metrics/plots -aggr/" + name + "/";
7 // definition of components
8 GraphDataStructure gds = GDS.undirected ();
9 GraphGenerator gg = new RandomGraph(gds , n, m);
10 BatchGenerator bgEA = new RandomEdgeAdditions(ea);
11 BatchGenerator bgER = new RandomEdgeRemovals(er);
12 BatchGenerator bg = new BatchRoundRobin(bgEA , bgER);
13 // definition of metrics
14 Metric ecR = new EdgeCountingR ();
15 Metric ecB = new EdgeCountingB ();
16 Metric ecU = new EdgeCountingU ();
17 Metric ecUH3 = new EdgeCountingUH (0.5, 0.0);
18 Metric ecUH2 = new EdgeCountingUH (0.2, 0.7);
19 Metric ecUH1 = new EdgeCountingUH (0.8, 0.1);
20 Metric ecUI = new EdgeCountingUIncorrect ();
21 Metric [] metrics = new Metric [] { ecR , ecB , ecU , ecUH1 , ecUH2 , ecUH3 , ecUI };
22 // series generation
23 Series s = new Series(gg , bg , metrics , data , name);
24 SeriesData sd = s.generate(runs , batches);
25 // plotting of results and runtimes
26 Plotting.plot(sd, plotsAggr , new PlottingConfig(PlotFlag.plotRuntimes));
27 Plotting.plotRun(sd , 0, plotsRun , new PlottingConfig(PlotFlag.plotMetricValues , PlotFlag.
plotStatistics));
Listing 4.17: Code example for benchmarking dierent algorithms for edge counting
In Figure 4.5, we show two statics: the number of edge updates in each batch as well as the actual
number of edges over time. As congured in the batch generator, batches consist of either 3,000 edge
additions or 2,000 edge removals (cf. Figure 4.5a). These changes are also reected by the number of
edges contained in the graph over time (cf. Figure 4.5b). Starting with 10,000 from the initial graph,
this number either increases by 3,000 or decreases by 2,000. Thereby, the number of edges grows from
the initial 10,000 to a maximum of 22,000 after 19 batches and the nal value of 20,000 at timestamp 20.
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(a) Number of edge updates in each batch
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(b) Number of edges over time
Figure 4.5: Statistics recorded while benchmarking algorithms for EdgeCounting
In Figure 4.6, we show the runtimes of all algorithms for processing each state / batch as well as
the cumulative runtimes over time. All algorithms require similar time to compute the edge count for
the initial state as they all use the snapshot-based algorithm provided by EdgeCounting. While the
complexity of processing each state using EdgeCountingR is O(jV j), the complexity of EdgeCountingB is
only O(1). Hence, their runtimes should not not depend on the size of batches. This is why the observed
runtimes of both algorithms are basically constant for all states following the initial one and why the
batch-based algorithm outperforms the snapshot-based. In clear contrast, the runtime of the stream-
based algorithm depends on the type of updates contained in a batch. For uneven timestamps, 3,000
edges are added. 2,000 edges are removed for even timestamps. As EdgeCountingU has a complexity of
O(jBj), we would expect the runtime to be higher for uneven timestamps. Clearly, this is not the case.
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Even though 3,000 instead of 2,000 operations are executed, the runtime for processing all edge removals
is slower. The reason for this observation is that decrementing numbers takes longer than incrementing
them in Java1. The runtimes of executing the heuristics depends on the number of actually processed
updates. Because these algorithms draw random values for each update, their runtime can exceed the
regular stream-based one even though fewer updates are eventually processed.
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(a) Runtimes for processing each state / batch
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(b) Cumulative runtimes of all algorithms
Figure 4.6: Runtime measured while benchmarking algorithms for EdgeCounting
DNA also stores the properties computed by all algorithms in addition to the statistics about the
dynamic graph and the runtimes of all algorithms. The Comparison component outputs the qualities for
the properties computed by heuristics. For our example, the computed edge counts of all algorithms are
shown in Figure 4.7a2 and the qualities of the heuristics in Figure 4.7b.
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(a) Edge count computed by all algorithms
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(b) Quality of edge counts computed by heuristics
Figure 4.7: Results and heuristics qualities recorded while benchmarking algorithms for EdgeCounting
During the execution, the Comparison component compares the results of the incorrect algorithm
EdgeCoutingUIncorrect to EdgeCountingR, EdgeCountingB, and EdgeCountingU which are also marked
as exact. While the correct algorithms all generate the same result, the incorrect algorithm produces
dierent results. The Comparison component outputs warnings and errors that notify about this dis-
crepancy for each case (cf. the example in Listing 4.18).
...
warn: Edges - values differ: 48000.0 != 28742.0
error: EdgeCountingR != EdgeCountingUIncorrect ProbEA=0.5 ProbER=0.5
warn: Edges - values differ: 48000.0 != 28742.0
error: EdgeCountingB != EdgeCountingUIncorrect ProbEA=0.5 ProbER=0.5
warn: Edges - values differ: 48000.0 != 28742.0
error: EdgeCountingU != EdgeCountingUIncorrect ProbEA=0.5 ProbER=0.5
...
Listing 4.18: Log output of Comparison component while benchmarking algorithms for EdgeCounting
1We only veried this behavior on the system on which the evaluation was performed.
2The values of EdgeCountingB and EdgeCountingU are oset because they overlap with the result of EdgeCountingR.
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This example shows how easy DNA can be used to benchmark and compare the performance of
algorithms for a given scenario. In addition, DNA enables the assessment of a heuristic's approximation
quality and can support the development of new algorithms.
4.6.7 Benchmarking and Comparing the Initialization of Algorithms
The analysis of dynamic graphs using stream-based algorithms can be initialized using either a snapshot-
or a stream-based algorithm. In the rst case, a snapshot-based algorithm is used to compute the
properties of interest for the initial state G0 of the dynamic graph. Afterwards, these properties are
updated or maintained using the stream-based algorithm. In the second case, the algorithm is initialized
with an empty graph G00 = (;; ;) which is then grown to G0 by applying updates consisting of addV (v) :
vinV (G0) and add
E(e) : e 2 E(G0). After their consecutive application, G00 is transformed into G0 and
the stream-based algorithm is initialized with the corresponding properties.
While it is clear that the runtime can dier greatly when initializing using either a snapshot- or stream-
based approach, it is unclear which approach is faster for specic graphs and algorithms. Therefore, we
create a solution to compare the runtimes of both approaches for any stream-based algorithm using DNA.
To benchmark the snapshot-based case, we use some graph generator to provide the initial graph and
execute the snapshot-based initialization of a stream-based algorithm. To enable the benchmark of the
stream-based case for comparison, we implement the batch generator BatchFromGraph which composes
a batch consisting of all vertex and edge additions required to transform an empty graph into a given
one (cf. Listing A.1). Then, we use a graph generator that produces an empty graph and create a single
batch using the BatchFromGraph generator as shown in Listing 4.19. Both setups are generated for two
states such that the snapshot-based case ends with an empty batch and the stream-based setup start
with an empty graph.
1 // arguments : int n, int m, int runs
2 // metrics for comparison
3 Metric [] metrics = new Metric [] { new UndirectedClusteringCoefficientU (), new DegreeDistributionU () };
4 // snapshot -based initialization
5 GraphGenerator gg1 = new RandomGraph(GDS.undirected (), n, m);
6 BatchGenerator bg1 = new EmptyBatch ();
7 (new Series(gg1 , bg1 , metrics , "out/snapshot/", "Snapshot -based Initialization")).generate(runs , 1);
8 // stream -based initialization
9 GraphGenerator gg2 = new EmptyGraph(GDS.undirected ());
10 BatchGenerator bg2 = new BatchFromGraph(new RandomGraph(GDS.undirected (), n, m));
11 (new Series(gg2 , bg2 , metrics , "out/stream/", "Stream -based Initialization")).generate(runs , 1);
Listing 4.19: weg iwegpewewjgopjew
We execute this benchmark for undirected random graphs consisting of 500, 1,000, or 10,000 vertices
connected by 1,000 2k; k 2 [0; 6] edges. We repeat each benchmark 100 times on a machine running Mac
OS 10.11.6 using a Sun 64-bit JVM version 1.7.0 25-b15. In Figure 4.8, we show the resulting average
runtimes for the snapshot- and stream-based initialization of two stream-based algorithms: DegreeDis-
tributionU and UndirectedClusteringCoecientU.
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(a) Runtimes for DegreeDistributionU
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(b) Runtimes for UndirectedClusteringCoecientU
Figure 4.8: Benchmarking initialization: snapshot-based (R) vs. stream-based (U)
For DegreeDistributionU, the runtime of the snapshot-based initialization increases with the number
of vertices jV j but is independent of the number of edges jEj. The stream-based initialization increases
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linearly with the number of edges. This dierence stems from their execution complexity: With a
complexity of O(jV j), the snapshot-based approach depends only on the number of vertices while the
stream-based approach only depends on the number of edges with a complexity of O(jEj). For the
initialization of UndirectedClusteringCoecientU, not a single approach outperforms the other for all
scenarios. The runtime of both approaches increases continuously with the number of edges but which
one is faster depends on the number of vertices.
This example shows how exible DNA can be used to investigate problems that are not directly
covered by the ve high-level features. Using simple extension, like a batch generator in this case, DNA
enables us to investigate and answer complex questions. Hence, DNA implements the fth high-level
feature (F5 ).
4.6.8 Graph Visualization
In this Section, we show examples of DNA's Graph Visualization component. Using the code snippet
shown in Listing 4.20, we visualize nine graph generated using graph generators implemented in DNA.
After enabling the graph visualization, we create graphs using nine dierent generators and afterwards
1 public static void graphVisualization () {
2 GraphVisualization.enable ();
3 gvis(new RandomGraph(gds , 100, 500), "random");
4 gvis(new BarabasiAlbertGraph(gds , 10, 40, 90, 1), "ba");
5 gvis(new CliqueGraph(gds , 7), "clique");
6 gvis(new Grid2dGraph(gds , 10, 6, ClosedType.OPEN), "grid2d");
7 gvis(new Grid3dGraph(gds , 3, 4, 5, ClosedType.OPEN), "grid3d");
8 gvis(new HoneyCombGraph(gds , 4, 6, ClosedType.OPEN), "honeycomb");
9 gvis(new RingGraph(gds , 10), "ring");
10 gvis(new StarGraph(gds , 20), "star");
11 gvis(new RingStarGraph(gds , 20), "ringstar");
12 }
13 public static void gvis(GraphGenerator gg, String name) {
14 gg.generate ();
15 GraphVisualization.getCurrentGraphPanel ().captureScreenshot(true , "out/gvis/", name);
16 }
Listing 4.20: Minimal program to generate the graph visualizations shown in Figure 4.9
take a screenshot of their visual representation. The results of all nine graph visualizations are shown in
Figure 4.9.
First, we visualize an Erd}os-Renyi random graph with 100 vertices and 500 edges (RandomGraph)
as shown in Figure 4.9a. Second, we generate a Barabasi-Albert graph (BarabasiAlbertGraph) starting
from a random graph with 10 vertices and 40 edges to which 90 vertices are added, each connecting to
the graph via one edge chosen with preferential attachment (cf. Figure 4.9b). As a third example, we
visualize a clique graph containing 7 vertices (CliqueGraph) that is shown in Figure 4.9c. The fourth and
fth examples show a 2-dimensional grid with 10  6 vertices (Grid2dGraph) and a 3-dimensional grid
consisting of 3  4  5 vertices (Grid3dGraph) (cf. Figures 4.9d and 4.9e). Sixth, we visualize a graph
composed of 4  6 honey combs (HoneyCombGraph) as shown in Figure 4.9f. As seventh, eighth, and
ninth examples, we visualize a ring of 10 vertices (RingGraph), a star consisting of 20 vertices (StarGraph),
and a combination of those with 20 vertices as well (RingStarGraph) as shown in Figures 4.9g to 4.9i.
4.6.9 Result GUI
The Result GUI visualizes the runtimes, statistics, and computed metrics of an analysis. It can operate in
either live of playback mode, i.e., display results as they are generated or show already processed results.
As an example, considers the visualization of metric results, statistics, and runtimes shown in Figures 4.10
and 4.11. They are examples for the visualization for the analysis of degree distribution, shortest paths,
and clustering coecients of a random graph that is grown using the preferential attachment model.
In Figure 4.10, we show visualizations of the graph values global clustering coecient, average cluster-
ing coecient, and the diameter at the top and the graph distributions degree distribution and shortest
path lengths distribution as well as the vertex values of local clustering coecient at the bottom. The
results after the application of the rst batch are shown in Figure 4.10a. For each graph value, only
two data points are available. The degree distribution, depicted in green, shows the Gaussian degree
distribution of the initial random graph. It is visualized on the same x-axis as the shortest path lengths
distribution while the local clustering coecients, in ascending order, are plotted on a second x-axis.
Figure 4.10b shows the GUI after application of 82 batches. More points are available for the vertex
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(a) Random (V: 100, E: 500) (b) BarabasiAlbert (V: 100, E: 130) (c) Clique (V: 7, E: 21)
(d) Grid2d (V: 60, E: 104) (e) Grid3d (V: 60, E: 133) (f) Honeycomb (V: 104, E: 142)
(g) Ring (V: 10, E: 10) (h) Star (V: 20, E: 19) (i) RingStar (V: 20, E: 38)
Figure 4.9: Visualization of graphs generated using basic generators
(a) Visualization of early results (two snapshots) (b) Visualization of later results (83 snapshots)
Figure 4.10: Visualization of analysis results using DNA's Result GUI component
values shown at the top. With an increase in the number of vertices, more local clustering coecients are
shown. For the vertex degrees, a shift from the Gaussian to a power-law distribution can be observed.
In Figure 4.11, we present examples for the visualization of statistics as well as runtimes using DNA's
Result Visualization component. As statistics, the number of vertices and edges are shown in the top and
the number of vertex and edge additions per batch in the bottom part (cf. Figure 4.11a). Tn Figure 4.11b,
the total runtimes of DNA and the Analysis components is shown at the top while the runtimes of the
three computed metrics are shown at the bottom.
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(a) Visualization of computed metrics (b) Visualization of statistics and runtimes
Figure 4.11: Visualization of statistics and runtimes using DNA's Result GUI component
4.7 Discussion
In this Section, we discuss the extent to which DNA fullls all requirements stated in Section 4.2. We
investigate the requirements of all ve groups and compare DNA to existing frameworks.
G1 The rst group of requirements considers the support for dierent graph types as well as their
representation and maintenance. DNA's Graph Data Structures component provides support for directed,
undirected, and weighted graphs (R1 ). In addition, it allows for the use of arbitrary combinations of
data structures for the storage of all required lists (R2 ). The Graph and Batch Generator components
support the generation of dynamic graphs. These generators are intended for the provision of dynamic
graph models (R4 ). In addition, specic implementations provide capabilities to read dynamic graphs
from various formats (R3 ). Hence, the Graph Management components of DNA fulll all requirements
from G1.
G2 The second requirements group is concerned with the analysis of dynamic graphs using dierent
approaches and the representation of their results. The Metric component provides containers for the
storage of all graph properties of interests, i.e., vertex values, vertex pair values, graph values, and
graph distributions (R6 ). The Algorithm components provides means to dene and implement their
computation using snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms (R5 ). All implementations can be
interpreted as exact computations or heuristics and executed side-by-side. Thereby, DNA provides the
consecutive snapshot-based processing of dynamic graphs. Therefore, the Analysis components of DNA
fulll all requirements from G2.
G3 The third group of requirements is concerned with benchmarking a graph's representation and its
analysis. The Runtime Measurement component records the runtimes for graph and batch generation,
graph maintenance, and algorithm execution (R7 ). Thereby, it enables the benchmarking of algorithms as
well as graph data structures. The Statistic Observation component records statistics about the dynamic
graph and its transition over time (R8 ). Hence, DNA's Benchmarking components fulll all requirements
from G3.
G4 The fourth requirements group targets the comparison and aggregation of analysis and benchmark-
ing results. The Comparison component provides the comparison of computed results (R9 ). The results
for comparable exact algorithms are checked for equality to validate the respective algorithms or uncover
problems in their implementation or design. For heuristics, the approximation quality is computed in
case exact comparable algorithms are executed at the same time. In case multiple repetitions of an anal-
ysis are executed, all computed properties, statistics, and runtimes are aggregated by the Aggregation
component. Hence, the Data Processing components of DNA fulll all requirements from G4.
G5 The fth and last group of requirements is concerned with the visualization of graphs and the
results of analysis and benchmarking. In DNA, dynamic graphs are visualized by the Graph Visualization
component (R11 ). The visualization of results is facilitated by the Result Plotting and the Result GUI
components (R12 ). Hence, DNA's Visualization components fulll all requirements from G5.
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Summary While existing frameworks provide means to represent dynamic graphs, none allows for the
exchange of data structures used to represent them in memory. While some allow for the generation of
graphs, only one framework provides means to generate changes over time. All considered frameworks
enable snapshot-based analysis but only two enable the analysis using stream-based approaches. No
existing framework enables the comparison of computed results or provides the aggregation of runtimes
and results. While some frameworks facilitate the visualization of dynamic graphs, only one provides
means to visualize the results of an analysis.
In clear contrast, DNA meets all requirements stated in Section 4.2 and thereby provides all desired
high-level features described in Section 4.1. Therefore, DNA is the rst benchmarking framework for
dynamic graph analysis that allows for the comparison of data structures and algorithms.
Overall, DNA already provides a large number of implementations useful when developing new models
and algorithms as well as required for the analysis of dynamic graphs and the benchmarking of algoriths
and graph data structures. So far, we implemented 21 graph generators (cf. Tables 4.4, 4.5, A.6, and
A.7). We implemented a total of 39 batch generators (cf. Tables 4.7 to 4.9, A.8, and A.9). Furthermore,
we implemented 34 metrics, as well as 31 snapshot-, 4 batch-, and 22 stream-based algorithms for their
computation (cf. Table A.10).
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Chapter 5
Algorithms
In this Chapter, we introduce new algorithms for the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs. We analyze
their performance on synthetic as well as real-world datasets.
Snapshot-based algorithms, as introduced in Section 2.6.2, are commonly used for the analysis of
static graphs, i.e., single snapshots of a graph. On one hand, the development of sequential algorithms is
often straight-forward. Algorithms for the computation of many metrics exist and have been researched
for a long time (cf. Section 3.3.1). Vertex-centric approaches pose another good approach for the analysis
of single snapshots (cf. Section 3.3.3). On the other hand, the overall runtime of analyzing a dynamic
graph using snapshot-based algorithms depends linearly on the analysis-frequency. The runtime of the
analysis increases with every additional snapshot that is analyzed.
Stream-based algorithms, as introduced in Section 2.6.3, are often used for the analysis of dynamic
graphs (cf. Section 3.3.4). On one hand, they allow for an analysis at arbitrary frequency without an
increase in runtime. They are well suited for the application in live scenarios where the graph properties
should be output as quickly as possible after an update occurred. On the other hand, stream-based algo-
rithms are not always as straight-forward to develop and implement as their snapshot-based counterparts.
They potentially introduce additional storage overhead if auxiliary data is required. The computation at
the highest possible analysis-frequency can be an overhead in case only a low frequency is desired after
all.
The analysis of dynamic graphs using batch-based algorithms, as introduced in Section 2.6.4, is
commonly slower than the use of snapshot- or stream-based approaches. Therefore, not many approaches
have been developed so far. During their application, batch-based algorithms cannot apply processed
updates to the graph. They must maintain this information as additional state, which is often costly.
In case this information is not taken into account, the results are not guaranteed to be exact [149].
Therefore, we exclude the discussion of batch-based algorithms in the remainder of this Chapter.
We describe algorithms by functions that correspond to the input classes, which we identied in
Section 2.6.5. Snapshot-based algorithms aS 2 AS are described as a single function Snapshot. As
input, it takes a single graph snapshot Gi = (Ei; Vi). As output, it computes the desired properties
P (Gi; aS) for the corresponding metric m(aS). Stream-based algorithms aU 2 AU are described by the
two functions Before and After. For each function, we specify which update type is considered, e.g.,
Before ui = add
V (v) or After ui = rem
E((v; w)). As input, Before takes the graph's state Gi 1 before
the application of an update ui while After receives Gi. In addition, both functions take the previously
computed data dat(Gi 1; aU ) and the content of the respective update ui as input. As output, these
functions give the results they update or compute as part of dat(Gi; aU ). The function Query takes as
input this computed or updated data dat(Gi; aU ) and output the corresponding properties P (Gi; aU ).
We measure and compare the performance of algorithms by the total wall-clock time of their execution.
For snapshot-based algorithms, the total runtime is the sum of executing the algorithms for each snapshot
Gt; t 2 T . For stream-based algorithms, the total wall-clock time is the sum of initialization and processing
the updates in all transitions between snapshots.
In the remainder of this Chapter, we present new stream-based algorithms for the computation of
three metrics. We compare their performance to the runtimes achieved by snapshot-based algorithms
for the analysis of various dynamic graphs. We describe and compare the computation of the degree
distribution using snapshot- and stream-based approaches in Section 5.1. We present and evaluate a new
stream-based algorithm for maintaining the rich-club coecient in Section 5.2. We introduce StreaMk
in Section 5.3, a stream-based algorithm for listing and counting k-vertex motifs. We summarize our
insights into the development and performance of stream-based algorithms in Section 5.4.
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5.1 Degree Distribution
We consider the degree distribution as a basic example. It is the frequency distribution of the vertex
degree d(v) and often used in the analysis of graphs from dierent disciplines [140, 57, 99]. For directed
as well as undirected graphs, it is dened as follows:
Fd(d = k) := jfv 2 V : d(v) = kgj
For directed graphs, we also consider the in- and out-degree distribution Fdin and Fdout , which are dened
likewise. In the following, we only discuss the degree distribution but note that all algorithms can be
dened for in- and out-degree distribution in the same manner.
We present the snapshot-based algorithm DDS for computing the degree distribution in Section 5.1.1
and the stream-based algorithm DDU in Section 5.1.2. We compare their performance in Section 5.1.3
and summarize our results in Section 5.1.4.
5.1.1 Snapshot-based algorithm DDS
The snapshot-based algorithm DDS for computing the degree distribution Fd for a graph G = (V;E)
is given in Algorithm 1. After initializing the frequency distribution Fd, the algorithm iterates over all
vertices v 2 V and increases the count for the corresponding degree d(v). In addition to the graph
distribution Fd, the algorithm also computes two graph values: the minimum vertex degree dmin and the
maximum vertex degree dmax. Both are computed at the end of the execution using the results stored
in Fd.
Algorithm 1: DDS - a snapshot-based algorithm for computing the degree distribution
Snapshot // re-computing metric for the snapshot
Input: Gi
Output: P (Gi; DDS) = fFd; dmin; dmaxg
init Fd ;
foreach v 2 V do
Fd(d(v))++ ;
dmin = arg min
n2N
Fd(n) > 0;
dmax = arg max
n2N
Fd(n) > 0;
5.1.2 Stream-based algorithm DDU
In Algorithm 2, we present DDU , a stream-based algorithm for the computation of the degree distribution.
We assume that the initial values of Fd, dmin, and dmax for G0 are computed using DDS .
DDU processes each update before its application to the graph. To account for the addition of an
edge (v; w), the degree counts for the aected vertices v and w must be adapted. Hence, the counts for
their current degrees are decreased (Fd(d(v)) =  1; Fd(d(w)) =  1) and the counts for their degree
after the application of the update are increased (Fd(d(v) + 1) = 1; Fd(d(w) + 1) = 1). The removal
of an edge (v; w) is processed in the same way, while increasing the counts for the vertex degrees after
the application of the update (Fd(d(v)   1) = 1; Fd(d(w)   1) = 1). The addition of a new vertex
simply implies the increment of the distribution for its degree, i.e., Fd(0) = 1. To process the removal of
a vertex v, including all its edges, DDU decrements the count for v's current degree and accounts for the
removal of each edge. This is achieved by decrementing the count of the degree of all adjacent vertices w
and incrementing the count of their resulting degree, i.e., Fd(d(w)) =  1 and Fd(d(w)  1) = 1 for all
neighbors w 2 adj(v).
In each step, DDU updates the previous state of the result distribution Fd. It does not require any
additional data to process updates. When queried for the current properties, DDU returns the current
values of Fd and computes dmin and dmax. Note that the two graph values could also be maintained
while processing each update.
5.1.3 Performance comparison
In this Section, we compare the performance of DDS and DDU for computing the degree distribution
in two scenarios: Edge Change and Random Growth. In both cases, we initialize G0 as a random graph
and generate 200 batches to transform it over time.
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Algorithm 2: DDU - a stream-based algorithm for computing the degree distribution
Before ui = add
E(fv; wg) // processing edge addition (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; DDU ); fv; wg
Output: dat(Gi; DDU ) = fFdg
Fd(d(v))   ; Fd(d(v) + 1)++ ;
Fd(d(w))   ; Fd(d(w) + 1)++ ;
Before ui = rem
E(fv; wg) // processing edge removal (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; DDU ); fv; wg
Output: dat(Gi; DDU ) = fFdg
Fd(d(v))   ; Fd(d(v)  1)++ ;
Fd(d(w))   ; Fd(d(w)  1)++ ;
Before ui = add
V (v) // processing vertex addition (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; DDU ); v
Output: dat(Gi; DDU ) = fFdg
Fd(0)++ ;
Before ui = rem
V (v) // processing vertex removal (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; DDU ); v
Output: dat(Gi; DDU ) = fFdg
Fd(d(v))   ;
for w 2 adj(v) do
Fd(d(w))   ; Fd(d(w)  1)++ ;
Query // querying for the results
Input: Gi; dat(Gi; DDU ) = fFdg
Output: P (Gi; DDU ) = fFd; dmin; dmaxg
dmin = arg min
n2N
Fd(n) > 0;
dmax = arg max
n2N
Fd(n) > 0;
We implement both algorithms in DNA (cf. Listings B.1 and B.2). We use the RandomGraph,
RandomGrowth, and GrowingRandomBatch generators to create dynamic graphs for both scenarios. We
execute the benchmarks on a machine with a 1,7 GHz Intel Core i7 processor running Mac OS 10.11.6
using a Sun 64-bit JVM version 1.7.0 25-b15. All runtimes shown in the following are the average of 100
repetitions.
First Scenario: Edge Change
In the rst scenario, we investigate the impact of the batch size jBj on the runtimes of DDS and DDU .
We initialize G0 as a random graph with 1,000 vertices connected by 10,000 edges, i.e., R(1,000; 10,000)
(cf. Figure 5.1a). To model the dynamic over time, we generate 200 batches that contain removals and
additions of random edges. The rst batch contains one removal and one addition. For each following
batch, we increase the number of updates linearly such that the last batch contains 200 edge additions
and 200 edge removals, i.e., jBt199;t200 j = 400 (cf. Figure 5.1b). Thereby, the number of vertices and
edges in the graph does not change but the number of updates in each transition increases linearly.
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(a) Graph size over time
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(b) Number of updates over time
Figure 5.1: Basic properties of the dynamic graph in the rst scenario (Edge Change)
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We expect that the runtime of DDS does not change as it only depends on the graph size and is
independent of the batch size. In contrast, we expect that the runtime of DDU increases linearly with
the batch size.
The measured runtimes are shown in Figure 5.2. The execution of DDS takes around 0.028 ms for the
analysis of each snapshot. In contrast, the runtime of DDU increases linearly from 0,002 ms to 0,09 ms
for processing the rst to the last batch (cf. Figure 5.2a). While DDU clearly outperforms DDS for the
rst small batches, it performs slower for larger ones. We observe similar runtimes for batches around
timestamp t = 62, i.e., a batch size of jBt61;t62 j = 124. Regarding the cumulative runtime of all steps,
DDU outperforms DDS after timestamp t = 125 (cf. Figure 5.2b).
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(a) Runtimes of DDS and DDU
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(b) Cumulative runtimes
Figure 5.2: Degree distribution: runtimes and results for the rst scenario (Edge Change)
As we expected, the runtime of DDS does not change over time as it depends on the number of
vertices. Furthermore, the runtime of DDU increases linearly with the batch size.
Our measurements indicate that DDS should be preferred in case the number of edge updates between
snapshots is high, relative to the graph size. In case only few changes describe the transition between
consecutive snapshots, DDU should be used instead.
Second Scenario: Random Growth
In the second scenario, we investigate the dependence of both algorithms on the size of the graph.
As initial graph G0, we generate a random graph with 100 vertices and 1,000 edges, i.e., R(100; 1,000)
(cf. Figure 5.3a). Over time, we grow the graph by adding new vertices and connecting them to neighbors,
chosen uniformly at random. We generate batches that contain updates for the addition of 20 vertices.
In addition, each new vertex is connected to 10 neighbors. Hence, with each batch, jV +(B)j = 20 vertices
and jE+(B)j = 200 edges are added to the graph (cf. Figure 5.3b).
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(b) Number of updates over time
Figure 5.3: Basic properties of the dynamic graph in the second scenario (Random Growth)
The runtime of DDU depends linearly on the batch size. As the batch size remains constant, we
expect that the runtime of DDU does not change either. In contrast, the runtime of DDS depends
linearly on the number of vertices. Since the size of jV j grows linearly with each batch, we expect the
runtime of DDS to do the same.
We observe a runtime between 0.04 ms and 0.05 ms for the execution of DDU for all transitions. In
contrast, the runtime for DDS increases linearly with the number of vertices from 0.013 ms for jV j = 100
to 0.18 ms for jV j = 40; 100 (cf. Figure 5.4a). Around timestamp t = 47, both algorithms require the
same runtime. For the cumulative runtime of all steps, DDS outperforms DDU for small graph sizes.
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After timestamp t = 90, this changes and DDU outperforms DDS as the graph grows even further (cf.
Figure 5.4b).
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Figure 5.4: Degree distribution: runtimes and results for the second scenario (Random Growth)
These results conrm our expectations. The runtime of DDS depends on the graphs size and in-
creases linearly with it. In contrast, DDU performs independent of the graph size and does not change
signicantly when the batch size remains constant.
This indicates that DDU should be preferred over DDS in case the graph under analysis grows such
that the changes between snapshots decrease in relative number.
5.1.4 Summary
In this Section, we presented two algorithms for the computation of the degree distribution in dynamic
graphs. The runtime of DDS , a snapshot-based algorithm, has a complexity of O(jV j) as it iterates
over the set of all vertices once for every execution. Thereby, its performance depends on the number
of vertices and is independent of the batch size. In clear contrast, the runtime of DDU , a stream-based
algorithm, has a complexity of O(1) for processing edge removals and edge additions. The complexity
of processing vertex removals is O(dmax) as DDU iterates over the adjacency list of the removed vertex.
Hence, the performance of DDU depends on the batch size and is independent of the number of vertices.
As a rule of thumb, DDS should be preferred for the analysis of dynamic graphs where many changes
occur between snapshots while DDU should be used in case the batch size is small relative to the graph
size.
5.2 Rich-club Coecient
The rich-club of a graph G is the set of all vertices with a degree d(v) > k for some threshold k. It is
denoted as RCk(G) and dened by RCk(G) := fv 2 V (G) : d(v) > kg  V (G).
The rich-club coecient RCCk(G) measures the fraction of edges that exist between the elements
of the rich-club. Thereby, it expresses how well connected the rich-club members are. The existence
and importance of rich-clubs was rst observed as a property of the Internet topology of autonomous
systems [348]. It has since been used for the analysis of various complex networks [218, 73] and has many
applications in the analysis of social [312] and biological systems [74, 26].
For undirected graphs, the rich-club coecient is dened as follows:
RCCk;u(G) :=
2  jE(G[RCk(G)])j
jRCk(G)j  (jRCk(G)j   1) :
For directed graphs, twice as many edges are possible between the rich-club members. Therefore, the
rich-club coecient of a directed graph is dened as RCCk;d(G) := RCC
k;u(G)
2 . In the following, we only
consider the rich-club coecient for undirected graphs and refer to it as RCCk(G).
We present RCCkS , a snapshot-based algorithm for computing the rich-club coecient, in Section 5.2.1.
In Section 5.2.2, we introduce its stream-based counterpart RCCkU . We compare the performance of both
algorithms in Section 5.2.3 and summarize our results in Section 5.2.4.
5.2.1 Snapshot-based algorithm RCCkS
In Algorithm 3, we present RCCkS , a snapshot-based algorithm for computing the rich-club coecient.
It takes a snapshot Gi as input and outputs the rich-club coecient RCC
k(Gi) as a result.
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Algorithm 3: RCCkS - a stream-based algorithm for computing the rich-club coecient
Snapshot // re-computing metric for the snapshot
Input: Gi
Output: P (Gi; RCC
k
S) = fRCCk(Gi)g
members = 0 ; edges = 0 ;
for v 2 V do
if d(v) > k then
members++ ;
for w 2 adj(v) do
if d(w) > k ^ id(w) < id(v) then
edges++ ;
RCCk(Gi) =
2edges
members(members 1) ;
During execution, it counts the size of the rich club (members) and the edges between its ele-
ments (edges). To achieve this, RCCkS iterates over all vertices v 2 V . If v is a member of the
rich club, i.e., d(v) > k, the corresponding counter is increased. In addition, the algorithm iterates
over all adjacent vertices w 2 adj(v) and increments the edges counter if w is also a rich-club mem-
ber. The additional condition id(w) < id(v) ensures that each edge is only counted once. With
members = jRCk(Gi)j and edges = jE(Gi[RCk(Gi)])j, the rich-club coecient is then computed as
RCCk(Gi) =
2edges
member(members 1) .
5.2.2 Stream-based algorithm RCCkU
In this Section, we present RCCkU , a stream-based algorithm for analyzing the rich-club coecient of
a dynamic graph (cf. Algorithm 4). We assume that RCCkU is initialized by executing RCC
k
S for G0.
Afterwards, RCCkU maintains the counters members and edges and computes the corresponding rich-club
coecient when queried.
As a foundation for RCCkU , we introduce the procedures addToRC(v) and removeFromRC(v). They
update the members and edges counters in case a vertex v joins or leaves the rich-club. If a vertex joins
the rich-club (addToRC(v)), the members counter is increased. In addition, the edges counter is increased
for each edge that connects v to an existing member of the rich-club. To account for the removal of a
vertex v from the rich-club (removeFromRC(v)), the members counter is decremented once and the edges
counter is decremented for each edge connecting v to another rich-club member. These procedures are
used to process updates to the graph.
The addition of an edge (v; w) is processed before the application of the corresponding update to the
graph. Hence, v or w are added to the rich-club in case their current degree is k, i.e., addToRC(v) or
addToRC(w). If both vertices belong to the rich-club after the addition of the edge, the edge counter is
incremented to account for this new edge.
An edge removal update remE((v; w)) is processed after its application to the graph. If the degree of
v or w is k, they must be removed from the rich-club, i.e., removeFromRC(v) or removeFromRC(w).
If both vertices belonged to the rich-club before the removal, the edges counter is decrement to account
for the edge removal.
To process the removal of a vertex v, it is removed from the rich-club if it was a member (removeFromRC(v)).
In addition, RCCkU accounts for the removal of all incident edges. It iterates over all adjacent vertices
w 2 adj(v) and decreases the members counter if w has a degree of only k + 1. Afterwards, RCCkU
decrements the edges counter for each edge between w and other members of the rich-club.
When a results is queried, RCCkU simply computes RCC
k(Gi) from the maintained counters members
and edges.
5.2.3 Performance comparison
In this Section, we compare the performance of RCCkS and RCC
k
U . We measure their runtimes for the
analysis of the two scenarios that we used for the comparison of DDS and DDU (cf. Section 5.1.3). We
implement both algorithms in DNA (cf. Listings B.3 and B.4) and use the same setup as described in
Section 5.1.3.
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Algorithm 4: RCCkU - a stream-based algorithm for computing the rich-club coecient
procedure addToRC(v)
members++ ;
foreach w 2 adj(v) do
if d(w) > k then edges++ ;
procedure removeFromRC(v)
members   ;
foreach w 2 adj(v) do
if d(w) > k then edges   ;
Before ui = add
E(fv; wg) // processing edge addition (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; RCCkU ); fv; wg
Output: dat(Gi; RCC
k
U ) = fRC; edgesg
if d(v) = k then addToRC(v) ;
if d(w) = k then addToRC(w) ;
if d(v)  k ^ d(w)  k then edges++ ;
After ui = rem
E((v; w)) // processing edge removal (after)
Input: Gi; dat(Gi 1; RCCkU ); (v; w)
Output: dat(Gi; RCC
k
U ) = fRC; edgesg
if d(v) = k then removeFromRC(v) ;
if d(w) = k then removeFromRC(w) ;
if d(v)  k ^ d(w)  k then edges   ;
Before ui = rem
V (v) // processing vertex removal (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; RCCkU ); v
Output: dat(Gi; RCC
k
U ) = fRC; edgesg
if d(v) > k then removeFromRC(v) ;
foreach w 2 adj(v) do
if d(w) = k + 1 then members   ;
foreach u 2 adj(w) do
if u 6= v ^ d(u) > k ^ (u =2 adj(v) _ d(u) 6= k + 1 _ id(u) < id(w)) then edges   ;
Query // querying for the results
Input: Gi; dat(Gi; RCC
k
U ) = fRC; edgesg
Output: P (Gi; RCC
k
U ) = fRCCkUg
RCCkU =
2edges
jRCj(jRCj 1) ;
First Scenario: Edge Change
First, we use the same dynamic graph that was generated for the evaluation of DDS and DDU for the
rst scenario (cf. Figure 5.1). This allows us to investigate the impact of batch sizes on the runtimes of
RCCkS and RCC
k
U .
We expect the runtime of RCCkS to be independent of the batch size. It should only depend on the
size and structure of the graph which does not change over time. In contrast, we assume that the runtime
of RCCkU increases linearly with the batch size.
The runtimes of RCCkS for the analysis of the rst scenario is around 0.3 ms for all snapshots. The
runtime does not change with the batch size as it does not inuence the size or structure of the graph
(cf. Figure 5.5a). For RCCkU , the runtime of the initialization is close to the runtime of RCC
k
S as this
algorithm is used for computing the rich-club coecient of G0. For all following snapshots, the runtime
increases linearly with the batch size but stays below 0.1 ms. As RCCkU outperforms RCC
k
S for the
analysis of all snapshots, it performs better overall (cf. Figure 5.5b). In case the batch sizes would grow
further, this would change again as we observed during the comparison of DDS and DDU .
Our observations comply with our expectations. The runtime of RCCkS is independent of batch sizes.
In contrast, the runtime of RCCkU increases linearly with the batch.
This implies that the stream-based algorithm should always be preferred over the snapshot-based
algorithm in cases of relatively small batch sizes.
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(b) Cumulative runtimes
Figure 5.5: Rich-club coecient: runtimes and results for the rst scenario (Edge Change)
Second Scenario: Random Growth
Next, we use the same dynamic graph that was generated for the evaluation of DDS and DDU for the
second scenario (cf. Figure 5.3). This enables us to investigate the impact of the graph size on the
runtimes of RCCkS and RCC
k
U .
We expect the runtime of RCCkS to grow linearly with the number of vertices and edges in the graph.
As the batch size remains constant, we expect RCCkU to achieve a constant runtime, independent of the
graph size.
As the number of vertices and edges in the graph increases over time, the runtime of executing RCCkS
grows linearly with it up to 1.4 ms as shown in Figure 5.6a. In contrast, the runtime of processing the
transitions between snapshots using RCCkU remains constant and lies below 0.05 ms. Overall, RCC
k
U
clearly outperforms RCCkD (cf. Figure 5.6b).
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Figure 5.6: Rich-club coecient: runtimes and results for the second scenario (Random Growth)
Our measurements are in line with our expectations. While the runtime RCCkS increases linearly with
the growth of the graph, RCCkU performs independent of the size and only depends on the batch size.
These results indicate that the stream-based algorithm RCCkU should be preferred over the snapshot-
based algorithm RCCkS in the case of growing graphs. While the runtime of RCC
k
S increases as the graph
grows, the runtime of RCCkU remains constant as it only depends on the batch size.
5.2.4 Summary
In this Section, we presented two algorithms for the computation of the rich-club coecient in dynamic
graphs: RCCkS and RCC
k
U . The snapshot-based algorithm RCC
k
S iterates over all vertices and over
the adjacency lists of the rich-club members. It has an execution complexity of O(jV j + jRCkj  dmax)
which only depends on the current graph state. We developed the stream-based algorithm RCCkU for the
analysis of dynamic graphs. It updates the rich-club size and corresponding edge count for each update
in the transition between two snapshots. It has a complexity of O(k) for processing an edge removal or
addition and a complexity of O(k  dmax) when processing the removal of a vertex.
We evaluated and compared the performance of both algorithms for two scenarios. As expected from
their complexities, the runtime of RCCkS depends linearly on the graph size while the runtime of RCC
k
U
grows linearly with the number of processed updates.
Hence, we presented a new stream-based algorithm for the computation of the rich-club coecient in
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dynamic graphs. It outperforms its snapshot-based counterpart, especially for analyses at high analysis-
frequency and for graphs that grow over time.
5.3 Motif frequencies
The frequency of motifs occurring in a graph reveals many characteristics of the underlying system [225].
Due to the expressiveness of this property, it is used for the analysis of system from various disciplines,
including computer network, natural language processing, and Peer-to-Peer networking [112, 113, 46, 45,
183, 136]. More prominently, motifs are used to characterize many dierent biological systems, such as
protein interaction networks, cellular networks, and the structure of genes [255, 205, 215, 7, 270, 72, 176,
160, 285].
While the analysis of these static graphs is important, dynamic networks have recently gained a lot
of attention. Understanding the structure and dynamics of biomolecular systems is a major challenge
for synthetic as well as computational biology [10, 60]. Insights in this area are crucial for the design
of peptides [141] and basic research on protein folding [104]. Furthermore, analyzing the dynamics of
amino acids to identify spatial arrangements that correspond to active sites or other functionally relevant
features is important for protein classication and structure prediction [179, 62].
The analysis of protein dynamics is commonly performed using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.
This method is used to quantify motions, mechanics, and spatial motifs within a single protein-structure
as well as dierent molecular interactions. It approximates the time-dependent behavior of a protein in
its natural environment. As a result, it provides the locations of simulated components over time at a
high frequency. Using dynamic graph measures like the motif frequencies opens new opportunities for
revealing the underlying characteristics of the simulated system.
While there has been some work on understanding motifs that occur in dynamic graphs [180, 159], no
ecient algorithms have been proposed to analyze them eciently. Existing algorithms for the compu-
tation of motif frequencies are designed for the analysis of single snapshots only [180, 159, 224, 148, 170,
278, 324, 169, 242, 262, 221, 222, 171, 323, 128]. These snapshot-based algorithms are not designed for
the analysis of dynamic graphs. For this application, stream-based approaches promise great speedups
in many cases, as we showed for the examples of of degree distribution and rich-club coecient (cf.
Sections 5.1 and 5.2).
To provide means for the ecient analysis of motif frequencies in these highly relevant dynamic
systems, we investigate the possibility to speedup the analysis of dynamic systems using a stream-based
approach. We restrict our work on undirected graphs because they model many biological networks,
especially from the eld of molecular dynamics. Note that our approach and all related aspects can
directly be transferred to directed graphs.
The remainder of this Section is structured as follows: In Section 5.3.1, we dene k-vertex motifs as
well as the problem of counting them in dynamic graphs. We introduce MD trajectories and describe an
approach to model them as dynamic graphs. In Section 5.3.2, we discuss insights into motifs in dynamic
graphs, deduce steps for a stream-based algorithm, and present StreaMk, a stream-based algorithm for
counting motif frequencies in dynamic graphs. We evaluate and compare the performance of StreaMk to
four snapshot-based algorithms in Section 5.3.3. We summarize our contribution in Section 5.3.4.
5.3.1 Preliminaries
First, we introduce and dene terms and concepts related to counting the frequencies of motifs in dy-
namic graphs. We dene k-vertex motifs in Section 5.3.1.1 and describe the problem of counting motifs in
dynamic graphs in Section 5.3.1.2. In Section 5.3.1.3, we dene MD trajectories as the result of MD sim-
ulations. We introduce the unit-sphere model as a way to generate dynamic graphs from MD trajectories
in Section 5.3.1.4.
5.3.1.1 k-vertex Motifs
Two graphs G = (V;E) and G0 = (V 0; E0) are called isomorphic if they contain the same number of
vertices, i.e., jV j = jV 0j, and there exists a so-called edge-preserving bijection f : V ! V 0 such that
fv; wg 2 V () ff(v); f(w)g 2 V 0. Hence, graphs are considered to be isomorphic if they express the
same topology.
As motifs of size k, also called k-vertex motifs or k-motifs, we consider the equivalence classes of
isomorphic, connected k-vertex graphs. Hence, all graphs that belong to the same motif are pair-wise
isomorphic. We denote the set of k-vertex motifs as Mk = fm1;m2; : : : g.
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Then, each adjacency matrix A 2 Aconk of a connected graph belongs to exactly one equivalence class
represented by a motif m 2 Mk. We express this property as a function m that maps the key of an
adjacency matrix A to its equivalence class [A] 2Mk, i.e.,
m : N conk !Mk; m(A) := [A]
This assignment can be pre-computed by enumerating all adjacency matrices A 2 Aconk and deter-
mining their equivalence class [A] by performing an isomorphism check with all existing motifs.
As an example, consider 3-vertex graphs. While there exist jA3j = 8 dierent adjacency matrices,
only jAcon3 j = 4 of them are connected (cf. Figure 2.4). All 3 connected adjacency matrices with 2 edges
are isomorphic to each other and represented by the equivalence class m1, i.e., A3  A5  A6  m1. A7,
the only adjacency matrix with 3 edges, forms the second equivalence class represented by motif m2, i.e.,
A7  m2. Hence, there exist jM3j = 2 dierent 3-vertex motifs (cf. Figure 5.7a). As a second example,
consider 4-vertex graphs. There exist jA4j = 64 dierent adjacency matrices of which jAcon4 j = 38 are
connected graphs. They are represented by the equivalence classes of 6 motifs (cf. Figure 5.7b).
m1 m2
(a) M3 - all 3-vertex motifs
m1 m2 m3
m4 m5 m6
(b) M4 - all 4-vertex motifs
Figure 5.7: Examples for the set of motifs Mk for dierent sizes
Statistics about the total number of adjacency matrices, the number of connected graphs, and the
number of motifs for k 2 f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7g are given in Table 5.1. Like the number of connected graphs, the
number of motifs increases drastically with k. While there exist only 2, 6, and 21 motifs for k 2 f3; 4; 5g,
there are already 112 isomorphic classes of connected 6-vertex graphs and 853 motifs of size 7.
k 2 3 4 5 6 7
jAkj 2 8 64 1,024 32,768 2,097,152
jAconk j 1 4 38 827 26,704 1,866,256
jMkj 1 2 6 21 112 853
Table 5.1: Statistics about adjacency matrices and motifs of dierent sizes
5.3.1.2 Counting Motifs in Dynamic Graphs
In this Section, we consider the problem of counting the frequencies of k-vertex motifs in a dynamic
graph. This means to compute the frequencies of motifs of some size k 2 [3; 7] for all snapshots of a given
dynamic graph. We describe the frequencies of the k-vertex motifs m 2 Mk in a graph G as a function
FMk : Mk ! N, where FMk(m) is the number of k-vertex subgraphs of G that are isomorphic to m.
Hence, given a dynamic graph G and a list of timestamps T , the problem is to compute FMk for a motif
size k for all snapshots Gt; t 2 T .
5.3.1.3 MD Trajectories
As an MD trajectory, we consider the results of an MD simulation. It is commonly represented as a list of
frames X = (~xt0 ; ~xt1 ;
_) that describe the snapshot of the simulated system at consecutive points in time
t0; t1; : : : , e.g., every picosecond. Each frame ~x(t) contains the three-dimensional, spatial coordinates
~rt(i); i 2 [1; n] of the simulated system of n representative atoms at the corresponding time t, i.e.,
~xt = (~rt(1); ~rt(2); : : : ; ~rt(n)).
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5.3.1.4 Modeling MD Trajectories as Dynamic Graph
A frame ~xt, which contains the positions of all n simulated atoms, can be modeled as an undirected graph
using the unit sphere model. Therein, each representative atom i 2 [1; n] is represented as a vertex vi 2 Vt.
These components are assumed to interact with each other if their distance is below some threshold d.
In that case, an undirected edge is created between the corresponding vertices. Therefore, an undirected
edge fvi; vjg is created if the euclidean distance between the corresponding atoms i and j does not exceed
the threshold d, i.e.,
fvi; vjg 2 Et () d(~rt(i); ~rt(j))  d:
An example of a graph obtained using the unit sphere model is given in Figure 5.8. Here, the spheres
centered at each vertex have a radius of d2 . Hence, edges are created between vertices whose spheres
overlap.
Figure 5.8: Unit-sphere model for the connection of representative atoms of an MD trajectory
Using this unit-sphere model, we can model each frame ~xt; t 2 T as a unit-sphere graph Gt for some
distance threshold d. Thereby, we obtain a dynamic graph Gt0 ; Gt1 ; : : : that describes the interaction of
the simulated atoms over time.
5.3.2 Stream-based Algorithm StreaMk
In this Section, we develop and describe StreaMk, a stream-based algorithm for counting the frequencies
of k-vertex motifs in dynamic graphs. First, we present initial insights into the development of motifs
in dynamic graphs in Section 5.3.2.1. We deduce four processing steps for a stream-based algorithm in
Section 5.3.2.2 based on these insights. We present the stream-based algorithm StreaMk in Section 5.3.2.3
and discuss its runtime complexity in Section 5.3.2.4.
5.3.2.1 Basic Insights
As edges are added to and removed from a dynamic graph G, three things can happen that impact
the motif frequencies: new motifs are composed, existing motifs are decomposed, and existing motifs are
transformed.
As an example, consider the transitions between isomorphic 4-vertex graphs, including the six 4-vertex
motifs mi 2 M4, presented in Figure 5.9. There exist three disconnected classes of isomorphic graphs
with four vertices and more than a single edge: x and y with two and z with three edges. Adding any edge
to x leads to the composition of m1. Adding another edge to m1 transforms it to either m3 or m4. For
both of these motifs, the addition of a fth edge always transforms it to m5 which is transformed to m6
when adding the last possible edge. In case edges are removed from an existing motif, the opposite can
be observed: Removing any edge from m6 transforms it to m5 which is transformed to either m3 or m4
when removing another one. When any edge is removed from either m1 or m2, the motif is decomposed
into x or y. Hence, whether motifs are composed, decomposed, or transformed depends on the current
adjacencies of a subgraph and which edge is added to or removed from it.
A new k-vertex motif m 2 Mk is composed if the addition of an edge fv; wg, described by ui =
addE(fv; wg), leads to the connection of a previously disconnected subgraph of size k. This is the case for
any extended k-vertex neighbor set N 2 N+k (fv; wg) for which the induced subgraph before the addition,
i.e., Gi 1[N ], is disconnected. In this case, the induced subgraph after the addition of fv; wg, i.e., Gi[N ],
is connected. Hence, the frequency of the corresponding motif m increase for each such extended k-vertex
neighbor set N , i.e., FMk(m) = 1.
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Figure 5.9: Transitions between isomorph 4-vertex graphs
An existing motif m 2 Mk, consisting of vertices N 2 N+k (fv; wg), is decomposed if the removal of
an edge fv; wg, described by ui = remE(fv; wg), leads to the disconnection of the previously connected
k-vertex subgraph, i.e., Gi 1[N ]. Contrary to the composition of a new motif, this occurs if the N -
induced subgraph is connected before but disconnected after the edge removal. Hence, the frequency of
the corresponding motif m decrease for each such extended k-vertex neighbor set N , i.e., FMk(m) =  1.
If the N -induced subgraph, N 2 N+k (fv; wg), is connected before and after the application of the edge
addition or removal ui, an existing motif m 2 Mk is transformed. Here, the transformation of a motif
describes the change of a subgraph's equivalence class from m before to m0 6= m after the application of
the update. Hence, each transition of a subgraph's motif m to m0 leads to a decrease and increase of the
corresponding frequencies, i.e., FMk(m) =  1 and FMk(m0) = 1.
5.3.2.2 Processing Steps
From these general insights into the transitions of motifs in dynamic graphs, we derive four steps necessary
to update the motif counts in a dynamic graph using a stream-based approach (cf. Figure 5.10).
nd all N 2 Nk(e)
extract adjacencies adj(v; w;N)
determine motif classes
adapt FMk accordingly
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Figure 5.10: Steps of a stream-based algorithm for maintaining the motif frequencies FMk
(1) First, we must determine the k-neighborhood Nk(e) of the edge e = fv; wg that is added to or
removed from the graph. Hence, we have to nd all unions of vertices contained in paths starting at v or
w with a length of k   2 or less. As examples, consider the k-neighborhoods for k = 3 and k = 4. The
3-neighborhood N3(fv; wg) contains all paths of length 1 from v or w, i.e., all vertices adjacent to v or
w:
N3(fv; wg) = ffug : u 2 adj(v) [ adj(w) n fv; wgg:
The 4-neighborhood N4(fv; wg) contains all pairs of vertices adjacent to v and w as well as paths of
length 2 starting at v or w:
N4(fv; wg) = ffu; u0g : u; u0 2 adj(v) [ adj(w) n fv; wgg [
ffu; u0g : u 2 adj(v) [ adj(w) n fv; wg; u0 2 adj(u) n fv; wgg:
Note that the following three steps must be executed for each neighborhood set N 2 Nk(e) found in this
rst step.
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(2) Second, we must extract the adjacencies between v, w, and u 2 N before and after the application of
the update. Beforehand, they are expressed by the adjacency matrix of the subgraph of Gi 1 induced by
N [ fv; wg, i.e., A(Gi 1[N [ fv; wg]). It can be represented by the key n = key(Gi 1[N [ fv; wg]) 2 Nk.
In this key, the existence of edge fv; wg is encoded in the least signicant bit (LSB) (cf. Section 2.2.2).
Hence, the removal of an edge is reected by changing the LSB from 1 to 0 while its addition results in
a ip of the LSB from 0 to 1. Therefore, the new key n0 can be computed as n0 = n + 1 for an edge
addition and as n0 = n  1 for an edge removal.
(3) Third, we must determine the class of the respective motifs before and after the application of the
update. This has to be computed based on the current adjacencies of the corresponding vertices because
the storage of all subgraphs and their respective motif is infeasible.
(4) Fourth and nally, we must adapt the motif frequency FMk accordingly. Let n be the key before ui
is applied and n0 the key afterwards. If the N -induced subgraph before the application of ui is connected,
i.e., n 2 N conk , the corresponding motif m = m(n) is either decomposed or transformed into another one.
To account for this, its frequency must be decreased, i.e., FMk(m) =  1. If the N -induced subgraph
after the application of ui is connected, i.e., n
0 2 N conk , the corresponding motif m0 = m(n0) is either
transformed from another one or newly composed. To account for this, its frequency must be increased,
i.e., FMk(m
0) = 1.
5.3.2.3 Algorithm
In this Section, we describe the algorithm StreaMk for the stream-based maintenance of k-vertex motif
frequencies in a dynamic graph. It processes each addition or removal of an edge in the four steps identied
in Section 5.3.2.2. It is based on StreaM [s12], an algorithm we developed previously for computing the
frequencies of 4-vertex motifs in dynamic graphs. An overview of StreaMk is given in Algorithm 5.
Algorithm 5: StreaMk for maintaining FMk in dynamic graphs
Before ui = add
E(fv; wg) or remE(fv; wg) // processing edge update (before)
Input: Gi 1; dat(Gi 1; StreaMk); fv; wg
Output: dat(Gi; StreaMk) = fFMkg
for N 2 Nk(fv; wg) do
n = key(A(Gi 1[N [ fv; wg])) ; // compute key before
if ui is of type add then
n0 = n+ 1 ; // compute key after addition
else
n0 = n  1 ; // compute key after removal
if n 2 N conk then
FMk(m(n))  = 1 ; // decrement count of old motif
if n0 2 N conk then
FMk(m(n
0)) += 1 ; // increment count of new motif
StreaMk processes a single update ui which transforms the dynamic graph from state Gi 1 to Gi.
As input, StreaMk takes the state Gi 1 before the application of ui, the edge fv; wg which is added or
removed, and the current motif frequencies FMk . As a result, StreaMk updates these motif frequencies
to reect the changes after the application of ui.
Then, the algorithm operates in the four steps identied in Figure 5.10. First, the k-neighborhood
of fv; wg is computed to iterate over all k-neighbor sets N . Second, the adjacency information of N [
fv; wg before and after the application of the update ui is computed as the keys n and n0. Third, the
corresponding motif classes m(n) and m(n0) are determined using the pre-computed function m. Fourth
and nally, the corresponding motif counts are adapted.
5.3.2.4 Execution Complexity
When processing an update ui, i.e., either an edge addition add
E(fv; wg) or an edge removal remE(fv; wg),
StreaMk iterates over all elements of Nk(fv; wg) with jNk(fv; wg)j  (dmax)k 2. Here, dmax denotes the
maximum vertex degree for a graph G, i.e., dmax := arg max
v2V
jadj(v)j. Processing each neighborhood
N 2 Nk(fv; wg) can be done in O(1) as it only requires the generation of the key n(Gi 1[N [ fv; wg]),
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its lookup in the pre-computed assignment m, and the adaptation of FMk . Therefore, the complexity of
processing a single edge addition or removal with StreaMk is O((dmax)
k 2).
5.3.3 Performance Evaluation
In this Section, we evaluate the performance of StreaMk and compare it to snapshot-based algorithms.
We describe the implementation of StreaMk and existing algorithms in Section 5.3.3.1. We introduce
the datasets used for the performance evaluation and present their basic properties in Section 5.3.3.2. In
Section 5.3.3.3, we describe the setup used for the evaluation of all approaches and datasets. We present
an evaluation using synthetic dynamic graphs in Section 5.3.3.4. We compare the performance of all
algorithms for the analysis of dynamic graphs modeled from MD trajectories in Section 5.3.3.5.
5.3.3.1 Implementation
We implement StreaMk in Java and pre-compute the function m : N conk !Mk for k 2 [3; 7]. It maps an
adjacency matrix key to the corresponding motif. To perform isomorphism checks, we use the methods
provided by the JGraphT graph library [o43] in version 0.9.1. All sources of our implementation are
available in a public git repository [c11].
So far, no stream-based algorithm has been developed to compute the frequencies of k-vertex motifs
in dynamic graphs. Therefore, we compare StreaMk to the four popular snapshot-based approaches
Fanmod [324], Kavosh [169], G-Tries [262], and ACC [221], which we introduced in Section 3.3.1.
Fanmod, G-Tries, and Kavosh are implemented in C++. We obtain the original sources, provided by
the corresponding authors [o15, o47, o22], and compile them with GCC version 4.7.2. ACC is implemented
in Java. For its execution, we obtain the executable jar le provided by the authors [o1].
StreaMk reads all snapshots of a dynamic graph as a stream of timestamped updates from a single le.
Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC analyze the snapshots of a dynamic graph via separate snapshot-
based processing. Here, each snapshot is read from a single le and processed separately from all others.
5.3.3.2 Datasets
For our performance analysis and comparison, we use synthetic dynamic graphs as well as dynamic graphs
obtained from MD trajectories.
Articial Dynamic Graphs We generate dynamic graphs by adding synthetic dynamics to eight real-
world static graph snapshots. These static graphs have already been used in the evaluation of ACC [221]
and Kavosh [169]. They originate from a wide range of areas including biological, social, and trac
networks. Their basic properties of the initial graphs and the generated dynamics are shown in Table 5.2.
Source Class Name jV j jE0j davg jT j jE+(B)j jE (B)j
Kavosh Social social 67 142 4.23 1,001 2 2
Kavosh Electronic elec 252 399 3.16 1,001 2 2
ACC Biology ecolia 418 519 2.48 1,001 2 2
Kavosh Biology yeast 688 1,078 3.13 1,001 2 2
Kavosh Biology ecolik 672 865 2.57 1,001 2 2
ACC Language roget 1,010 3,648 7.22 1,001 2 2
ACC Transportation airport 1,574 17,215 21.87 1,001 2 2
ACC Social facebook 1,899 13,838 14.57 1,001 2 2
Table 5.2: Properties of the synthetic dynamic graphs
Their size ranges from 418 to 1,899 vertices with an average degree between 2.48 and 21.87. We
transform each snapshot into a dynamic graph by generating 1,000 synthetic batches such that each
dynamic graph consists of 1,001 snapshots. Each batch models a single random edge exchange, i.e., two
edges e1 = fv1; w1g and e2 = fv3; w2g are selected uniformly at random from Gti and their endpoints
exchanged. This means that a batch Bti;ti+1 consists of 4 updates: the removal of e1 and e2 and the
addition of fv1; w2g and fv2; w1g.
With their small size of only 4 updates, these batches mimic the analysis of a dynamic graph at a
high frequency. The performance of analyzing these datasets promises insights into the capabilities of
the investigated algorithms to analyze dynamic graphs at high granularities.
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MD Trajectory Graphs As a second group of datasets, we consider dynamic graphs from four MD
trajectories: Loops, Complex, 4AOA, and Pnb. For each trajectory, we create dynamic graphs using
the unit-sphere model with distance threshold d 2 [0:7; 1:2] nm (cf. Section 5.3.1.4). In Table 5.3, we
present basic properties of the resulting dynamic graphs for the lowest and highest distance threshold of
d = 0:7 nm and d = 1:2 nm. Higher values of d result in more edges between the components as well as
larger batch sizes.
Name threshold d jV j jE0j davg jT j jE+(B)j jE (B)j
Loops
0.7 nm 18 34 3.77 66,667 1.60 1.59
1.2 nm 18 69 7.66 66,667 2.21 2.20
Complex
0.7 nm 90 259 5.75 66,667 11.95 11.94
1.2 nm 90 834 18.53 66,667 31.39 31.37
4AOA
0.7 nm 430 1,738 8.08 20,001 55.00 54.91
1.2 nm 430 6,656 30.95 20,001 233.08 232.75
Pnb
0.7 nm 490 1,901 7.75 20,000 70.44 70.35
1.2 nm 490 7,378 30.11 20,000 243.56 243.17
Table 5.3: Properties of the MD trajectory graphs for lowest and highest distance threshold
Loops is the trajectory from an MD simulation of a synthetic peptide-based protein-capture agent,
consisting of 18 amino acids [141]. In total, the trajectory contains 66,667 frames. The resulting graphs
contain 18 vertices with an average degree between 3.77 and 7.66. On average, the batch size is 3.2 for
the lowest and 4.4 for the highest distance threshold.
Complex is the MD trajectory for the interlaukin-8 protein (il-8 ) in complex with the Loops pep-
tide [70]. It consists of 90 amino: 18 that form the peptide and 72 that form the protein. The structure
of il-8 is taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB: 1IL8) [o68]. The Complex is modeled using the pro-
tocol of Helmer et. al [141]. Like Loops, the Complex trajectory consists of 66,667 frames. The modeled
graphs consist of 90 vertices with an average degree between 5.75 and 18.53. The batch sizes increases
from 12 edge additions and removals for d = 0:7 nm to 31.4 for d = 1:2 nm.
4AOA models the protein graph of the crystal structure of a beta-phenylalanine aminotransferase
from Variovorax Paradoxus [78]. The x-ray structure of the atomistic coordinates is also taken from
the Protein Data Bank (PDB: 4AOA) [o69]. The protein consists of 430 amino acids and is simulated
for 20,001 time steps. The resulting graphs contains 430 vertices with an average degree of 8.08 for
d = 0:7 nm up to 30.95 for d = 1:2 nm. Similarly, the average batch size increases from 110 to 466.
Pnb is the result of an MD simulation of the protein graph of para Nitro Butyrate Esterase-13. This
enzyme is used as an additive of cleansing agents and holds a big potential towards plastic degrada-
tion [223]. The initial structure for this simulation is a homology model [s12]. This protein is composed
of 490 amino acids and the trajectory recorded for 20,000 snapshots. The modeled graphs consist of 490
vertices and have an average degree between 7.75 and 30.11. With the distance threshold, the average
batch size increases from 141 to 487.
These datasets originate from dierent MD trajectories of dierent sizes, lengths, and densities. The
performance of their analysis using dierent approaches shows their applicability for the computation of
motif frequencies in the eld of MD simulations.
5.3.3.3 Setup
We measure the total wall-clock time of analyzing the motif frequencies for all snapshots of a dynamic
graph using StreaMk, Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, or ACC. The analysis of certain graphs using specic
algorithms does not nish after days or even weeks. In order to decrease the overhead caused by these
scenarios, we terminate an analysis when running longer than 24 hours and exclude the respective data
point from our results. All runtimes presented in the following are the median of 25 repetitions.
StreaMk, Fanmod, Kavosh, and G-Tries allow for the computation of k-vertex motif frequencies for
k 2 [3; 7]. In contrast, ACC is restricted to motifs sizes of k 2 [3; 6]. Therefore, we exclude ACC from
measurements with k = 7.
All measurements are executed on an HP ProLiant DL585 G7 server with 64 AMD OpteronTM
6282SE cores with 2.6 GHz each running a Debian 8.4 operating system. StreaMk and ACC are exe-
cuted with a 64-bit JVM, version 1.7.0 101. We guarantee that no more than 60 processes are running
concurrently and bind each analysis to a separate core. All I/O operations are performed on an SSD
drive.
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5.3.3.4 Evaluation using Articial Graphs
First, we compare the performance of StreaMk to Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC for the analysis
of the eight synthetic dynamic graphs (cf. Table 5.2). The analysis and subsequent evaluation of these
datasets provides us insights into the applicability of StreaMk and related work to the analysis of dynamic
graphs with a high frequency.
Especially for larger graphs like airport and facebook, the complete re-computation of snapshot-based
algorithms should perform much slower than the stream-based application of these small batches that
reect the analysis with a high frequency. Therefore, we expect StreaMk to outperform the snapshot-
based approaches for all graphs and motif sizes k 2 [3; 7].
The speedup of StreaMk over Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC for the analysis of all eight synthetic
dynamic graphs for motif sizes 3 and 4 are shown in Figure 5.11. In Figure 5.12, we show the absolute
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Figure 5.11: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs
runtimes of all approaches for the analysis of elec and roget with k 2 [3; 7] (cf. Table B.1). The speedup
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Figure 5.12: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of elec and roget (missing values are due to the termination
of analyses after 24 hours)
for all motif sizes and datasets is shown in Figure B.2 and Table B.2. The absolute runtimes are presented
in Figures B.1 and B.3 and Table B.1.
For the smallest motif size of k = 3, all algorithms nish the analysis of the synthetic datasets within 24
hours (cf. Figure 5.11). The analysis of social, the smallest dataset, is nished in time by all algorithms
and motif sizes k 2 [3; 7] except for G-Tries and k = 7 (cf. Figure B.3). For most combinations of
algorithms and datasets, the runtime of their analysis increases with the motif size k (cf. Figures 5.12
and B.3). For larger graphs and motif sizes, fewer algorithms nish the analysis within 24 hours (denoted
as - in the Tables).
We observed the smallest speedups for Kavosh when computing the 3-, 4-, 5-, and 7-vertex motif
frequencies on the social dataset with only 10, 7, 9.75, and 6.75 (cf. Table B.2). When computing
6-vertex motifs, the smallest speedup was achieved compared to ACC, i.e., 8.55 when computing ecolia.
The highest speedups that we achieved during the analysis of 3-, 5-, and 7-vertex motifs were 2,554,
1,402.62, and 113.66 compared to Fanmod when analyzing the datasets airport, roget, and ecolik. For
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4- and 6-vertex motifs, the highest speedups are observed in comparison to G-Tries: 19,043 for ecolik
and 1,171.14 for social.
Hence, StreaMk performs at least 6.25 faster than Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC for the
analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs generated from real-world snapshots. The highest observed speedup
is 19,043 compared to G-Tries.
These results comply with our expectations. StreaMk outperforms all snapshot-based approaches,
most probably because it only computes the motif count of the complete graph once and then updates
the results for four updates between two snapshots.
Therefore, it becomes clear that StreaMk surpasses snapshot-based algorithms in case an analysis
with high frequency is desired. We assume that even higher speedups can be observed when analyses are
not terminated after 24 hours.
5.3.3.5 Evaluation using MD Trajectory Graphs
Second, we investigate the performance of StreaMk, Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC for the analysis
of dynamic graphs modeled from four MD trajectories. Their respective performance shows to which
extend each approach is applicable to the analysis of MD trajectory graphs.
As in the previous evaluation with synthetic dynamic graphs, we expect StreaMk to outperform
the snapshot-based approaches. For higher values of the distance threshold d, the graphs are more
densely connected and the number of changes between two snapshots increases. Therefore, we expect all
approaches to require more time to analyze graphs with higher distance threshold. Also, we expect the
speedup of StreaMk over the other approaches to decrease as d increases because the number of updates
per batch grows as well.
The absolute runtimes for the analysis of Loops, Complex, 4AOA, and Pnb for all approaches is
shown in Figures B.4 and B.5 and Tables B.3, B.5, B.7, and B.9. The respective speedups of StreaMk
over Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC is given in Tables B.4, B.6, B.8, and B.10.
StreaMk outperforms all approaches for the analysis of Complex, 4AOA, and Pnb for all motif sizes
k 2 [3; 7] and distance thresholds d 2 [0:7; 1:2]. For the analysis of Complex, we observe speedups between
3.57 over Kavosh for k = 5; d = 1:0 nm and 2022.66 over ACC for k = 3; d = 0:7 nm. StreaMk speeds
up the analysis of 4AOA between 1.89 compared to ACC for k = 5; d = 0:9 nm and 1513 compared
to ACC for k = 3; d = 0:7 nm. When analyzing Pnb, StreaMk achieves speedups between 1.56 over
ACC for k = 5; d = 0:9 nm and 1256.9 over ACC for k = 3; d = 0:7 nm.
For the analysis of Loops, StreaMk outperforms Fanmod, Kavosh, and ACC for all motif sizes and
distance thresholds. It achieves speedups between 3.63 and 434.4 over Fanmod, between 1.08 and
177.8 over Kavosh, and between 281.21 and 2882.2 over ACC. StreaMk also outperforms G-Tries
with speedups between 2.37 and 2882.2 for motif sizes k 2 [3; 6]. For motif size k = 7, StreaMk
achieves speedups of 5.51, 2.75, and 1.18 for d 2 [7; 9]. The only cases we observed where G-Tries
surpasses StreaMk, is for the analysis of Loops for k = 7 and d 2 [10; 12]. Here, the average runtime of
G-Tries is only 0.86, 0.89, and 0.9 of the runtime required by StreaMk.
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Figure 5.13: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of Complex and Pnb
Overall, we see that the absolute runtime increases with the distance threshold d and the motif size k
for most approaches and datasets (cf. Figures 5.13 and 5.14). This is expected because higher distance
threshold lead to more densely connected graphs. Furthermore, larger motif sizes require the enumeration
of more subgraph which increases the runtime as well.
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(b) Complex, d = 0:8 nm
Figure 5.14: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of Loops and Complex (missing values are due to the
termination of analyses after 24 hours)
Figure 5.15 shows the speedup of StreaMk over Fanmod, Kavosh, G-Tries, and ACC for the analysis of
Complex and 4AOA and dierent values of the distance threshold d. As the distance threshold increases,
the speedup achieved by StreaMk decreases. For example, the speedup over ACC decreases from 516.41
for d = 0:7 nm to 39.25 for d = 1:2 nm when analyzing the 4-vertex motifs of Complex.
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Figure 5.15: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of Complex and 4AOA
As expected, our results indicate that StreaMk achieves great speedups over all existing snapshot-
based approaches. Our evaluation also shows that the absolute runtime of all approaches increases with
the distance threshold d and the motif size k. Furthermore, the speedup decreases as the graphs become
more densely connected, in line with our expectations.
Hence, we have shown that StreaMk performs well when analyzing dynamic graphs obtained from MD
trajectories of dierent size and denseness. In comparison to four snapshot-based approaches, StreaMk
leads to speedups of up to 2882.20. It is only outperformed for one dataset and the largest motif size of
7 by G-Tries while achieving speedups up to 268.2 for other scenarios. These results show that StreaMk
represents a powerful tool for the analysis of highly dynamic graphs from the application eld of the
analysis of MD trajectories.
5.3.4 Summary
The change of motif frequencies in dynamic graphs reveals a lot about their structural properties, espe-
cially in many areas of biology. So far, only snapshot-based algorithms have been developed to count
motif occurrences in static graphs. These approaches are not capable of analyzing the motif frequencies
in dynamic graphs at high frequencies.
To close this gap, we developed StreaMk, a stream-based algorithm for counting motif frequencies in
dynamic graphs. We compared its runtime for the analysis of dynamic graphs to four existing snapshot-
based algorithms, Fanmod, G-Tries, Kavosh, and ACC. On synthetic dynamic graphs, StreaMk achieves
speedups between 6.25 and 19,043. We also evaluated the performance on dynamic graphs generated
from four MD trajectories with dierent distance thresholds. Here, StreaMk outperforms the existing
approaches by up to 2882.20.
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As the rst stream-based algorithm for counting motif frequencies, StreaMk allows for the analysis
of dynamic graphs at high frequencies. Thereby, it enables the analysis of MD trajectories modeled as
dynamic graph and provides a great tool for the in-depth investigation of molecular dynamics.
5.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we investigated the potential of stream-based algorithms to speed up the analysis of
dynamic graphs using three examples: degree distribution, rich-club coecient, and motif frequencies.
To compute the degree distribution, we presented the snapshot-based algorithm DDS and devel-
oped DDU , its stream-based counterpart. For the analysis of dynamic graphs a high frequency, DDU
outperforms DDS due to its complexity of O(dmax  jBj) compared to O(jV j).
Furthermore, we presented the snapshot-based algorithm RCCkS for the computation of the rich-club
coecient as well as the stream-based algorithm RCCkU . The performance of RCC
k
S only depends on
the current graph state and has a complexity of O(jV j + jRCkj  dmax). With a complexity of O(k)
and O(k  dmax) for processing an edge addition and removal, RCCkU outperforms RCCkS in most cases,
especially for an analysis at high frequency.
Finally, we presented StreaMk, the rst stream-based algorithm for the computation of motif frequen-
cies in dynamic graphs. We compared its performance for the analysis of synthetic and real-world graphs
to four snapshot-based algorithms. We observed speedups up to 19,043 on synthetic dynamic graphs
and up to 2882.20 on MD trajectory graphs.
Overall, we showed the great potential of stream-based algorithms to speed up the analysis of dynamic
graphs compared to snapshot-based approaches. We developed three new stream-based algorithms: DDU ,
RCCkU , and StreaMk. We evaluated them in dierent scenarios and showed their speedup over existing
snapshot-based algorithms.
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Chapter 6
Parallel Dynamic Network Analysis
In this Chapter, we introduce a new system for the distributed analysis of dynamic graphs called parallel
Dynamic Network Analysis (pDNA). We motivate the problem of distributing the analysis of dynamic
graphs in Section 6.1. We introduce our approach and describe its components in Section 6.2. In
Section 6.3, we outline dierent approaches to distribute a dynamic graph among the processing units.
We introduce algorithms for the collation of results in Section 6.4. We evaluate our approach in Section 6.5
and summarize this Chapter in Section 6.6.
6.1 Introduction
The live analysis of dynamic graphs demands the output of results with low delays between the generation
of updates and the output of corresponding results. In this scenario, the analysis using stream-based algo-
rithms can outperform snapshot-based approaches. Nevertheless, their performance can still be too slow
for certain low-delay requirements especially for large graphs and the computation of complex metrics.
Many approaches exist for the parallelization of snapshot-based algorithms. In contrast, stream-based
algorithms are sequential by nature and not straight-forward to parallelize. They require a consistent
view of the graph's state before or after the application of the currently processed update. Therefore,
shared-memory approaches, where multiple threads share the view on the same graph, are infeasible in
this scenario.
Many consecutive snapshot-based frameworks like GraphX, Spargel, and GraphChi analyze snapshots
using vertex-centric algorithms (cf. Section 3.2.3). Most existing stream-based frameworks like Gelly or
GraphTau only allow for the stream-based maintenance of the graph but also use vertex-centric algorithms
for the distributed computation (cf. Section 3.2.4). The only exception is STINGER, which provides the
parallelization for a single algorithm, the batch-based analysis of the clustering coecient [244]. This
parallelization is based on the assumption that not all updates interfere with each other. Batches are
then split into non-conicting subsets such that each subset can be processed by a separate thread. While
such an approach is feasible for a purely local property like the clustering coecient, it is not applicable
for the parallelization of global properties like betweenness centrality or all-pairs shortest paths. Here,
a single update can impact every region of the graph and there cannot be applied without adapting the
graph rst, which falls back to a single-threaded sequential execution.
We propose to solve this problem by partitioning the graph and computational tasks among multiple
workers. Each worker maintains a separate representation of a subgraph as well as a list of vertices it
is responsible for. The changes to each subgraph over time are propagated to the workers, which can
decide to compute the required properties using snapshot-, batch-, or stream-based approaches. Hence,
each worker can process and maintain the required state of its own subgraph independently of all others.
Thereby, we circumvent the problem of shared-memory approaches where multiple threads would require
access to dierent states of the graph in memory. We assume that these subgraphs are generated based
on a partition of the set of vertices where each vertex is assigned to exactly one worker. Based on this
assignment, computational tasks can be distributed among the workers as well.
Using such an approach requires us to solve six problems (cf. Table 6.1). First, we must determine
a partition of the vertex set which assigns each vertex to a single worker (P1 ). We refer to such a
partition as good if it leads to subgraphs of similar size and an even distribution of the computational
workload. Second, subgraphs for each worker must be generated based on this partition (P2 ). While
there exist various types of subgraphs, we must determine which ones are applicable to specic problems.
Third, we must nd a way to maintain the subgraphs of each worker over time (P3 ). This requires the
composition of batches that contain the corresponding changes to the main graph. Fourth, we require
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an assignment of new vertices to workers as well as a way to maintain a good partition (P4 ). Each
vertex that is added to the graph must be assigned to a worker to maintain a partitioning of the current
state. Depending on the graph's dynamics, the initial partitioning, and the vertex assignment strategy,
the number of vertices assigned to each worker can greatly deviate over time. This leads to an uneven
distribution of the workload. Therefore, it is necessary to nd a good strategy to maintain partitions over
time and potentially re-compute them at certain points. Fifth, it is not easy to foresee which algorithms
are the best choice for a given subgraph (P5 ). If snapshot-, batch-, or stream-based algorithms perform
best depends on many factors, including graph size, graph structure, batch sizes, and update types (cf
Chapter 5). The partitioning and subgraph generation associated with the parallelization adds further
factors that should be investigated. Sixth and nally, we must nd ways to aggregate or collate the
properties of the subgraphs computed by the workers into the properties of the main graph (P6 ). How
this collation can be achieved depends on the property of interest and the subgraph type used to generate
the subgraph assigned to a worker.
ID Description
P1 How to partition the set of vertices?
P2 How to create subgraphs for workers?
P3 How to maintain subgraphs over time?
P4 How to assign new vertices and maintain a good partitioning?
P5 How to select the best analysis approach for workers?
P6 How to collate the results of all workers into results for the main graph?
Table 6.1: Problems to solve when distributing the analysis of dynamic graphs
Many algorithms have been developed to partition the vertex set of a graph [163, 164, 95, 94, 292,
31, 13]. Commonly, they are designed to minimize the number of edges between them, similar to many
community detection algorithms. To speed up the computation, graph coarsening-based algorithms have
been developed [165, 166] as well as parallel approaches [168, 317, 167]. For graphs that are too large
to t into memory, streaming algorithms have also been developed [294, 269, 240, 307]. Even though a
good partitioning leads to an even distribution of subgraphs and computational tasks to workers, it is
costly to compute and can be as time-consuming as the subsequent computation [294]. A simple way to
circumvent this problem is to create a random partition of the vertex set [187]. This so-called hash-based
partitioning is often applied to distribute content in the eld of databases [198]. Here, the number of
target partitions is xed and each vertex is assigned uniformly at random to one of them. Therefore,
we assume that the initial vertex set is partitioned using a hash-based approach (P1 ). In addition, we
assume that new vertices are also assigned to a worker, selected uniformly at random (P4 ).
The performance of stream-, and batch-based algorithms is hard to foresee. In contrast, the complexity
and runtime of executing snapshot-based algorithms mainly depends on the graph's topology and the
number of vertices and edges. Therefore, we assume the use of snapshot-based algorithms (P5 ).
In the following, we focus on the remaining three problems: dierent types of subgraphs (P2 ), their
maintenance over time (P3 ), and the collation of results (P6 ). We present and discuss algorithms for
undirected, unweighted graphs but note that all presented components are applicable to directed or
weighted graphs in exactly the same manner.
6.2 Approach
In this Section, we describe our approach for the distributed analysis of dynamic graphs, called parallel
Dynamic Network Analysis (pDNA). First, we introduce the three components of pDNA. We describe
the partitioner in Section 6.2.1, the worker in Section 6.2.2, and the collator in Section 6.2.3. Then, we
illustrate the overall workow of pDNA in Section 6.2.4.
6.2.1 Partitioner
The task of the partitioner is threefold.
First, the partitioner creates a partition of the initial vertex set V0 based on the initial graph state
G0 and the number of workers jW j using a partitioning strategy sp. We denote this step as P0 :=
P (G0; jW j; sp) = fV w10 ; V w20 ; : : : ; V
wjW j
0 g and require that
S
P0 = V0 and V
wj
0 \ V wk0 = ;; wj 6= wk.
We refer to each element V wk0 as a vertex group and say that its elements are assigned to worker wk.
Then, the partitioner creates a subgraph Gwk0  G0 of subgraph type t as the initial graph for worker wk
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such that V wk0  V (Gwk0 ). We denote the generation of the initial subgraph of type t for worker wk as
Gwk0 := G(G0; V
wk
0 ; t).
Second, the partitioner updates the partition for each transition of the graph described by a batch
Bi;j . Here, it generates the new partition Pj based on the current graph state Gi, the current partition Pi,
and the batch Bi;j using a vertex assignment strategy sv. We denote this step as Pj := P (Gi; Pi; Bi;j ; sv)
and require that
S
Pj = Vj and V
wj
j \V wkj = ;; wj 6= wk, as before. Then, the partitioner creates a batch
Bwki;j that describes the transition of each worker's subgraph. It is computed based on the current state
of the graph Gi, the new partition Pj , the batch Bi;j , and the subgraph type t. We denote this step as
Bwki;j := B(Gi; Pj ; Bi;j ; t).
Third, the partitioner generates auxiliary data xi for each snapshot Gi together with the initial
subgraphs and all subsequent batches. The data contained therein depends on the current state of the
graph Gi, the partition Pi, and the subgraph type t. Therefore, we denote the generation of this auxiliary
data as xi := x(Gi; Pi; t).
6.2.2 Worker
A worker wk processes and analyzes a subgraph, generated by the partitioner. We denote the set of all
workers as W = fw1; w2; : : : ; wjW jg.
Each worker wk 2 W receives an initial subgraph Gwk0 followed by the batches Bwk0;i ; Bwki;j ; : : : , which
describe its transition over time. For each snapshot, a worker computes the desired properties for its
subgraph, outputs the results, denoted as Rwk0 ; R
wk
i ; R
wk
j ; : : : , and makes them available to the collator
component.
We assume that each worker wk is aware of V
wk
i , the vertices assigned to it. This allows the worker
to potentially compute certain properties only for those and skip computations for other vertices v 2
V (Gwki ) n V wki .
A worker can decide how to compute these results. It can use snapshot-, batch-, or stream-based
algorithms. The decision, which algorithm to use, can either be made by the worker based on the
subgraph's characteristics or statically pre-congured.
6.2.3 Collator
The task of the collator is to gather the local results computed by all workers and merge them into
the global results Ri for the whole graph. How this collation is performed depends on the computed
metric and the subgraph type t. Therefore, the collator requires the auxiliary data xi in addition to the
local results Rwki to collate the target properties Ri for each snapshot Gi. Hence, we denote the process
executed by the collator as Ri := c(t; xi; R
w1
i ; R
w2
i ; : : : ).
6.2.4 Workow
The overall workow of the three components of pDNA is shown in Figure 6.1.
In the beginning, the partitioner takes the initial snapshot G0 of the dynamic graph and creates the
partition P0 = P (G0; 2; sp) = fV w10 ; V w20 g for the two worker w1 and w2. For each vertex group V wk0 ,
it generates the corresponding graph Gwk0 = G(G0; V
wk
0 ; t) and sends it to the respective worker wk. In
addition, it computes the auxiliary data x0 and sends it to the collator. Each worker wk initializes the
computation of its respective dynamic subgraph, computes the local results Rwk0 , and sends them to the
collator. After receiving the local results from all workers, the collator merges them with the auxiliary
data to obtain the rst result R0 = c(t; x0; R
w1
0 ; R
w2
0 ).
For each transition from a snapshot Gi to Gj , described by the batch Bi;j , the partitioner updates
the partition if necessary and obtains Pj = P (Gj ; Pi; Bi;j). If vertices are removed from the graph, they
are removed from the respective vertex group. For new vertices, the partitioner must decide to which
group to add them, i.e., to which worker to assign them. Based on the vertex assignment strategy sv, it
can also decide to change the existing assignment of any vertex. Then, the partitioner compiles a batch
Bwki;j for each worker wk, based on its vertex group V
wk
j , the updates contained in Bi;j , and the subgraph
type t. It sends these batches to the corresponding workers, which process them after completing the
previous analysis. As before, the workers send their local results Rwkj to the collator, which merges them
with xj into Rj = c(t; xj ; R
w1
j ; R
w2
j ) after receiving all of them.
Overall, pDNA takes as input the dynamic graph described by its initial state G0 and the subsequent
batches B0;j ; Bi;j ; Bj;k; : : : , which denote its transition over time. As output, it generates the properties
R0; Ri; Rj ; Rk; : : : for the corresponding snapshots G0; Gi; Gj ; Gk; : : : , the direct output of the collation
component.
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Figure 6.1: Workow of pDNA, comprised of Partitioner, Collator, and two workers w1 and w2
6.3 Subgraph Types and Work Distribution
In this Section, we introduce three subgraph types and explain how the work of metric computation is
distributed in pDNA. As a running example, consider the graph Gi shown in Figure 6.2. The set of
vertices Vi is partitioned into two vertex groups of equal size: V
w1
i = fv1; v2; v3; v4g is assigned to worker
w1 and V
w2
i = fv5; v6; v7; v8g is assigned to worker w2.
Gi
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
v8
Figure 6.2: Example graph Gi with partition Pi = ffv1; v2; v3; v4g; fv5; v6; v7; v8gg
We assume that a worker is aware which vertices are assigned to it. This means that a worker wk
knows its own vertex group V wki  V (Gwki ). This allows workers to limit the computation of properties
to this set of vertices, in case others are contained in the respective subgraph, i.e., if V wki ( V (G
wk
i ).
In the remainder of this Section, we introduce three subgraph types. We describe separate subgraphs
in Section 6.3.1, overlapping subgraphs in Section 6.3.2, and full subgraphs in Section 6.3.3. We dene
each type and describe the corresponding auxiliary data required for the collation.
6.3.1 Separate Subgraphs
As separate subgraphs for a partition Pi of a graph Gi, we consider the set of subgraphs that are induced
by a vertex group each, i.e., G(Gi; V
wk
i ; sep) := Gi[V
wk
i ]. A separate subgraph of a worker contains
exactly the vertices assigned it as well as all edges between them. Hence, the adjacency lists of vertices
that have connections to vertices outside the group are incomplete.
Edges that connect vertices in dierent vertex groups are not present in any subgraph. We refer to
them as bridges and denote their set as b(Gi; Pi) := ffv1; v2g 2 Ei : w0(v1) 6= w0(v2)g, where w0(v)
denotes the worker that v is assigned to, i.e., v 2 V w0(v)i . Any information carried by these bridges is
missing from the local properties computed by the workers. Therefore, it must be made available to the
collator together with the current partition Pi. Hence, the auxiliary data for separate subgraphs is a pair
x(Gi; Pi; sep) := (Pi; b(Gi; Pi)).
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This simple approach to distribute a graph among multiple workers is also used by Pregel-like systems.
Here, the bridges are modeled as network connections between the workers. In pDNA, they must be
processed by the collator and therefore lead to an overhead, similar to the communication overhead in
Pregel-like systems. In both cases, no graph data is duplicated which is benecial for graphs that are too
large to be processed on a single machine.
G(Gi; V
w1
i ; sep) G(Gi; V
w2
i ; sep)
v1
v2
v3
v4
v5
v6
v7
v8
Figure 6.3: Separate subgraphs for w1 and w2 (assigned vertices marked by thick border)
As an example, consider the separate subgraphs shown in Figure 6.3, which are generated for the
partition Pi of Gi (cf. Figure 6.2). Each subgraph contains only the vertices assigned the respective worker
and all edges between them. The set of bridges consists of two edges, i.e., b(Gi; Pi) = ffv4; v5g; fv4; v6gg.
6.3.2 Overlapping Subgraphs
We refer to subgraphs as overlapping that are induced by the union of a vertex group and its neighborhood,
i.e., G(Gi; V
wk
i ; overl) := Gi[V
wk
i [N(V wki )]. We refer to the set N(V wki )nV wki as the overlap of subgraph
Gwki . In overlapping subgraphs, all adjacencies of vertices assigned to the corresponding worker are
contained. In addition, the immediate neighborhood is represented as well as all edges between them.
To collate the local results computed by workers for overlapping subgraphs, information about the
corresponding overlaps is required. We denote the set of all overlaps as o(Gi; Pi) := fN(V wki ) n V wki :
wk 2 Wg. Hence, the collator requires the set of overlaps as well as the current partition to process the
local results computed by the workers. Therefore, the auxiliary data for overlapping subgraphs is a pair
x(Gi; Pi; overl) := (Pi; o(Gi; Pi)).
In overlapping subgraphs, a lot of information is duplicated. Each element of an overlap as well as
their edges are present in multiple subgraphs, potentially more than two. Obviously, the amount of
replicated data highly depends on the graph's topology, its diameter, and the applied vertex partitioning
strategy. Despite these drawbacks, the use of overlapping subgraphs enables the correct computation of
local properties like clustering coecients and relieves the collator of the burden to process all bridges.
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Figure 6.4: Overlapping subgraphs for w1 and w2 (assigned vertices marked by thick border)
As an example, consider the two overlapping subgraphs shown in Figure 6.4, again for graph Gi and
its partition Pi (cf. Figure 6.2). Both subgraphs contain the vertices assigned to the respective worker
and all their neighbors. In Gw1i , the subgraph of worker w1, the two vertices v5 and v6 are part of the
overlap. For Gw2i , the overlap contains only a single element. Hence, the set of all overlaps is given by
o(Gi; Pi) = ffv5; v6g; fv4gg.
6.3.3 Full Subgraphs
As a full subgraph, we consider an exact copy of vertex and edge set, i.e., G(Gi; V
wk
i ; full) := Gi. If this
subgraph type is used, each worker maintains its own full copy of the original graph.
All possible information about the graph is already available at each worker. Therefore, the collator
must only know the assignment of vertices to workers. Hence, the auxiliary data for full subgraphs
contains only the current partition, i.e., x(Gi; Pi; full) := (Pi).
When using full subgraphs, no specic computation of the subgraphs and the subsequent batches is
required. The partitioner can simply forward the main graph Gi together with the assignment V
wk
i to
each worker wk. This subgraph type allows for the computation of properties whose collation would be
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too complex using separate or overlapping subgraphs. This comes at the price of a high overhead: each
vertex and edge of the graph is replicated on every worker. Therefore, it is not suited for graphs that are
too large to t into a worker's memory.
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Figure 6.5: Full subgraphs for w1 and w2 (assigned vertices marked by thick border)
An example of full subgraphs is shown in Figure 6.5. Both subgraphs are exact copies of Gi with an
assignment based on the partition Pi (cf. Figure 6.2).
6.4 Collation of Local Results
In this Section, we introduce algorithms for the collation of dierent metrics. They compute the desired
properties of the main graph based on the results computed by all workers for their corresponding
subgraph. They aggregate or collate the results from the workers using the auxiliary data provided by
the partitioner. A collation algorithm always depends on the metric that should be collated and the
subgraph type used to create the subgraphs for all workers.
We describe the collation of the degree distribution in Section 6.4.1 and the all-pairs shortest paths
in Section 6.4.2. In Sections 6.4.3 and 6.4.4, we introduce the collation of betweenness centrality and the
clustering coecient. We describe the collation of weakly connected components in Section 6.4.5.
6.4.1 Degree Distribution
To compute the degree distribution Fd(d = k) := jfv 2 V : d(v) = kgj, we use overlapping subgraphs.
Thereby, workers maintain and observe the correct degree for all assigned vertices as their adjacency
lists are completely available to them. Hence, each worker wk computes the degree distribution for all
assigned vertices, i.e., Fwkd (d = k) = jfv 2 V wki : d(v) = kgj.
To merge these results into the degree distribution Fd of Gi, the collator rst initializes Fd as a new
frequency distribution. Then, it iterates over all workers wk 2 W and adds the non-zero values of their
local result Rwki = (F
wk
d ) to Fd, as shown in Algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6: Collation of the degree distribution metric for overlapping subgraphs
Data: Rwki = (F
wk
d ); xi = (Pi; o(Gi; Pi))
begin
// Initialize frequency distribution Fd
init Fd
// Merge results from all workers
foreach wk 2W do
forall the k : Fwkd (k) > 0 do
Fd(k) += F
wk
d (k)
6.4.2 All-Pairs Shortest Paths
When computing the all-pairs shortest paths, we are interested in the frequency distribution of shortest
paths between all pairs of vertices in Gi, i.e., Fspl(l = k) := jf(v; w) : spl(v; w) = k; v; w 2 Vigj. For its
distributed computation, we use full subgraphs. This allows each worker to compute the correct lengths
of the shortest paths starting at all assigned vertices, i.e., Fwkspl (l = k) := jf(v; w) : spl(v; w) = k; v 2
V wki ; w 2 Vigj.
Then, the collation must only merge these frequency distributions, similar to the collation of the
degree distribution (cf. Section 6.4.1). The corresponding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 7: Collation of the all-pairs shortest paths metric for full subgraphs
Data: Rwi = (F
wk
spl ); xi = (Pi)
begin
// Initialize shortest path length frequency distribution
init Fspl
// Merge results from all workers
foreach wk 2W do
forall the k : Fwkspl (k) > 0 do
Fspl(k) += F
wk
spl (k)
6.4.3 Betweenness Centrality
The betweenness centrality counts the number of all shortest paths that a vertex is part of. For a graph
Gi, it is expressed as a vertex value, i.e., a function bc : Vi ! N. For its distributed computation, we
use full subgraphs. As for the computation of all-pairs shortest paths, workers restrict their computation
of bc to the paths with their assigned vertices as sources. Hence, each worker computes bcwk : Vi ! N,
where bc(v) =
P
wk2W bc
wk(v).
The collator takes these values as input in addition to the current partition Pi. To merge the results
computed by all workers, it iterates over all workers wk 2W . For each worker, it iterates over all vertices
v 2 Vi and adds their corresponding count bcwk(v), contained in Rwki , to bc(v). This algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 8.
Algorithm 8: Collation of the betweenness centrality metric for full subgraphs
Data: Rwi = (bc
wk); xi = (Pi)
begin
// Initialize betweenness centrality vertex values
init bc
// Merge results from all workers
foreach wk 2W do
foreach v 2 Vi do
bc(v) += bcwk(v)
6.4.4 Clustering Coecient
When counting the triangles in a graph, we are commonly interested in three properties: the local
clustering coecient lcc(v) of each vertex v, the average clustering coecient lcc, and the global clustering
coecient gcc, often referred to as transitivity. To compute them, we must count the number of open and
closed triangles of each vertex v, denoted as t (v) and t (v). To realize this in a distributed scenario,
we use overlapping subgraphs. This provides each worker wk with enough information to compute t (v)
and t (v) for all assigned vertices v 2 V wki .
Hence, the collator receives the counts twk and twk as input from each worker wk. It merges this
information and stores it as vertex values t and t . Using this information, it can compute lcc(v), lcc,
and gcc as shown in Algorithm 9.
6.4.5 Weakly Connected Components
The weakly connected components of a graph are commonly represented by vertex values id : Vi ! N.
Computing these values if often referred to as the HashMin problem. Here, id(v) is the lowest unique
identier of a vertex in the connected components of vertex v. Each worker wk computes its own
assignment idwk with values for all vertices v 2 V (Gwki ). For vertices outside of their own graph,
workers cannot compute an identier. Therefore, we dene their assignment as idwk(v) :=1 for vertices
v 2 Vi n V (Gwki ). For the collation of these results, we present algorithms for two subgraph types:
overlapping and separate.
In overlapping subgraphs, each vertex can be present in the graphs of multiple workers. Hence,
the smallest value assigned to a vertex from all workers is its smallest possible identier. The actual
index of a vertex is the lowest identier assigned to any vertex connected to it, even if this identier is
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Algorithm 9: Collation of the clustering coecient metric for overlapping subgraphs
Data: Rwki = (t
wk ; twk); xi = (Pi; o(Gi; Pi))
begin
// Initialize open and closed triangle counts
init t and t
// Merge results from all workers
foreach wk 2W do
foreach v 2 V wki do
t (v) := twk(v)
t (v) := twk(v)
// Compute local, average, and global clustering coefficients
foreach wk 2W do
lcc(v) :=
t (v)
t (v)+t (v)
lcc := jV j 1 Pv2V lcc(v)
gcc :=
P
v2V t (v)P
v2V (t (v)+t (v))
computed in another subgraph. To collate the results computed by workers for overlapping subgraphs,
we must therefore account for these changes that can propagate over multiple subgraphs. Therefore,
the collation algorithm starts by assigning each vertex the minimum identier assigned to it in any
subgraph. Afterwards, it creates a mapping from all other identiers of a vertex to its lowest value.
Finally, this mapping is recursively applied to the initial identiers. An overview of this algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 10.
Algorithm 10: Collation of the connected components metric for overlapping subgraphs
Data: Rwki = (id
wk); xi = (Pi; o(Gi; Pi))
begin
// Initialize id assignment with lowest value from any worker
init id
foreach v 2 V do
id(v) := arg min
wk2W
idwk(v)
// Create mapping to lowest id from all others
init map
foreach v 2 V do
foreach wk 2W : id(v) 6= idwk(v) 6=1 do
if [ :isset(map(idwk(v))) ] _ [ map(idwk(v)) > id(v) ] then
map(idwk(v)) := id(v)
// Apply mapping to all vertices
foreach v 2 V do
while isset(map(id(v))) do
id(v) := map(id(v))
In separated subgraphs, each vertex is present in the subgraph generated for exactly one worker.
Therefore, the identiers of the separate subgraph must be adapted by merging the corresponding com-
ponents of each subgraph using the bridges between them. To implement this process, the collation
algorithm initialized the identier of each vertex with the value computed by the worker that it is as-
signed to. Like in the previous algorithm, a mapping is generated for each bridge by adding a mapping
from the higher identier to the smaller one. Again, this mapping is applied recursively to the identiers
of all vertices. The corresponding algorithm is shown in Algorithm 11.
While both algorithms solve the same problem, the complexity of their execution diers signicantly.
The collation algorithm for overlapping algorithm iterates twice over all vertices and processes the results
of each worker once per vertex. Hence, its execution complexity depends on the number of vertices and
workers and can be specied as O(jVij  jW j). In contrast, the second algorithm, designed to collate the
results from separate subgraphs, iterates twice over all vertices and once over all bridges, which connect
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Algorithm 11: Collation of the connected components metric for separate subgraphs
Data: Rwki = (id
wk); xi = (Pi; b(Gi; Pi))
begin
// Initialize id assignment with value from corresponding worker
init id
foreach wk 2W do
foreach v 2 V wki do
id(v) := idwk(v)
// Create mapping to lowest id from all others
init map
foreach fv; wg 2 b(Gi; pi) do
idmin := min(id(v); id(w))
idmax := max(id(v); id(w))
if [ :isset(map(idmax)) ] _ [ map(idmax) > idmin ] then
map(idmax) := idmin
// Apply mapping to all vertices
foreach v 2 V do
while isset(map(id(v))) do
id(v) := map(id(v))
the separate subgraphs. Therefore, its execution complexity depends on the number of vertices as well
as the size of the bridge set, i.e., O(jV j+ jb(Gi; Pi)j). Increasing the number of workers should slow down
the collation process of the rst algorithm Similarly, the second algorithm should perform slower with a
growing number of bridges. While the number of bridges highly depends on the graph's topology and
the partitioning strategy, it commonly increases with the number of workers.
6.5 Evaluation
In this Section, we evaluate pDNA, our approach for the distributed analysis of dynamic graphs. We
describe our implementation in Section 6.5.1. We introduce the datasets used for the evaluation in
Section 6.5.2, the metrics computed in Section 6.5.3, and the evaluation setup in Section 6.5.4. We give an
overview of the resulting subgraph sizes for the three types in Section 6.5.5. We evaluate the performance
of the partitioner in Section 6.5.6, the worker in Section 6.5.7, and the collator in Section 6.5.8. We discuss
the overall performance of pDNA in Section 6.5.9.
6.5.1 Implementation
We implement pDNA on top of the DNA framework presented in Chapter 4.
We provide implementations for the three subgraph types discussed in Section 6.3. We provide various
partitioning strategies sp to generate the initial partition of a graph, including hash-based, BFS-based,
and community-based partitioning (cf. Table D.1). For the assignment of new vertices to workers, we
provide various vertex assignment strategies sv, such as hash-based and round-robin assignment (cf.
Table D.2).
The collation of the results from multiple workers is implemented as as metric itself. This allows
for the automatic comparison of results with those computed in a non-distributed manner and thereby
the validation of algorithms and their implementation. We provide a list of all collators developed and
implemented to far in Table D.3.
The three components partitioner, worker, and collator use these implementations. The partitioner
reads an existing dynamic graph, generates the initial subgraphs and following batches for each worker,
and writes them all to a separate directory for each worker. A worker reads its own subgraph using
a graph and batch reader that idles until the corresponding le is written by the partitioner. Besides
the use of this specic graph and batch generator, a worker proceeds as any analysis in DNA would by
computing the corresponding properties and outputting the results. The collator also uses the regular
workow for the analysis of any dynamic graph in DNA. As it does not compute anything on a graph
itself, it simply uses generators for an empty graph as initialization and empty batches afterwards. As
a metric, it computes the corresponding collation metric, implemented as a snapshot-based metric in
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DNA. For each snapshot, the collator idles until the results of all workers and the auxiliary data are
written by workers and partitioner and reads them afterwards. Then, it collates all data and outputs
the corresponding properties of the collated metric. These three components are implemented separately
from DNA and are available in a git repository [c9].
6.5.2 Datasets
We evaluate the performance of pDNA on the analysis of three dynamic, real-world graphs. The rst
dataset (FB) models the social friendship graph of Facebook, obtained from Konect [185], the Koblenz
Network Collection[o48]. The second graph (Pnb7), is the dynamic graph obtained from an MD simulation
of para Nitro Butyrate Esterase-13 with a distance threshold of 0.7 nm as introduced in Section 5.3.3.2.
The third dynamic graph (Pnb12) is modeled from the same MD trajectory with a distance threshold of
1.2 nm. In Table 6.2, we present the basic properties of these datasets.
Name jV0j jE0j jVjT j 1j jEjT j 1j jT j jV +(B)j jE+(B)j jE (B)j
FB 736 820 63,731 817,035 997 63.24 819.49 -
Pnb7 490 1,901 490 1,932 1,000 - 79.60 79.57
Pnb12 490 7,378 490 8,142 1,000 - 288,88 288,11
Table 6.2: Basic properties of the datasets used for the evaluation of pDNA
The friendship graph FB grows over time and consists of 997 snapshots. Its initial graph contains 736
vertices connected by 820 edges. In each batch, an average of 63.24 vertices and 819.49 edges are added
to the graph. The last snapshot contains 63,731 vertices and 817,035 edges.
For the biological networks Pnb7 and Pnb12, we perform an analysis of the rst 1,000 snapshots. Both
graphs contain 490 vertices at all times whose connections constantly change. In the initial graph, Pnb7
contains 1,901 edges while the vertices of Pnb12 are connected by 7,378 edges. Over time, both graphs
densify such that they contain 1,932 and 8,142 in the last snapshot. On average, each batch of Pnb7
contains 79.60 edge additions and 79.57 edge removals. For Pnb12, an average of 288,88 edges are added
and 288,11 removed in each transition.
6.5.3 Graph Metrics
We evaluate the distributed computation of ve metrics: betweenness centrality (BC), all-pairs shortest
paths (APSP), clustering coecient (CC), weakly connected components (WC), and degree distribution
(DD). For WC, we investigate the performance for overlapping subgraphs (WCo) and separate subgraphs
(WCs). In all cases, the workers use snapshot-based algorithms for the analysis of their assigned sub-
graphs. The collator uses the algorithms that we introduced in Section 6.4.
The FB graph is considerably larger than Pnb7 and Pnb12. This results in high runtimes for the
analysis of BC and APSP. Therefore, we do not analyze the corresponding properties for all vertices of
FB. For BC, we compute the betweenness centrality for the shortest paths starting at 128 vertices (BC128).
Instead of APSP, we compute the single-source shortest paths (SSSP128) for 128 source vertices. In both
cases, the corresponding vertices are selected uniformly at random for each snapshot. Hence, the results
are not the exact values but heuristics that approximate the actual values of the corresponding metric.
In both cases, the runtime increases linearly with the number of sources (cf. Figure D.7). Therefore,
the observed runtimes for dierent numbers of workers are transferable to the exact computation for all
sources.
6.5.4 Evaluation Setup
We evaluate the computation of a metric for a dataset by concurrently starting one partitioner, jW j 2
f1; 2; 4; 8; 16; 32g workers, and one collator. For all components, we measure the wall-clock time of their
corresponding execution. For the partitioner, we split this runtime into the time to read the dataset
(Reading), create partitions, subgraphs, and batches (Processing), and writing the resulting dynamic
graphs (Writing). For workers, we present the average runtime over all workers concurrently running.
We split the total runtime into the time they wait for the subgraph's data to be written by the partitioner
(Idling), the time to actually read them (Reading), the time to apply batches to the graph (Updating), and
the actual computation time (Computing). The runtime of the collator is split into the time it waits for
the results from the workers (Idling), the time required to read them (Reading), and their actual collation
(Collating). Note that we omit the time it takes workers and collator to write their results because they
are negligible. The setup and execution scripts are available in an open-source repository [c9].
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All measurements are executed on an MB Super Micro MBD-X10DRI-T-O server with 40 Intel Xeon
E5-2630v4 cores with 2.2 GHz each running a Debian 8.6 operating system. We use the 64-bit OpenJDK
JVM version 1.7.0 111. All datasets and results are written to and read from an SSD. The runtimes for
the analysis of BC128, SSSP128, and CC for FB0, are the average of ve repetitions. All other runtimes
are the average of 20 repetitions.
6.5.5 Subgraph Characteristics
For the initial partitioning and its maintenance over time, we use a hash-based vertex assignment, as
discussed in Section 6.1. This leads to vertex groups of uniform sizes. The actual size of each subgraph's
vertex and edge sets highly depends on its respective type. The average number of vertices jV j and edges
jEj in each subgraph for the last snapshot of FB is shown in Figure 6.6.
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(b) Average number of edges jEj
Figure 6.6: Average subgraph sizes for FB, depending on the number of workers
When using only a single worker, the whole graph is taken as the single subgraph for all three types.
Hence, it contains all 63,731 vertices and 817,035 edges (cf. Figure 6.6). When using full subgraphs, all
workers obtain a full copy of the graph. Therefore, the average sizes do not change if more workers are
added (cf. Figure 6.6a). For separate subgraphs, each subgraph contains only the vertices assigned to it.
This leads to a decrease of the average number of vertices, linear in the number of workers. When using
overlapping subgraphs, the average number of vertices decreases slower with the number of workers. This
is because the overlap is also present and makes up for a part of the vertex set. The development of the
average number of edges is similar. While full subgraphs always contain all edges, overlapping subgraphs
contain far more edges than separated subgraphs (cf. Figure 6.6a). For them, the decrease is sublinear
in the number of workers
The same results can be observed for Pnb7 and Pnb12. Their corresponding subgraph sizes are shown
in Figures D.1 and D.2.
6.5.6 Performance of the Partitioner
First, we investigate the performance of the partitioner to process FB, Pnb7, and Pnb12. For each
graph, we investigate the generation of full, overlapping, and separate subgraphs. In each execution, the
partitioner reads the dynamic graph, processes it, and writes the resulting subgraphs and batches.
We expect that the runtime of reading each graph is independent of the number of workers and only
depends on the size of the dataset. When increasing the number of workers, more work has to be done
to create the subgraphs and the corresponding batches. Similarly, with more workers, more data has to
be written as a result, Therefore, we expect that the runtimes of processing and writing increases with
the number of workers.
The runtimes for reading, processing, and writing the datasets FB, Pnb7, and Pnb12 for the three
subgraph types full, overlapping, and separate are shown in Figures 6.7a to 6.7i. The runtime for reading
the three datasets diers signicantly. While the smallest graph Pnb7 is read in 1.2 s, FB requires 2 s,
and Pnb12 about 11 s. The generation of full and overlapping subgraphs takes longer when increasing
the number of works (cf. Figures 6.7a to 6.7f). In contrast, the process of generating separate subgraphs
appears to be independent of the number of workers (cf. Figures 6.7g to 6.7i). This is reasonable because
no vertex or edge is processed and assigned twice. While we process vertices and edges multiple times
for full and overlapping subgraphs, each vertex is assigned to exactly one worker and each edge either
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(d) Overlapping: FB
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(e) Overlapping: Pnb7
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(f) Overlapping: Pnb12
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(g) Separate: FB
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(h) Separate: Pnb7
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(i) Separate: Pnb12
Figure 6.7: Partitioner runtimes for generating subgraphs of dierent types
assigned to a worker or the set of bridges. For all subgraph types, the runtime of writing the resulting
subgraphs, batches, and auxiliary data increases with the number of workers.
Our measurements match our expectations. While the runtime of reading a graph only depends on
its size an structure, processing it and writing the resulting subgraphs and batches takes longer when
increasing the number of workers for overlapping and full subgraphs. The only exception is the processing
time of separte subgraph which is also independent of the number of workers.
The overall runtime of the partitioner increases with the number of workers for all subgraph types
and datasets. Thereby, the partitioning could become a bottleneck. Because workers must wait for
the partitioner to write subgraphs and batches before processing them, the increase could potentially
outweigh the performance gains expected by distributing the graphs and computational tasks among
workers.
6.5.7 Performance of the Worker
In this Section, we investigate the performance of the worker for computing any of the metrics BC or
BC128, APSP or SSSP128, CC, WCo, WCs, and DD for the three datasets FB, Pnb7, and Pnb12.
We expect that the time required for computation reduces signicantly with the number of workers for
each metric. For the small datasets Pnb7 and Pnb12 and less complex metrics like the degree distribution,
we expect that the actual computation only makes up for a small fraction of the total processing time. For
more workers, the partitioner requires more time to provide the workers with their input data. Therefore,
we expect the overall runtime of workers for small graphs and simple metrics to increase with the number
of workers as they have to idle longer before reading the input data.
For the analysis of FB, the time required for the actual computation decreases when distributing
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the work amongst more workers (cf. Figure 6.8). The only exception is WCo, where the per-worker
computation time is independent of the number of workers. For the complex metrics BC128, SSSP128,
and CC, the runtimes of waiting for the subgraph, reading it, and updating its representation is negligible.
For WCs and WCo, these runtimes are higher but still only make up for less than 20 % of the total runtime.
For DD, the time required for the actual computation is to low that an increase of the number of workers
only leads to a visible increase of the idling time because the partitioner requires more time to process
and output the subgraphs for more workers (cf. Figures 6.7d and 6.8f).
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Figure 6.8: Worker runtimes for computing the metrics for FB
For the analysis of Pnb7 or Pnb12, we observe a decrease in total runtime for the workers only for BC
and APSP (cf. Figures 6.9 and D.3). While the time required for computation decreases as the number
of workers increases for all metrics, the workers idle much longer. This idling time makes up for large
portions of the total runtime when analyzing CC, WCs, WCo, and DD with many workers.
As expected, the runtime of the workers for the actual computation of all metrics on the corresponding
subgraph decreases clearly when distributing the work among more workers. For the computation of
APSP and BC on all and CC on FB, the total runtime of workers also decreases. When analyzing less
complex metrics, the idling time grows with the number of workers, especially on the smaller graphs Pnb7
and Pnb12. In these cases, the total runtime increases when adding more workers because they all wait
for the partitioner to create their input graphs. Hence, we can decrease the total runtime of workers for
metrics where the runtime of computation outweighs the overhead of partitioning, graph reading, and
updating. In the other scenarios, the partitioner becomes a bottleneck and slows down the total runtime
of the workers.
6.5.8 Performance of the Collator
In this Section, we investigate the runtime of the collator for the analysis of all metrics for the three
datasets.
The collation of BC or BC128, APSP or SSSP128, CC, and DD is very simple (cf. Section 6.4).
Therefore, we expect their corresponding runtime to be low. The computation of BC or BC128, APSP
or SSSP128, CC at the workers is computationally expensive and we expect that the collator will spend
most of the time idling to wait for the results. When increasing the number of workers, the overlaps of
overlapping subgraphs and the number of bridges of separated subgraphs increases. Since the runtime of
collating WCo and WCs depends on their size, we expect the runtime of their collation to increase with
the number of workers.
The runtimes for the collation of BC128, SSSP128, CC, WCo, WCs, and DD of FB are shown in
Figure 6.10. The total runtime of the collator for BC128, SSSP128, and CC clearly decreases as the
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Figure 6.9: Worker runtimes for computing the metrics for Pnb12
number of workers increases. For SSSP128, the most time is spent waiting for the results computed by
the workers with very low overall time spent for reading and collating. For BC128 and CC, the list of
node values for bc, t , and t must be read for each worker. This leads to a steady increase of the reading
time as the number of workers grows and surpasses the idling time for 32 workers in both cases. For
the collation of DD, most time is spend waiting for results and reading them. This leads to an overall
increase of the total runtime of the collator for more workers. To collate WCo and WCs, the node values
idwk must be read for each worker. This leads to an increase of the reading time as the number of
workers grows. In contrast to the other metrics, the actual collation time increases for both metrics with
the number of workers. While this makes up for less than 20 % for WCo, it dominates the runtime of
collating WCs.
The collation runtimes for BC, SSSP, CC, WCo, WCs, and DD of Pnb7 and Pnb12 are shown in
Figures D.4 and D.5. Here, the measured runtimes are similar to those observed for FB. The time
required to read all the results increases with the number of workers in all cases. Together with the idle
time, it accounts for over 95 % of the overal runtime. The only exception is the collation of WCo and
WCs. Here, the runtime of the collation itself increases signicantly with the number of workers and
takes up to 40 % of the total runtime (cf. Figure D.5e).
These results comply with our expectations. The collation itself is negligible for betweenness centrality,
all-pairs shortest oaths, and clustering coecient. It only has an impact on the total runtime for weakly
connected components, where the runtime increases with the number of workers. Overall, the collator
spends most of its time either waiting for results to be generated or reading them after they are nished.
This shows that the actual task of the collator, the collation of the partial results computed by the
workers, only accounts for a small fraction of its runtime. For the collation of weakly connected compo-
nents, the collation becomes a bottleneck. Here, the use of overlapping subgraphs is clearly advantageous
over separate subgraphs.
6.5.9 Overall Performance of pDNA
As the last part of our evaluation of pDNA, we investigate the overall performance of all components.
For all datasets and metrics, we now compare the total runtimes of partitioner, workers, and collator as
presented and discussed in Sections 6.5.6 to 6.5.8.
The total runtimes of all components for the analysis of all metrics for FB are shown in Figure 6.111.
1 The collator reads the results computed by the workers and the workers read the dynamic subgraphs that are output
by the partitioner. This implies that the collator cannot nish before the last worker and no worker can nish before the
partitioner. We therefore expect the runtime of the partitioner to be below the runtime of the worker while the collator
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Figure 6.10: Collator runtimes for collating the results for FB
For the three metrics with high overall runtimes, BC128, SSSP128, and CC, we observe a steady speedup of
the overall performance when increasing the number of workers. Because of the computational complexity
of these metrics, the runtime of the workers dictates the overall performance. For the computation of
DD, the overall runtime of pDNA is highly inuenced by the partitioner. For this simple metrics, the
computation and collation is fast such that the partitioner is a bottleneck. Thereby, an increase of workers
leads to an increase of the overall runtime. For WCo and WCs, the overall runtime mainly depends on the
collator. Its runtime increases drastically with the number of workers due to the increasing complexity
of the actual collation of the results.
For Pnb7 and Pnb12, increasing the number of workers slows down the runtime analysis of CC, WCo,
WCs, and DD (cf. Figures 6.12 and D.6). In these cases, the partitioner is a bottleneck that cannot keep
up with the fast computation and collation of results. The actual distribution of graphs and computational
work creates more overhead than For BC and APSP, the overall runtime decreases when distributing the
work on more workers in the beginning but increases when using 32 workers. For these metrics, the
computation complexity is high enough to justify the overhead of distributing graph and work among a
small set of workers.
As expected, the distribution and parallelization of the analysis achieves great speedups for metrics
that have a high computational complexity. For graphs of small sizes and simple metrics, the overhead
induced by the partitioner outweighs the benet of distribution.
This shows that pDNA is a powerful tool for the distribution of complex computations for the analysis
of dynamic graphs. It achieves great speedups for larger graphs and complex metrics. For simple metrics
and small graphs, the overhead of distributing the work increases with the number of workers and is
therefore not advantageous.
should always have the highest runtime of all three components. In some cases, the collator's runtime is below the average
runtime of all workers which, in turn, appear faster than the partitioner. The reason for these unintuitive results is our
measurement setup. Each component measures the wall-clock time of its own execution. During startup, we rst start the
partitioner, followed by all workers, and nally the collator. This leads to an oset to the runtime measurements of each
component and explains the slight deviations from expected behavior in some cases.
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Figure 6.11: Runtimes of all components for the analysis of dierent metrics for FB
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Figure 6.12: Runtimes of all components the analysis of dierent metrics for Pnb12
6.6 Summary
In this Chapter, we presented parallel Dynamic Network Analysis (pDNA), a new approach for the
distributed execution of dynamic graph analysis. Existing approaches distribute only the computation
on multiple workers that all operate on the same state of the graph. Overall, pDNA consists of three
components: the partitioner, the worker, and the collator. The partitioner creates and maintains a set of
subgraphs, each one assigned to a worker. Each worker computes graph properties of interests for its own
subgraph using arbitrary approaches. The collator takes these results and collates them to the results of
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the main graph. Hence, we distribute the computation as well as the graph itself such that each worker
maintains a separate view on its own subgraph. Thereby, workers can process and analyze their part
independently of each other.
For this approach of distributing dynamic graph analysis, we identied six problems that must be
tackled (cf. Table 6.1). So far, we investigated three of them: P2, P3, and P6. We proposed three types of
subgraphs (P2 ) and developed a partitioner capable of maintaining them over time (P3 ). Furthermore,
we developed six algorithms for the collation of betweenness centrality, all-pairs shortest paths, clustering
coecient, weakly connected components, and degree distribution (P6 ). For the remaining problems,
we propose initial solutions that are commonly used in existing work. We use hash-based assignments of
vertices to workers as the initial partitioning (P1 ) and assign new vertices with the same strategy (P4 ).
For the computation of metrics at the workers, we use snapshot-based algorithms, as their corresponding
performance has already been studies intensively (P5 ).
We evaluated pDNA for the analysis of ve metrics for three datasets, a growing graph of a social
network and two instances of a constantly changing biological network. We distributed graphs and
computational work on up to 32 workers. Our results show that pDNA achieves great speedups when
increasing the number of workers for complex metrics like betweenness centrality, all-pairs shortest paths,
and clustering coecient. For simple measures like the degree distribution, the overhead of the actual
distribution exceeds the gains achieved for faster computations.
With the introduction of pDNA and our rst implementation on-top of DNA, we provide great starting
point to investigate the remaining problems in the future. We already implemented many partitioning
strategies that can be used as a basis to investigate their impact on the performance of pDNA and
test new ideas (P1 ). In addition, we also added dierent approaches for the assignment of vertices to
workers over time and thereby maintain partitions (P4 ). Furthermore, DNA provides the computation
of a large number of metrics using snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms. Thereby, it provides
all necessary tools to investigate the impact of their use in dierent scenarios (P5 ). Furthermore, DNA
includes a large number of generators for dynamic graphs of various types and sizes. Hence, it is straight-
forward to test the performance for larger graphs as well as the relation between graph type, algorithms
for metric computation, partitioning strategies, vertex assignments, and collation algorithms.
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Chapter 7
Selection of Ecient Graph Data
Structures
The selection of the data structure used to represent a list of elements has a high impact on the per-
formance of any application that maintains and accesses it. Which data structure performs best mainly
depends on the size of the represented list and the operations executed on it. In some cases, it can be
obvious to foresee that one data structure outperforms another. Unfortunately, this is only possible if
few operations are executed whose impact on the performance are easy to predict. It becomes often
infeasible in case various operations are executed on a list whose size is either unknown beforehand or
changes during execution.
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(b) Check containment of 350 elements
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(c) Combination of operations
Figure 7.1: Runtimes for dierent operations on lists of size k between 1,000 and 100,000
To illustrate this problem, consider the performance of array- and hash-based data structures for
the execution of basic operations. Adding a new element to an array is fast as it is simply stored at
a deterministic position in memory. To add an element to a hash-based data structure, its hash value
must be computed, the corresponding hash bucket must be determined, and the elements must be stored
therein. Therefore, it is expected that the addition of k elements to an empty list is faster on array-based
data structures. In Figure 7.1a, we show the runtimes of the default Java data structures ArrayList and
HashSet when adding k 2 [103; 105] elements to it. These measurements conrm the expected advantage
of array- over hash-based data structure. Contrary to this behavior, we expect that the test if an element
is contained in a list is faster on hash-based data structures. While this can be done in O(1) time in most
implementations of hash-based data structures, it requires O(k) time for array-based data structures,
where k is the list's size. In Figure 7.1b, we present the runtimes of executing 350 containment checks
on lists of size k 2 [103; 105], represented using either ArrayList or HashSet. As expected, we observe
a negligible runtime for the hash-based data structure while it increases linearly with the list size for
ArrayList. Therefore, it would be straight-forward to determine the faster data structure for adding
elements or checking containment. In case multiple operations are combined, such a recommendation is
not straight-forward any more. As an example, we show the runtimes of ArrayList and HashSet for the
execution of both operations in Figure 7.1c. For each measurement, k elements are added to an empty
list. Afterwards, the containment of 350 elements is checked. While HashSet performs better for small
list sizes, there is not a clear winner for larger lists. Obviously, this runtime behavior is even harder to
foresee in case more operations are executed, their respective frequency changes, or the list size varies
over time.
To represent a dynamic graph in memory, various lists must be represented such as V , E, and adj(v)
for each vertex (cf. Section 2.1.3). Which data structure is used for each list type has a big impact on the
runtime of graph maintenance and metric computation. Besides the addition of elements to a list and the
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containment check, various operations must be provided, e.g., removing elements, retrieving a random
element, and iterating over them. The size of these lists depends on the analyzed graph. Similarly, the
frequencies of operation calls depends on the graph's dynamics, the metrics computed, and the algorithms
used. Therefore, it is hard to select the most ecient data structure for the representation of a dynamic
graph for its analysis, even for expert programmers.
In this Chapter, we investigate approaches to determine the most ecient graph data structures for
the analysis of dynamic graphs. Thereby, we tackle the fth research question (Q5 ), posed in Section 1.1.
The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows: We dene the problem of selecting the most
ecient graph data structures for a given scenario in Section 7.1. We introduce and evaluate a compile-
time approach for the selection of ecient graph data structures in Section 7.2. In Section 7.3, we
introduce a run-time approach to solve the problem and analyze its performance. We summarize both
approaches and their analysis in Section 7.4.
7.1 Problem Statement
In this Section, we introduce and dene the problem of selecting the most ecient graph data structures
for the analysis of a dynamic graph. First, we dene the conguration of graph data structures in
Section 7.1.1. Then, we dene the set of operations that are executed on the data structures that
represent a dynamic graph in Section 7.1.2. Based on these denitions, we formulate the problem of
selecting the most ecient conguration for the analysis of a dynamic graph in Section 7.1.3.
7.1.1 Conguration of Graph Data Structures
To represent a dynamic graph in memory, various lists can be maintained. As introduced in Section 2.2.3,
we denote the set of all possible lists as Ld for directed and Lu for undirected graphs. When analyzing
a dynamic graph, we must decide on a subset Ld  Ld or Lu  Lu of lists to represent. Which lists are
chosen depends on the application scenario, i.e., the graph type and the metrics that should be computed.
Assume D to be a set of data structures. To store the graph represented by all lists l 2 L  L in
memory, a data structure d 2 D must be specied for each list l so that it can be initialized if needed.
We denote the set of all data structures that can be used to represent these lists as D. Then, we dene
a conguration of graph data structures or simply conguration as a function cfgL that assigns a data
structure to each list l 2 L, i.e.,
cfg : L! D; cfg(l) is the data structure used to store all instances of l:
Then, the set of all possible congurations for a list set L can be represented as DjLj.
7.1.2 Required Operations on Data Structures
Each data structure must provide operations to modify it and retrieve certain information. To create
and maintain a list, it must provide means to be initialized (init), add elements to it (add), and remove
existing elements (rem). This allows for the initialization of the graph and its subsequent modications
as described in Section 2.4. To execute an analysis as described in Section 2.5, a data structure must also
provide operations to fetch a specic element using a unique identier (get) or iterate over all elements
(iter). Often, it is also necessary to retrieve a random element from a list (rand), determine its cardinality
(size), or determine if a specied element is contained in the list (cont).
The execution of add, rem, and get can be successful or fail depending on the current state of the
list. Likewise, the execution of cont can return true or false. For example, adding vertex v to V fails in
case it already exists while the removal of e from E is successful in case the edge exists. Similarly, the
result of a contains operation can be true or false, also considered as success or failure.
The execution time of an operation diers signicantly between dierent data structures. In addition,
it highly depends on the elements type tv or te stored in a list. Furthermore, dierent runtimes can be
observed if an operation fails compared to a successful execution, even for the same data structure and
element type. While add, rem, get, cont can either fail or be successful, this distinction is not necessary
for size, iter, and rand.
Therefore, we distinguish between successful (s) and failed (f) execution of add, rem, get, and cont.
Hence, we consider a set O of 12 dierent operations that can be executed on a list of any type:
O := finit; adds; addf ; rems; remf ; gets; getf ; iter; rand; size; conts; contfg:
In the following, we assume D to contains all data structures that implement all required operations
o 2 O for both element types tv and te.
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7.1.3 Problem Denition
We consider the problems of nding the most ecient conguration of graph data structures for repre-
senting a dynamic graph during its analysis. Assume some scenario (G;M; T ) consisting of a dynamic
graph G, a set of metrics M , and a list of timestamps T . In addition, a set of all lists that should be
represented is given as L.
Then, we must nd the most ecient conguration cfgL : L ! D, such that the initialization and
maintenance of G as well as the computation of all metrics m 2M for all timestamps t 2 T is faster than
any other conguration cfg0 2 DjLj.
7.2 Compile-time Selection of Ecient Data Structures
In this Section, we present and evaluate a compile-time approach for the selection of ecient data struc-
tures for the analysis of dynamic graphs. We describe the compile-time approach in Section 7.2.1 and
discuss benchmarking results for dierent data structures in Section 7.2.2. We present proling results for
the computation of metrics and the adaptation of the graph in Section 7.2.3. We evaluate the approach
on two real-world datasets in Section 7.2.4 and summarize the results in Section 7.2.5.
7.2.1 Compile-time Approach
Our compile-approach for selecting the optimal graph data structures for dynamic graph analysis is based
on the assumption that workload and characteristics of the dynamic graph do not change drastically over
time. We refer to such a workload as constant and call a workload non-constant in case access patterns
or list sizes change signicantly over time. In this case, we can estimate the workload for the complete
analysis based on the rst snapshots and determine the best conguration.
To understand and estimate the performance of data structures when executing specic operations,
we benchmark them beforehand. This preparation phase must be executed only once for a platform
where the application should be executed.
Instrumentation Execution Profiling Analysis Re-Compilation
————
————
————
————
————
————
————
————
————
————
Compile-time Approach
BenchmarkingPreparation ed,t,o(s)
$ . cfg⇤L cfg⇤L
Figure 7.2: Compile-time optimization of data structures for dynamic graph analysis
An overview of our compile-time approach is given in Figure 7.2. It consists of ve components:
Instrumentation, Execution, Proling, Analysis, and Re-Compilation. First, a given application is in-
strumented to enable proling. Second, it is executed for some batches to record access statistics for all
lists. Third, these access statistics are aggregated by the proling component. Fourth, these statistics are
analyzed using the runtime estimations obtained during benchmarking to recommend the most ecient
conguration. Fifth and nally, the program is re-compiled to use the recommended conguration.
Benchmarking
The runtime of executing an operation o 2 O on a list l 2 L depends on the element type t(l) 2 T , the data
structure d 2 D used to implement the list, and its size s(l) 2 N+. To estimate this runtime, we perform
measurements for data structures and element types with all operations and list sizes s 2 [1; smax]. As a
result, we obtain a set of measurements for each list size s: md;t;o : [1; smax]! Rk.
To obtain an estimation function ed;t;o from the runtime measurements md;t;o, we use the non-linear
least-squares (NLLS) Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (LMA) [194, 212], a well-known and robust curve
tting approach. We use an implementation provided by Gnuplot [o26] to t the following functions:
f1(x) = a+ b  x+ c  x2
f2(x) = a+ b  log(x)
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We chose these functions to reect the complexity classes O(1), O(s), O(s2), and O(log(s)) of the oper-
ations on dierent data structures. We t f1 and f2 via the median value and the standard deviation of
the data points in md;t;o and select the function with the smallest error as ed;t;o.
Instrumentation, Execution, and Proling
Two actions are performed during the analysis of a dynamic graph: graph modication and metric
computation. Graph modication means that the in-memory representation is changed to reect the
updates that occur in the graph over time, i.e., add and rem. For the computation of metrics, read
operations like iter, size, and contains are executed on certain lists depending on metrics and algorithms.
In the rst part of our approach, we instrument a given application such that these accesses to data
structures can be recorded (Instrumentation). Then we execute the instrumented application for some
batches (Execution) and aggregate the recorded access statistics for each list l and o as cl : O ! N
(Proling). We refer to cl as operation counts. In addition, we record the average size of all instances of
list l as sl. For example, cV (add) records how many elements have been added to V and sadj denotes the
average size of all adjacency lists adj.
Analysis and Re-Compilation
The Analysis component takes as input operation counts cl and average size sl for all lists l generated
during proling. From that, we estimate the runtime of any data structure d asX
o2O
cl(o)  ed;t(l);o(sl):
Then, the most ecient data structure d 2 D for executing cl for sl can be estimated by
d(cl; sl) := arg min
d2D
X
o2O
cl(o)  ed;t(l);o(sl):
Hence, the most ecient conguration for all lists l can be estimated as
cfgL(l) := d
(cl; sl); l 2 L:
As a result, the analysis components returns the conguration cfgL which was estimated to be the
most ecient for executing the operation counts for the given list sizes. Finally, we re-compile the
application to use cfgL.
7.2.2 Benchmarking Results
We perform a measurement study of Java data structures to obtain md;tv;o(s) and md;te;o(s) for sizes
s 2 [1; 105], and seven data structures that provide the required operations: Array (A), ArrayList
(AL), HashArrayList (HAL), HashMap (HM), HashSet (HS), HashTable (HT), and LinkedList (LL),
i.e., D = fA; AL; HAL; HM; HS; HT; LLg. HashArrayList is an implementation that stores all ele-
ments simultaneously in a HashSet and an ArrayList to take advantage of their respective performance
for dierent operations as proposed by Xu [333]. For the other data structures, we used the default Java
implementations.
All measurements are executed on an HP ProLiant DL585 G7 server running a Debian operating
system with 64 2.6GHz AMD OpteronTM 6282SE processors. We guarantee that no more than 60
processes are running during the evaluation executed using a 64-bit JVM version 1.7. Our implementation
of the benchmarking phase is available as an open-source repository [c8].
We use basic implementations of vertices and edges and repeated all measurements 50 times. A vertex
v is identied by a unique index id(v). An edge e = (v; w) is identied by a 32-bit (int) hash computed
from the indexes of the connected vertices, i.e., h(e) := (id(v) + id(w)  216) mod 32. Selected results for
md;tv;o and ed;te;o with s 2 [1; 100] are given in Figure 7.3. We present measurements for all operations
in Appendices C.1 and C.2. As examples, we list the estimation functions for gets and getf in Table 7.1.
The fastest data structure for each operation and list sizes between 10 and 100,000 based on our
estimation functions is given in Table 7.2. The runtime for certain operations diers greatly for data
structures and list sizes. For example, Array is the fastest data structure for testing the existence of an
edge for small list sizes (s = 10) while HashSet or HashArrayList are the better choice for larger lists.
Adding an edge to a list of sizes 10 or 100 is fastest for ArrayList while hash-based data structures should
be preferred for larger lists.
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Figure 7.3: Selected runtime estimations (tted functions ed;t;o with median of 50 measurements md;t;o)
for list sizes s 2 [1; 100]
For storing vertices, Array and HashArrayList appear to be the fastest data structures overall (cf.
Table 7.2). They perform best for most operations and list sizes.
When storing edges, Array and ArrayList are only fast for small lists of size 10. As the lists grow,
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t d ed;t;gets(x) ed;t;getf (x)
tv
Array 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2
ArrayList 24:49 + 1:41  x  0:01  x2 41:09 + 1:82  x+ 0:04  x2
HashArrayList 47:58 + 0:18  x  0:00  x2 60:36 + 3:23  x  0:00  x2
HashMap 73:57 + 0:93  x  0:00  x2 57:48 + 15:46  log(x)
HashSet 56:20 + 40:23  x  0:18  x2 54:05 + 40:99  x  0:17  x2
HashTable 153:87 + 18:14  log(x) 98:70 + 19:96  log(x)
LinkedList 39:80 + 0:24  x  0:00  x2 26:28 + 14:04  x+ 0:22  x2
te
Array 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
ArrayList 23:49 + 3:65  x  0:00  x2 29:81 + 3:63  x  0:00  x2
HashArrayList 51:42 + 5:26  x  0:02  x2 53:08 + 4:77  x  0:02  x2
HashMap 371:51 + 1:38  x  0:00  x2 357:04 + 1:44  x  0:00  x2
HashSet 33:45 + 15:87  x  0:04  x2 69:20 + 34:08  x+ 0:01  x2
HashTable 442:95 + 2:09  x  0:01  x2 407:83 + 5:01  x  0:04  x2
LinkedList 31:36 + 11:18  x+ 0:10  x2 35:44 + 10:59  x+ 0:11  x2
Table 7.1: Estimation functions of gets and getf depending on data structure and element type
v e
o 101 102 103 104 105 101 102 103 104 105
init LL LL LL LL LL LL LL LL LL LL
adds AL HS HAL HAL HS AL AL HS HT HT
addf A A A HS A A HS HS HS HS
rems A A A A A A A HS HM HM
remf A A A A A AL HS HS HS HM
gets A LL A A LL A HAL LL HM HT
getf A A A A A A HAL LL HM HM
iter AL HAL HAL HAL LL AL HAL LL LL A
rand A HAL A A A AL HAL A A HAL
size A LL A A A A A A A HAL
conts A A A A LL A HS HS HAL HS
contf A A A A HS A HS LL HM HS
A = Array, AL = ArrayList, HAL = HashArrayList
HM = HashMap, HS = HashSet, HT = HashTable, LL = LinkedList
Table 7.2: Fastest data structure according to our estimation for dierent list sizes
the fastest data structure depends on the respective operation and even changes again the more the lists
grow (cf. Table 7.2). For example, HashSet and HashTable perform best when executing adds on lists of
size  1,000 while ArrayList is fastest for lists of size 10 and 100.
The reason for the dierence in performance when storing vertices or edges lies in the identication
of elements. Vertices are identied by a unique identier which can simply be used as the index of
Array, ArrayList, or HashArrayList. Therefore, performing contains or get operations translates to a
simple lookup at a deterministic location in memory. In contrast, hash-based data structures perform
the overhead of looking up this identier in the corresponding hash table and potentially determining its
location in memory. Edges are identied by a hash computed from the two unique indexes of the adjacent
vertices. Their lookup in an array-based data structure is time consuming since the complete list has
to be scanned. Representing all possible indexes of an edge list in an array-based data structure would
require each list to map all possible hash values, and hence, always be of size 232 which is infeasible.
While the lookup in array-based data structures is still faster for small lists, hash-based data structures
are faster for larger lists as they only need to check for the respective hash in their hash table.
From these results, we assume that Array, ArrayList, or HashArrayList should be recommended for
storing vertices. Similarly, we see that for storing small edge lists, array-based data structures should
be recommended as well. For larger edge lists with more than 100 elements, there is not a single data
structure which appears best. Hash-based data structure perform better than Array and ArrayList but
which one depends on the combination and count of the performed operations.
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7.2.3 Proling Results
We instrument the graph maintenance component of DNA, to record cl and sl for all lists l 2 L during
graph modication and metric computation using AspectJ [175]. In the following, we present such results
generated using the proling component. With these operation counts and average list sizes, we can
perform an analysis to estimate the most ecient conguration.
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(b) Non-constant workload
Figure 7.4: Operation counts for graph modication (o 2 finit; adds; size; contf ; gets; remsg)
First, we compare cl for two dierent workload types of dynamic graphs: constant and non-constant
workload. We refer to a workload as constant in case the list sizes and operation counts do not change
signicantly over time. In the example shown in Figure 7.4a, batches only consist of a similar amount
of edge removals and additions. Such a workload is characterized by an equal number of additions and
removals to E and adj without additions to V . We consider a workload as non-constant in case the list
sizes or operation counts change over time. Such a workload is produced when growing a graph, i.e.,
adding new vertices and further interconnecting them (cf. Figure 7.4b). This workload is reected by
add operations on V , E, and adj but not a single removal.
Second, we observe cl during the computation of seven metrics on an instance of a dynamic graph:
degree distribution (DD), connected components (C ), assortativity (ASS ), clustering coecient (CC ),
rich-club connectivity (RCC ), all-pairs shortest paths (SP ), and betweenness centrality (BC ). We select
these metrics to cover all operations and their combinations commonly found in graph analysis. To
compute the degree distribution of a graph, an algorithm iterates once over V and determines the degree
of each vertex using the size operation of its adjacency list adj (cf. Figure 7.5a). Similar operation counts
can be observed for the rich-club connectivity (cf. Figure 7.5e) with the dierence that the iteration is
performed over E instead of V . To determine the connected components of a graph, a breadth-rst search
is performed by iterating over V and the adjacency lists adj (cf. Figure 7.5b). All-pairs-shortest paths
and betweenness centrality are computed by performing similar operations from every vertex resulting
in a higher count (cf. Figures 7.5f and 7.5g). Computing the clustering coecient of a graph implies an
iteration over all vertices and iterations over all adjacency lists adj (cf. Figure 7.5d). On these adjacency
lists, contains operations are executed to check which neighbors of a vertex are connected to each other.
Some of these operations fail, others are successful.
During the proling phase, executed for each program at the beginning of our compile-time approach,
the counts for graph modication as well as metric computation are recorded and used as basis for the
recommendation.
7.2.4 Evaluation
In this Section, we evaluate our compile-time approach on the analysis of two real-world dynamic graphs:
one that produces a constant workload (MD) and a second one that generates a non-constant workload
(FB). Our analysis scripts for performing the evaluation are available as an open-source repository [c7].
Datasets
MD is the dynamic graph obtained from a molecular dynamics simulation of an enzyme, the para Nitro
Butyrate Esterase-13 [s12]. The initial graph consists of 491 vertices representing the residues of the
enzyme and 1,904 edges. Edges exists between two vertices in case their Euclidean distance is shorter
than 7A. During the simulation, a total of 20,000 snapshots were taken. On average, each batch consists
of 70 edge additions and 70 edge removals resulting in a constant workload (cf. Figure 7.6a).
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(a) Degree distribution
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(b) Connected components
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(d) Clustering Coecient
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(e) Rich-club connectivity
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(f) All-pairs shortest paths
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(g) Betweenness Centrality
Figure 7.5: Operation counts for metric computation (o 2 fsize; iter; conts; contfg)
The FB dataset is a friendship graph of Facebook taken from Konect [185], the Koblenz Network
Collection [o48]. It represents users and their friendship relations as a list of edges sorted by the timestamp
they appeared [o14]. We take the initial graph consisting of the rst 1,000 edges and 898 vertices. With
each batch, the next 100 edges and corresponding vertices are added creating a non-constant workload.
After 200 batches, the graph consists of 11,941 vertices and 21,000 edges (cf. Figure 7.6b).
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(a) MD (constant workload)
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(b) FB (non-constant workload)
Figure 7.6: Dataset statistics (development of jV j and jEj over time)
For both datasets, we create the initial graph and apply the rst 20 batches. After the application of
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each batch, one of the following metrics was computed: DD, C, RCC, ASS, SP, CC, or BC. Based on the
operation counts cl of the 20 batch applications and metric computations, we determine the recommended
data structures for V , E, and adj.
Then, we perform the same computation with the recommended data structures, as well as congura-
tions where V , E, and adj are all using Array, ArrayList, HashArrayList, HashMap, HashSet, HashTable,
or LinkedList, referred to as basic congurations. In total, we compute the properties of MD for all 20,000
states and the properties of FB for 201 states. For comparison, we compute the runtime of all seven
congurations relative the congurations recommended by out approach. All results presented here are
the median speedup of 50 repetitions.
Constant Workload
For MD, our approach recommends the use of HashMap for E for all metrics (cf. Table 7.3). It recom-
mended to use either Array or ArrayList for adj and Array or HashArrayList for V . Since the dataset
creates a constant workload, we expect that our recommendation is applicable and therefore well-suited
for the analysis of the complete dataset.
Metric
Constant workload (MD) Non-constant workload (FB)
V E adj V E adj
All-pairs shortest paths A HM AL HAL HAL LL
Assortativity A HM A HAL HAL A
Betweenness centrality HAL HM AL LL HAL LL
Clustering coecient A HM A HAL HAL AL
Degree distribution A HM A HAL HAL AL
Rich-club connectivity A HM AL HAL HAL AL
Connected components A HM AL HAL HAL AL
Table 7.3: Recommendations for V , E, and adj depending on workload and computed metric
The relative speedup of our recommended congurations over all seven basic congurations is given
in Figure 7.7. Our recommended data structures achieve a speedup up to 5:4 and always outperform
the basic congurations. The relative performance is very similar when computing degree distribution,
connected components, and assortativity. This is most probably because these three metrics have a
similar access pattern to the graph (cf. Figures 7.5a to 7.5c). For the other metrics (CC, RCC, SP, and
BC ), the relative speedup greatly diers with no basic conguration outperforming the others.
Non-constant Workload
After proling for the rst 20 batches of FB, our approach recommends the use of HashArrayList for
representing E for all metrics. With a single exception, the same data structure is recommended for V
while the use of either Array, ArrayList, or LinkedList is proposed for adj. We consider this workload to
be non-constant because the sizes of V and E increase with each batch. We expect that this signicant
change in list sizes renders the initial proling meaningless for the far longer running analyses of all
200 batches. Based on the proling during the rst twenty batches, we assume a total number of
1; 000 + 20  100 = 3; 000 edges as input of our analysis. But after 200 batches, E grows to a total
of 21; 000 elements, 7 more than the list size we assume based on our initial proling. Therefore, we
expect that the recommendations generated by our approach are not always the best choice throughout
an analysis and can be outperformed by the other congurations.
The relative speedup for the analysis of FB for all metrics is shown in Figure 7.8. Note that the speedup
for LinkedList lies between 7.5 and 245 for computing DD, C, ASS, and CC and is truncated in these
plots. As for the constant workload, the relative speedups for computing degree distribution, connected
components, and assortativity are similar. For all metrics, there is at least one standard conguration
that closely matches the runtime of the recommended data structures. When computing all-pairs shortest
paths, the standard congurations with Array and ArrayList outperform our recommendations with only
80% of the total runtime.
7.2.5 Summary of the compile-time approach
The fact that our recommended congurations outperform all other tested combinations for MD suggests
that our estimation of the actual runtime based on ed;t;o is accurate and the recommendation valid for
all subsequent batches. We have shown that our compile-time approach achieves speedups over basic
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Figure 7.7: Speedup of compile-time approach (for analysis of constant workload (MD))
congurations in case of a constant workload. These recommendations are based on a short proling
phase and the results independent of the duration of the analysis afterwards.
In contrast, our evaluation has shown that our compile-time approach is not always able to accelerate
the analysis for all metrics when applying a non-constant workload (FB ). We assume that this is because
of the increase of list sizes over the complete analysis period which also aects the operation counts.
Hence, we conclude that our compile-time approach is well suited for constant but not for non-constant
workloads. Therefore, we propose a run-time approach in the next Section. It analyzes the workload
during the execution of an application and exchanges data structures accordingly to account for changes
in list sizes and operation counts over time.
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Figure 7.8: Speedup of compile-time approach (for analysis of non-constant workload (FB))
7.3 Run-time Selection of Ecient Data Structures
In this Section, we present a run-time approach for the selection of ecient data structures for the analysis
of dynamic graphs. We describe the run-time approach and its components in Section 7.3.1 and analyze
its performance in Section 7.3.2. We summarize the insights gained from the analysis in Section 7.3.3.
7.3.1 Run-time Approach
For our run-time approach, we assume that the workload (i.e., list sizes or operation counts) of an appli-
cation changes drastically over time. This happens if the type of dynamics change over time or the graph
type shifts, e.g., from a random graph with a normal degree distribution to a scale-free graph with a dgree
distribution that follows a power-law. In such a case, there is not a single data structure conguration
which performs best throughout the complete execution and it would be necessary to continually change
the data structures during execution for optimal performance. Based on this assumption, we propose
an approach to monitor the list sizes and operation counts at run-time, use that information to make
regular recommendations for the best conguration for the current workload, and nally exchange the
data structures used to represent the dynamic graph in memory.
Our approach for the run-time optimization of graph data structures consists of ve components,
shown in Figure 7.9: Instrumentation, Execution, Proling, Analysis, and Hot Swap.
The Instrumentation component adds capabilities to the program to record the access statistics and
list sizes during execution and perform an exchange of data structures if required. Like in our compile-
time approach, the Proling component regularly generates operation counts and average list sizes. The
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Analysis component takes these statistics as well as the cost functions generated during the benchmarking
phase as input to recommend a conguration. In case this recommendation diers from the currently
used conguration, the Hot Swap component replaces the lists in memory with new instances of the
recommended data structure. Afterwards, the execution of the program is continued.
Instrumentation Execution Profiling Analysis
————
————
————
————
————
Run-time Approach
Hot Swap
!
!
yes
no
Benchmarking
Preparation
ed,t,o(s)
$ . cfg⇤L
cfg⇤L
cfgL
cfg⇤L
cfgL
Figure 7.9: Run-time optimization of data structures for dynamic graph analysis
Hot Swap
In our compile-time approach, the recommended data structures are assigned to the respective lists
and the program is re-compiled. In the run-time approach, these changes must be applied during the
execution of the program. In case a new recommendation appears more ecient than the current one, we
pause the execution and exchange the current data structures for the recommended ones. To exchange
a data structure, we create new instances of the recommended data structure and ll them with the
elements representing the current state of the graph. Afterwards, we update all references that point to
the respective list.
7.3.2 Performance analysis
To analyze the performance of our run-time approach, we generate a synthetic workload where the
operations executed on V and E as well as their sizes change over time to investigate how our approach
performs compared to basic conguration for highly dynamic scenarios. We execute this workload for
each of the 7 basic data structure congurations we used before and for our run-time approach. The
run-time approach always begins execution using Array as the data structure for all lists. For each
execution, we measure the runtime of processing the workload as well as the overhead of recommending
data structures and exchanging them.
Workload and Execution
To understand the characteristics of the performance in detail, we designed a synthetic workload. It
consists of 4 separate steps, each of which is applied rst to V and then E, resulting in a total of 8
dierent operations on the data structures:
1. cont:V, cont:E - 100,000 contains operations of random elements
2. get:V, get:E - 100,000 get operations of random elements
3. iter:V, iter:E - 10,000 iterations over all elements
4. add:V, add:E - 1,000 additions of new elements
Each of these individual operations is performed 10 times before moving on to the next, forming a round
consisting of 80 operations. We execute 4 such rounds, leading to a total of 320 separate operations.
We start such an execution with a random graph consisting of 10,000 vertices and edges. Then, we
apply add:V and add:E 10 times at the end of each round, leading to a nal list size of 50,000 elements
once the workload has nished executing (cf. Figure 7.10).
All runtimes shown in the following are the average of 50 repetitions.
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Figure 7.10: List sizes (development of jV j and jEj during application of the synthetic workload)
Basic Congurations
The runtimes for executing a single round of the workload using the seven basic congurations are shown
in Figure 7.11a.
As the sizes of V and E do not change during the execution of cont, get, and iter, their runtimes only
depend on the data structure used but remain similar for all repetitions. In contrast, each application of
add:V and add:E increases the respective list size by 1,000 leading to an increase in their runtime with
each repetition.
As indicated by our benchmarks, array-based data structures (Array, ArrayList, HashArrayList)
are most ecient for the execution of cont:V, get:V, and iter:V. For add:V, hash-based data structures
(HashArrayList, HashSet, HashTable) perform best.
For operations executed on E, the results are more diverse: While HashArrayList, HashMap, and
HashSet are the best choices when executing cont:E, HashMap is the fastest data structure for obtaining
elements (get:E ). When executing iter:E, ArrayList performs best. When adding elements, all hash-based
data structures (HashArrayList, HashMap, HashSet, HashTable) outperform the others.
HashArrayList always performs well when either HashSet or ArrayList do so. This is expected because
HashArrayList takes advantage of their respective benets to execute these operations and shows the
usefulness of this combined data structure.
Run-time approach
The best data structure for the execution of an operation depends on the element type and its size.
Therefore, the data structures recommended by the analysis component of our run-time approach should
change accordingly as the synthetic workload is executed. These recommendations, depending on opera-
tion, element type, and size are shown in Table 7.4.
list size cont:V get:V iter:V add:V cont:E get:E iter:E add:E
10k A A AL HS HAL HM AL HS
20k A A AL HS HS HM AL HS, HM
30k A A AL HS HS HM A HM
40k A A AL HS HS HM A HM
Table 7.4: Recommended data structures (for workload and set size, underlined: swap required)
Our approach correctly recommends the data structure which ran the fastest during the execution
using the basic congurations (cf. Figure 7.11a): For all investigated list sizes, Array is recommended
for the execution of cont:V and get:V. When executing get:V, ArrayList is proposed and HashSet for
adding vertices (add:V ). When obtaining elements from E (get:E ), HashMap is recommended for all sizes.
For the execution of cont:E, HashArrayList is recommended for list sizes below 20,000 while HashSet is
selected for larger ones. Similarly, Array is recommended for executing iter:E on lists with 30,000 and
more elements but ArrayList for smaller ones. When executing add:E, the recommendation changes
during the second round: HashSet is recommended for jEj  21,000 and HashMap for larger ones.
The runtimes of our run-time approach (denoted as RT ) for executing a single round of this workload
are shown in Figure 7.11b. Our approach achieves runtimes consistent with the expectation of following
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Figure 7.11: Workload runtimes (execution of synthetic (non-constant) workload, round 3)
our recommendation of the fastest basic conguration (cf. Figure 7.11a). The only anomaly introduced
in the run-time approach are spikes that can occur on the rst execution of each operation batch. The
reason for this behavior is that we have to execute a new operation at least once on the old data structure
before we can recognize that swapping the data structure would be benecial. For example, take the
execution of get:E : During the rst execution of this operation, E is still stored in HashSet, the best choice
for the previously executed cont:E. During this rst execution, the accessed operations are recorded by
the proling component and used by the analysis component to recommend a data structure that is best
suited for this new workload. Afterwards, the hot swap component replaces these data structures with
the recommended ones which leads to the performance improvement for the following executions.
When using our run-time approach, overhead is produced by the recommendation of data structures
and the regular execution of the hot swap component. The cumulative overhead of these two operations
for all 4 runs is shown in Figure 7.12. At a total execution time using our run-time approach of 821:24sec,
this overhead accounts for 6; 11%. The overhead is composed of the time for recommending data structures
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Figure 7.12: Overhead of run-time approach (consisting of hotswap and recommendation)
(18:82sec, 2:29%) and hot swap (31:38sec, 3:82%).
Comparison
For the synthetic workload, our approach, including its overhead, achieves a speedup over all basic
congurations (cf. Figure 7.13). The fastest runtime of a basic conguration is achieved by HashArrayList
with a speedup of 1:12. This is not surprising as this data structure combines the benets of HashSet
and ArrayList both of which are also recommended by our approach. The highest speedup of 7:34 is
achieved in comparison to the basic conguration using HashSet for all lists.
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Figure 7.13: Speedup of run-time approach (for application of synthetic workload, 4 rounds)
7.3.3 Summary of the Run-time Approach
In this Section, we presented a run-time approach for recommending and exchanging the data structures
used to represent a dynamic graph in memory. We evaluated our approach using a synthetic, regularly
changing workload. Our approach outperformed basic congurations by up to 7:34. This shows that
in scenarios where the workload behavior changes over time, our approach has the potential to achieve
signicant performance improvements for the analysis of dynamic graphs.
7.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we considered the problem of nding the most ecient data structures for representing
a graph for the application of dynamic graph analysis.
We proposed a compile-time approach for optimizing these data structures. As a case study, we
performed a measurement study of seven data structures, tted estimation functions from the results,
implemented our approach on top of DNA, and evaluated it using real-world datasets. Our results show
that our optimization achieves speedups of up to 5:4 over basic congurations on real-world datasets.
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The data structure conguration proposed by our approach outperformed all seven default congura-
tions for the computation of all metrics for a constant workload. For non-constant workloads, we achieved
speedups in many but not all cases. Thereby, our approach is well-suited for improving the analysis of
dynamic graphs with a constant workload but not capable of adapting to the drastic changes of list sizes
that can occur in non-constant workloads.
To close this gap, we developed a new run-time based approach for the adaptation of graph data
structures during the execution of an application. We analyzed the performance of our approach using a
synthetic workload designed to capture most operations and generate a non-constant workload. In this
scenario, our approach performed as expected and achieved speedups over basic conguration of up to
7:3.
Chapter 8
Use Cases
In this Chapter, we present three use cases for the analysis of real-world dynamic systems from the areas
of social, computer, and biological networks. In all cases, we model a given system as a dynamic graph,
analyze it, and interpret the results.
First, we analyze the properties of the PGP Web of Trust (WoT) in Section 8.1. Based on our insights,
we develop two models for generating synthetic WoT graphs and evaluate them against existing models.
Second, we present and evaluate a new graph-based Intrusion Detection System (gIDS) in Section 8.2.
Here, we model recorded network trac as dynamic graphs annotated with the occurrence of attacks.
We use the results from their analysis as features to learn models for the detection of intrusions. Third,
we apply our approach to the analysis of Molecular Dynamics simulations of SPC/E water and an
enzyme in Section 8.3. In this use case, we generate dynamic graphs using the unit-sphere model from
MD trajectories that record the positions of the simulated atoms over time. Finally, we summarize our
insights into the graph-based analysis of real-world dynamic systems in Section 8.4.
8.1 Growing a Web of Trust
Trust between users of a system is often represented as a trust graph called the Web of Trust (WoT).
Users are represented as vertices and their trust relations are indicated by edges between them. Using
such a WoT, users can decide who they trust based on various metrics like, e.g., their distance in the
WoT, the number of disjunct paths between them, or the degree of the respective vertex. WoT instances
are required for the development and evaluation of such trust metrics [61, 281]. They are also used to
model trust in many dierent elds including ad-hoc networks [253, 299], the semantic web [126, 125], and
opportunistic networks [306]. Furthermore, WoTs have been used as the topology for evaluating routing
algorithms in social [214] and Friend-to-Friend networks [143] and as the foundation for self-certifying
names in fragmented mobile networks [281].
Real-world WoTs are only available in small sizes with less than 60,000 vertices. Hence, the evaluation
of the aforementioned systems based on a WoT can only be done for a strictly limited number of users.
Since it is not feasible to create larger trust networks from surveys or other systems, a model is required
to generate WoT graphs of arbitrary sizes. Such a model enables the research in areas like trust-metrics,
opportunistic networks, and Friend-to-Friend networks to scale to arbitrary sizes without resorting to the
use of unrealistic trust graphs.
When creating such a WoT model, we need to consider the properties it must possess. First, a WoT
model should create graphs with degree distributions similar to those of real-world WoTs. Since people
appear more trustworthy in case many others trust them, it is crucial to correctly map this property. In
addition, a model should correctly reect the extent to which users trust each other in contrast to one-way
trust relations. Second, the shortest path length distribution of real-world WoTs indicates the fractions of
trusted users, depending on a distance threshold. It is crucial for a model to correctly reect the distances
between vertices, especially for the development of meaningful trust metrics and routing applications.
Third, the clustering coecient of generated graphs should be close to the number of connected neighbors
in a WoT. It reects the fraction of triangular trust relationships between neighboring users. Mapping this
property correctly ensures that realistic connections between trusted users are created. Other properties
like rich-club coecient, community structure, and motif frequencies can be analyzed. We consider these
properties but focus on the development of a realistic WoT model that achieves degree distribution,
shortest path length distribution, and clustering coecients close to real-world trust graphs.
A well-known WoT is the certicate graph of Pretty Good Privacy (PGP). PGP is a popular public-
key cryptography system for the encryption and authentication of email communication [350, 3]. Instead
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of relying on a central authority to sign user certicates, users sign each other's certicates to gain and
express trust. This concept can be modeled as a graph, the PGP WoT. Each user is modeled as a
vertex and each signature is represented as an edge from singer to signee. Commonly, the PGP WoT
only refers to the largest strongly connected component of the PGP certicate graph. Its size, degree
distribution, and shortest paths length as well as the development of these properties over time have
been studied [o4]. Other works extend the analysis by investigating the development of the clustering
coecient [315, 310] and the community structure of the graph [310]. So far, rich-club coecient, motif
signature, and bidirectionality of the PGP WoT have never been investigated.
To close this gap, we develop new models for generating realistic WoT graphs. We analyze a small
instance of the PGP WoT in Section 8.1.1 to understand and showcase the properties of a WoT. We
derive generative principles from these insights for the design of a WoT model. In Section 8.1.2, we
discuss existing graph models and their applicability to the generation of WoT graphs. We develop and
introduce two models for generating WoT graphs in Sections 8.1.3 and 8.1.4, which are based on the
derived generative principles. In Section 8.1.5, we evaluate the capabilities of existing graph models
and our newly developed models to generate larger WoT graphs. We summarize our contribution in
Section 8.1.6.
8.1.1 Analysis of the PGP WoT
In this Section, we analyze an instance of the PGP WoT to understand the properties of a WoT. We
formulate basic insights from these properties and derive generative principles for modeling a WoT.
Properties of the PGP WoT
On February 25th, 2005, the PGP WoT consisted of 25,487 vertices connected by 230,455 edges, i.e.,
an averae degree of 18.08. We refer to this instance as WoT25k and present its properties in Table 8.1
and Figure 8.1. The degree distribution follows a power-law: 20% of vertices have a degree of 2 while
the maximum degree is 1,368 (cf. Figure 8.1a). We performed an ordinary least squares estimation
on the logarithmized frequencies and obtained a power-law exponent of 1.69. 52% of all edges are
bidirectional and 86% of the vertices with the minimum degree of 2 have a single bidirectional instead of
two unidirectional edges. We dene the bidirectionality of a graph as the fraction of bidirectional edges
in E, i.e., dbid := jfe 2 E : e 1 2 Egj  jEj 1. Because of the graph's strong connectivity, each vertex has
at least one incoming and one outgoing connection.
Size jV j = 25; 487 jEj = 230; 445
Degree
dmin = 2 dexp  1.69
davg  18.08 dbid  0.52
dmax = 1,368 dbid;2  0.86
Shortest path length
splavg  5.99 splmax = 25
splmed = 6.00 spl90% = 8
Clustering cc  0.37 t  0.39
Community size
cavg  6.01 ccount = 4,238
cmax = 173 cexp  2.0677
Rich-club coecient rcc(10) = 0.72 rcc(100) = 0.41
Table 8.1: Basic properties of WoT25k, the analyzed instance of the PGP WoT
Transitivity and clustering coecient are both high with values of 0.39 and 0.37 respectively. This
means that about 40% of all possible connections between neighbors of a vertex exist. Hence, neighbor-
hoods in the PGP WoT are even more densely interconnected than in many other social networks.
Since the PGP WoT is strongly connected, there exists a path between any two vertices. The graph
has short average path lengths of 5.99 and a median path length of 6. While the graph has a high
diameter of 25, 90% of all shortest paths have a length of 8 or less (cf. Figure 8.1b). This indicates that
the PGP WoT, like many social networks, exhibits the small-world phenomenon, often explained by the
observed power-law degree distribution and a set of well-connected, central vertices with a high degree.
This high interconnection of vertices with a high degree is well documented by the rich-club connec-
tivity of the WoT, shown in Figure 8.1c. The 10 vertices with highest degree are highly interconnected:
72% of all possible edges exist. Between the 100 highest-degree vertices, 41% of all possible edges exist.
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(a) Degree distribution
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(b) Shortest path length distribution (cdf)
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(c) Rich-club coecient
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(d) Community size distribution
Figure 8.1: Basic properties of WoT25k, the analyzed instance of the PGP WoT
The size distribution of communities also appears to follow a power-law (cf. Figure 8.1d). Most of the
4,238 communities, found by the fast unfolding community detection algorithm [51], contain less than 3
vertices. While the average community size is 6.01, the largest community contains 173 vertices.
Basic insights from the PGP WoT
For evolving graphs, power-law degree distributions are often explained and produced by the concept of
preferential attachment. Here, high-degree vertices have a higher chance of getting further connections.
In the context of the PGP WoT, it is reasonable to expect that users who already signed many certicates
are more likely to sign additional ones. Therefore, we assume that new vertices connect to a WoT with
preferential attachment.
The high values of transitivity and average clustering coecient imply that neighborhoods of vertices
are often densely interconnected. This means that connections are often formed between vertices that
have a neighbor in common [190] and are similar to each other [251]. In the PGP WoT, this means that
users seem more likely to sign the certicate of a user already connected to a neighbor and therefore
deemed trustworthy. This interpretation is based on the idea that trust in a WoT is transitive, i.e., a
user trusts and signs the certicates of users that are trusted by her contacts. Hence, we assume that
new connections in a WoT are created between vertices that already share a neighbor.
The observed power-law distribution of community sizes indicates that there is a small number of large
communities that are well interconnected. Smaller communities must be connected to these larger ones.
Otherwise, the existence of many small communities would increase the average path lengths noticeably.
In the PGP WoT, this observation can be explained by the existence of real-world communities, e.g., at
a university, in a city, or a country. While they are well interconnected, central users have connections
to other communities and thereby create short overall path lengths. Therefore, we assume that there
exists a community structure of well interconnected vertex subsets in a WoT. While they are connected
to many other communities, we assume that most of them maintain connections to a small set of large
communities whose high-degree vertices act as bridges between the smaller ones.
Generative principles for WoT graphs
Based on our insights into the analysis of an instance of the PGP WoT, we assume the following three
principles to model the structure of a WoT and evolve it over time:
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1. New vertices connect by preferential attachment.
2. New edges are created between 2-hop neighbors.
3. Community sizes follow a power-law.
8.1.2 Existing Graph Models
The existing literature provides many dierent models for generating synthetic graphs with desirable
properties.
The Erd}os-Renyi (ER) model [106] generates a random graph R(n;m) with a specied number of
vertices n and edges m. The resulting graph have a Gaussian degree distribution which is unrealistic for
most real-world graphs. The Power-law (PL) model [249] generates graphs that follow a parametrized
power-law degree distribution.
Many real-world graphs are considered to be so-called small-world graphs [12]. They are characterized
by small shortest path lengths and high clustering as observed in many social networks [237]. The Watts-
Strogatz (WS ) model [319] generates graphs with this property. It starts with a regular ring and creates
shortcuts by randomly rewiring a fraction of the edges.
The Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [29] simulates the growth of a graph by adding vertices one at a
time to a random graph. Based on the idea of preferential attachment, new vertices favor connections
to high-degree vertices which results in a power-law degree distribution. Newer models achieve a high
rich-club connectivity [347] or enrich the preferential selection with vertex properties like popularity or
similarity [251].
The copying (CP) model [178] also starts the generation with a small random graph. A new vertex
connects to at least one bootstrap vertex and copies a subset of its connections. This generates graphs
with high clustering. The basic idea has been used in many other models which vary the selection of the
bootstrap vertex and the connections that are copied [181, 182].
One model was explicitly designed to match the properties of the PGP WoT [315] (PGP). Similar
to WS, PGP rst generates a regular graph and then creates shortcuts by rewiring edges. The main
dierence to WS is that PGP requires a degree distribution as input which makes graph generation very
articial. Also, it neither allows to grow a given graph nor describes how the graph evolves over time.
The Forest-Fire (FF ) model [191] combines multiple principles: preferential attachment, copying, and
the existence of a community structure. The model connects new vertices to the network similar to a
spreading forest re. With probabilities for connecting to outgoing and incoming connections of visited
vertices, the resulting graphs are densied over time while their diameter decreases. Both properties have
been shown to reect growth in many real-world networks.
Some of the discussed models (ER, PL, WS, PGP) do not grow over time but generate a static graph
with certain properties. Other models (BA, CP, FF ) describe the evolution of a graph over time by
dening the connection of new vertices to an existing graph. New edges are always connected to new
nodes. Hence, there is no model yet that evolves a graph by adding edges between existing vertices. We
close this gap by developing a model that generates graphs with desired properties, adds vertices over
time, and also evolves the existing graph by adding connections between its vertices.
8.1.3 WoTgr - a WoT growth model
WoT graphs grow over time as new vertices are added and new connections between existing ones are
formed. Therefore, we developed a model to reproduce this growth from any existing graph, e.g., an
instance of an actual WoT. New vertices and edges are added based on the the rst two generative
principles, which we identied based on the analysis of an instance of the PGP WoT (cf. Section 8.1.1).
To model this growth, we present WoTgr, a WoT growth model that adds a vertex and edges to
an existing graph G. As parameters, it takes the number of new edges d, the target overall fraction of
bidirectional edges dbid, and the probability of a bidirectional bootstrap dbid;2. An overview of WoTgr is
given in Algorithm 12.
First, a new vertex v is created to reect the join of a new user to the WoT. It is connected to
bootstrapping vertices w; u 2 V by adding edges (w; v) and (v; u) to maintain strong connectivity. We
assume that this process is guided by preferential attachment to comply with the rst generative principle.
This preferential selection of a vertex from a set V 0 is dened by
P (pref(V 0) = v) :=
dout(v)P
w2V 0 dout(w)
:
For the analyzed instance of the PGP WoT, we observed a high fraction of bidirectional connections
for vertices with degree 2. Hence, a high fraction of new vertices must be connected to the graph via
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Algorithm 12: Adding a new vertex and edges with WoTgr
Data: G; d; dbid; dbid;2
begin
v = new vertex; V:add(v); // add new vertex
w = pref(V ); // first bootstrap connection
if U [0; 1]  dbid;2 then u = w; // bidirectional bootstrap connection
else u = pref(V ); // second bootstrap connection
E:add((w; v); (v; u)); e = 2; // add bootstrap edges
while e < d do
v = rand(V ); // select source vertex
u = pref(adjout(v)); w = rand(adjout(u)); // select destination vertex
E:add((v; w)); e++; // add new edge
if dbid(G) < dbid then
E:add((w; v)); e++ // add bidirectional edge
bidirectional edges, i.e., w = u. Therefore, a bidirectional bootstrapping is performed with probability
dbid;2 and w; u are selected independently otherwise as indicated in Figure 8.2a.
V
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(a) Bootstrapping new vertex v
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adjout(u)
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(b) Creating a new edge
Figure 8.2: Adding vertex and edges in each round of WoTgr
Second, new edges are created to reect the establishment of trust relations between existing users.
For each of the d   2 remaining edges, a source v and a destination w must be determined. We assume
that every user has the same probability of establishing a new trust relation. Therefore, we select v
uniformly at random, i.e., v = rand(V ), dened by
P (rand(V 0) = v) :=
1
jV 0j :
The destination w is then selected from the 2-hop neighbors of v in compliance with the second generative
principle. First, we select an outgoing connection u of v preferentially, i.e., u = pref(adjout(v)). Then, the
destination w is selected uniformly at random from u's outgoing connections, i.e., w = rand(adjout(u)).
With this selection, all outgoing 2-hop connection of v have the same probability to be chosen. The
creation of edge (v; w) means that v established a trust connection to w, a user already trusted by one
of v's neighbors u. In case the current fraction of bidirectional edges in G is below the target of dbid, the
inverse edge (w; v) is added as well (cf. Figure 8.2b).
This model can be used to grow an existing graph to any size by executing WoTgr once for each
new vertex. We can also use WoTgr to generate a graph from scratch, e.g., by starting with the largest
strongly connected component of a random graph R(n;m) with n vertices and m edges. We denote the
generation of a graph using this approach as WoTgr;r(n;m; dbid; dbid;2).
8.1.4 WoTcom - a community-based WoT model
For WoT25k, we observed a community structure with a power-law size distribution. Networks that are
grown using preferential attachment, copying, or hierarchical growth do not create such communities [192].
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We assume that the absence of community structures in graphs grown using WoTgr or generated with
WoTgr;r leads to shorter paths and lower clustering compared to real-world instances. Therefore, we
developed a model for generating WoT graphs from scratch based on the idea of separate interconnected
communities in compliance with the third generative principle. This WoTcom model consists of four
steps:
1. Generate a list of community sizes,
2. generate each community separately with WoTgr;r,
3. connect the largest community to all others, and
4. further interconnect all communities.
As parameters, WoTcom takes the target network size n, the fraction of vertices in the largest com-
munity cc, the power-law exponent cexp for the community size distribution, cuto values cmin and cmax
for the community size distribution, and the number of bidirectional edges between communities cd. In
addition, WoTcom takes the same parameters as WoTgr for generating each community: d, dbid, and
dbid;2. An overview of WoTcom is given in Algorithm 13.
Algorithm 13: Generating a complete graph with WoTcom
Data: n; cc; cexp; cmin; cmax; cd; d; dbid; dbid;2
begin
C' = fcc  ng
while
P
c2C0 c < n // (1) Compute communities sizes C
0
do
c  Csize(cexp; cmin; cmax);
if n  (jV j+ c) < cmin then c = n  jV j;
C 0:add(c);
V = ;; E = ;; G = (V;E); C = ;;
for c 2 C 0 // (2) Generate all separate communities
do
G' = WoTgr;r(c; c  d; dbid; dbid;2);
V.add(v 2 V 0); E.add(e 2 E0); C.add(V 0);
for Ci 2 C;Ci 6= Cc // (3) Connect central community Cc to others
do
v = pref(Cc); w = pref(Ci); E:add((v; w); (w; v));
for i = 0; i < cd  jCj; i++ // (4) Interconnect communities
do
Cj = pref(C); Ck = pref(C); v = pref(Cj); w = pref(Ck); E:add((v; w); (w; v));
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(a) Connecting the largest community Cc to all others
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(b) Further interconnection of arbitrary communities
Figure 8.3: Interconnection of communities in the community-based WoTcom model
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First, we determine the sizes C 0 for all communities. We start with the largest or central community
Cc with a size of n  cc. The sizes of all remaining communities are drawn from a power-law distribution
Csize with exponent cexp. We limit the values to cmin  x  cmax.
Second, we generate a separate community graph for each size ci 2 C 0. We start with the largest
connected component of a random graph with d  2 vertices and d edges, i.e., R(d  2; d). Using WoTgr,
we grow this initial graph to the target size of ci vertices.
Third, we connect each community Ci 6= Cc to the central community with a bidirectional edge.
The vertices creating this connection are chosen preferentially as we assume it is more likely that well
connected users know and trust users from dierent communities as shown in Figure 8.3a. Thereby, the
complete graph becomes strongly connected.
Fourth and nally, we create additional cd  jCj bidirectional edges between communities. For each
edge, we select two communities Cj and Ck preferentially, i.e., with probabilities proportional to their
size. From each community, we select a vertex preferentially assuming that well connected users are more
likely to establish new trust relationships (cf. Figure 8.3b). By creating a bidirectional edge between
vertices in Cj and Ck, both communities are directly connected.
8.1.5 Evaluation
In this Section, we evaluate our models and compare them to existing graph generators. We perform a
parameter study for WoTcom and x a set of parameters based on a comparison with the properties of
WoT25k. We evaluate the extent to which existing graph models are capable of reproducing the properties
of a WoT and compare them to WoTcom and WoTgr;r. We compare the capabilities of WoTcom, WoTgr,
and WoTgr;r against the Forest Fire model to grow a WoT over time.
Implementation of models and analysis
We implement all models in Graph-theoretic Network Analyzer (GTNA) [c10], a framework for the graph-
theoretic analysis of network snapshots [s9]. Our implementations of all models, including WoTgr and
WoTcom, are available in an open-source repository [c12]. We generate 20 instances for each model,
parameter set, and size and average their respective properties.
Parameter selection for WoTgr
We choose the parameters for WoTgr based on the properties of WoT25k, determined in Section 8.1.1.
We use d = 9 to produce an average degree of 18. As bidirectionaly parameters, we choose the properties
observed for WoT25k, i.e., dbid = 0:5 and dbid;2 = 0:85.
Parameter study for WoTcom
To determine the community-related parameters for WoTcom, we perform a parameter study and inves-
tigate the impact of values on relevant properties like the maximum degree, the average shortest path
length, and the clustering coecient. We select each parameter from a reasonable range and determine
the impact that an increase of the parameter in the respective range has on each property. For each
parameter and property, we determine if a higher value does highly increase ("") or decrease (##) the
property, slightly increases (") or decreases (#) it, or if it has no noticeable eect ( ). The results of this
analysis are shown in Table 8.2.
P Range dmax splavg cc t choice
cc [0.1, 1] "" ## ## ## 0.45
cexp [2, 4]     " " 3.0
cmin [25, 200]   " # # 100
cmax [250, 2k]         1,000
cd [0, 5]   #     3
Table 8.2: Impact of parameter values on the properties of graphs generated using WoTcom
The impact of the parameters that inuence community sizes (cexp, cmin, cmax) and number of
interconnecting edges (cd) is small. Therefore, we selected the values for these parameters arbitrarily
from the investigated parameter ranges.
In contrast, the choice of cc has a high impact on all properties. While increasing cc, the maximum
degree dmax changes from 220 to 1,480 and the average shortest paths length splavg decreases from 7.8
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(a) Maximum degree and average shortest path length
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(b) Clustering coecient and transitivity
Figure 8.4: Parameter study for WoTcom: impact of cc 2 [0; 1] on graph properties (cc = 0:45 highlighted)
to 3.8 (cf. Figure 8.4a). Clustering coecient and transitivity are also highly inuenced and range from
0.43 to 0.31 and from 0.37 to 0.07 respectively (cf. Figure 8.4b). Based on these results, we select a value
of cc = 0:45 as it generates graphs with properties closest to WoT25k.
Comparison with existing graph models
We evaluate the capabilities of all models, introduced in Section 8.1.2, to generate graphs with properties
close to WoT25k. We selected the parameters for WoTgr and WoTcom according to our parameter study.
For all other models, we choose parameters so that the resulting graphs have an average degree close to
the observed one of WoT25k. Furthermore, we implement a modied version of Forest Fire, referred to as
FFd, where new vertices establish a bidirectional connection during bootstrap and all other connections
are formed bidirectionally with probability dbid = 0:5. The parameters of all models are given in Table 8.3.
The results of our analysis are shown in Figure 8.5 and Table 8.4.
Model Parameters
ER davg = 18
PL outexp = 1:8; outmin = 1; outmax = 1103; inexp = 1:78; inmin = 1; inmax = 1642
BA edgesPerNode = 5
WS successors = 5;  = 0:5
CP k = 10
PGP  = 0:2
FF p = 0:409; pb = 0:32
FFd p = 0:409; pb = 0:32; dbid = 0:5
WoTgr d = 9; dbid = 0:5; dbid;2 = 0:85
WoTgr;r n = 6; m = 8
WoTcom cc = 0:45; cexp = 3:0; cmin = 100; cmax = 1,000; cd = 3
Table 8.3: Parameters chosen for the evaluation of all models based on the properties of WoT25k
From the existing models, only PL, PGP, FF, and FFd produce graphs with degree distributions
similar to WoT25k (cf. Figure 8.5a). For BA and WS, dmin is too high (10) while dmax of ER and WS
is to low (< 40). For BA and WS, all edges are bidirectional while the bidirectionality of ER and WS is
close to 0. PGP stands out with a fraction of at least 0.08 bidirectional edges. The only model that is
capable to reproduce the high bidirectionality of WoT25k is FFd. This is because we specically modied
the model to achieve this. While dbid;2 is 0.85 for WoT25k, it is 0 for all models except for FFd which has
a value of 1.
CP and FFd are the only models that generate graphs with splavg close to WoT25k. FF stands out
with the lowest value of only 3.88 but only less than 10% of all vertex pairs are connected (cf. Figure 8.5b).
While splavg of graphs generated by BA, PGP, ER, and WS are 18% to 34% too low, the average paths
length in PL graphs is 75% higher that ).
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(a) Degree distribution (cdf)
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(b) Shortest path length distribution (cdf)
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(c) Motif signature
Figure 8.5: Comparison of relevant graph properties from our models and existing ones to WoT25k
WoT WoTcom WoTgr;r ER BA PL WS PGP CP FF FFd
davg 18.08 19.25 19.49 18.00 19.99 13.61 19.99 19.04 17.67 17.19 18.11
dmax 1368 955 1460 37 1169 569 39 592 931 2175 693
dbid;2 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
splavg 5.99 5.94 3.84 4.86 3.92 10.16 4.90 4.45 5.43 3.92 5.36
splmed 6 6 4 5 4 9 5 4 5 4 5
splmax 25 14 9 8 6 39 7 12 13 17 19
spl90% 8 8 5 6 5 15 6 6 7 5 7
cc 0.37 0.38 0.30 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.10 0.38 0.17 0.35
t 0.39 0.21 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.17 0.26 0.09 0.08
sc 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.97 0.00 1.00
rcc(10) 0.72 0.96 0.95 0.00 0.45 0.15 0.00 0.45 0.52 0.22 0.39
rcc(100) 0.40 0.26 0.28 0.00 0.08 0.14 0.00 0.26 0.07 0.25 0.22
rcc(1000) 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.06 0.04
Table 8.4: Properties of graphs with 25,487 vertices generated with all models (baseline, closest values)
ER, BA, and PL produce graphs with values close to 0, hence, neighborhoods are basically never
interconnected. WS and PGP generate graphs with higher values. Overall, the closest match can be
observed for CP with cc =0.38 and t =0.25. FF has very low values of only cc = 0:17 and t = 0:09. With
cc =0.35, FFd is very close as well but exhibits low transitivity of only 0.08.
The rich-club connectivity of WoT25k is not matched by any model. Only CP, PGP, FFd, and BA
exhibit close values with rcc(10)  0:4 and rcc(100)  0:14.
All models except FFd exhibit a dierent motif signature than WoT25k (cf. Figure 8.5c). In WoT25k,
no motif makes up for more than 21%. In clear contrast, some models produce graphs in which single
motifs are present in up to 99% of all vertex triplets.
Our community-based model WoTcom is able to accurately reproduce most of the properties of
WoT25k. Unsurprisingly, the bidirectionality is exactly as specied by the parameters of the model
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and hence very close to the target values. Average path length, median path length, and eective diam-
eter are closely matched. The clustering coecient is very close to the target value of WoT25k. With a
value of 0:21, the transitivity is not as close but still closer than all models except CP. These results are
not surprising since the parameters of our model have been tuned to reproduce the properties of WoT25k.
Even though not targeted during the parameter study, the rich-club connectivity is not perfectly matched
but with values of rcc(10) = 0:98 and rcc(100) = 0:25 closer than most models. Most surprisingly, the
motif signature of WoTcom is very close to WoT25k. Even though we did not consider the motif signa-
ture during the design and parameter study of our model, WoTcom is actually able to match the motif
signature of WoT25k closely. Since the motif signature of a graph is believed to be characteristic to the
evolving mechanisms behind the modeled system [225], this similarity to the original graph indicates that
the generative principles we used in our model could be close to reality.
Evaluation of growing larger WoT graphs
So far, we showed that WoTcom, WoTgr;r, and FFd are the only models capable of producing graphs
with many properties close to WoT25k. We evaluate to which extent they are capable of growing or
generating larger WoT graphs. We also include FF to showcase the benets introduced by our modied
FFd version. As a baseline, we select 31 snapshots from the PGP WoT with sizes between 25k and
55k vertices [o64] [o65]. We refer to those snapshots as WoT. For each graph size, we generate FF,
FFd, and three instances of our model WoTcom, WoTgr, and WoTgr;r. WoTcom is the community-based
model where communities are grown separately and interconnected afterwards. WoTgr is the growth
model applied to the WoT25k. For WoTgr;r, the growth model is applied but instead of starting with an
original WoT graph, the graph is initialized with a small random graph, i.e., the community-based model
is executed with a single community (cc =1.0).
We expect WoTcom to perform best regarding shortest paths since WoTgr and WoTgr;r do not
incorporate the generation of new communities over time. As new vertices are connected to a single
component this should lead to shorter paths in both cases. Also, we expect WoTgr to achieve a rich-club
connectivity and motif signature closer to the original WoT since the WoT25k still makes up for a large
part of the overall graph. Furthermore, we expect FF and FFd to increase the average degree over time
and decrease shortest paths since these are the desired properties of the original Forest Fire model.
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(a) Average degree davg
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(b) Average shortest path length splavg
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(c) Clustering coecient cc
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(d) Transitivity t
Figure 8.6: Comparison of our models with FF, FFd, and WoT for increasing vertex count
In our model, we assume a constant average degree over time. While WoTcom produces graphs
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with an average degree around 19.25 for all sizes, it increases from 18 to 20.7 and then falls again to
19.5 for WoT. The average degree of WoTgr starts with WoT25k at 18 and is then slightly increased
towards WoTcom's average degree as more vertices are added. While the additional connections between
communities seem to increase the average degree noticeably from the target 18, it seems to actually bring
the WoTcom closer to the original average degree as it develops over time. As expected, FF and FFd
lead to an increasing average degree. While this increase is not as steep for the modied version FFd, the
densication is a property that does not appear in our observations of a WoT. In case even larger graphs
would be generated using FF of FFd, this densication would progress even further and not resemble
real-world properties any more.
As we expected, the average path length of WoTcom is very close to WoT whose values vary around
6 for all graph size (cf. Figure 8.6b). When growing the WoT25k with the growth model WoTgr, splavg
decreases as the graph grows. We assume that this is due to the absence of new communities that
are attached to the central community which would create longer paths. Instead, WoTgr and WoTgr;r
further interconnect a single component and therefore decrease shortest paths despite the addition of
further vertices. For WoTgr;r, the average path length starts very low at 3.85 and slightly increases as
the graph is grown further. Here, we also assume that these short paths are caused by the absence of
small communities attached to a densely connected central component. FF produces graph with low
splavg that even decrease as the graphs grow, a property that is desired by the model but does not match
the development of real-world WoT graphs. For FFd, splavg only shrinks slightly but is still far lower
than WoT with a value around 5.4.
As the original graph grows, its transitivity decreases noticeably from 0.39 to 0.28, a trend well
matches by WoTgr (cf. Figure 8.6d). In contrast, the transitivity of WoTcom is rather low with values
around 0.2 but also decreases as the graphs get larger. The same trend can be observed for WoTgr;r
even though it already starts with a very low transitivity of 0.07. The clustering coecient of WoT is
always close to its initial value of 0.37 (cf. Figure 8.6c). Similarly, the clustering coecient of WoTcom
stays close to a slightly higher value of 0.38. In clear contrast, WoTgr's clustering coecient increases
to a maximum of 0.44 for 31k vertices before decreasing again as the graph size grows. Again, the value
produced by WoTgr;r is lower but does not change as the graph grows. The clustering coecient of FF
and FFd are also close to constant. While our modied version produces values around 0.36 close to the
baseline, the original FF model exhibits very low values around 0.17. With transitivities of t < 0:1, both
model produce very low values that indicate an overall very dierent interconnection of neighborhood
than WoT. This shows that the rather general generative principles of a forest re are not applicable for
the generation of trust graphs as they do not generate the observed high interconnection of neighborhoods.
Despite the dierent evolution of clustering coecient, transitivity, and average shortest paths for
the dierent model instances, WoTcom and WoTgr produce graphs whose properties are very similar
to WoT even when investigating the largest instances with 55k vertices. Even though WoTgr is grown
to more than twice its initial size, its degree distribution and motif signature are very close to those
of WoT (cf. Figures 8.7a and 8.7c). The properties of the community-based model are also very close
to the original even though slightly worse that WoTgr. As expected, the shortest paths are shorter for
WoTgr and WoTgr;r, most probably because of the absence of explicitly created separate communities
that naturally increase the overall path lengths. It is remarkable to see how closely WoTcom matches the
original graph's average path length even though its parameters were selected based on a graph of half the
size. Together with the closely matches motifs signature, these results show that the generative principles
we use in our models could very well resemble realistic user behavior. The original Forest Fire model
does not match many of the desired and investigated properties. Our modied version FFd matches most
properties better but still not as good as our models. We believe that the generative principles of a forest
re do not resemble the behavior of users that lead to the growth of WoT and therefore do not represent a
viable alternative to our model. Also, our model is the only one that creates further connections between
existing vertices as it happens in reality.
In summary, we have shown that WoTcom and WoTgr are capable of generating realistic WoT graphs
with properties close to the original WoT. While a modied version of the Forest Fire model produces
close results as well, the original model does not reproduce the growth of a WoT. The growth of an
initial WoT or random graph results in rather short paths between all vertices while maintaining rich-
club connectivity and degree distribution. The community-based model is capable of generating graphs
with accurately replicated path lengths and a similar clustering coecient. In all three instances of the
model, the motif signature is very close to the original network which implies that the strategies for
connecting new vertices to the network as well as interconnecting existing ones to grow the network
reproduce realistic user behavior.
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(b) Shortest path length distribution Pspl (cdf)
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(c) Motif signature Pm
Figure 8.7: Comparison of our models with FF, FFd, and WoT55k
8.1.6 Summary
As a rst use case, we developed and evaluated graph models to generate realistic WoT graphs. Based on
an analysis of the properties of a small PGP WoT with only 25k vertices, we determined key properties of
a WoT and identied generative principles that explain how these properties can evolve in a graph that
is grown over time. Using these principles as basic guidelines for the development of a graph model, we
created two models. The growth model WoTgr allows us to grow any input graph with the characteristic
principles identied in the analysis by adding vertices and edges one after the other. The community-
based model WoTcom enables us to create WoT graphs without an initial graph by creating a set of
separate communities rst and interconnecting them afterwards.
We investigated various existing graph models to determine the extent to which they are able to
produce graphs with the desired properties. Even the most promising candidate, a modication of the
Forest Fire model, did not match the properties of a real-world WoT as good as our models. The
generative principles of our models seem accurate as our model is able to grow a WoT to more than twice
the size of the smallest one, based on which we determined its parameters. Therefore, we believe that
WoTgr is the rst model to actually reect the user behavior that contributes to the growth of a WoT.
8.2 Graph-based Intrusion Detection System
In the early days of computer networks, intrusion detection systems (IDS) where embodied by system
administrators sitting in front of a terminal and monitoring user activities. Their task was to detect
unusual behavior and relate it to possible intrusions. After a while, this method was replaced by the
administrator scanning printed audit logs instead. These methods became impractical due to the steady
growth of networks, which lead to the introduction of the rst system for automated IDS [14]. It was the
rst approach to misuse IDS, a type of system that constantly scans audit data streams against a list of
known threats [173]. While an improvement over manual IDS, misuse IDS have crucial drawbacks. Such
systems can only detect known attacks, which leaves them vulnerable to zero-day attacks. Scanning and
updating the list of known attacks is time-consuming and represents a signicant resource constraint.
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These insights resulted in the introduction of the second type of IDS, called anomaly IDS [91]. These
IDS identify patterns of unusual behavior and provide alerts in case abnormalities are detected. They
can cope with zero-day attacks. However, these methods often result in high false-positive rates [173].
The general approach to automated IDS is depicted in Figure 8.8. It consists of three steps: pre-
processing, analysis, and training. During pre-processing, the information gathered from a network is
aggregated in order to simplify processing in the next step. This aggregation can be performed based on
a single host or complete networks and is used in both approaches, misuse- and anomaly IDS. During
the analysis step, features are generated from the pre-processed input data. In the case of misuse IDS,
labels that identify the time of an attack and potentially its type are attached to these features. For
anomaly IDS, only the input data that describes regular trac is processed further. From these feature
sets, a classier is learned. The resulting classier is then either based on labeled features (supervised
learning) or on the subset of input data that only describes regular trac (unsupervised learning). In the
target scenario, this classier is used to detect intrusions in a network during runtime. While anomaly
IDS present a more exible approach to IDS in theory, these methods are rarely employed in real-world
settings [290].
Pre-
Processing
Analysis Training
Packet Trace Netows Features Classier
Figure 8.8: Overview of the general workow of intrusion detection systems
Commonly, an IDS uses aggregated audit logs to identify and detect potential threats. Some ap-
proaches translate this information into graphs to discover patterns that occur during specic attacks.
GrIDS [293] models a network as an activity graph to detect the spreading of a specic worm infect-
ing a network. Here, the classier consist of user-dened rules that investigate the sizes of connected
components. Similar statistics have been used to create an IDS using protocol graphs [75]. Their rule-
based classication only allows for the detection of specic attacks on pre-dened protocols. Host-based
communication graphs have also been used to model community structures in networks [1]. This allows
for the identication of attackers based on the assumption that attack trac does not occur inside of
communities. In addition, many general approaches of graph-based anomaly detection exist besides the
application to IDS [2].
The main advantage of graph-based IDS is the ability to capture large-scale automated or coordinated
attacks in real-time [293, 75, 1]. In addition, the use of computed graph measures as aggregated properties
of the whole network tends to stabilize the dynamics and makes the IDS more reliable [291]. Therefore,
we propose a new approach for intrusion detection based on dynamic graphs. Our basic idea is to
model network trac as a dynamic graph and use many of its properties over time as features for the
classication of attacks.
In the following, we present and evaluate our approach for graph-based intrusion detection. We
introduce preliminaries in Section 8.2.1 and outline our approach in Section 8.2.2. In Section 8.2.3,
we introduce graph models to create dynamic graphs from observed network trac. We evaluate our
approach in Section 8.2.4 and summarize our work in Section 8.2.5.
8.2.1 Preliminaries
In this Section, we introduce three basic concepts: packet traces as the most basic representation of
network trac, netows as a way to aggregate packet traces, and features used as input for learning a
classier, commonly computed from netows.
Packet Trace We consider a set of packets sent over a network as a packet trace. It is generated
by recording network packets passing the network interface of hosts or routers, commonly referred to
as observation points. tcpdump [151] is commonly used on Linux and UNIX systems while tools like
Wireshark [243] provide similar recording capabilities to Mac and Windows. Certain Cisco routers also
provide the possibility to record packet traces [o10]. The amount and type of information stored for each
packet can be freely congured and ranges from selected elds of Ethernet, IP, or TCP headers to the
complete payload. Commonly, time, protocol, source and destination IP address and port, as well as the
packet size in bytes is recorded. A basic example for four packets is shown in Table 8.5.
Packet traces record each message sent in a network and thereby reect the communication at a high
level of detail. The analysis of such a high amount of information can quickly become a bottleneck. To
decrease the overall complexity of the recorded data in the network, we introduce the concept of netows
in the following.
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time protocol source destination bytes
07:10:01 TCP 172.125.250.0:1024 129.172.160.2:80 68
07:10:03 UDP 109.237.128.1:49152 257.162.114.3:53 27
07:10:04 TCP 172.125.250.0:1025 129.172.160.2:80 68
07:10:08 TCP 129.172.160.2:80 172.125.250.0:1025 417
Table 8.5: Example of a packet trace
Netows A netow or ow is a set of IP packets that passed an observation point during a time
period and that share certain properties. They are dened as a standard by Cisco [69]. While many
routers support their direct capture from observed trac, they can also be generated from packet traces
using various tools like Argus [273] or Flow Exporter [o20]. Commonly, each netow contains start time
and duration, protocol used, source and destination IP address and port, direction, number of contained
packets, as well as total size in bytes. An example for netows generated for the packet trace in Table 8.5
is given in Table 8.6. Here, the direction denotes whether the ow combines only messages that are sent
from source to destination (!) or also contains replies ($). Additional information can be exported as
well, such as connection state, packet size distribution, or the complete payload.
start dur. prot. source direction destination packets bytes
07:10:01 0.01 TCP 172.125.250.0:1024 ! 129.172.160.2:80 1 68
07:10:03 0.01 UDP 109.237.128.1:49152 ! 257.162.114.3:53 1 27
07:10:04 4.00 TCP 172.125.250.0:1025 $ 129.172.160.2:80 2 485
Table 8.6: Example for a netow (generated from the packet trace in Table 8.5)
Features As a feature, we consider some property f 2 R that is computed from input data in the form
of netows. We refer to list of n such features F := (f1; : : : ; fn) 2 Rn as an n-dimensional data point.
During the analysis step of the general workow for intrusion detection systems (cf. Figure 8.8), a list
of such data points is computed with some frequency , e.g., every second. Hence, the results of the
analysis step is a list of data points:
F := (Ft0 ; Ft0+1 ; Ft0+2 ; : : : ):
8.2.2 Approach
Our approach for intrusion detection based on dynamic graphs, called graph-based Intrusion Detection
System (gIDS), consists of four steps: pre-processing, graph modeling, graph analysis, and training. An
overview of these components and their workow is given in Figure 8.9. We describe them in the following.
Pre-
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Graph
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Graph
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Packet Trace Net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Figure 8.9: Overview of our approach, graph-based Intrusion Detection System (gIDS)
Pre-processing In the rst step, gIDS aggregates a packet trace into netows. Thereby, it creates a
coarsened view on the input data and simplies the following steps. This decreases data complexity and
simplies subsequent processing.
Graph Modeling As a second step, gIDS generates a dynamic graph from a list of netows. The
initial graph is empty, i.e., Gt0 = (;; ;). Each netow is then translated into a set of updates that depend
on the graph model and the previous state of the graph. Each graph model species which components
to represent as vertices and which relations to express as edges. In addition, a graph model can attach
the properties of components or relations as weights to vertices or edges and specify when to remove
created edges again.
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Graph Analysis In the third step, gIDS computes a list of data points by analyzing the properties
of a dynamic graph modeled from netows. Here, graph values PG!R(m) are considered as features for
some metric m like, e.g., the number of vertices, the diameter, the maximum vertex degree, the relative
occurrence of isomorph sub-graphs, or the global clustering coecient (cf. Section 2.3). Let F (G) denote
the data point computed for a graph G. Then, the result of pDNA's graph analysis is a list of data
points:
F = (F (Gt0); F (Gt0+1); F (Gt0+2); : : : ):
Learning In the fourth and nal step, gIDS learns a classier to detect intrusions in real-time based
on the previously computed features. The representation and optimization of the classier is based on
common machine learning techniques like, e.g., support vector machines [146] or random forests [342].
In general, gIDS can be applied as either a misuse IDS (supervised) or an anomaly IDS (unsupervised).
While existing systems like Snort [266] rely on rules dened by experts, gIDS learns a classier from
computed features and labels of audit logs. In the following, we focus on its interpretation as a misuse
IDS, where the learning phase can utilize provided labels. Hence, to learn a model, gIDS receives a
list of n-dimensional data points and learns a model to classify the attacks correspondingly. During the
detection, the classier uses the model to decide if a given data point resembles an attack. In addition,
it can determine the corresponding attack class if it is provided as part of the labels.
8.2.3 Graph Models
To model netows as a dynamic graph, we must decide which components to represent as vertices, which
relations to model as edges, and which properties to include as vertex or edge weights. In general, we
consider graph models where each netow results in the addition of at least one edge with some weight.
In case the components connected by that edge do not exist yet, new vertices are also created. If a
netow results in the addition of an already existing vertex or edge, the corresponding weight is increased
instead. Various weights can be considered such as the byte size of a netow or the number of packets.
Furthermore, each edge addition or weight increase, which corresponds to a netow, is reverted after
some lifetime . Hence, an edge added at timestamp t is removed at time step t+ or the corresponding
weight is decreased. Thereby, the state of the dynamic graph Gt can be understood as a representation
of the network while considering all netows that occurred in the sliding window [t  ; t].
In the following, we present two simple models for generating a dynamic graph from netows. For
both models, we provide examples of their corresponding graphs for a simplied list of netows.
Host-port-Host Graph Model In the rst model, we represent hosts and ports as vertices. For each
netow sent from a source host Hsrc to a destination host Hdst at port P , we create three vertices in
case they do no exist already. In addition, we create the two directed edges (Hsrc; P ) and (P;Hdst) or
increase the corresponding edge weights. Therefore, we refer to it as the Host-port-Host (HpH) graph
model.
Host-Host Graph Model In the second model, only hosts are represented as vertices. For each
netow, an edge is added between source and destination host or the corresponding weight is increased.
In the following, we refer to this model as Host-Host (HH).
Examples As an example, consider the simplied netows between the hosts A, B, and C, shown in
Table 8.7. To generate the graph Gt for t =13:20:05 and a lifetime  = 5 s, only the netows in the
interval [13:20:00; 13:20:05] are considered, i.e., the netows with ids 2, 3, 4, and 5. In this period, host
A was the source of four ows: one sent to host B on port x, one to the same host but dierent port y,
and two more sent to C on port y as well.
The resulting graphs for HpH and HH are shown in Figure 8.10. For HpH, the two ports x and y are
represented as vertices. The hosts and ports are connected by edges with a weight indicating the number
of ows on this connection within the last  =5 s (cf. Figure 8.10a). In the graph generated by the HH
model, only three vertices are created to represent the three hosts A, B, and C. They are connected
by two edges whose weights indicate the total number of netows between them without regarding the
respective ports.
8.2.4 Evaluation
In this Section, we evaluate the capability of gIDS to detect attacks in a misuse scenario. First, we
describe our implementation and introduce a baseline to compare our detection results to. Then, we
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ID start source direction destination
1 13:19:58 A ! B:z
2 13:20:01 A ! C:y
3 13:20:02 A ! B:x
4 13:20:04 A ! B:y
5 13:20:05 A ! C:y
6 13:20:07 C ! B:z
Table 8.7: Example of a simplied netow
host A
port x
port y
host B
host C
1
3
1
1
2
(a) Host-port-Host graph model
host A
host B
host C
2
2
(b) Host-Host graph model
Figure 8.10: Example graphs generated for t =13:20:05 and lifetime  =5 s
introduce the dataset used for the evaluation. Afterwards, we describe the generation of features and
classier learning. Based on this, we describe the results of our applied feature selection, determine the
classier to use, and discuss the detection rates achieved by gIDS and compare them to the baseline.
Implementation
To transform packet traces into netows, we use Argus version 3.0.8.1 in the default conguration [o5].
We implement the graph models HpH and HH in DNA (cf. Chapter 4). As weights of vertices and edges,
arbitrary combinations from a wide range of properties can be used, including the number of packets per
ow, its aggregated size, or duration. The analysis of the generated dynamic graphs is also performed
using DNA. The results of an analysis are then output as a list F of data points F (Gt) 2 Rn comprised
of graph values as well as single-value statics obtained from node values and graph distributions (cf.
Section 2.3.1). To learn classiers from labeled training data, we use the Scikit-Learn Python library [o73].
We learn them using either support vector machines (SVM) [o77] or random forests (RF) [o75]. We use
Lasso Scores (LS) [o74] to rank the features for SVM and a Random Forest Regressor (RFR) [o76] to
select the features for RF. As input, this training phase takes a set of data points. These data points are
either labeled as attack or regular trac (c[0;1]) or depending on the four classes of attacks that occurred
(c[0;4]).
Baseline
In gIDS, features are generated by analyzing the graph modeled from a list of netows. As a baseline
for comparison, we generate features using a naive feature generator (nFG). As input for a timestamp t
and a lifetime , nFG takes all netows that occurred in the interval [t   ; t]. For those, it computes
the maximum, minimum, and median values of the following properties: incoming, outgoing, and total
number of netows, packets, bytes, ports, and netows per port for each host. For the distribution of
each property over all host, we also compute the p-percentiles for p 2 f99; 98; 97; 96; 95; 90; 85; 80; 70g as
well as the minimum, maximum, and average value.
The naive feature generator generates the features directly from the input netows. Thereby, it can
be understood as the analysis component in the general IDS approach as illustrated in Figure 8.8. For
the pre-processing, classication, and learning steps, we use the same implementations used for gIDS as
described before.
Dataset
As a dataset for our evaluation, we use the DARPA'98 dataset [o11]. It has been used for the evaluation
of many intrusion detection systems including the DARPA challenge [197, 196]. The dataset consists of
packet traces tagged with attack labels. It covers a total of 44 days, split into 34 days of training and
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10 days of test data. Overall, the dataset contains 83,862 attacks that are classied as Probe, Denial-of-
Service (DoS), Remote-to-Local (R2L), or User-to-Root (U2R) (cf. Table 8.8).
Attack Class Types Total Train Test Examples
Probe 6 35,539 19,029 16,510 Ipsweep, Portsweep, Satan
Denial-of-Service (DOS) 12 40,921 24,505 16,416 Ping of Death, Neptune, Teardrop
User-to-Root (U2R) 9 156 67 89 Eject, Ffbcong, Loadmodule
Remote-to-Local (R2L) 13 7,246 1,697 5,549 Phf, Syslogd, warezclient
Table 8.8: Statistics about the attack classes in the DARPA'98 dataset
As an example, consider an ipsweep, a Probe attack. An instance of this attack occurred on 8
June 1998 between 19:00:31 and 20:32:54. Host 135.013.216.191 performs a low rate scan for the ports
p 2 [20; 90] on 13 hosts, waiting six seconds between two requests. Over time, the attacker scans the ports
of multiple attackees. In the HpH model, this results in many outgoing connections from the attacker to
dierent ports which are connected to the attackees (cf. Figure 8.11a). In clear contrast, regular trac
results in fewer port vertices and higher edge weights as many ows have the same destination port (cf.
Figure 8.11b).
(a) Attacker (red) and attackees (green) during an ipsweep (b) Connections during regular trac
Figure 8.11: Examples for subgraphs of the Host-port-Host graph model (lifetime  = 1280 s)
As examples of the features computed using gIDS, consider the maximum (in-,out-)degree of hosts
and ports shown in Figures 8.12a and 8.12b. In addition, we show the relative frequencies of 3-vertex
motifs in Figure 8.12c as well as the vertex and edge counts in Figure 8.12d. The maximum out-degree
and degree of host vertices increases during the attack to values between 45 and 55 in clear contrast to
the values observed during regular trac. The maximum in-degree of host vertices increases as well but
uctuates more. In clear contrast, the maximum degrees of port vertices do not change noticeably during
the attack interval. For the motif frequencies, the relative frequency of motif m2 highly increases during
the whole time of the attack. These exemplary results indicate that the features extracted during the
analysis step of our approach can actually lead to a good indicator for certain attacks.
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(c) 3-vertex motif frequencies
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(d) Total vertices / edges
Figure 8.12: Features computed during an ipsweep attack ( = 1 s,  = 320 s)
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Feature Generation & Classier Learning
We generate feature lists from the DARPA'98 dataset using the HH and HpH graph models as well as
nFG as a baseline. We use an analysis-frequency  = 1 s and lifetimes  2 f5; 320; 1280g in all cases.
For each dynamic graph modeled using HH or HpH, we compute assortativity, clustering coecients,
weakly and strongly connected components, all-pairs shortest paths, 3-vertex motif frequencies, rich-
club coecient, and degree distribution. Furthermore, we compute weighted degree distributions, vertex
weight distributions, and edge weight distributions for all weight types of the corresponding graph model.
We generate labeled feature lists for the two graph models HpH and HH as well as the baseline feature
generator nFG. For the baseline, we obtain a total of 182 features for each data point. From the analysis
of dynamic graphs generated using HH, we generate a total of 400 features from all computed metrics.
While HH only generates vertices of a single type, HpH creates two types of vertices, i.e., hosts and ports.
Therefore, more weight distributions and weighted degree distributions, limited to the corresponding
weight type, are possible. As a result, we obtain a total of 712 features from the analysis of graphs
modeled using HpH. We annotated the resulting list of data points F either with labels a 2 fregular,
attackg for c[0;1] or a 2 fregular, probe, dos, u2r, r2lg for c[0;4].
We learn the classiers using the data points obtained for the rst 34 days of training data from the
DARPA'98 dataset. The resulting models are then evaluated using the remaining 10 days of test data.
Feature Selection
First, we investigate, how many features are sucient to cover most of the information carried by all
of them for the data points in the test dataset. This is necessary, to decrease the complexity of the
learning phase and prevent the existence of too many features to lead to insignicant models [325]. For
SVM, we use the Lasso Scores (LS) to rank the features generated by HH, HpH, and nFG for lifetimes
 2 f5; 320; 1280g and the classications c[0;1] and c[0;4] on 100% of the training data. For RF, we use a
Random Forest Regressor (RFR) to rank features for the same scenarios. All three feature generators (HH,
HpH, and nFG) produce various feature that are similar to each other, e.g., the 99 and 98 percentile of the
degree distribution. Hence, including all of them is neither necessary nor does it add more information
to each data point. Therefore, we expect a small fraction of features to be sucient to represent a large
part of the information carried by all features.
We rank all features of the corresponding feature generator, lifetime, and attack classications. We
give extensive lists for the 15 top-ranked features for LS in Tables E.1 to E.6 and for RFR in Tables E.7
to E.12 for the lifetime  = 5. In Figure 8.13, we depict the cumulative values of the normalized Lasso
Scores of the 100 top-ranked features. For LS, the 20 top-ranked features represent at least 80% of all
information for HH and nFG (cf. Figures 8.13a, 8.13c, 8.13d, and 8.13f). For HpH, up to 30 features are
required to cover the same amount of information (cf. Figures 8.13c and 8.13f). For the shortest lifetime
of  = 5, the rst 20 features cover 85 % for c[0;1] and 90 % for c[0;4]. For RFR, more features are required
to cover 80 % or more of all information (cf. Figure E.1).
As we expected, a relatively small number of features is sucient to represent at least 80 % of the
information carried by all features. This shows that there is no need to include a large number of features
to learn a classier. Therefore, we restrict SVM and RF to use 1 to 20 features in the following.
Classier Selection
Second, we compare the capabilities of the models learned using SVM and RF to classify data points as
attack or regular trac. It is expensive to learn a classier using RF for the complete set of 2,692,800
training data points. Therefore, we sample 10 % of training data uniformly at random. We repeat
this sampling and subsequent learning of a classier for HH, HpH, and nFG ten times for the lifetimes
 2 f5; 320; 1280g. To indicate the quality of the corresponding classiers, we compute the F1 scores for
the detection of regular and attack trac. The average values of the ten repetitions each are shown in
Table 8.9.
HH HpH
 SVM RF SVM RF
5 0.62 / 0.36 0.62 / 0.03 0.67 / 0.50 0.63 / 0.06
320 0.64 / 0.35 0.69 / 0.37 0.68 / 0.63 0.63 / 0.51
1280 0.56 / 0.37 0.29 / 0.48 0.72 / 0.67 0.41 / 0.59
Table 8.9: F1 scores for the SVM and RF classiers for regular and attack classes (c[0;1])
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(a) c[0;1], HH
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(b) c[0;1], HpH
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(c) c[0;1], nFG
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(d) c[0;4], HH
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(e) c[0;4], HpH
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(f) c[0;4], nFG
Figure 8.13: Cumulative importance of features ranked by LS
For the features generated using the HpH graph model, SVM clearly outperforms RF with higher F1
scores for both classes and all lifetimes. For HH, SVM outperforms RF for the detection of attack trac
at a lifetime of  = 5 with an F1 score of 0.36 compared to 0.03. For the other lifetimes, SVM and RF
achieve similar performance with no clear winner.
From these results, we conclude that SVM is a better t to the type of data generated by gIDS.
Therefore, we restrict our evaluation in the following to classiers learned using SVM.
Detection Rates
Third, we evaluate the detection rate of models learned from features that are generated using HH and
HpH in comparison to nFG. We use SVM to learn models for the classication of c[0;4] using all data points
from the test datasets based on the k top-ranked features for k 2 [1; 20] and lifetimes  2 f5; 320; 1280g.
Afterwards, we evaluate the detection rate of attacks in the same way that was used for the DARPA
challenge [195]. Here, an attack from the test data that belongs to one of the four classes is considered to
be detected, if any data point in the time period one minute before and one minute after the actual attack
is classied to belong to the corresponding class. As the overall detection rate, we consider the fraction
of all attacks that are detected. In the following, we refer to the models learned from the corresponding
features as HH, HpH, and nFG.
Models that are learned using more features as input have access to more information. Hence, we
expect that the detection rate of all three feature generators increases with the number of features. The
baseline nFG only considers local information of netows and aggregates them for the whole networks for
each point in time. Our graph-based feature generators HH and HpH consider the connections between
hosts and thereby the netow between them. This should allow them to provide more insights into
the system and therefore allow SVM to learn better classiers. Therefore, we expect HH and HpH to
outperform nFG.
The overall detection rates for HH, HpH, and nFG are shown in Figure 8.14. Results for each attack
class are given in Figure E.2. For all approaches and lifetimes, the detection rate increases roughly with
the number of features used to learn and evaluate a model. The models learned using features from
nFG only outperform those based on HH and HpH for a lifetime of  = 320 with ve features or less.
In all other cases, HpH achieves higher detection rates than nFG while HH is better in all cases for
 2 f5; 1280g. The highest detection rate of 98.62 % is achieved by HpH for  = 5 and the use of the
top-ranked 18 features. For HH, the highest detection rate is 96.07 % for  = 5 using 20 features. In
clear contrast, the highest detection rate achieved for nFG is 53.33 % for  = 5 and 19 features.
As we expected, using more features to learn a model improves its detection rate. Furthermore, models
based on HH and HpH achieve higher detection rates than those learned using the features generated by
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Figure 8.14: Overall attack detection rate, depending on number of features used
nFG. These results indicate that the graph-based approach of gIDS outperforms a naive feature generate
that uses only local information of each netow. Therefore, gIDS provides great means to harvest the
expressiveness of graphs for the use in intrusion detection systems.
8.2.5 Summary
Existing approaches for intrusion detection analyze network trac on a packet or netow level. This
prohibits them from analyzing complex communications patterns that can occur during an attack. Mod-
eling the trac as graphs promises to improve the precision of intrusion detection systems and reduce
the amount of noise introduced by single messages. While some approaches exist that model the com-
munication trac as graphs, their analysis and detection is restricted to specic scenarios and relies on
user-dened rules for their disclosure.
As our second use case, we close this gap and propose a new approach for intrusion detection based on
dynamic graphs, entitled graph-based Intrusion Detection System (gIDS). We model netows as dynamic
graphs and analyze them to obtain features of the modeled network over time. Using labeled datasets,
we train models using support vector machines that can classify the observed network trac and the
modeled graph with higher accuracy than a baseline approach.
We evaluated our approach using the DARPA'98 dataset. We achieve a detection rate of up to 98.62 %
compared to a maximum detection rate of 53.33 % for the baseline feature generator. These results show
that modeling network communication as a graph is more expressive than naive approaches that only
consider local measures based on the properties of single netows.
8.3 Molecular Dynamics
Analyzing the dynamics of biological processes and systems is important for synthetic as well as for
computational biology [10]. For example, the analysis of an enzyme's dynamics helps to understand how
it works and thus reveals opportunities for improving its functionality. Analyzing the dynamics of amino
acids to identify spatial arrangements that correspond to active sites or other functionally relevant features
is important for protein classication and structure prediction [179, 62]. Moreover, counting frequencies
of motifs in dynamic graphs in any kind of biological network seems to be a promising approach to gain
insight into various biological systems [250, 305, 11].
The dynamic behavior of proteins and similar biological structures is often investigated using Molecu-
lar Dynamics (MD). In this eld, the dynamics of a given system of particles is simulated by numerically
solving Newton's equation of motion. Here, the motion and interactions of particles are determined based
on physical potentials. A force eld is used to compute the forces between them. MD simulations quan-
tify motions, mechanics, and spatial arrangements within a single protein-structure as well as dierent
molecular interactions. The MD approach approximates the time-dependent behavior of a protein in its
natural environment and results in a trajectory of atoms.
One ecient way to analyze these trajectories is the graph-based analysis of dynamic graphs modeled
from them. Using time-dependent graph properties like, e.g., motif frequencies, opens new opportunities
for MD analysis. To this end, the trajectory has to be transformed into an amino acid contact map
dened by distance thresholds. Afterwards, the generated dynamic graph can be analyzed. The resulting
graph properties can be used to understand the global state of a system or identify specic regions that
are important for its functionality.
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As a third use case, we therefore investigate the expressiveness of the graph-based analysis of MD
trajectories. We present the analysis of MD trajectories for the simulation of an enzyme in Section 8.3.1.
We compute the frequencies of 4-vertex motifs and compare the results with the expressiveness of a
commonly used measure. We analyze MD trajectories from simulations of SPC/E water in Section 8.3.2.
We compute the frequencies of 3-vertex motifs and correlate the results with experimental entropy values.
We summarize our insights into the graph-based analysis of MD trajectories in Section 8.3.3.
8.3.1 Structural Properties of an Enzyme
An MD trajectory, as the result of an MD simulation, consists of a list of frames X = (~xt0 ; ~xt1 ; : : : ). Each
frame ~xt denotes the three-dimensional spatial coordinates of all simulated atom at point in time t, i.e.,
~xt = (~rt(1); ~rt(2); : : : ; ~rt(n)), where ~rt(i) is the position of atom i 2 [1; n] (cf. Section 5.3.1.3). Commonly,
the movement of the simulated atoms is expressed as the Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) [82, 77,
47]. It expresses the euclidean distance of each atom's position ~rt(i) in a frame ~xt to its initial position
~rt0(i). The RMSD of an MD trajectory X at point in time t is dened as follows:
RMSD(X; t) :=
vuut 1
n

nX
i=1
d(~rt(i); ~rt0(i))
2
As introduced in Section 5.3.1.4, MD trajectories can be modeled as dynamic graphs using the unit-
sphere model. The frequencies of k-vertex motifs are a great measure to express the interactions between
components of a dynamic graph and thereby capture coarse grained molecular dynamics from amino acid
interactions (cf. Section 5.3). Therefore, we investigate the capability of 4-vertex motifs to express the
dynamics in an MD trajectory and compare it to the commonly used RMSD.
We use the trajectory from an MD simulation of the enzyme para Nitro Butyrate Esterase-13 (Pnb)
(cf. Section 5.3.3.2). The C- atom of each amino acid is represented as a vertex. A ribbon visualization
of the initial state during simulation is shown in Figure 8.15a. Further visualizations of the initial state
as a unit-sphere graph for d = 0:7 nm and d = 1:3 nm are shown in Figures 8.15b and 8.15c. For
our analysis, we use the dynamic graph generated using the distance threshold of d = 0:7 nm, as it is
well-suited to represent the interactions between amino acids [17]. For its 20,000 snapshots, we compute
the RMSD as well as the frequencies FM4 of 4-vertex motifs (cf. Section 5.3.1.2).
(a) Ribbon visualization (b) Unit-sphere graph (d = 0:7 nm) (c) Unit-sphere graph (d = 1:3 nm)
Figure 8.15: Visualizations of para Nitro Butyrate Esterase-13 (generated using PyMol [o70])
We expect the frequencies of relevant motifs to represent the overall changes in the system over
time better than the RMSD. Even though the RMSD is commonly used to describe and analyze MD
trajectories, it only computes a single global property that does not include any information regarding
the dynamics of the system's components.
The development of the RMSD over time is shown in Figure 8.16b. From the start to the end of the
simulation, the RMSD increases, which indicates an expansion of the protein structure. To quantify the
dynamic behavior of Pnb during simulation, we investigate two meaningful 4-vertex motifs: m4 and m3
(cf. Figure 5.7b). The structure of m4 is typical for stabilizing eects between structural elements or
loops. It describes four amino acids which are covalently connected within the backbone and interact
with a exible loop due to electrostatic or hydrophobic interactions. In contrast, motif m3, a circle or
loop connected by four edges, is only found in robust structure elements like -helices and -sheets. Their
corresponding frequencies FM4(m4) and FM4(m3) in Pnb during the whole simulation time are shown in
Figures 8.16 and 8.17. We observe that the frequency of m4 decreases over time (cf. Figure 8.16a). This
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implies that the protein structure enlarges during simulation. In contrast, the frequency of m3 over time
remains roughly constant (cf. Figure 8.16c). Occurrences of m3 can only be found in stable structural
elements. Hence, our observation implies that the number of -helices and -sheets does not change
signicantly over time.
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(a) Frequency of m4 over time
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Figure 8.16: RMSD and frequencies of the 4-vertex motifs m3 and m4 over time
These results show that graph-based analysis is able to illustrate certain properties of the underlying
MD trajectory. To investigate whether or not these properties could also be observed from the RMSD
alone, we compute its correlation with he frequencies of m4 and m3. The co-occurence of these measures is
shown in Figure 8.17. When relating the frequency of m4 to the RMSD, we observe a Pearson correlation
of 0.67 (p-value < 2:2  10 16, 95% conf. interval, -0.673 to -0.657). Similarly, we observe a Pearson
correlation of RMSD to m3 with a value of 0.190 (p-value < 2:2  10 16, 95% conf. interval: -0.204 to
-0.177). These results indicate that the RMSD is not able to represent the dynamic properties illustrated
by our graph-based analysis of the Pnb MD trajectory.
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(a) Co-occurrences of RMSD and FM4 (m4)
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(b) Co-occurrences of RMSD and FM4 (m3)
Figure 8.17: Co-occurences of values for RMSD and frequencies of the 4-vertex motifs m3 and m4
As we expected, the RMSD is not capable of showing the dynamic properties of an MD trajectory
that we can observe using a graph-based analysis. While the RMSD is a single global measure, the
investigation of the interactions between the amino acids allows deeper insights into the structure of the
simulated enzyme and their change over time.
Hence, we showed that the analysis of MD trajectories using our graph-based approach yields great
insights into dynamic properties of the simulated system. It helps to distinguish between structural
elements and general interactions. While the commonly used RMSD measures global stability, our
approach provides an assessment of local as well as global stability of component groups.
8.3.2 Thermodynamics of Water Molecules
In this Section, we investigate the capability of graph-based analysis of MD trajectories to reect the
properties of hydrogen bonding networks and their complex rearrangements at dierent temperatures and
densities. We use the frequencies of 3-vertex motifs (cf. Figure 5.7a) to describe the order of hydrogen
bonding network of water molecules and compare the results with experimental entropy values. As a water
model, we use extended simple point charge water (SPC/E) [302, 211]. Therein, each water molecule is
represented by all three atoms. Figure 8.18 illustrates the model with the respective bond lengths.
We use MD trajectories from 27 simulations of 216 water molecules in a cubic box with dierent
temperatures and densities. Temperature and volume remain constant during each simulation. At each
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Figure 8.18: Spatial measures of SPC/E water
temperature, both the liquid and the vapor phases are simulated using the density of real water. A
selection of the corresponding congurations and the entropies determined in experiments is shown in
Table 8.10. The temperatures range along the vapor-liquid saturation line from the triple point at
273.16 K to the critical point at 647.29 K and the densities between 0.00000485 kg=m3 and 0.9998 kg=m3.
In experiments, entropy values between 61.21 J=molK and 227.89 J=molK have been observed for these
congurations1. A complete list for the values of all 27 simulations is given in Table F.1. At the
beginning of each simulation, a weak Berendsen temperature coupling [40] is used followed by a Nose-
Hoover thermostat [107] to reach the target pressure. Afterwards, the simulation is executed for 10,000
frames with a duration of 1 ps each.
Simulation Temperature Density Entropy
[K] [kg=m3] [J=molK]
1 273.16 0.9998 61.21
7 373.15 0.9579 86.88
14 647.29 0.3170 141.63
21 373.15 0.000598 195.77
27 273.16 0.00000485 227.89
Table 8.10: Selection of experimental entropies for the simulation of SPC/E water
All 648 atoms that make up the 216 water molecules are used as vertices for the generation of dynamic
graphs from the 27 MD trajectories. We use the unit-sphere model to create edges for each snapshot with
a distance threshold of d = 0:19 nm (cf. Section 5.3.1.4). Hence, the distances between the three atoms
of a water molecule are below this threshold most of the time. Therefore, most water molecules form
a motif of type m2, i.e., are connected by three edges. In case the angle between the hydrogen atoms
increases signicantly, the distance between them increases such that the atoms form a motif of type
m1 instead. In addition, m1 and m2 also occur during the interaction of two or three water molecules.
Therefore, we can quantify the number of interactions between water molecules as the the sum of both
motif frequencies without the number of water molecules. Hence, we dene the number of interactions
as I := FM3(m1) + FM3(m2)   jV j3 . A ball and stick visualization of the SPC/E water is shown in
Figure 8.19a and the corresponding unit-sphere graph in Figure 8.19b.
In Figure 8.20, we show the frequencies of m1 and m2 as well as the corresponding number of inter-
actions I over time for the highest density of 0.9998 kg=m3. The frequency of m1 varies with an average
around 1,200 (cf. Figure 8.20a). For most frames, the frequency of m2 is higher than 216 with an average
around 225. This indicates close interactions between water molecules (cf. Figure 8.20b). In some cases,
the frequency drops below 216, which can be explained by hydrogen atoms moving further away from each
other such that their distance is above the threshold of 0.19 nm. The number of interactions I mainly
depends on the frequencies of m1 and is slightly higher, with an average around 1210 (cf. Figure 8.20c).
In Figure 8.21, we present the results of our analysis and show the relations between the number of
interactions and the physical properties temperature, density, and entropy (cf. Figures 8.21a, 8.21c, and
8.21d). Furthermore, we contrast the number of interactions measured using our graph-based analysis to
the entropy values measured during experiments. All simulations result in a two-phase thermodynamic
1Experimental data is taken from Fundamentals of classical thermodynamics [327]
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(a) Ball and sticks representation (b) Unit-sphere graph (d = 0:19 nm)
Figure 8.19: Visualizations of SPC/E water in a cubic box (generated using PyMol [o70])
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(a) FM3 (m1)
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(b) FM3 (m2)
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(c) Interactions I
Figure 8.20: Frequencies of 3-vertex motifs and number of interactions for density of 0.9998 kg=m3
model (cf. Figure 8.21b). We observe that the number of interactions exhibits a high linear correlation
with experimental entropy values over the whole temperature range for the liquid phase (p-value =
4:284 10 16, Pearson R2=0.9653). In the case of vapor, experimental values dier a bit from the number
of interactions. This can be explained by the process of the distance-dependent graph transformation. At
low densities, the distances between molecules are high, leading to a graph that is not fully connected and
resulting in a decrease of interactions and thereby motif occurrences. These observations are reected by
the densities against the number of interactions (cf. Figure 8.21c).
A particularly attractive feature of the graph-based analysis is its fast convergence for the number of
interactions over time in case the system is well equilibrated. In Figure 8.22, we show the mean values
and standard deviations of the number of interactions for time intervals of 100 ps for systems at six
dierent temperatures. We observe that the number of interactions of liquid water converges after 10 ps
to 100 ps.
We observed a high correlation between the number of interactions, measured using graph-based
analysis, and the experimental entropy values of all 27 simulations of SPC/E water. With the rapid
conversion of this property, we have shown that our graph-based approach for the analysis of MD tra-
jectories originating from simulations of SPC/E water is applicable for studying the thermodynamics of
water, including order and dynamics.
8.3.3 Summary
As the third use case, we investigate the benet of analyzing MD trajectories as dynamic graphs obtained
using a unit-sphere model. First, we analyzed the MD trajectory of an enzyme. Here, we showed that
the graph-based analysis is capable of revealing key properties of the system over time that cannot be
measured using the commonly used Root-Mean-Square Deviation. Second, we analyzes 27 MD trajectories
of SPC/E water, simulated in a cubic box. For this trajectory, we analyzed the frequencies of 3-vertex
and compared it to the experimental entropy values. We showed that there is a high correlation between
the number of interactions computed during the graph-based analysis and this essential property. This
shows, that the graph-based analysis of MD trajectories allows for the reproduction of properties of high
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(a) Temperature against number of interactions
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(b) Temperature against experimental entropy
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(c) Density against number of interactions
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(d) Experimental entropy against number of interactions
Figure 8.21: Analysis of 3-vertex motifs of liquid and vapor
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Figure 8.22: Convergence of the number of interactions for dierent temperatures of water simulations
interest like the entropy.
With various possibilities to model a dynamic graph from MD trajectories and a multitude of graph
measures to compute and interpret, the investigation of MD trajectories is a perfect t for the graph-based
analysis of dynamic systems. Using this general approach promises to lead to a better understanding of
dynamical properties of biomolecules like enzymes and their interaction with solvents like water.
8.4 Summary
In this Chapter, we investigated the application of the graph-based analysis to dynamic systems from
three domains: social, computer, and biological networks. In all cases, we modeled the system as a
dynamic graph, analyzed it, and interpreted the results (cf. Table 1.1).
As a rst use case, we analyzed an instance of the PGP Web-of-Trust (WoT), a social trust graph.
We interpreted the properties of a single snapshot and deduced generative principles that grow a WoT
graph over time. Based on these principles, we developed two models for generating WoT graphs. We
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compared them with existing graph generators and the dynamic graph of the actual WoT as it grows
over time. We found that our two models are better suited than any existing model to generate graphs
with properties close to those of the real WoT.
For our second use case, we investigated the applicability of graph-based analysis as a feature generator
for detecting intrusions in a computer network. To that end, we model trac recorded in a computer
network as dynamic graphs, analyze them, and use the computed properties as features to learn a classier
for detecting dierent classes of attacks. We implemented this approach, called graph-based Intrusion
Detection System (gIDS) and compared its performance to a naive feature generator. We showed that
our graph-based approach outperforms the naive feature generation. This indicates that the graph-
based analysis of computed networks for the application of intrusion detection can benet from the
expressiveness of graph models generated from network trac.
As a third use case, we applied the graph-based analysis to biological networks originating from
molecular dynamics (MD). We investigated MD trajectories from the simulations of two systems: an
enzyme and SPC/E water. In the rst example, we analyzed the frequencies of 4-vertex motifs. We
showed that they are able to illustrate detailed properties of the investigated system in clear contrast to
the commonly used root-mean-square deviation. For the MD trajectories of SPC/E water, we analyzed
the frequencies of 3-vertex motifs and used them to approximate the number of interactions between the
water molecules over time. We showed that there is a high correlation between these properties computed
during the graph-based analysis and experimental entropy values. Our results from both examples show
that the representation of MD trajectories as dynamic graphs and their subsequent analysis are capable
of expressing many desirable properties and therefore are an promising way of analyzing them.
Overall, we investigated three use cases for the application of analyzing dynamic systems based on
graph models. For all cases, we showed that the results obtained from such an analysis are expressive
and reveal a multitude of properties of the analyzed system.
Chapter 9
Conclusion
The graph-based analysis of dynamic systems promises great insights into their working principles, key
properties, and the time-dependent change thereof. It allows us to monitor, evaluate, and improve
systems from various elds, including biology, chemistry, computer networks, transportation networks,
social sciences, and online social networks. This enables us to understand how a system's characteristics
change over time and what impact parameters have on their performance. This knowledge helps us
to identify important components of a system, react to anomalies, and, thereby, guarantee its correct
functionality.
The interpretation of analysis results, obtained from the graph-based analysis of a dynamic system,
depends on the system itself and the model used to represent it as a graph. The selection of the model
is, therefore, crucial. It determines the graph properties that should be computed in order to deduce the
system's characteristics of interest.
We identied three system-specic tasks that must be solved for each system to realize its graph-based
analysis. The system must be translated into a graph using an appropriate model (T1 ). Graph properties
that are relevant to the modeled system and the characteristics of interest must be computed via the
analysis of the resulting dynamic graph (T2 ). The obtained results must be interpreted to reect the
characteristics of the system and its components (T3 ).
The main challenge that arises in the process of graph-based analysis of dynamic systems is the
performance of the analysis itself. It is inuenced by many factors, including the algorithms used for
graph analysis, the representation of the graph in memory, the frequency of the analysis, as well as the
size of the graph. Due to all these inuences, it is not straight forward to predict which algorithm or
graph representation performs best for the analysis of a dynamic graph.
It is desirable to understand the performance of algorithms and data structures for graph analysis,
develop new algorithms and approaches to speedup the analysis, and nd ways to identify ecient graph
representations. We formulated ve research questions based on these general problems for the ecient
analysis of dynamic graphs.
It is a challenging problem for an analyst to decide which approach or algorithms to use for the
computation of certain properties for a given graph. It is crucial to understand the inuence of dierent
factors on the performance of these algorithms. An analyst can only make an informed decision if such
knowledge is available. Therefore, we asked how algorithms for the analysis of dynamic graphs can be
benchmarked and compared (Q1 ).
A vast number of snapshot-based algorithms exists for the computation of various graph properties.
Stream-based algorithms promise great speedups for the analysis of dynamic graphs, especially for an
analysis at high frequencies. For various graph properties, no stream-based algorithm has been developed
yet. This provides the opportunity to investigate stream-based approaches for such algorithms to speed
up the analysis of dynamic graphs. As a result, we asked how various graph measures can be computed
eciently for dynamic graphs (Q2 ).
While the performance of stream-based analysis scales well with higher frequencies, it does not scale
well with the size of the graph, especially for complex measures. A general possibility to speedup graph
analysis is the distribution of computational load among multiple workers. Hence, asked how the analysis
of dynamic graphs can be speed up using distributed processing (Q3 ).
The use of dierent data structures for the representation of a dynamic graph in memory has a high
impact on the overall performance. It inuences the time required by the read operations of the metric
computation as well as the write access during graph maintenance. It is not always easy to foresee which
data structures perform best in a given scenario. Hence, it is crucial for the selection of ecient data
structures to benchmark and compare dierent data structures for the representation of dynamic graphs.
Therefore, we asked how dierent graph representations for dynamic graphs can be benchmarked and
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compared (Q4 ).
The selection of the most ecient data structures can be supported by their benchmark and compar-
ison. It is not straight-forward to predict which data structure performs best in a given scenario, even
with this knowledge. Hence, we asked how the most ecient representation of a dynamic graph can be
determined (Q5 ).
In this thesis, we investigated all ve research questions and presented four related contributions:
1. A benchmarking framework for dynamic graph analysis,
2. three novel algorithms that enable the ecient analysis of dynamic graphs,
3. an approach for the parallelization of dynamic graph analysis, and
4. a novel paradigm to select and adapt the data structures for dynamic graph analysis.
Furthermore, we presented use cases for the graph-based analysis of dynamic systems from three
dierent elds: social, computer, and biological networks. They served as examples for demonstrating
the three system-specic tasks T1, T2, and T3. We summarize our contributions in the following.
Benchmarking Framework We require means to benchmark and compare graph analysis algorithms
(Q1 ) as well as graph representations (Q4 ) to understand their dierences and judge their usefulness for
dierent scenarios. A benchmarking framework should also support the analysis of dynamic graphs in
general, the development of new algorithms (Q2 ), and the design of graph models.
We deduced twelve requirements from these high-level features and discussed the degree to which
existing frameworks achieve them. While they provide means to represent dynamic graphs, none allows
for the exchange of data structures used to represent them in memory, a prerequisite for their bench-
mark and comparison. All considered frameworks provide the analysis using snapshot-based approaches.
Only two of them enable the analysis using stream-based approaches. This excludes most of them as a
benchmarking framework for the comparison of multiple approaches.
We developed a benchmarking framework for the analysis of dynamic graphs, called Dynamic Network
Analyzer (DNA), and presented it in Chapter 4. It provides the generation of dynamic graphs of various
types and arbitrary sizes to aid in the benchmarking and comparison of algorithms and data structures.
DNA also supports the development of new algorithms of dierent types with verications for their
correctness and the automatic determination of the precision of their results. Its extensive visualization
components for dynamic graphs and analysis results enables us to monitor them during the analysis.
Overall, we presented a new benchmarking framework for the analysis of dynamic graphs. It provides
means to benchmark and compare the performance of algorithms for the computation of graph proper-
ties for dierent approaches (Q1 ). The data structures used to represent a dynamic graph in memory
during analysis can be freely exchanged, benchmarked, and compared (Q4 ). The framework supports
the development of new algorithms for the analysis of dynamic graphs using dierent approaches. DNA
thereby provides the foundation for investigating and developing new ecient algorithms (Q2 ).
Algorithms The performance of dynamic graph analysis highly depends on the algorithms used to
compute the graph measures of interest for a dynamic graph. In Chapter 5, we presented and evaluated
new stream-based algorithms to speed up the analysis of dynamic graphs and thereby provide means to
analyze them at high frequencies (Q2 ). We introduced novel stream-based algorithms for the computation
of degree distribution, rich-club coecient, and the frequencies of k-vertex motifs.
We presented the snapshot-based algorithm DDS and developed DDU , its stream-based counterpart,
for the computation of the degree distribution.. The runtime of DDS depends on the number of vertices
in the graph and is independent of the batch size. The runtime of DDU has a complexity of O(1) for
processing edge removals and edge additions while processing vertex removals requires O(dmax) time.
Hence, the performance of DDU depends on the batch size and is independent of the graph size. DDS
performs best for the analysis of dynamic graphs where many changes occur between snapshots while
DDU should be used in case the batch size is small relative to the graph size.
We developed the stream-based algorithm RCCkU for the computation of the rich-club coecient and
presented its snapshot-based counterpart RCCkS . The performance of RCC
k
S only depends on the current
graph state and has a complexity of O(jV j+ jRCkj  dmax). With a complexity of O(k) and O(k  dmax)
for processing an edge addition and removal, RCCkU outperforms RCC
k
S in most cases, especially for an
analysis at high frequencies.
For the computation of k-vertex motif frequencies in dynamic graphs, only snapshot-based algorithms
have been developed. They are not capable of analyzing the motif frequencies in dynamic graphs at high
frequencies. We developed the rst stream-based algorithm, called StreaMk. It is based on the insight
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that the addition or removal of edges in a dynamic graph can lead to the composition of a new motif,
the decomposition of an existing one, or the transformation of one motif into another. We compared
its runtime for the analysis of dynamic graphs to four existing snapshot-based algorithms: Fanmod, G-
Tries, Kavosh, and ACC. On synthetic dynamic graphs, StreaMk achieves speedups between 6.25 and
19,043. We also evaluated the performance on dynamic graphs generated from four MD trajectories
with dierent distance thresholds. Here, StreaMk outperforms the existing approaches by up to 2882.
As the rst stream-based algorithm for counting motif frequencies, StreaMk allows for the analysis of
dynamic graphs at a high frequency. Thereby, it enables the analysis of MD trajectories modeled as
dynamic graphs and provides a great tool for the in-depth investigation of molecular dynamics.
Overall, we showed the great potential of stream-based algorithms to speed up the analysis of dynamic
graphs compared to snapshot-based approaches. We developed three new stream-based algorithms: DDU ,
RCCkU , and StreaMk. We evaluated them in dierent scenarios and compared their performance to
existing snapshot-based algorithms.
Parallelization of Dynamic Graph Analysis The performance of dynamic graph analysis highly
depends on the graph's size and the complexity of considered graph measures. The analysis does not
scale well with an increase in graph size, especially for complex graph measures. Existing approaches for
the parallelization of dynamic graph analysis distribute the computation among multiple workers. They
all operate on the same state of the graph and thereby do not allow the computation using stream-based
algorithms. Therefore, we investigated the problem how the analysis of dynamic graphs could be speed
up using parallelization (Q3 ).
We developed and presented a novel approach for the distributed processing of dynamic graphs, called
parallel Dynamic Graph Analysis (pDNA) in Chapter 6. The computational workload is distributed
among workers based on a partition of the vertex set. Corresponding subgraphs are assigned to each
worker, which computes the respective measure on its local graph view. The changes to the main graph
are propagated accordingly to the workers. The results from all workers are then aggregated into the
measures for the whole graph for each point in time in a collation step.
We identied six problems that should be investigated in order to implement the distributed analysis
using the conceptual design of pDNA. So far, we investigated three problems in detail: the creation
of dierent subgraph types (P2 ), the maintenance of subgraphs over time (P3 ), and the collation of
the results of all workers into the results for the main graph (P6 ). We proposed three subgraph types
and developed a partitioner capable of maintaining them over time. We developed six algorithms for
the collation of betweenness centrality, all-pairs shortest paths, clustering coecient, weakly connected
components, and degree distribution. For the remaining problems, we used the same solutions employed
by existing approaches. We applied hash-based partitioning to partition the set of vertices (P1 ) and
assign new vertices to workers (P4 ). We used snapshot-based algorithms for the computation of graph
measures at each worker (P5 ).
We evaluated the performance of pDNA for the analysis of ve metrics: betweenness centrality, all-
pairs shortest paths, clustering coecient, weakly connected components, and degree distribution. We
analyzed three datasets: a growing graph of a social network and two instances of a constantly changing
biological network. We distributed graphs and computational work among up to 32 workers. Our results
show that pDNA achieves great speedups when increasing the number of workers for complex metrics
like betweenness centrality, all-pairs shortest paths, and clustering coecient. For simple measures like
the degree distribution, the overhead of the actual distribution exceeds the gains achieved for faster
computations.
With the introduction of pDNA and our rst implementation on-top of DNA, we provided a great
starting point to investigate the remaining problems in the future. We already implemented many
partitioning strategies that can be used as a basis to investigate their impact on the performance of
pDNA and test new ideas (P1 ). In addition, we also added dierent approaches for the assignment of
vertices to workers over time (P4 ). Furthermore, DNA provides the computation of a large number
of metrics using snapshot-, batch-, and stream-based algorithms. Hence, it provides all necessary tools
to investigate the impact of their use in dierent scenarios (P5 ). Furthermore, DNA includes a large
number of generators for dynamic graphs of various types and sizes. Hence, it is straight-forward to test
the performance for larger graphs. In addition, the relation between graph type, algorithms for metric
computation, partitioning strategies, vertex assignments, and collation algorithms can be investigated.
Data Structure Selection The selection of data structures, used to represent a dynamic graph in
memory, has a high impact on the performance of an analysis. They inuence the runtime of algorithm
execution and the maintenance of the dynamic graph over time. The performance for the execution of
single operations on data structures is well understood and can be investigated using benchmarks. The
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sizes of data structures and the frequencies of operations executed on them are not easy to foresee in the
context of dynamic graph analysis. This makes it hard to predict which data structures perform best
for the analysis of certain graph measures on a specic dynamic graph. Therefore, we developed and
presented a novel paradigm for the selection and adaptation of the data structures for dynamic graph
analysis in Chapter 7. It determines ecient data structures to represent a dynamic graph in memory
during analysis (Q5 ).
We proposed a compile-time approach for optimizing these data structures. As a case study, we
performed a measurement study of seven data structures, tted estimation functions from the results,
implemented our approach on top of DNA, and evaluated it using real-world datasets. Our results show
that our optimization achieves speedups of up to 5:4 over basic congurations on real-world datasets.
The data structure conguration proposed by our approach outperformed all seven default congura-
tions for the computation of all metrics for a constant workload. For non-constant workloads, we achieved
speedups in many but not all cases. Thereby, our approach is well-suited for improving the analysis of
dynamic graphs with a constant workload but not capable of adapting to the drastic changes of list sizes
that can occur in non-constant workloads.
To close this gap, we developed a new run-time approach for the adaptation of graph data structures
during the execution of an application. It ranks data structure congurations based on their expected
performance and exchanges them during runtime if a performance gain is expected. We analyzed the
performance of our approach using a synthetic workload designed to capture most operations and generate
a non-constant workload. In this scenario, our approach performed as expected and achieved speedups
over basic conguration of up to 7:3.
Overall, we presented a novel paradigm for the selection and adaptation of data structures for dynamic
graph analysis. The compile-time approach achieves speedups up to 5:4 over basic congurations on
real-world datasets in the case of constant workloads. The run-time approach achieves speedups up to
7:3 on synthetic, non-constant workloads.
Use Cases Three system-specic tasks must be solved for each dynamic system to perform its graph-
based analysis: modeling the system as a graph (T1 ), computing graph properties relevant to the system
(T2 ), and interpreting the results to deduce characteristics of the underlying system (T3 ). We presented
three examples of dynamic systems from the elds of social, computer, and biological networks in Chap-
ter 8. Their graph-based analysis served as examples to demonstrate the three system-specic tasks and
the expressiveness of the graph-based analysis of dynamic systems.
As the rst use case, we analyzed an instance of the PGP Web-of-Trust (WoT), a social trust graph.
We interpreted the properties of a single snapshot and deduced generative principles that explain how
these properties can evolve in a graph that is grown over time. We developed two models using these
principles as design guidelines. The growth model WoTgr allows us to grow any input graph with the
characteristic principles identied in the analysis by adding vertices and edges one after the other. The
community-based model WoTcom enables us to create WoT graphs without an initial graph by creating
a set of separate communities rst and interconnecting them afterwards. We evaluated our models and
compared them to existing graph models. Even the most promising candidate, a modication of the
Forest Fire model, did not match the properties of a real-world WoT as good as our models. Therefore,
we believe that WoTgr is the rst model to actually reect the user behavior that contributes to the
growth of a WoT.
Existing approaches for intrusion detection analyze network trac on a packet or netow level. This
prohibits them from the observation of complex communications patterns that can occur during an
attack. We proposed a new approach for intrusion detection based on dynamic graphs, called graph-based
Intrusion Detection System (gIDS) as our second use case. It models netows as dynamic graphs and
uses the analysis results as features to train classiers for the detection of intrusions. We evaluated the
capability of gIDS to detect intrusions using the DARPA'98 dataset. We compared the results using a
naive feature generator as baseline that extracts features based solely on netows. In our evaluation,
gIDS achieves a detection rate of up to 98.62 % compared to a maximum detection rate of 53.33 % for
the baseline feature generator. These results indicate that modeling network communication as a graph
is more expressive than naive approaches that only consider local measures based on the properties of
single netows.
We analyzed biological networks originating from Molecular Dynamics (MD) as the third use case. We
investigated MD trajectories from the simulations of two systems: an enzyme and SPC/E water. In the
rst example, we analyzed the frequencies of 4-vertex motifs. We showed that they are able to illustrate
detailed properties of the investigated system in clear contrast to the commonly used root-mean-square
deviation. For the MD trajectories of SPC/E water, we analyzed the frequencies of 3-vertex motifs and
used them to approximate the number of interactions between the water molecules over time. We showed
that there is a high correlation between these graph properties and experimental entropy values. This
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implies that the graph-based analysis of MD trajectories is capable of reecting the thermodynamics of
water accurately. Our results from both examples show that the representation of MD trajectories as
dynamic graphs and their subsequent analysis are capable of expressing many desirable properties and
are a promising way of analyzing them.
Overall, we investigated three use cases for the application of analyzing dynamic systems based on
graph models. For all cases, we showed that the results obtained from such an analysis are expressive
and reveal various characteristics of the analyzed system.
In this thesis, we investigated the graph-based analysis of dynamic systems. We advanced the ecient
analysis of dynamic graphs with four contributions: a benchmarking framework, three stream-based
algorithms, a parallelization approach, and a paradigm for selecting and adapting graph data structures.
The benchmarking framework DNA provides great means to better understand the impact of various
factors on the performance of dynamic graph analysis and supports the development of new algorithms.
The novel stream-based algorithm StreaMk achieves remarkable speedups for the computation of k-vertex
motifs in dynamic graphs of up to 19,043 for synthetic and 2882 for real-world datasets. Our novel
compile-time approach for the selection of ecient graph data structures achieves great speedups of up
to 5.4 over baseline representations. The novel run-time approach for the adaptation of graph data
structures speeds up the analysis up to 7.3 compared to baseline congurations. Our approach pDNA
for the distribution of dynamic graph analysis achieves great speedups when increasing the number of
workers, especially for the computation of complex metrics in dynamic graphs.
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Appendix A
DNA - Dynamic Network Analyzer
Here, we provide some details on the implemented components of DNA, resented in Chapter 4. We list
implementations of graph components in Appendix A.1. In Appendix A.2, we provide lists and examples
of implemented graph and batch generators. We present interfaces for the input-based classication of
algorithms and list all implemented metrics in Appendix A.3.
A.1 Implementations of Graph Components
Name Lists
DirectedNode incin(v), incout(v), inc(v)
DirectedWeightedNode incin(v), incout(v), inc(v), weight
UndirectedNode inc(v)
UndirectedWeightedNode inc(v), weight
Table A.1: Implementations of vertices (dna.graph.nodes)
Name Attributes
DirectedEdge src, dst
DirectedWeightedEdge src, dst, weight
UndirectedEdge node1, node2
UndirectedWeightedEdge node1, node2, weight
Table A.2: Implementations of edges (dna.graph.edges)
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Package Name W
dna.graph.weights.doubleW
DoubleWeight R
Double2dWeight R2
Double3dWeight R3
dna.graph.weights.intW
IntWeight N
Int2dWeight N2
Int3dWeight N3
TypedIntWeight Label  N
TypedInt2dWeight Label  N2
TypedInt3dWeight Label  N3
dna.graph.weights.longW
LongWeight N
Long2dWeight N2
Long3dWeight N3
dna.graph.weights TypedWeight Label
Table A.3: Implementations of weights (dna.graph.weights)
Name Internal data structure
DArray basic array
DArrayDeque java.util.ArrayDeque
DArrayList java.util.ArrayList
DBloomFilter com.google.common.hash.BloomFilter
DEmpty empty list that never contains any elements
DHashArrayList combination of HashSet and ArrayList as poposed by Xu [333]
DHashMap java.util.HashMap
DHashMultimap com.google.common.collect.HashMultimap
DHashSet java.util.HashSet
DHashTable java.util.Hashtable
DLinkedHashMultimap com.google.common.collect.LinkedHashMultimap
DLinkedList java.util.LinkedList
Table A.4: Data structures implemented in DNA for the representation of graphs
Type Name Parameters
read
Iterate listType, times
ContainsFailure listType, times
ContainsSuccess listType, times, sampleSize
GetFailure listType, times
GetSuccess listType, times, sampleSize
RandomElement listType, times
write AddSuccess listType, times
walk
BFS listType, times, startVertexSamples
DFS listType, times, startVertexSamples
compute MetricComputation listType, times, algorithm
Table A.5: Operations for the use as workloads (dna.metrics.workload.operations)
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A.2 Implementations of Graph and Batch Generators
Class Name Description
CliqueGraph complete graph
Grid2dGraph 2-dimensional grid structure
Grid3dGraph 3-dimentional grid structure
HoneyCombGraph hexagonal honey comb structure
RingGraph vertices connected in a ring
RingStarGraph vertices connected in a ring with central vertex
StarGraph vertices connected to a central vertex
Table A.6: Generators for canonical graphs (dna.graph.generators.canonical)
Class Name Description
BatchBasedGraph graph from updates in a batch
CombinedGraph combining multiple partitions of a graph
CombiningGraph merge and connection of separate graphs
EmptyGraph empty vertex and edge sets
StronglyConnectedGraph largest strongly connected component of a graph
WeaklyConnectedGraph largest weakly connected component of a graph
Table A.7: Util graph generators (dna.graph.generators.util)
Class Name Description
BFS
DFS Jump
DFS random Jump
DFS random
DFS
ForestFire
ForestFireNR
FrontierSampling
GreedyOracle
MaximumObservedDegree
RandomWalk
RandomWalkNR Jump
RandomWalkNR
RespondentDrivenSampling
SamplingAlgorithm
SnowballSampling
UniformSampling
Table A.8: Implementations of batch generators for modeling sampling
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Class Name Description
BatchCombinator
BatchRepetition
BatchRoundRobin
BatchWeights
CombinedGraphBatch
EmptyBatch
Timestamped
Table A.9: Implementation of utility batch generators
1 public class BatchFromGraph extends BatchGenerator {
2 protected GraphGenerator gg;
3 public BatchFromGraph(GraphGenerator gg) {
4 super("FromGraphBatch", new StringParameter("GG", gg.getName ()));
5 this.gg = gg;
6 }
7 public Batch generate(Graph g_) {
8 GraphDataStructure gds = g_.getGraphDatastructures ();
9 Batch b = new Batch(gds , g_.getTimestamp (), g_.getTimestamp () + 1);
10 Graph g = this.gg.generate ();
11 // add vertices
12 HashMap <Integer , Node > newNodes = new HashMap <Integer , Node >();
13 for (IElement n_ : g.getNodes ()) {
14 Node n = (Node) n_;
15 Node newNode = gds.newNodeInstance(n.asString ());
16 newNodes.put(n.getIndex (), newNode);
17 b.add(new NodeAddition(newNode));
18 }
19 // add edges
20 for (IElement e_ : g.getEdges ()) {
21 Edge e = (Edge) e_;
22 Node newNode1 = newNodes.get(e.getN1Index ());
23 Node newNode2 = newNodes.get(e.getN2Index ());
24 Edge newEdge = gds.newEdgeInstance(newNode1 , newNode2);
25 b.add(new EdgeAddition(newEdge));
26 }
27 return b;
28 }
29 public void reset() { }
30 public boolean isFurtherBatchPossible(Graph g) { return true; }
31 }
Listing A.1: Batch generator BatchFromGraph
A.3 Implementations of Metrics
1 public interface ISnapshotBased extends IMetric {
2 public boolean recompute ();
3 }
Listing A.2: Interface ISnapshotBased for snapshot-based algorithms
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1 public interface IBatchBased extends IMetric {
2 public boolean init();
3 }
Listing A.3: Interface IBatchBased for snapshot-based algorithms
1 public interface IStreamBased extends IMetric {
2 public boolean init();
3 public boolean query ();
4 }
Listing A.4: Interface IStreamBased for snapshot-based algorithms
1 public class WorkloadMetric extends Metric implements ISnapshotBased {
2 public Workload [] workloads;
3 private int round = 0;
4 private int currentIndex = 0;
5 private long workloadDuration;
6 private long initDuration;
7 public WorkloadMetric(Workload ... workloads) {
8 super("WorkloadMetric", MetricType.exact);
9 this.workloads = workloads;
10 }
11 public boolean reset () { this.round = 0; this.currentIndex = 0; return true; }
12 public boolean recompute () {
13 // initializing the workload
14 Timer initTimer = new Timer();
15 this.workloads[this.currentIndex ].init(g);
16 initTimer.end();
17 this.initDuration = initTimer.getDutation ();
18 // executing the actual workload
19 Timer workloadTimer = new Timer();
20 this.workloads[this.currentIndex ]. createWorkload(g);
21 workloadTimer.end();
22 this.workloadDuration = workloadTimer.getDutation ();
23 // managing round counter
24 this.round ++;
25 if ((this.round % this.workloads[this.currentIndex ]. getRounds ()) == 0) {
26 this.currentIndex = (this.currentIndex + 1) % this.workloads.length;
27 this.round = 0;
28 }
29 return true;
30 }
31 public Value [] getValues () {
32 Value workloadDuration = new Value("WorkloadDuration", this.workloadDuration /
1000000000.0);
33 Value initDuration = new Value("InitDuration", this.initDuration / 1000000000.0);
34 return new Value[] { workloadDuration , initDuration };
35 }
36 ...
37 }
Listing A.5: WorkloadMetric for the generation of pre-dened workloads
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Package Name Variations
dna.metrics.assortativity Assortativity R, U
dna.metrics.centrality BetweennessCentrality R, U
dna.metrics.clustering DirectedClusteringCoecient R, U
dna.metrics.clustering UndirectedClusteringCoecient R, B, U
dna.metrics.clustering.local DirectedLocalClusteringCoecient R
dna.metrics.clustering.local DUndrectedLocalClusteringCoecient R
dna.metrics.connectivity StrongConnectivity R, U
dna.metrics.connectivity WeakConnectivity R, B, U
dna.metrics.connectivity WCBasic R, U
dna.metrics.connectivity WCSimple R, U
dna.metrics.degree DegreeDistribution R, U
dna.metrics.motifs DirectedMotifs R, U
dna.metrics.motifs DirectedMotifsRuleBased U
dna.metrics.motifs UndirectedMotifs R, U
dna.metrics.motifs UndirectedMotifsPerNodes R
dna.metrics.motifs UndirectedMotifsRuleBased U
dna.metrics.paths.unweighted UnweightedAllPairsShortestPaths R, U
dna.metrics.paths.unweighted UnweightedMultiSourceShortestPaths R
dna.metrics.paths.weighted.doubleWeighted DoubleWeightedAllPairsShortestPaths R
dna.metrics.paths.weighted.intWeighted IntWeightedAllPairsShortestPaths.java R, U
dna.metrics.paths UnweightedSingleSourceShortestPaths.java R
dna.metrics.richClub RichClubCoecient R, U
dna.metrics.richClub RichClubConnectivityByDegree R, U
dna.metrics.sampling Extent R
dna.metrics.sampling SamplingModularity R, B
dna.metrics.similarityMeasures.dice Dice R, U
dna.metrics.similarityMeasures.jaccard Jaccard R, U
dna.metrics.similarityMeasures.matching Matching R, U
dna.metrics.similarityMeasures.overlap Overlap R, U
dna.metrics.streaM k StreaM k U
dna.metrics.weights EdgeWeights R
dna.metrics.weights NodeWeights R
dna.metrics.weights RootMeanSquareDeviation R, B
dna.metrics.weights RootMeanSquareFluctuation.java R
Table A.10: Metrics implemented in DNA (R: snapshot-based, B: batch-based, U: stream-based)
Appendix B
Algorithms
Here, we give additional information for the algorithms that we presented in Chapter 5. We give the
implementations of DDS and DDU in Appendix B.1 and the the implementations of RCC
k
S and RCC
k
U in
Appendix B.2. In Appendix B.3, wee present addition results for the performance evaluation of StreaMk.
B.1 Degree Distribution
1 protected boolean compute () {
2 this.degree = new BinnedIntDistr("DegreeDistribution");
3 for (IElement n_ : this.g.getNodes ()) {
4 UndirectedNode n = (UndirectedNode) n_;
5 this.degree.incr(n.getDegree ());
6 }
7 return true;
8 }
Listing B.1: Implementation of DDS in DNA (dna.metrics.degree.DegreeDistribution)
1 public void init() {
2 this.compute ();
3 }
4
5 public void applyBeforeUpdate(NodeAddition na) {
6 this.degree.incr(na.getNode ().getDegree ());
7 }
8
9 public void applyBeforeUpdate(NodeRemoval nr) {
10 UndirectedNode n = (UndirectedNode) nr.getNode ();
11 this.degree.decr(n.getDegree ());
12 for (IElement e_ : n.getEdges ()) {
13 Node neighbor = (( UndirectedEdge) e_).getDifferingNode(n);
14 int d = neighbor.getDegree ();
15 this.degree.decr(d);
16 this.degree.incr(d - 1);
17 }
18 }
19
20 public void applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeAddition ea) {
21 this.degree.decr(ea.getEdge ().getN1 ().getDegree ());
22 this.degree.incr(ea.getEdge ().getN1 ().getDegree () + 1);
23 this.degree.decr(ea.getEdge ().getN2 ().getDegree ());
24 this.degree.incr(ea.getEdge ().getN2 ().getDegree () + 1);
25 }
26
27 public void applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeRemoval er) {
28 this.degree.decr(er.getEdge ().getN1 ().getDegree ());
29 this.degree.incr(er.getEdge ().getN1 ().getDegree () - 1);
30 this.degree.decr(er.getEdge ().getN2 ().getDegree ());
31 this.degree.incr(er.getEdge ().getN2 ().getDegree () - 1);
32 }
Listing B.2: Implementation of DDU in DNA (dna.metrics.degree.DegreeDistributionU )
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B.2 Rich-Club Coecient
1 public void compute () {
2 nodes = 0;
3 edges = 0;
4 for (IElement v_ : this.g.getNodes ()) {
5 UndirectedNode v = (UndirectedNode) v_;
6 if (v.getDegree () > k) {
7 nodes ++;
8 for (IElement e_ : v.getEdges ()) {
9 Node w = (( UndirectedEdge) e_).getDifferingNode(v);
10 if (w.getDegree () > k && v.getIndex () < w.getIndex ()) {
11 edges ++;
12 }
13 }
14 }
15 }
16 }
Listing B.3: Implementation of RCCU>k;S
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1 public void init() {
2 this.compute ();
3 }
4
5 public void applyBeforeUpdate(EdgeAddition ea) {
6 if (ea.getEdge ().getN1().getDegree () == k) {
7 this.addToRC(ea.getEdge ().getN1 ());
8 }
9 if (ea.getEdge ().getN2().getDegree () == k) {
10 this.addToRC(ea.getEdge ().getN2 ());
11 }
12 if (ea.getEdge ().getN1().getDegree () >= k
13 && ea.getEdge ().getN2().getDegree () >= k) {
14 this.edges ++;
15 }
16 }
17
18 public void applyAfterUpdate(EdgeRemoval er) {
19 if (er.getEdge ().getN1().getDegree () == k) {
20 this.removeFromRC(er.getEdge ().getN1 ());
21 }
22 if (er.getEdge ().getN2().getDegree () == k) {
23 this.removeFromRC(er.getEdge ().getN2 ());
24 }
25 if (er.getEdge ().getN1().getDegree () >= k
26 && er.getEdge ().getN2().getDegree () >= k) {
27 this.edges --;
28 }
29 }
30
31 public void applyBeforeUpdate(NodeRemoval nr) {
32 Node v = (Node) nr.getNode ();
33
34 // remove node from RC
35 if (v.getDegree () > k) {
36 nodes --;
37 // remove direct edges to other RC members
38 for (IElement e_ : v.getEdges ()) {
39 Node w = ((Edge) e_).getDifferingNode(v);
40 if (w.getDegree () > k) {
41 edges --;
42 }
43 }
44 }
45
46 // remove edges of other removed nodes
47 for (IElement e_ : v.getEdges ()) {
48 Node w = ((Edge) e_).getDifferingNode(v);
49 if (w.getDegree () == k + 1) {
50 nodes --;
51 for (IElement e__ : w.getEdges ()) {
52 Node u = ((Edge) e__).getDifferingNode(w);
53 if (u.equals(v)) {
54 continue;
55 }
56 if (u.getDegree () > k
57 && (u.getDegree () != k + 1
58 || u.getIndex () < w.getIndex () || !u
59 .hasEdge(u, v))) {
60 edges --;
61 }
62 }
63 }
64 }
65 }
66
67 protected void addToRC(Node v) {
68 nodes ++;
69 for (IElement e_ : v.getEdges ()) {
70 Node w = ((Edge) e_).getDifferingNode(v);
71 if (w.getDegree () > k) {
72 edges ++;
73 }
74 }
75 }
76
77 protected void removeFromRC(Node v) {
78 nodes --;
79 for (IElement e_ : v.getEdges ()) {
80 Node w = ((Edge) e_).getDifferingNode(v);
81 if (w.getDegree () > k) {
82 edges --;
83 }
84 }
85 }
Listing B.4: Implementation of RCCU>k;S
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Figure B.1: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs (grouped by k)
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Figure B.2: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs (grouped by k)
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Figure B.3: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs (grouped by dataset)
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Dataset Algorithm k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7
social
StreaMk 1 s 2 s 4 s 21 s 245 s
Fanmod 19 s 31 s 114 s 713 s 4699 s
Kavosh 10 s 14 s 39 s 250 s 1532 s
G-Tries 13 s 72 s 1525 s 24594 s -
ACC 230 s 260 s 840 s 9462 s /
elec
StreaMk 1 s 2 s 3 s 12 s 105 s
Fanmod 23 s 41 s 144 s 784 s 4859 s
Kavosh 10 s 16 s 48 s 249 s 1410 s
G-Tries 33 s 2928 s - - -
ACC 318 s 424 s 990 s 9577 s /
ecolia
StreaMk 1 s 2 s 54 s 2289 s -
Fanmod 37 s 460 s 11382 s - -
Kavosh 15 s 170 s 4513 s - -
G-Tries 47 s 6057 s - - -
ACC 351 s 572 s 1419 s 19587 s /
yeast
StreaMk 1 s 3 s 74 s 3951 s -
Fanmod 66 s 1128 s 29171 s - -
Kavosh 23 s 399 s 10053 s - -
G-Tries 112 s 30553 s - - -
ACC 531 s 773 s 2197 s 35550 s /
ecolik
StreaMk 1 s 2 s 4 s 28 s 377 s
Fanmod 32 s 89 s 545 s 4655 s 42852 s
Kavosh 13 s 32 s 174 s 1575 s 14072 s
G-Tries 126 s 38086 s - - -
ACC 458 s 662 s 1210 s 10618 s /
roget
StreaMk 1 s 2 s 27 s 1180 s 46487 s
Fanmod 158 s 2000 s 37871 s - -
Kavosh 48 s 658 s 11386 s - -
G-Tries 405 s - - - -
ACC 740 s 1005 s 2813 s 53067 s /
airport
StreaMk 2 s 101 s 38288 s - -
Fanmod 5108 s - - - -
Kavosh 1570 s - - - -
G-Tries 1227 s - - - -
ACC 848 s 6394 s - - /
facebook
StreaMk 2 s 33 s 10910 s - -
Fanmod 2418 s - - - -
Kavosh 771 s - - - -
G-Tries 1359 s - - - -
ACC 820 s 2034 s - - /
Table B.1: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs
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Dataset Algorithm k = 3 k = 4 k = 5 k = 6 k = 7
social
Fanmod 19.00  15.50  28.50  33.95  19.17 
Kavosh 10.00  7.00  9.75  11.90  6.25 
G-Tries 13.00  36.00  381.25  1171.14  -
ACC 230.00  130.00  210.00  450.57  /
elec
Fanmod 23.00  20.50  48.00  65.33  46.27 
Kavosh 10.00  8.00  16.00  20.75  13.42 
G-Tries 33.00  1464.00  - - -
ACC 318.00  212.00  330.00  798.08  /
ecolia
Fanmod 37.00  230.00  210.77  - -
Kavosh 15.00  85.00  83.57  - -
G-Tries 47.00  3028.50  - - -
ACC 351.00  286.00  26.27  8.55  /
yeast
Fanmod 66.00  376.00  394.20  - -
Kavosh 23.00  133.00  135.85  - -
G-Tries 112.00  10184.33  - - -
ACC 531.00  257.66  29.68  8.99  /
ecolik
Fanmod 32.00  44.50  136.25  166.25  113.66 
Kavosh 13.00  16.00  43.50  56.25  37.32 
G-Tries 126.00  19043.00  - - -
ACC 458.00  331.00  302.50  379.21  /
roget
Fanmod 158.00  1000.00  1402.62  - -
Kavosh 48.00  329.00  421.70  - -
G-Tries 405.00  - - - -
ACC 740.00  502.50  104.18  44.97  /
airport
Fanmod 2554.00  - - - -
Kavosh 785.00  - - - -
G-Tries 613.50  - - - -
ACC 424.00  63.30  - - /
facebook
Fanmod 1209.00  - - - -
Kavosh 385.50  - - - -
G-Tries 679.50  - - - -
ACC 410.00  61.63  - - /
Table B.2: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of synthetic dynamic graphs
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Figure B.4: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of MD traes (grouped by k)
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Figure B.5: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of MD trajectories (grouped by d)
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0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
StreaMk 5 s 5 s 6 s 6 s 6 s 6 s
Fanmod 2029 s 2172 s 2195 s 2184 s 2204 s 2214 s
Kavosh 885 s 889 s 907 s 882 s 934 s 928 s
G-Tries 1295 s 1341 s 1336 s 1360 s 1385 s 1339 s
ACC 14381 s 14411 s 14611 s 14778 s 15032 s 15274 s
k = 4
StreaMk 7 s 9 s 13 s 15 s 15 s 16 s
Fanmod 2221 s 2407 s 2527 s 2631 s 2898 s 2913 s
Kavosh 924 s 977 s 990 s 1046 s 1122 s 1201 s
G-Tries 1350 s 1401 s 1443 s 1434 s 1408 s 1453 s
ACC 14745 s 15123 s 15607 s 16786 s 17596 s 18086 s
k = 5
StreaMk 32 s 54 s 113 s 165 s 177 s 193 s
Fanmod 2861 s 3328 s 3952 s 4711 s 5350 s 5880 s
Kavosh 1013 s 1161 s 1357 s 1629 s 1907 s 2180 s
G-Tries 1685 s 1720 s 1773 s 1813 s 1852 s 1959 s
ACC 41588 s 43876 s 47671 s 51113 s 52630 s 54275 s
k = 6
StreaMk 193 s 343 s 808 s 1215 s 1345 s 1445 s
Fanmod 4949 s 6553 s 8531 s 10786 s 12316 s 13766 s
Kavosh 1352 s 1752 s 2449 s 3405 s 4173 s 4884 s
G-Tries 2619 s 2683 s 2847 s 3056 s 3278 s 3432 s
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
StreaMk 872 s 1798 s 4378 s 6596 s 6972 s 7315 s
Fanmod 9870 s 13962 s 19055 s 24009 s 26808 s 29349 s
Kavosh 2186 s 3307 s 4997 s 7139 s 8617 s 10545 s
G-Tries 4810 s 4948 s 5192 s 5713 s 6226 s 6601 s
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.3: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of Loops
0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
Fanmod 405.80  434.40  365.83  364.00  367.33  369.00 
Kavosh 177.00  177.80  151.16  147.00  155.66  154.66 
G-Tries 259.00  268.20  222.66  226.66  230.83  223.16 
ACC 2876.20  2882.20  2435.16  2463.00  2505.33  2545.66 
k = 4
Fanmod 317.28  267.44  194.38  175.40  193.20  182.06 
Kavosh 132.00  108.55  76.15  69.73  74.80  75.06 
G-Tries 192.85  155.66  111.00  95.60  93.86  90.81 
ACC 2106.42  1680.33  1200.53  1119.06  1173.06  1130.37 
k = 5
Fanmod 89.40  61.62  34.97  28.55  30.22  30.46 
Kavosh 31.65  21.50  12.00  9.87  10.77  11.29 
G-Tries 52.65  31.85  15.69  10.98  10.46  10.15 
ACC 1299.62  812.51  421.86  309.77  297.34  281.21 
k = 6
Fanmod 25.64  19.10  10.55  8.87  9.15  9.52 
Kavosh 7.00  5.10  3.03  2.80  3.10  3.37 
G-Tries 13.56  7.82  3.52  2.51  2.43  2.37 
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
Fanmod 11.31  7.76  4.35  3.63  3.84  4.01 
Kavosh 2.50  1.83  1.14  1.08  1.23  1.44 
G-Tries 5.51  2.75  1.18  .86  .89  .90 
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.4: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of Loops
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0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
StreaMk 9 s 10 s 14 s 21 s 25 s 29 s
Fanmod 2359 s 2633 s 2947 s 3724 s 4821 s 5965 s
Kavosh 911 s 1002 s 1091 s 1300 s 1611 s 1964 s
G-Tries 1443 s 1506 s 1524 s 1567 s 1663 s 1784 s
ACC 18204 s 20493 s 23362 s 25340 s 30402 s 33081 s
k = 4
StreaMk 51 s 80 s 189 s 487 s 819 s 1297 s
Fanmod 5211 s 8082 s 14094 s 28857 s 54445 s -
Kavosh 1487 s 2151 s 3526 s 7003 s 14394 s 22873 s
G-Tries 13377 s 13194 s 13909 s 14412 s 16693 s 18558 s
ACC 26337 s 29303 s 33877 s 39960 s 46319 s 50917 s
k = 5
StreaMk 768 s 1797 s 5552 s 21179 s 46615 s -
Fanmod 32047 s 71172 s - - - -
Kavosh 4812 s 11500 s 27738 s 75677 s - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 69202 s 73712 s - - - -
k = 6
StreaMk 9565 s 31624 s - - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
StreaMk - - - - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.5: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of Complex
0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
Fanmod 262.11  263.30  210.50  177.33  192.84  205.68 
Kavosh 101.22  100.20  77.92  61.90  64.44  67.72 
G-Tries 160.33  150.60  108.85  74.61  66.52  61.51 
ACC 2022.66  2049.30  1668.71  1206.66  1216.08  1140.72 
k = 4
Fanmod 102.17  101.02  74.57  59.25  66.47  -
Kavosh 29.15  26.88  18.65  14.37  17.57  17.63 
G-Tries 262.29  164.92  73.59  29.59  20.38  14.30 
ACC 516.41  366.28  179.24  82.05  56.55  39.25 
k = 5
Fanmod 41.72  39.60  - - - -
Kavosh 6.26  6.39  4.99  3.57  - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 90.10  41.01  - - - -
k = 6
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.6: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of Complex
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0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
StreaMk 9 s 12 s 25 s 42 s 62 s 88 s
Fanmod 1444 s 1988 s 3118 s 5229 s 8794 s 13037 s
Kavosh 443 s 573 s 884 s 1416 s 2344 s 3701 s
G-Tries 1974 s 2009 s 2087 s 2301 s 2608 s 2980 s
ACC 13624 s 13929 s 14762 s 15047 s 15190 s 15583 s
k = 4
StreaMk 96 s 194 s 657 s 1872 s 3661 s 6483 s
Fanmod 8622 s 17432 s 43417 s - - -
Kavosh 1931 s 3958 s 9514 s 22889 s 53975 s -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 18587 s 19502 s 19918 s 20336 s 20994 s 23044 s
k = 5
StreaMk 2045 s 5654 s 28976 s - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh 13197 s 38266 s - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 36265 s 45484 s 54891 s 71861 s - -
k = 6
StreaMk 35550 s - - - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
StreaMk - - - - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.7: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of 4AOA
0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
Fanmod 160.44  165.66  124.72  124.50  141.83  148.14 
Kavosh 49.22  47.75  35.36  33.71  37.80  42.05 
G-Tries 219.33  167.41  83.48  54.78  42.06  33.86 
ACC 1513.77  1160.75  590.48  358.26  245.00  177.07 
k = 4
Fanmod 89.81  89.85  66.08  - - -
Kavosh 20.11  20.40  14.48  12.22  14.74  -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 193.61  100.52  30.31  10.86  5.73  3.55 
k = 5
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh 6.45  6.76  - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 17.73  8.04  1.89   - -
k = 6
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.8: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of 4AOA
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0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
StreaMk 11 s 16 s 28 s 49 s 72 s 96 s
Fanmod 1577 s 2406 s 4035 s 6982 s 11514 s 18007 s
Kavosh 483 s 703 s 1109 s 1942 s 3272 s 4996 s
G-Tries 2429 s 2549 s 2685 s 2910 s 3286 s 3788 s
ACC 13826 s 14587 s 15003 s 15151 s 15703 s 16386 s
k = 4
StreaMk 114 s 264 s 882 s 2266 s 4070 s 8362 s
Fanmod 9902 s 24504 s 63956 s - - -
Kavosh 2159 s 5205 s 14773 s 35701 s 82978 s -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 18860 s 19743 s 20253 s 20896 s 22289 s 25028 s
k = 5
StreaMk 2511 s 8277 s 38315 s - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh 16075 s 57526 s - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 41482 s 51081 s 60028 s - - -
k = 6
StreaMk 42655 s - - - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
StreaMk - - - - - -
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.9: Absolute runtimes for the analysis of Pnb
0.7 nm 0.8 nm 0.9 nm 1.0 nm 1.1 nm 1.2 nm
k = 3
Fanmod 143.36  150.37  144.10  142.48  159.91  187.57 
Kavosh 43.90  43.93  39.60  39.63  45.44  52.04 
G-Tries 220.81  159.31  95.89  59.38  45.63  39.45 
ACC 1256.90  911.68  535.82  309.20  218.09  170.68 
k = 4
Fanmod 86.85  92.81  72.51  - - -
Kavosh 18.93  19.71  16.74  15.75  20.38  -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 165.43  74.78  22.96  9.22  5.47  2.99 
k = 5
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh 6.40  6.95  - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC 16.52  6.17  1.56  - - -
k = 6
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC - - - - - -
k = 7
Fanmod - - - - - -
Kavosh - - - - - -
G-Tries - - - - - -
ACC / / / / / /
Table B.10: Speedup of StreaMk for the analysis of Pnb
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Appendix C
Selection of Ecient Graph Data
Structures
Here, we give addition results for the measurements on graph data structures, presented in Chapter 7.
In Appendix C.1, we list the estimation functions as a result of our analysis. We show additional
measurement results and the corresponding tted functions in Appendix C.2.
C.1 Estimation functions
o eA;tv;o(x) eA;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x  0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x  0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x  0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x  0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x  0:02  x2 623:83  0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x  0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x  0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x  0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x  0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x  0:00  x2 13:99  0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.1: Estimation functions for Array depending on operation o
o eAL;tv;o(x) eAL;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x  0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x  0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x  0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x  0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x  0:02  x2 623:83  0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x  0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x  0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x  0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x  0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x  0:00  x2 13:99  0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.2: Estimation functions for ArrayList depending on operation o
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o eHS;tv;o(x) eHS;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x  0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x  0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x  0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x  0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x  0:02  x2 623:83  0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x  0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x  0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x  0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x  0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x  0:00  x2 13:99  0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.3: Estimation functions for HashSet depending on operation o
o eHM;tv;o(x) eHM;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x  0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x  0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x  0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x  0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x  0:02  x2 623:83  0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x  0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x  0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x  0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x  0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x  0:00  x2 13:99  0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.4: Estimation functions for HashMap depending on operation o
o eHT;tv;o(x) eHT;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x  0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x  0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x  0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x  0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x  0:02  x2 623:83  0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x  0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x  0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x  0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x  0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x  0:00  x2 13:99  0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.5: Estimation functions for HashTable depending on operation o
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o eLL;tv;o(x) eLL;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x+ 0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x+ 0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x+ 0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x+ 0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x+ 0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x+ 0:02  x2 623:83 + 0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x+ 0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x+ 0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x+ 0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x+ 0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x+ 0:00  x2 13:99 + 0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.6: Estimation functions for LinkedList depending on operation o
o eHAL;tv;o(x) eHAL;te;o(x)
addf 33:45 + 1:11  x  0:01  x2 32:05 + 3:64  x+ 0:02  x2
adds 56:68 + 3:95  x  0:01  x2 48:69 + 4:77  x+ 0:02  x2
contf 24:62 + 0:62  x  0:00  x2 27:34 + 3:46  x+ 0:02  x2
confs 28:43 + 0:47  x  0:00  x2 19:56 + 3:70  x+ 0:01  x2
getf 16:72 + 0:15  x  0:00  x2 27:78 + 1:51  x+ 0:02  x2
gets 23:74 + 0:91  x  0:01  x2 22:92 + 1:88  x+ 0:02  x2
init 610:02 + 3:45  x  0:02  x2 623:83  0:13  x+ 0:00  x2
iter 21:71 + 6:07  x  0:00  x2 21:18 + 5:84  x+ 0:01  x2
rand 52:09 + 2:07  x  0:01  x2 72:91 + 0:15  x+ 0:00  x2
remf 23:00 + 1:17  x  0:01  x2 613:59 + 0:86  x+ 0:04  x2
rems 33:83 + 1:58  x  0:01  x2 28:68 + 2:86  x+ 0:00  x2
size 13:23 + 0:06  x  0:00  x2 13:99  0:16  x+ 0:00  x2
Table C.7: Estimation functions for HashArrayList depending on operation o
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C.2 Measurements and tted functions
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Figure C.1: Measurements and tted functions for all operations and list type t = tv
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Figure C.2: Measurements and tted functions for all operations and list type t = te
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Appendix D
Parallel Dynamic Network Analysis
Here, we give additional results for pDNA, presented in Chapter 6. We list all implemented strategies and
collation algorithms in Appendix D.1. We present further subgraph statistics for the analyzed datasets
in Appendix D.2. In Appendix D.3, we show further runtimes of our performance evaluation of pDNA's
components.
D.1 Implemented Strategies and Collation Algorithms
Class Name Description
BFSPartitioning partitioning based on breasth-rst search
DFSPartitioning partitioning based on depth-rst search
EqualSizePartitioning generation of equal-size partitions
LPAPartitioning partitioning based on community structure (detected using LPA [258])
RandomPartitioning hash-based partitioning
Table D.1: Implementations of partitioning strategies sp (dna.parallel.partitioning)
Class Name Description
RandomNodeAssignment hash-based selection to workers
RoundRobinNodeAssignment round-robin selection of workers
Table D.2: Implementations of vertex assignment strategies sv (dna.parallel.nodeAssignment)
Metric Subgraph type(s)
Assortativity complete
Betweenness Centrality complete
Clustering Coecient complete; overlapping
Weak Connectivity overlapping; separate
Degree Distribution complete; overlapping
APSP complete
MSSP complete
Table D.3: Implementations of collation metrics (dna.parallel.collation)
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D.2 Subgraph Statistics
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(b) Average number of edges jEj
Figure D.1: Average subgraph sizes for Pnb7, depending on the number of workers
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Figure D.2: Average subgraph sizes for Pnb12, depending on the number of workers
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D.3 Runtimes of Performance Evaluation
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Figure D.3: Worker runtimes for computing the metrics for Pnb7
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Figure D.4: Collator runtimes for collating the results for Pnb7
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Figure D.5: Collator runtimes for collating the results for Pnb12
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Figure D.6: Runtimes of all components the analysis of dierent metrics for Pnb7
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Figure D.7: Total runtimes for SSSPk and BCk for FB, k 2 f32; 64; 128g
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Appendix E
Graph-based Intrusion Detection
System
E.1 RFR Feature Ranking
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Figure E.1: Cumulative importance of features ranked by RFR
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E.2 Top-ranked features by LS for c[0;1]
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.3962 0.3962 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MAX
2 0.0541 0.4503 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 97p
3 0.0499 0.5002 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution MAX
4 0.0487 0.5490 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution AVG
5 0.0356 0.5846 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 90p
6 0.0341 0.6188 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU nodeCount MAX
7 0.0319 0.6508 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution 70p
8 0.0289 0.6797 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 70p
9 0.0248 0.7046 UnweightedMultiSourceShortestPathsR existingPaths
10 0.0247 0.7293 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 99p
11 0.0235 0.7528 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution 98p
12 0.0214 0.7743 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution 99p
13 0.0191 0.7935 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 85p
14 0.0189 0.8125 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 98p
15 0.0186 0.8311 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution 85p
Table E.1: 15 top-ranked features by Lasso Scores for c[0;1] (HH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.1422 0.1422 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-HOST WeightedDegreeDistribution MAX
2 0.0952 0.2375 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution 99p
3 0.0728 0.3103 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 80p
4 0.0717 0.3820 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 90p
5 0.0651 0.4472 DegreeDistributionR OutDegreeDistribution 99p
6 0.0569 0.5041 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-PORT WeightedDegreeDistribution 90p
7 0.0524 0.5566 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 99p
8 0.0385 0.5951 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-HOST WeightedInDegreeDistribution 99p
9 0.0366 0.6317 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-HOST WeightedDegreeDistribution 97p
10 0.0338 0.6656 DegreeDistributionR DegreeDistribution 99p
11 0.0295 0.6951 statistics nodes
12 0.0270 0.7222 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution 96p
13 0.0214 0.7437 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution 70p
14 0.0186 0.7623 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0-HOST WeightedInDegreeDistribution 98p
15 0.0161 0.7785 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 80p
Table E.2: 15 top-ranked features by Lasso Scores for c[0;1] (HpH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.6293 0.6293 owsOut 5 MAX
2 0.2327 0.8621 portsTotal 5 MAX
3 0.0440 0.9061 portsIn 5 p99
4 0.0275 0.9336 owsTotal 5 MAX
5 0.0139 0.9476 packetsTotal 5 p99
6 0.0122 0.9598 packetsTotal 5 p96
7 0.0118 0.9716 owsTotal 5 p99
8 0.0089 0.9805 packetsOut 5 MAX
9 0.0074 0.9880 packetsTotal 5 p98
10 0.0033 0.9914 bytesTotal 5 AVG
11 0.0023 0.9937 bytesOut 5 p50
12 0.0015 0.9953 bytesOut 5 p70
13 0.0012 0.9965 packetsIn 5 MAX
14 0.0005 0.9971 bytesOut 5 p85
15 0.0004 0.9976 bytesIn 5 p90
Table E.3: 15 top-ranked features by Lasso Scores for c[0;1] (nFG,  = 5 s)
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E.3 Top-ranked features by LS for c[0;4]
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.2382 0.2382 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount 99p
2 0.1728 0.4110 WeakConnectivityR Components MAX
3 0.1346 0.5456 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount MAX
4 0.1125 0.6582 DegreeDistributionR OutDegreeDistribution MAX
5 0.0629 0.7211 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution MIN
6 0.0363 0.7575 DegreeDistributionR InDegreeDistribution 98p
7 0.0282 0.7857 statistics nodes
8 0.0259 0.8116 DegreeDistributionR InDegreeDistribution MAX
9 0.0256 0.8373 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MAX
10 0.0229 0.8602 WeakConnectivityR NumberofComponents
11 0.0111 0.8713 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution AVG
12 0.0077 0.8790 DegreeDistributionR InDegreeDistribution 99p
13 0.0073 0.8864 statistics edges
14 0.0065 0.8930 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution 98p
15 0.0065 0.8995 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution 99p
Table E.4: 15 top-ranked features by Lasso Scores for c[0;4] (HH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.1439 0.1439 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount 99p
2 0.1019 0.2458 WeakConnectivityR Components 95p
3 0.0928 0.3386 WeakConnectivityR Components 85p
4 0.0886 0.4273 WeakConnectivityR Components 90p
5 0.0664 0.4938 DegreeDistributionR DegreeDistribution 95p
6 0.0494 0.5432 DegreeDistributionR OutDegreeDistribution 97p
7 0.0470 0.5903 DegreeDistributionR OutDegreeDistribution 98p
8 0.0435 0.6338 WeakConnectivityR Components 99p
9 0.0354 0.6693 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount MAX
10 0.0332 0.7026 DegreeDistributionR DegreeDistribution 85p
11 0.0297 0.7323 DegreeDistributionR OutDegreeDistribution 99p
12 0.0280 0.7603 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-HOST WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MAX
13 0.0211 0.7815 DegreeDistributionR-PORT OutDegreeDistribution 80p
14 0.0184 0.8000 DegreeDistributionR InDegreeDistribution 99p
15 0.0179 0.8179 statistics nodes
Table E.5: 15 top-ranked features by Lasso Scores for c[0;4] (HpH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.4559 0.4559 owsOut 5 MAX
2 0.3621 0.8181 portsIn 5 MAX
3 0.0335 0.8516 packetsTotal 5 p95
4 0.0315 0.8832 owsTotal 5 p96
5 0.0253 0.9085 packetsOut 5 MAX
6 0.0204 0.9290 packetsTotal 5 p99
7 0.0153 0.9444 portsOut 5 p99
8 0.0127 0.9571 owsTotal 5 p99
9 0.0114 0.9685 packetsTotal 5 p98
10 0.0083 0.9769 owsIn 5 MAX
11 0.0047 0.9817 owsTotal 5 MAX
12 0.0045 0.9862 owsInPerPort 5 MAX
13 0.0028 0.9890 bytesIn 5 AVG
14 0.0021 0.9912 bytesOut 5 p50
15 0.0018 0.9930 bytesTotal 5 AVG
Table E.6: 15 top-ranked features by Lasso Scores for c[0;4] (nFG,  = 5 s)
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E.4 Top-ranked features by RFR for c[0;1]
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.2960 0.2960 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MAX
2 0.0701 0.3661 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU nodeCount AVG
3 0.0679 0.4341 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount AVG
4 0.0464 0.4805 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 80p
5 0.0451 0.5256 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU size AVG
6 0.0333 0.5590 NodeWeightsU-4-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
7 0.0308 0.5898 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 80p
8 0.0264 0.6163 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-2-1000.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution MED
9 0.0250 0.6413 NodeWeightsU-2-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
10 0.0172 0.6586 NodeWeightsU-3-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 90p
11 0.0167 0.6754 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution 70p
12 0.0146 0.6900 NodeWeightsU-3-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
13 0.0145 0.7046 NodeWeightsU-5-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
14 0.0131 0.7178 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
15 0.0131 0.7309 UnweightedMultiSourceShortestPathsR existingPaths
Table E.7: 15 top-ranked features by Random Forest Regressor for c[0;1] (HH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.2941 0.2941 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-HOST WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MAX
2 0.1034 0.3975 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount AVG
3 0.0500 0.4476 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU nodeCount AVG
4 0.0261 0.4737 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU size AVG
5 0.0239 0.4977 NodeWeightsU-2-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
6 0.0161 0.5139 NodeWeightsU-4-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
7 0.0155 0.5294 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-2-1000.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution AVG
8 0.0154 0.5449 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 85p
9 0.0149 0.5599 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 95p
10 0.0148 0.5748 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 95p
11 0.0147 0.5895 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 85p
12 0.0142 0.6038 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-2-1000.0 WeightedInDegreeDistribution 70p
13 0.0127 0.6165 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
14 0.0122 0.6288 UnweightedMultiSourceShortestPathsR existingPaths
15 0.0116 0.6405 NodeWeightsU-3-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
Table E.8: 15 top-ranked features by Random Forest Regressor for c[0;1] (HpH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.4059 0.4059 owsOut 5 MAX
2 0.0661 0.4721 bytesIn 5 MAX
3 0.0427 0.5149 portsIn 5 AVG
4 0.0284 0.5434 portsOut 5 AVG
5 0.0281 0.5715 bytesTotal 5 MAX
6 0.0280 0.5995 bytesOut 5 MAX
7 0.0264 0.6260 owsOut 5 AVG
8 0.0238 0.6498 owsIn 5 AVG
9 0.0210 0.6709 portsTotal 5 MAX
10 0.0199 0.6908 owsInPerPort 5 MAX
11 0.0198 0.7107 portsTotal 5 AVG
12 0.0194 0.7302 bytesIn 5 AVG
13 0.0193 0.7495 bytesTotal 5 AVG
14 0.0193 0.7688 packetsIn 5 AVG
15 0.0192 0.7880 bytesTotal 5 p99
Table E.9: 15 top-ranked features by Random Forest Regressor for c[0;1] (nFG,  = 5 s)
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E.5 Top-ranked features by RFR for c[0;4]
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.0897 0.0897 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU size AVG
2 0.0830 0.1728 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU nodeCount AVG
3 0.0784 0.2512 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 80p
4 0.0727 0.3239 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount AVG
5 0.0681 0.3921 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0 WeightedDegreeDistribution MIN
6 0.0629 0.4551 NodeWeightsU-4-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
7 0.0552 0.5103 NodeWeightsU-2-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
8 0.0337 0.5440 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 80p
9 0.0242 0.5683 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MED
10 0.0221 0.5905 NodeWeightsU-5-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
11 0.0211 0.6116 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-2-1000.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MED
12 0.0201 0.6318 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
13 0.0195 0.6513 NodeWeightsU-3-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
14 0.0190 0.6703 UnweightedMultiSourceShortestPathsR existingPaths
15 0.0187 0.6891 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
Table E.10: 15 top-ranked features by Random Forest Regressor for c[0;4] (HH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.1550 0.1550 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU edgeCount AVG
2 0.0652 0.2203 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU nodeCount AVG
3 0.0564 0.2767 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 85p
4 0.0425 0.3192 RichClubConnectivityByDegreeU size AVG
5 0.0399 0.3592 NodeWeightsU-2-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
6 0.0271 0.3864 NodeWeightsU-4-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
7 0.0242 0.4106 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-0-1.0-HOST WeightedOutDegreeDistribution MED
8 0.0230 0.4336 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution 90p
9 0.0225 0.4562 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-1-1.0-HOST WeightedDegreeDistribution MIN
10 0.0222 0.4785 WeightedDegreeDistributionR-2-1000.0 WeightedOutDegreeDistribution AVG
11 0.0183 0.4968 NodeWeightsU-0-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
12 0.0164 0.5133 NodeWeightsU-1-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
13 0.0163 0.5296 UnweightedMultiSourceShortestPathsR existingPaths
14 0.0157 0.5454 NodeWeightsU-5-1000.0-1000.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
15 0.0156 0.5610 NodeWeightsU-3-1.0-1.0 NodeWeightsDistribution AVG
Table E.11: 15 top-ranked features by Random Forest Regressor for c[0;4] (HpH,  = 5 s)
Rank Imp. Cum. Feature
1 0.1049 0.1049 bytesIn 5 MAX
2 0.0647 0.1696 portsIn 5 AVG
3 0.0575 0.2271 owsOut 5 MAX
4 0.0505 0.2777 owsInPerPort 5 MAX
5 0.0504 0.3282 portsOut 5 AVG
6 0.0493 0.3775 bytesTotal 5 MAX
7 0.0426 0.4201 bytesTotal 5 p99
8 0.0340 0.4542 packetsIn 5 AVG
9 0.0334 0.4877 bytesIn 5 AVG
10 0.0332 0.5209 bytesOut 5 MAX
11 0.0303 0.5513 owsTotal 5 MAX
12 0.0300 0.5813 bytesTotal 5 AVG
13 0.0294 0.6107 portsTotal 5 AVG
14 0.0290 0.6398 owsIn 5 AVG
15 0.0290 0.6688 bytesOut 5 AVG
Table E.12: 15 top-ranked features by Random Forest Regressor for c[0;4] (nFG,  = 5 s)
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E.6 Attack Detection Rates
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(a) Probe,  = 5 s
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(b) Probe,  = 320 s
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(c) Probe,  = 1280 s
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(d) DoS,  = 5 s
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(e) DoS,  = 320 s
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(f) DoS,  = 1280 s
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(g) U2R,  = 5 s
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(h) U2R,  = 320 s
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(i) U2R,  = 1280 s
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(j) R2L,  = 5 s
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(k) R2L,  = 320 s
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(l) R2L,  = 1280 s
Figure E.2: Detection rate of attack classes, depending on number of features used
Appendix F
Molecular Dynamics
Simulation Temperature Density Entropy
[K] [kg=m3] [J=molK]
1 273.16 0.9998 61.21
2 285.15 0.9993 65.40
3 298.15 0.9968 68.78
4 313.15 0.9925 72.60
5 333.15 0.9833 77.35
6 353.15 0.9718 82.31
7 373.15 0.9579 86.88
8 423.15 0.9166 96.42
9 473.15 0.8651 105.41
10 523.15 0.7994 113.14
11 573.15 0.7128 121.54
12 613.15 0.6105 128.49
13 633.15 0.5283 132.69
14 647.29 0.3170 141.63
15 633.15 0.1440 150.70
16 613.15 0.0926 154.85
17 573.15 0.0461 160.90
18 523.15 0.0199 167.33
19 473.15 0.0079 174.95
20 423.15 0.0025 184.50
21 373.15 0.000598 195.77
22 353.15 0.000294 202.35
23 333.15 0.00013 207.57
24 313.15 0.0000512 213.86
25 298.15 0.0000231 217.63
26 285.15 0.0000107 222.85
27 273.16 0.00000485 227.89
Table F.1: Experimental entropies for the simulation of SPC/E water
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